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GLOSSARY
Acceleration Duration The time it takes a given actuator to accelerate a system to a
specified velocity.
AIST Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, in Japan.
Combined Design Incorporating system elements other than the mechanical parameters
themselves in the design selection.
Command or Move Duration The time is takes a machine to complete a move or execute
a command component.
Command Shaping The alteration of a command signal for improved dynamic perfor-
mance.
Continuum Elements Oscillatory elements whose motion is prescribed by continuous equa-
tions of motion.
Cutting Force The force between a workpiece and a cutting tool.
Cutting Tool The rotating bit used in a micro-mill to remove material.
ETSII Escuela Tecnica Superior de Ingenieros Industriales, in Madrid, Spain.
Extra Insensitive Shapers, EI An input shaper designed specifically to cancel multiple
oscillatory frequencies using sensitivity contstraints.
Feedforward Control A control technique that introduces commands into a feedback con-
trol system between the controller and the actuator.
Input Shaping The use of a series of impulses convolved with the command sent to the
system to reduce vibration.
Micro-Milling The process by which material is removed from a workpiece using a rotating
bit, with measurement made in micrometers.
Micro-Turning The process by which material is removed from a rotating workpiece using
a stationary cutter, with measurement made in micrometers.
Modified Acceleration Approach Command Shaping technique for tracking multi-axis
spatial trajectories quickly.
Multi-Mode Input Shapers Input Shapers designed to cancel multiple oscillatory frequen-
cies simulatenously.
Optimal Command Design Selection of the entire command for a system based on an
optimization routine.
S-curve A common temporal motion profile in position, consisting of full-on actuator
effort followed by full-stop actuator effort.
xxxiii
Sensitivity A measure of the degredation in system performance if the system cannot be
modelled accurately.
Shaper Duration The increase in move time when an input shaper is convolved with a
command.
Spatial Tracking Attempting to follow a trajectory only defined in spatial dimensions.
Spindle Speed The rotation rate of the cutting tool.
Stages Positioning devices used in micro-milling machines to move both the workpiece
and the spindle.
Temporal Tracking Attemping to follow a trajectory defined in both spatial dimensions
and in time.
Throughput The amount of operations a machine can perform in a given period of time.
Trajectory Frequency Ratio The ratio of the duration of a desired motion to the period
of the system to be moved. It is inversely proportional to move speed.
Trajectory Tracking The ability to follow a predefined trajectory through space and/or
time.
Trajectory Tracking Input Shapers Input Shapers specifically designed by the author for
tracking spatial and/or temporal trajectories.
Unity Magnitude Zero Vibration, UMZV, Input Shaper A common but not robust in-
put shaper designed for fast motions, whose duration is a third of the system
oscillatory frequency.
Vibration Absorbers An auxillary oscialltory element added to a system to improve the
dynamic response.
Vibration Isolators An auxillary oscialltory element added between a system and the
ground to limit vibration transmission.
Zero Vibration and Derivative, ZVD, Input Shaper A common and robust input shaper
whose duration is equal to the system oscillatory frequency.
Zero Vibration, ZV, Input Shaper A common but not robust input shaper whose dura-
tion is half the system oscillatory frequency.
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SUMMARY
The utilization of micro-scale technologies is limited by the speed of their manu-
facture. Micro-milling is one particular technology used to manufacture micro-scale parts
which could benefit extensively from an increase in throughput. Micro-milling involves a ro-
tating cutter slightly thicker than a human hair removing material while spinning at speeds
often over one hundred thousand revolutions per minute.
An obvious solution to the throughput bottleneck is to move current micro-mills faster
using existing technology; however, simply increasing the operational speed of existing
micro-mills will lead to vibration and trajectory following problems. If a micro-mill cannot
be positioned precisely, then part tolerances cannot be maintained. Thus any increase in
throughput would be counterproductive in terms of overall performance.
This dissertation presents techniques to improve the performance of micro-mills, as well
as other flexible machines. Theses improvements are possible through the utilization of
the vibration suppression scheme of input shaping. By thoughtfully altering the commands
sent to flexible systems, their vibration can be significantly reduced. Input shaping was
effectively applied to an existing micro-mill, which improved part tolerances and increased
operational speed. However, at extremely high speeds, traditional input shaping is not ef-
fective at following complicated trajectories. Therefore, new input shaping techniques were
developed specifically for trajectory tracking of extremely fast motions on micro-mills and
other flexible systems. Often machines cannot achieve these high speeds while maintaining
their accuracy because of the mechanical design of the machines themselves. If the me-
chanical design of micro-mills and other machines consider flexible and lightweight design
alternatives that utilize input shaping for vibration suppression instead of stiff and heavy
designs, then faster machine motion will be possible. By considering input shaped flexible
systems as part of traditional mechanical design processes, these flexible solutions allow
vast performance improvement. Specifically, embodiment design can be improved through
consideration of input shaping performance requirements. Through these advancements,






The manufacture of parts with features on the scale of micrometers is time consuming and
expensive, thus it is not yet cost effective for many applications. One particular technology
used to create metal, plastic, and ceramic micro-scale parts is Micro-Milling. These parts
are used for micro-optical devices, biomedical implants, and other miniature machines. In
micro-milling a rotating bit typically on the scale of a mechanical pencil lead or smaller is
employed. Due to the small size of this cutting tool, many passes must be made to create
a complete part. A method is needed to speed up the cutting process so that small scale
parts can be manufactured more rapidly while maintaining precise tolerances. If the current
generation of micro-mills are sped up, then unwanted vibration occurs, therefore, simply
increasing the velocity of the tool is counterproductive. Other problems also occur at high
speed like tool wear, however, vibration is still a major bottleneck in the process.
A possible technique for the improving the vibration associated with high speed micro-
milling operations is the employment of the vibration reduction scheme of Input Shaping.
This technique can cancel unwanted vibration in flexible systems. However, the current
mechanical design techniques produce micro-mills that cannot fully exploit the advantages
of input shaping.
If a mechanical design for micro-mills can be developed which allows the efficient use
of input shaping for vibration cancellation, micro-milling performance can be improved
significantly.
1.1.1 Micro-Milling
Micro-milling is a scaled down version of traditional milling, in that it involves a rotating
bit removing material. This bit is often between 20 and 200 µm in diameter. Micro-
milling has applications in lithography, medicine, optics, and micro-injection molding. It
has advantages over other micro-machining techniques in the number of workable materials
and the types of surfaces it can generate. A typical micro-mill is shown in Figure 1.1. This
particular mill is located at Escuela Tecnica Superior de Ingenieros Industriales (ETSII)
in Madrid, Spain, and is the source of much of the experimental work performed for this
investigation.
Micro-milling has two significant issues, the first is the tolerances of the final part, and
the second is the long process times. To deal with the tight tolerances, high resolution linear
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Figure 1.2: Example AIST Mill Velocity Response.
encoders are used for micrometer scale parts. However, the high precision encoders alone
do not guarantee precise parts since trajectory deviation can still occur. For example, at
the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) in Japan, one of their micro-mills
exhibits unwanted velocity tracking errors as shown by the velocity profile of Figure 1.2.
Likewise, the ETSII mill has a similar problem and its position error can be seen in Figure
1.3. The error on both of these mills results in poor part quality when high-feed-velocity
machining is attempted. This tracking problem can be corrected by moving slower; however,
this exacerbates the problem of long process times.
Simply increasing the feed velocity of the tool also has a detriment to the cutting dy-
namics themselves. Because the diameters of the cutting tools are small, large cutting forces




















Figure 1.3: Example ETSII Mill Tracking Error.
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Figure 1.4: Input Shaping Procedure.
small leading to a low throughput. Recent advancements in spindles have pushed speeds
to 300,000 RPM allowing the significant reduction of the cutting forces [203]. With these
high speed spindles the throughput of the micro-mills is no longer limited by tool breakage,
rather it is constrained by the response of the positioning system.
1.1.2 Input Shaping
Command Shaping is a procedure for the alteration of the reference commands sent to a
system for the purposes of vibration reduction. One effective version relies on an input
shaper which is a series of impulses that are designed to cause minimal vibration when used
to drive a system [248]. If this input shaper is convolved with the desired command sent to
the system, as seen in Figure 1.4, then the resultant response will have reduced vibration.
One of the drawbacks of this approach is in the difference between the desired and
the shaped command. The overall time of the command is increased by the duration of
the impulse sequence, and the geometry/shape of the command is also different from the
original. Figure 1.5 illustrates this problem for an s-curve position profile (Original) before

















Figure 1.5: Trajectory Comparison.
Command
 Shaper Controller Plant
Figure 1.6: Common System Structure.
merely the Shaped command shifted in time to better show how the geometry of the curves
differ. These two side effects of input shaping cause problems when implemented on a
micro-milling machine. The increased command duration will increase overall process times
slowing throughput, while the change in the shape of the trajectory can lead to incorrect
patterns being cut if multiple axes are used. However, if these two issues, extended time
and differing geometry, can be overcome, input shaping will be better suited for precision
trajectory tracking applications. Micro-milling’s trajectory tracking is of utmost importance
since it is a primary factor in part quality.
Another major shortfall of current system design is that the mechanical systems using
input shaping are not designed for its use. Typically the input shaper is an additional
corrective procedure added after the machine is constructed. This leads to mechanisms
that cannot take full advantage of the benefits input shaping can provide.
1.1.3 Primary Research Question:
How can the consideration of command shaping during the design phase create machine
designs with improved performance?
A effective precision machine system structure is shown in Figure 1.6. A desired motion
is modified using a command shaper. After the modification, the result is sent to a feedback
controller. The controller regulates the motion of the mechanical plant. This dissertation


















Figure 1.7: Performance Improvement Approach.
plant. While this union of mechanical design and input shaping is the focus of this research,
the specific example of micro-milling will lead to design knowledge for other machines.
The goal of this combined design is improved performance. Therefore the research of
this dissertation is structured towards improving the performance of machines. However,
before the design of new machines is warranted, existing machines must be pushed to their
limit. Figure 1.7 diagrams the approach this dissertation takes to improving machines.
First existing machines are advanced through the use of new techniques. Once techniques
for current machines are found, new machines can be design to benefit from existing as well
as the new techniques. This sequential approach to the task is apparent in the secondary
research questions that follow.
1.1.3.1 Secondary Research Question 1:
How can the performance of existing micro-milling machines be improved through command
shaping?
How both of the problems previously mentioned in this chapter can be improved with-
out the redesign the machine is the focus of this research. The ETSII micro-mill performs
poorly when moved at high speeds. Also, traditional input shaping cannot provide for
accurate trajectory tracking at high speeds. Once both micro-mill performance and trajec-
tory tracking are addressed, the performance can only be improved by considering different
mechanical structures. The other secondary research question addresses this design issue.
1.1.3.2 Secondary Research Question 2:
How can mechanical designs be selected to make the best use of existing and improved com-
mand shaping techniques?
If mechanical designs can be selected to utilize existing and new command shaping
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Figure 1.8: Dissertation Overview and Road-map.
1.2 Solution
The approach to answering these research questions is presented in Figure 1.8. This process
has three main stages: the evaluate of current technology, the improvement of existing
machines, and the design of new machines. By understanding the performance of current
machines and motion strategies, the areas in need of improvement are shown in Chapters
2 and 3. Secondary Research Question 1 motivates the improvement of existing machines.
This improvement can be subdivided into four distinct areas:
1. The improvement of existing micro-mills using command shaping techniques, Chapter
4.
2. Increasing the accuracy of the spatial trajectories that micro-mills need to perform,
Chapter 5.
3. Enabling the tracking of spatial and temporal trajectories, Chapter 6.
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4. Developing techniques for continuum mechanical elements like those found in micro-
mills, Chapter 7.
Each of these areas is addressed by a separate chapter. However, Chapters 5-7 can be
lumped together since all address improvement made to command shaping techniques. An
added result from improving the performance of existing machines was an understanding
of the physical system criteria necessary for effective exploitation of command shaping
techniques. This knowledge of performance criteria specifically in the area of continuum
element vibration reduction enabled the design of new elements and complete mechanisms
in Chapter 8.
1.2.1 Mechanical System Understanding
In order to address the specific issues of micro-milling when combined with input shaping,
the first step is to study existing mechanical systems with an emphasis on micro-mills
and other similar manufacturing machines. Input shaping has proven beneficial to other
mechanisms like cranes and coordinate measuring machines at reducing the oscillations that
will hinder high speed micro-mills. By studying the dynamics and implementation of input
shaping on these other machines, useful approaches for input shaping to micro-mills can
be seen. Furthermore, by determining the dynamic characteristics of these other examples
that work best with input shaping, micro-mills can be better designed to take advantage of
input shaping. Finally, existing mechanical design procedures are important to the design
of new machines. The development in this dissertation will draw from the previous work in
multi-objective design. Specifically techniques that combine the design of control elements
and mechanical elements offer insight into how input shaping and mechanical design can be
unified. All of these mechanical system techniques will be addressed in Chapter 2.
1.2.2 Corrective Method Investigation
Existing system design procedures deal with mechanical design vibration through a correc-
tive approach. This approach can take the form of a feedback controller tuned after machine
construction, or the addition of open-loop techniques like input shaping. These corrective
methods must be understood for two primary reasons. First the corrective methods com-
bination with mechanical design in a concurrent design procedures, and second to compare
the concurrent procedure results with traditional corrective approaches.
The first important area of correction is the addition of mechanical elements. These
techniques are simple to implement since they do not rely on any electronic feedback. The
next key area is traditional feedback control, which uses the deviation between the actual
and the desired motion to drive the system.
At the crux of unifying input shaping and mechanical design is an understanding of






















Figure 1.9: Input Shaping’s Effect on Part Surface.
both vibration suppression and trajectory tracking. All of these corrective methods will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
1.2.3 Micro-Mill Analysis
Before a unified design approach can be created for micro-mills, the sequential application
of input shaping must be investigated. That is an existing micro-mill should be retrofitted
with an input shaping scheme. This process begins with a full dynamic characterization of
the ETSII micro-mill.
The response of the micro-mill to both commanded motions and disturbances is impor-
tant in the development of an input shaping controller. The response of the mill’s positioning
system coupled with the feedback controller was studied. Commanded motions at a variety
of speeds and directions as well as motions with disturbances of varying magnitudes were
made. Finally, a new input shaping scheme was developed to compensate for the specific
problems of micro-mills and their CNC controllers. The result was improved quality in the
final part, as is shown by Figure 1.9 which compares the surfaces of parts made with and
without the new input shaping technique. This new technique will be described in Chapter
4.
1.2.4 Input Shaping Improvement
Although traditional input shaping works for micro-milling, it is not ideally suited for the
types of motions made by micro-mills. Input shaping is best suited for straight line motions
in one axis. Furthermore, it also has typically been applied to motions that are much longer



















Figure 1.10: Trajectory Following Improvement with Trajectory Tracking Shaping.
For input shaping to be used successfully on machines like micro-mills, better trajectory
tracking capabilities are needed. Specifically addressed in this work are the use of input
shaping to track complicated trajectory components in both time and position. Also the
performance of input shaping schemes was studied for more rapid motions than have been
previously considered.
Once techniques for the design of input shapers for these rapid motion segments with
both time and position trajectory requirements were developed, tracking of complex tra-
jectories became possible. Figure 1.10 shows how the new technique, Trajectory Tracking
Shaping, improves the tracking performance over existing input shaping schemes. This tech-
nique of trajectory tracking input shaping will be shown and compared to other approaches
in Chapter 6.
Another key area of input shaping that needed to be developed further before input
shaping could be used in the design phase was the shaping of continuum systems. Traditional
shaping has been used on continuum systems since its inception. However, these systems
were always treated as lumped parameter systems before input shaping was applied. By
extending the derivation of input shaping theory to continuum systems, it becomes easier
to integrate input shaping into continuum system design. This implementation is explored
in Chapter 7.
1.2.5 Combined Design
The aforementioned research all build to the final goal of unifying mechanical and command
design for micro-milling machines. To accomplish this, the first step was to investigate the
design of additional mechanical elements like vibration absorbers with input shaping. The
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Figure 1.11: Beam Selection with Input Shaping.
selection yielded improved performance over sequential selection.
Once the techniques were developed for vibration absorber and shaping design, the tech-
nique could be modified to deal with the design of primary mechanical components. Here
the knowledge of input shaping for continuum systems was used to select beam components
of a design with an input shaper for maximum speed. The experimental results in Figure
1.11 show how the duration of a shaped move of a transverse beam changes with its radius
for a variety of end loads M1, M2, M3, and M4. Note the minimum duration occurs at
different radii depending on the carried load. With knowledge of this relationship, ideal
mechanical designs can be selected.
The next step was to combine the beam and shaping design with the inclusion of other
elements be it other mechanical or control schemes. This enables a procedure to be derived
for the integration of input shaping into the mechanical selection of design elements cen-
tered around the tradeoff between increased weight and increased natural frequency. This
combined approach was then used to show how the positioning system of a micro-mill might
be designed. By combining this approach with the shapers derived specifically for trajectory
tracking and continuum systems, the next generation of micro-mills integrated with input
shaping can be designed.
The integration of input shaping into the design process effects all the stages of the
process. Through the clarification of some design stages to eliminate bias, the introduction
of new functional solutions, and new approaches for mechanical parameter selection, input
shaped solutions gain fair consideration in traditional design procedures. This union of
shaping with mechanical design is detailed in Chapter 8.
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1.2.6 Closure
The final chapter presents a summary of the research of this dissertation. This chapter also
addresses the specific answers to the research questions, and how these answers form the
major contributions of the work. Finally, the future research possibilities are presented.
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CHAPTER II
RELEVANT BACKGROUND OF MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS
By understanding the dynamics and design of current mechanical systems, procedures for
the augmentation and design of new mechanical systems, specifically micro-mills can be
intelligently developed. This study begins with the modelling of existing system. Emphasis
is placed on systems similar to micro-mills. However, systems where input shaping has been
successfully employed will also be investigated to find corollaries with the potential next
generation of micro-mills. This investigation will allow both secondary research questions
to be advanced. First, by investigating micro-milling, the suitability of command shaping
as a vibration suppression strategy will be shown. This is the first step toward utilizing
input shaping for the improvement of existing micro-mills. Secondly, the design of new
mechanical systems will be aided by the study of existing designs and design strategies.
For the modelling of micro-mills, the dynamics of the positioning system are an impor-
tant aspect. Also important are the forces impacting the mills, specifically from cutting .
However, the impact on overall performance of other design elements is also relevant.
Existing design procedures that encompass issues dealing with control rather than the
purely mechanical will also be studied. The largest area of such research relevant to the
combination of mechanical and command design is Design for Control or DFC where feed-
back controllers and mechanical elements are designed together. Work on the combination
of input shaping with mechanical structure selection and controller design is also relevant.
2.1 Modelling
An understanding of existing system performance is the first step in designing new systems.
Modelling of a system is key to that process. Here the previous work on the modelling of
micro-mills and other relevant machines is discussed.
2.1.1 Cutting
Understanding the process of how the material is removed from a workpiece is important
to understanding the operation of a tool. The primary importance to this research is an
understanding of the forces from the cutting process. This is necessary so that their effect on
the dynamic response of the overall tool can be predicted. Analysis of the cutting process
involves several areas. These are the forces on the tool from the workpiece interaction,
the vibration in the cutting tool itself caused by the cutting, the surface finish of the
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finished part, the methodology of measurement of the cut, and the design of tools with
the aforementioned cutting knowledge. However, the existing research does not explain the
phenomenon of cutting at high spindle rotation rates. This understanding of cutting forces
at high spindle speeds in necessary for the next generation of micro-mills, since spindle
speeds are constantly increasing.
2.1.1.1 Cutting Force Calculations
The cutting force experienced by a machine tool is one of the driving factors in the dynamic
response of a tool. Forcing on the tool itself leads to deflection of the cutting tool, the work-
piece and the machine’s structure as well. The prediction of the forces during a machining
operation is an active area of research in order to improve machining quality and speed.
Along with the static deflection of a tool, the cutting force often excites chatter, vibration
in the tool, which can grow as cutting progresses thus degrading the manufactured part.
The prevention of chatter is one of the driving reasons for studying the cutting force. From
the standpoint of micro-mill design, chatter is important, but equally important are the
forces transmitted from the cutting process onto the positioning system.
2.1.1.1.1 Milling
The forces acting on a mill have been modelled in increasingly complicated ways beginning
with the premise that the force is directly related to material removed. A static approxi-





Where the cutting force Fc is dependent on the material property specific power Psp, the
material removal rate MRR and the tangential velocity of the cutter v [268].
Since the cutter is spinning another level of complexity can be added, this model is a
pure sinusoidal forcing such that the thickness of material removed tc varies with the angle
of the cutter:
tc = tx sin θ (2.2)
where tx is a constant coefficient related to the cutting parameters [310]. The force in this
model would be proportional to the thickness of the cut at a given instant.
Another simple approach to modelling the forces is to simply make it randomly varying.
By using a force distribution of Gaussian white noise, calculations of the kinetics of a
machine tool can be made in closed form [244].
More complicated models take into account other variables in the machining besides
simply the angle of the cutter. These other variables fall into three categories: the workpiece,
the process and the tool variables. Workpiece variables consists of material properties of
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the piece. Process variables deal with the way the cutting process is being performed; these
include variables such as feed-rate, feed-acceleration, spindle speed, cut depth, cut width,
and milling direction. Finally, the tool variables describe the physical nature of the tool.
Research considers geometric properties such the radius, the number of teeth, the angle on
the teeth, and the type of cutter, as well as the material properties such as stiffness, hardness,
and coefficient of thermal expansion. Milling direction is an important aspect for end-mills
since climb milling and conventional milling have different physical mechanism for material
removal [8, 287]. However, the process of force description becomes more complicated when
ball-end milling is considered. In ball milling, the flat end mill properties apply, as well as
additional considerations that must be made whether the cut is ramped or contoured. This
makes the equations of force prediction have to deal with four separate types of cutting:
ramped-conventional, ramped-climb, contoured-conventional, contoured-climb [126].
The actual calculations for the cutting force in mills can be done differently depending
on the calculation method. The closed-form solutions rely on the current parameters of
the cut to calculate the forcing. However, this is not how actual cutting works. Instead,
techniques must and often do take into account the history of the cut in order to calculate
the forcing. This is necessary because if previous passes caused an non-uniform surface
finish, then the depth of cut will be history dependent.
Also if the tool’s deflection is considered, then the surface profile will change, and the
past motion of the tool will be necessary to describe its current motion. This flexible tool
model of the cutting process can produce more accurate results than a rigid model especially
for surface finish and maximum cutting force [126, 317]. The flexibility in the cutting tool
prevents the tool from cutting as deeply into the surface thus smoothing the process [277].
Interestingly, a flexible ball-end mill model predicts poor cutting performance at the center
of the tool due to the near zero cutting velocity [76]. Additionally, the flexibility of the
cutting tool poses a difficult modelling problem due to the mode coupling present. When
a tool is excited in one direction, vibration is excited in the perpendicular direction due to
the identical modal properties [130]. If the cutter’s flexibility can be accurately modelled
then control techniques can be used on the cutting process to limit the deflection [59].
In some cases the cutting force equations are never explicitly derived, instead a finite
element model is used to estimate the process [326, 304, 305]. A similar approach utilized
in ball-end milling modelling uses a series of slices out of the workpiece and tool to predict
instantaneous forces on each. Then, a summation over each slice can be used to find the
overall forcing [2]. Likewise, often a fit technique is employed to describe the forcing. A
multiple sinusoidal regression similar to a Fourier transform was be used to model milling
forces in [96].
The analysis of the cutting force is often done with respect to time, however the fre-
quencies of the forcing are often as important as the transient effects. The analysis of these
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frequencies can be used to predict the cutting force [310]. Specifically the frequency of the
cutting teeth, from an individual cutter’s depth of cut, and from the profile of any cut on
the workpiece are convolved together to yield a resultant force. While, Volger et al. also
looked at the frequency spectrum of micro-mill forcing [305].
2.1.1.1.2 Micro-Milling
The prediction of cutting forces in micro-milling is slightly different from the cutting forces
in traditional scale milling machines. One difference in the modelling of cutting force is
the scale of the cut. For micro-end-milling operations the cutting force is different due to
the aggressive feed per tooth of the mill. Bao and Tansel present a model rooted in the
angle of interaction between the tool and the part to accurately predict the forcing for a
micro-end-mill [16].
The effect of tool run-out is also more pronounced in micro-end-milling operations
whereby a run-out that was not noticeable in a conventional operation becomes substantial
to the forcing on the tool for micro-operations [17]. The impact of tool wear on micro-
milling forces has also be considered. Bao et al. expanded on a previous analytical model
to include tool wear in [18]. While Kim et al. showed that excessive tool tooth wear could
lead to intermittent chip formation [143].
To complicate the modelling even further, at small scales, metal grain boundaries become
important. The cutting process of each grain may differ greatly depending on the metal.
Lee studied the grain’s impact on the forces, and found that for materials with grains the
cutting process must be considered anisotropic [156]. This grain issues as well as many
of the other points about the difference between traditional scale and micro-scale milling
cutting forces were reiterated by Liu et al. [172].
2.1.1.1.3 Micro-Turning
The calculation of cutting force on a lathe is of similar importance as that of a mill. Un-
derstanding the magnitude and the causes of lathe’s cutting forces and their relationship to
milling forces is necessary if design techniques for mills are to be expanded to lathes.
By knowing the cutting forces for a particular set of cutting conditions, the cutting
conditions can be selected to reach desired quality goals. Likewise, if the part quality
can be used to determine the maximum cutting force, then the lathe can be controlled
to maintain the maximum cutting force thus increasing feed-rate and throughput [292].
Determining this force can be difficult for micro-lathes. Finding a dynamometer with the
proper resolution can be difficult and dynamometers can also be size and mass prohibitive.
To compensate for this Kim and Kim developed a combination system relying on two
piezoelectric accelerometers and a stress measurement in the cutting tool itself [144]
An important distinction between turning and milling is that the cutting force on a
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standard lathe is more static than that of a mill do to the nature of the cutting. Wear on
the tool is still an issue in micro-turning. Typically this wear comes from chipping of the
diamond tool [48].
2.1.1.1.4 Surface Finish
Related closely to the forces made by the mechanical interaction of the tool and the work-
piece is the resultant finish which is closely tied to the mode of cutting. The surface finish
of the part or the amount of variation in the surface is often the limiting factor in the fea-
ture size attainable by a particular machine tool. When surface finish is addressed directly
by accurate process modelling, Kim and Kim reduced the waviness of a turned part with
a piezo-electric tool positioning system by half [145] while Lim and Meng used the same
knowledge to decrease process time in a mill [170].
2.1.1.1.5 Cutting Mode
When the scales of the machining enter the micrometer range, the cutting dynamics them-
selves can change. Brittle materials will behave as ductile materials, and ductile materials
will deform differently than they would at a large depth of cut. For example, glass can
be machined in both the brittle and ductile realm in order to allow a high feed-rate and
produce precise surface finish. The best approach proposed by Takeuchi et al. is to first
make a rough cut in the brittle mode and then reducing the material removal rate by one
order of magnitude to produce the finish surface in the ductile mode [279]. Matsumura et
al. showed that for glass the change in cutting mode could significantly impact maximum
forcing, going from 0.1 Newton for ductile cutting to 1.25 Newton for brittle cutting with all
other parameters the same [184]. Modelling of the physics behind this change has also been
attempted for copper and even a model of the motion of individual atoms during machining
has been developed [174, 124]. Liang’s et al. study of micro cutting of crystalline structures
showed that cutting force can actually increase as the scale gets smaller due to different
cutting mechanisms [167].
For polymers the problem becomes even more evident with temperature playing a more
vital roll. Carr and Feger studied the micro-cutting dynamics of a range of polymers over a
variety of temperatures including silly putty [36]. All of these other mechanisms impact the
cutting force. However, it is hard to develop these relationship, since eliminating noise from
the cutting force measurements is difficult. In spite of this difficulty, experimental results
have shown the counterintuitive trend that the cutting force may increase as depth of cut
decreases. This is opposite of what the larger scale models would predict [124].
Similar changes in the cutting mode from ductile to brittle can be seen in micro-turning.
Similarly to the mill, a micro-lathe can cut brittle materials in the ductile mode. This
process can also be influenced by the atmosphere present during the cut. By studying what
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gas to surround the machine in, linoleic acid was found to be the best atmosphere for one
workpiece material in [199]. The crystalline structure of a material are also important in
micro-turning especially as the cutter size approaches the crystal size [46].
2.1.1.2 Chatter
The problem of self excited vibration in a machine tool is called chatter. This chatter can
be unstable under certain cutting conditions and its frequency is often near the resonant
frequency of the system. If this near resonance condition occurs, the continual sinusoidal
cutting forces will eventually effect the motion of the tool, thus producing an unacceptable
part. Even when stable, chatter can be detrimental. The movement of the tool during
chatter causes the surface finish to degrade and an increased stress on the cutting tool,
leading to decreased tool life. The chatter phenomenon is predominant in large scale tools,
but it less common in smaller tools due to the relationship between overall machine stiffness
and forcing magnitude. However, if this relationship changes as could occur if lighter tools
are used, then the problem of chatter might become more pronounced and therefore it must
be considered for the next generation of micro-machine tools.
Tobias divides chatter sources into three possibilities: [288]
1. Chip thickness variation due to irregularities in the workpiece.
2. Penetration rate variation due to an uneven surface from a previous cutting pass.
3. Dynamic coupling whereby forcing from one direction. excites vibration in another
Welbourn and Smith add another cause of chatter due to the variation of cutting force
with cutting speed. A system’s velocity will be irregular and this irregularity will cause a
variation in the cutting force. This dynamic force can cause chatter in the system [315].
Compensation for this type of irregular velocity and its impact on chatter will be an added
benefit to improving the tracking of micro-mills.
Do to its relevance to the machining process, the chatter phenomenon has also been
modelled. The structural dynamics of the tool, as well as the cutting interaction can be
taken into account. Edhi and Tetsutaro did this in an attempt to find the stability range
for a boring tool [63].
Chatter can be controlled by a variety of modifications. Increasing the clamping force
on the workpiece can lead to an increase in chatter due to a loss in the damping capacity of
the joint [182]. Also, mechanical augmentation of the tool itself can be attempted such as
an impact damper for boring chatter [69, 109] or for drilling chatter [68]. Finally, feedback
control can be used to reduce the chatter [210].
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2.1.1.3 Measurement
Accurately knowing the state of a machine tool allows the prediction of the results of the
tool, as well as a useful method for the diagnosis of machining problems [180]. Real time
measurement can also be used to adjust cutting parameters to speed the manufacturing
process.
The measurement of the cutting process can be done in a variety of ways. The most
accurate is the measurement of the workpiece, however this is difficult to do in real time.
Measurements from encoders on the axis of the machine, while real time, will exhibit error do
to the flexibility between the encoder and the workpiece. In situ measurement is possible
of both the cutting force and the workpiece geometry. A dynamometer can be used to
measure the cutting forces on a tool. A machine can also utilize accelerometers and/or
strain gauges to determine transient and continuous forces respectively [144]. For geometric
measurements a capacitive sensor can often be used to measure the part without interfering
with the machining operation [160].
Experimentally determined cutting forces can be used to predict surface finish of the part
or to give insight into when a tool has been worn. In this manner, Choi et al. attempted to
use a combination of an accelerometer and dynamometer to monitor the wear of a diamond
tool for a precision lathe [48]. However for micro-machine tools measurement is not always
a valid option since cutting forces are so small that they could be masked by signal noise.
For this reason, measurement of tool wear for micro-mills has been attempted through a
predictive equation using a genetic algorithm [18]. This allows the tool life to be estimated
from the current workpiece finish.
2.1.1.3.1 Acoustics
The high sound level produced by a machine tool is also a detriment, both as a sign of
other problems and as an increase in sound level itself. The acoustic energy produced by a
machining operation can be used to monitor the process and gain insight into the current
chatter state. Cutting force has been shown to be directly linked to the acoustic response
of lathes [319]. However, not all process variables can be discovered by analyzing change
in noise level. The noise level itself can produce an unsafe work environment or transfer
vibrations to other areas.
2.1.1.4 Design Concerns
The cutter’s design is important in determining the quality of the operation. The appro-
priate cutter must be chosen to meet the desired tolerances while allowing the shortest
machining time possible. The cutter itself influences all aspects of the cut. By designing
or selecting a cutter appropriately the quality and speed can be increased. Tsai and Hsieh
have shown how to accomplish this for a ball-end cutter in [293]. Altinas also mentions that
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helical cutter design is advantageous for smoothing the part/tool engagement [8]. Cutter
material selection is also an important concern; the surface finish changes dramatically if
metal tools are used instead of diamond [238].
Fabrication of micro-mills is another design issue. Traditionally these mills are made
in the same manner as the macro/meso scale counterparts, with some being made by di-
rect machining and others being sintered. However, Vasile et al. have developed an ion
sputtering technique to make a 24 micrometer diameter mill cutter [302].
Grinding error in the edges of the mill’s cutter must also be considered as a source for
possible excessive force. Gong and Ehmann’s work in micro-drilling showed that grinding
errors on the drill have significant impact on the response [101]. The impact of grinding
error’s effects on micro-milling can be deduced from their results.
Modifications to existing cutter designs is another area where the machining process can
be improved. Lee et al. showed that by adding additional cutting teeth to a milling cutter
the stability of the cut could be improved [157]. While Ismail and Batsami showed that by
making an asymmetric mill, chatter stability could be increased [130].
Another key aspect of the cutter is its alignment to the tool. For ultra-precision tools
this can be quite difficult. A suggested solution is to fabricate the cutter in the spindle,
thus eliminating the alignment or run-out issues [183]. This run-out issue has also been
address by Sastry et al. by altering the spindle speed [235].
2.1.2 Mechanical Plants
Understanding the dynamics of a mechanical system is important to controlling how it
operates. Therefore the first step in the control of a mechanical system is to develop a
model that captures the important behavior of the system. A generic place to start is
Welbourn and Smith’s textbook [315]. Models must vary depending on the desired level
of fidelity needed. Often first-order linear models are used as a good starting point. From
there, increasing the order is common, as well as the implementation of nonlinear terms.
The most complicated technique is to utilize a finite element dynamic model to describe
the motion of the system. A detailed physical model of a machine tool is often necessary
when small disturbances can change the response. For example, micro-positioning stages
can be impacted by air currents [39]. The study into existing modelling techniques and the
impact of components of the model on the response of the final machine are beneficial in
the final design of the machines themselves. However, little research exists into the dynamic
modelling of machine tools. Particulary no research exists in the modelling of tools with




The selection of what dynamic features to include is an important choice in developing any
model. For a machine tool, a variety of features impact the dynamic behavior. Modelling
each of these poses its own problems and challenges. Each area chosen to be modelled
adds another level of complexity to the overall model of the tool. The sections that follow
describe some of these features and how they are typically modelled.
2.1.2.1.1 Cutting Tool
The cutting tool itself is a continuous flexible structure whose vibration is important since
it directly effects the work-piece. However, since most tools are small and consequently
have higher frequencies than the rest of the tool structure, their dynamics are often lumped
together with the cutting force as discussed in 2.1.1.
In boring tools, however, the boring bar is a much larger than the cutting tools of other
machines, therefore its detailed dynamics must be considered. A second-order oscillator is
a common choice used in both 1951 by Hahn and 1998 by Marui et al. [109, 182]. This
type of model could be used for smaller cutters if required.
2.1.2.1.2 Friction
Nonlinear or discontinuous effects are the most difficult to model due to their effect on the
equations of motion. Friction is a primary example where a piecewise linear function can
substantially alter the performance of a machine. The two primary types of friction pose
different problems to machine positioning. Kinetic friction acts as a damper and slows the
velocity of the machine. Static friction adds position error often reducing part quality. Chen
et al. and Wei with Lin both looked explicitly at friction in ball screws which are common
in micro-mills in [44, 314], while Armstrong-Helouvry et al. looked extensively at ways to
model friction on a variety of systems [11].
Friction dominates the concerns when machining at low velocities. The stick-slip action
alters the dynamic response especially in low velocity operations like precision grinding. A
common way to deal with friction is an inverse technique by which the force of friction is
compensated by a nonlinear controller such as a feed-forward friction compensator [188,
295, 155] or a Kalman filter [71]. Armstrong-Helouvry et al. provide a survey of friction
compensation techniques [11]
Another way around the modelling of friction is to simply eliminate it from the plant,
this can be done with expensive bearing systems, but also by simply replace sliding interfaces
with flexible ones [185, 265]. This reduces the complex effect of friction to a simple spring
effect.
Another way friction impacts system modelling is as a catch all for why models are
inaccurate. Often friction is left out of a model causing errors to occurs. Specific case of
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attributing modelling error to friction can be found in [219, 291]
2.1.2.1.3 Actuators
The actuators found on machine tools are often electric rotational motors. However, some-
times hydraulic or linear motors are employed. Each of these has specific dynamic char-
acteristics and even among electrical rotational motors there exists a variety of dynamic
behaviors.
For example, electrical rotational servo motors attached through gearboxes and lead
screws are often used to move the cutting tool on a lathe or to position the workpiece
on a mill. A simple model of the behavior of such systems is a velocity based first-order
model, a mass with viscous damping in [71]. However second-order models are also common
assuming an inertia and some electrical effects inside the motor itself [292, 210].
One important issue with actuators are the limits of operation. The saturation limit or
maximum output force adds a non-linear transform from input to motion. Likewise, the
bandwidth or frequencies of response of the actuator also determine possible motions or
non-linear responses to some motions [28].
2.1.2.1.4 Controller
The controller is usually designed to deal with the unwanted dynamics of the system, but
if the system is viewed in total, the dynamics as altered by the controller define the total
response of the system.
When a control loop is closed, the dynamics of the system are altered by the feedback,
as well as introducing the controller dynamics and any sensor dynamics into the overall
response. These complex issues in controller design are discussed further in Section 3.2.
2.1.2.1.5 Fixturing
The fixturing or clamping of a workpiece in a tool can have static, as well as dynamic effects
on system. Ideally the workpiece would be rigid and rigidly clamped to the structure so
that no deformation could occur in the system. However, often this is not the case. A level
of flexibility always exists between the workpiece and its mount.
In considering the dynamics of the mount, the clamping force is important. The clamp-
ing force affects the pre-load in the clamps. This in turn can alter the natural frequency of
the clamps. Also, the amount of clamping force determines the contact conditions between
elements. The contact conditions are relevant to the dissipative properties of the tool, since
loose clamping allows sliding where friction can dissipate energy.
In precision application, temperature dependence can lead to misalignment. Since the
structures expands and contracts, position is a function of temperature. A method to deal
with this has been proposed at the design stage of the fixture. Slocum suggest a flexible
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mount for the workpiece. By introducing this dynamic component to the fixture through
the flexibility of the fixture itself the effect of temperature variation can be decreased [265].
Understanding of the dynamics of fixturing is also important in its relationship to surface
finish and chatter. Appropriate fixture dynamics will prevent unstable chatter from being
induced the cutting force. In order to understand how the clamping and order of clamping
relate to this finite element models have been developed [168].
2.1.2.1.6 Structure
The physical structure of a machine tool is often a dominant contributor to the dynamics
of the tool. To avoid flexible dynamics, machine tools are typically designed to be as stiff
as possible, since vibration in the structure can be detrimental to the performance of the
tool. However, in an attempt to increase the speed of the tool, a lighter structure is often
suggested, but lightening the structure usually leads to increased flexibility in the system
and therefore a larger unwanted dynamic response.
Dealing with the trade-off between inertia and flexibility can be accomplished by the
target removal of material from the tool. Evaluating the sensitivity to vibration of removing
material from each of the tool’s components allows calculations to be used to determine
where to remove mass. This is typically accomplished with a dynamic finite element model.
Sadeghipour tried this on a lathe spindle to alter the dynamic response for frequency, as
well as deflection considerations [233]
The structure also consists of any auxiliary oscillatory systems mounted to it. The
primary example of this is a vibration absorber or mass damper added to the system reduce
either transient or continuous vibration. These are discussed further in Section 3.1.2.2.
2.1.2.1.7 Coupled Mechanism
Coupled mechanisms are external dynamic mechanisms added to a machine tool to improve
the performance. These fall into two categories: tool mounting elements which go between
the machine and ground and the free elements which are not attached to ground.
Tool mounting or the base of a machine tool alters the dynamic response of the tool
most commonly by isolating it from the environment. Flexible mounts are often used for
these isolation purposes adding another degree of freedom to the motion of the machine.
Vibration isolators can add multiple modes to a system through the addition of another
independent mass. These isolators are usually modelled as lumped parameter systems and
will be discussed in detail in 3.1.2.1.
Free elements primarily in the form of vibrations absorbers and mass dampers are dis-




The forces acting on a machine tool comes from inside the machine itself or from external
sources. The external sources force the system either through the mounting of the system
or from unwanted direct interaction. An example would be vibration from a adjacent tool
transmitting through the floor and the tool base into the tool itself, or the operator flipping
a switch on the machine tool while it is cutting.
The internal machine forces can come from machine flaws like rotating imbalance or more
likely from the interaction with the workpiece. This interaction of cutting was discussed in
detail in 2.1.1.
2.1.2.1.9 Assumptions
What to leave out of a model is as important a decision as what to include. This is typically
done by making assumptions about the dynamic response. Any of the above features can
be assumed to be irrelevant to the response of a particular machine. Some additional
assumptions often made are:
1. Capping the number modes considered
2. Electrical time constants are high
3. Sensors are away from nodes and collocated
4. Temperature is constant
5. Joints are rigid
These types of assumptions must be considered and clearly justified for any model, as was
done for the ball screw model in [54]. For example, Honda et al. discusses the problems of
the assumption of no high modes as the length of a drive screw increases [114]. Zhang et al.
discuss the problems of assuming rigid joints stating that as much as 60% of the flexibility
and 90% of the damping come from joints in some machines [327]. A general approach to
show how these assumption and their corresponding error can lead to total machine error
can be found in [273].
2.1.2.2 Complete Models
The combination of the various features of the dynamics yield a complete model of a ma-




The dynamics of milling machines have been typically modelled with simple second-order
systems, as well as with finite element approaches. A first-order model of a milling machine
was complicated by nonlinear terms dealing with the cutting process in [152] where Lee and
Tomizuka used a true first-order model to describe a positioning system like the ones found
on mills [155]. While, Futami et al. used three different models to describe the response of
their positioning system at different scales of motion [97]. Linear second-order models for
structural and actuator dynamics have been used by many researchers [28, 37, 269].
A sixth-order model was developed by Shin and Wang with one degree of freedom each
for the cutter, the workpiece, and the structure. This lumped model was used with the
additional advice that experimental techniques should be used for specific machine tools
[244]. Ozisik and Keltie used a fifth-order model to accomplish similar modelling goals
[208].
Experimental determination of system model is common as was done for a sixth-order
model of a ball screw [231]. When the system dynamics can be determined exactly from
physical tests, it allows the application of feed-forward techniques like Zero Phase Error
Tracking Control [289]. When this was attempted on a high-speed milling machine, a fifth-
order closed loop z-transform model of the mill and a proportional controller was devised
and used to allow near perfect trajectory tracking [295]. Continuum models can also be
used as in [105] and [301] where a ball-screw is modelled using continuum beam theory.
Finite element models are also used to describe the complete machine dynamics, as well
as to help in the design stages of the machine [300, 180]. These models, although difficult to
construct, provide more complete frequency response characteristics than lumped parameter
or reduced-order models.
In contrast to this Lee et al. suggest that ultra-precision machine tools should be
designed to be zero-order [158]. They suggest that stiffness should be effectively infinite for
these tools to allow high machining accuracy, therefore the dynamics are irrelevant. Advice
on how this was to be accomplished with limited actuator forces was not provided.
Another machine that has a similar structure and drive to a milling machine is a coor-
dinate measuring machine. These are used to perform measurements on the dimensions of
parts. However, since inspection is often time consuming, coordinate measuring machines
are made with low moving inertia in order to perform their tasks quickly. Thus they have
a greater flexibility than a traditional milling machine but do show the structural possibil-
ities for low contact force milling structures. Since the moving inertia is low in coordinate
measuring machines, flexible modes are more important in the accurate modelling of the
system. Seth and Rattan model a coordinate measuring machine as a double integrator




Lathes have fewer moving parts than mills. Since the spindle and cross-slide are the only
components that move on a traditional lathe they are often at the center of the dynamic
modelling. Simple second-order models [146] have been developed all the way to complicated
finite element techniques [233].
These models allow implementation of advanced control strategies. For example a
second-order actuator model was combined with PD, adaptive filtering, and fuzzy con-
trol to improve chatter in a lathe [210]. Second-order models have also been used in turning
to describe non-traditional actuators like piezoelectric servos [329] which are often combined
with electrical circuit dynamics to form a complete actuator model [145].
Another way to model a lathe is with its frequency response. If the response is known
for each frequency, then this data can be used to improve the machine. One way to gather
the frequency data is with the impulse response. This can then be analyzed using Fourier
techniques to determine the primary frequencies of vibration. These same Fourier techniques
have been used to study the responses while the lathe is operating to give cutting conditions
and position dependent frequencies [319]. Franse et al. used this type of frequency technique
to determine that their lathe had significant resonances at over 200 Hz [93].
2.1.2.2.3 Serial Manipulators
The general term of “serial manipulators” can be used to describe many manufacturing
machines. While, mills and lathes are serial manipulators, much research has gone into
the robot arm type serial manipulators also common in manufacturing for processes such
as placement and painting. The kinematics of such manipulators are often difficult to
determine. Thus the kinetics are also complicated, and these types of manipulators exhibit
challenging vibration problems. Models of these manipulators vary widely. For example,
Ferretti et al. presented a tenth-order model for an RRR manipulator [77]
The type of serial manipulator, namely the choice and arrangement of actuators al-
ters the dynamic and vibratory characteristics. Tu and Rastegar attempted to find some
general correlation between the vibration and the type of serial manipulator [294]. The gen-
eral approaches used for robotic arm serial manipulators could be used also for the serial
manipulators used in milling and turning.
2.1.2.2.4 Parallel Manipulators
Parallel manipulators are robots with closed kinematic chains. These types of machines offer
more stiffness than serial manipulators. Parallel manipulator structures for manufacturing
machines are beginning to be investigated. For example, a parallel structure allows gross
motions to be converted to fine motion in [283]. However, the kinetics are often complicated
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by singularities in the workspace; likewise the dynamics are often complicated [149]. In order
to deal with these challenges, Jacobians are utilized to describe the motion.
Because of the complicated kinetics, the dynamics of parallel manipulators are often
modelled as lump parameter systems. This technique was experimentally verified in [185].
2.1.3 Path Design
Decisions about the path of the machine tool come from a variety of sources. This section
will deal with the generation of paths to satisfy process requirements like smoothness and
time optimality. However, research into vibration suppression coupled with command design
is lacking. Typically vibration is eliminated with simple techniques like moving slowly or
smoothing the command. With this type of technique, aggressive motions are not possible.
Another important concern in path design is making the dynamic response of the tool follow
these paths; this is much more complicated and will be discussed later.
An important area of path design with relevance to machining is surface generation.
Generating the most efficient and accurate method of machining a surface involves several
key considerations. Minimizing overall process time involves trying to make as few non-
cutting motions as possible. While a more advanced technique is to instead try to cut in
directions where a high feedrate can be used. For example, Yun et al. developed a finite
element model of the cutting process which was then used to design a table of feedrates.
The knowledge of the cutting forces coming from the finite element simulation allowed the
feedrate to be chosen as fast as possible depending on the cutting conditions [326]. Since the
depths of cut vary and the material and machine have directional dependent properties these
can be considered in designing a surface cutting plan. If this information is known, then a
path and feedrate selection algorithm can be developed [170]. This does add complexity to
the CNC algorithm and is economically feasible only for large runs of a single part so the
increase in efficiency can be traded for increased programming time.
Instead of optimizing for feedrate, a path can be designed to maximize material re-
moved per cut for a complex surface [45]. This approach could be combined with feedrate
optimization for continued performance increases.
A similar concern is the precision of the cut. Often fast rough cuts are made with a
finishing path used to reach the desired dimension. The path and path parameters also
play a part in the creation of surface contours; correctly chosen path parameters can lead
to improved surface contours [165].
The mode of cutting used can also dictate machine paths. On a micro-lathe it is possible
to cut in both the brittle and ductile regions [199]. This creates different surface conditions,
as well as different machining forces. By selecting the appropriate region for a part, the
speed can then be increased or decreased as necessary. For ball-end-mill operations the type
of surface be it convex or concave should be used to determine the final surface generation
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profile.
A combination of minimal time and ductile vs. brittle cutting needs to be considered
when creating complicated shapes. When many aspheric surfaces (lens) are created on pre-
cision mills, the path of the tool needs to be optimal. Thus the continual measurement used
for improvement facilitates learning techniques [158]. Since lens creation is an important
area in micro-machining, researches often try to create hyperbolic and parabolic shapes in
the test runs of their machines. Takeuchi et al. were able to create lens shapes with a
surface roughness of 35nm with a pseudo-end mill [280].
Some machine tools are over actuated in that they have multiple joint configurations
to produce the same position in space. This must also be taken into account. In the
creation of diffraction gratings containing many small grooves, several different cutters can
be used with different machine configurations to produce the same shape. However, the
different configurations do not lead to the same final product. For a mill, the three options
are perpendicular, parallel and at any angle in between; using different cutters the same
surface can be produced [237]. This micro-grooving can be used to produce fine encoders
as well [236].
The mechanical design of a machine tool determines what paths are attainable in a
purely position sense. If the tool cannot reach a certain configuration due to an actuator
limit, then certain profiles cannot be generated. Therefore, attainable path design is an
important step in the machine design process. On micro-lathes certain angles cannot be
cut into the face of the workpiece because of the shape of the tool and actuator. To deal
with this problem, another actuator can be added to further control the orientation of the
tool or manual changes in orientation can be made [281]. The downside of this approach is
increased flexibility and error at the expense of a great range of possible paths.
2.2 Specific Mechanism
Obviously a study of the specific mechanisms of micro-milling is needed before beginning
the design of micro-mills. However, little work into the dynamics of micro-mills exists.
Therefore, micro-lathes are considered since they are similar to milling machines and can
be a great source of information, as well as, another application for the techniques developed
for micro-mills. Finally, other mechanisms that are commonly used with input shaping can
offer insight into the redesign of micro-mills so that they can exploit input shaping. However,
the particular features of these other machines that make them well suited for input shaping
has not been codified.
2.2.1 Micro-Mills
The micro-milling machining operation allows parts to be created by physical cutting which
have features on the scale of 1µm. A rotating cutting tool is moved through a workpiece to
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produce a new surface on the part.
Micro-mills typically use the same structural configuration as macro-mills but have
several major differences imposed by the scaling. First, since the scale is much smaller than
traditional milling, the stiffness from the cutting interface to ground is much smaller. Some
of this comes from the milling tool, but the machine structure can also be more flexible,
due to its components being significantly smaller than those in traditional milling machines.
However, even though the structural stiffness is lower, the forces from material removal are
also much lower. A stiffness sufficient to counteract the cutting forces is required on large
scale machines [288], but its relationship has not yet been explored for micro-tools. Second,
a much higher accuracy is needed for micro-mills. Since the parts are smaller, higher
resolution is needed in the positioning system to create parts. Finally, the spindle speeds
of micro-mills are significantly higher than macro mills. Several micro-mills are capable of
spindle speeds in excess of 100,000 RPM.
An interesting side note is that the evolution of the development of new micro-manufacturing
technology has been centered primarily in Japan and Europe due to an American emphasis
on silicon planar lithography [58].
2.2.2 Specific Micro-Mills
Research can be found describing the construction of many different micro-mills, with the
mills of two different construction groups in Spain and Japan being the most understood.
2.2.2.1 ETSII Mill
The micro-mill at the Escuela Tecnica Superior de Ingenieros Industriales (ETSII) in Madrid,
Spain is shown in Figure 2.1. This mill is the experimental testbed for the research in this
dissertation and is described in detail in Section 4.
2.2.2.2 AIST Mill
The second mill is located in the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology (AIST) in Japan [204, 203]. They have constructed two micro-mills the first is
shown in Figure 2.2. This mill “El Chuchito” has a workspace of 60mm by 100mm and is
capable of feed velocities of 50mmsec . This mill is also capable of turning a cutting tool at
200,000 RPM and as an added feature uses a CCD camera to monitor the operations of the
tool. This mill could benefit from improved tracking. Figure 2.3 shows how the velocity
profile oscillates. If this error could be decreased, then the machine would both track better
and be capable of cutting at higher feed-velocities.
At AIST they have also constructed a newer mill which has a maximum spindle-speed




Figure 2.1: ETSII Mill.




















Figure 2.3: AIST Mill Velocity Profile.
Figure 2.4: Next Generation AIST Mill.
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2.2.2.3 Other Micro-Mills
Many other micro-mills exist with some researchers using custom designs and others utilizing
existing commercial machines. The number of axis can also vary from 2 to 5. Friction is
a problem in all of these tools and to deal with it Kawai et al. utilizes a “friction-free
machine” which uses air bearings for all moving parts [137]. Dow et al. constructed a
machine with 2-DOF for grooving utilizing a 60,000 RPM air spindle to drive the cutting
tool in their force experiments. Additionally, they added an optical detector to determine
spindle orientation [59].
Another 2-axis machine was developed by Subrahmanian and Ehmann [275]. This ma-
chine uses piezoelectric actuators with a travel of 8mm and a theoretical maximum speed of
50mmsec . The response of the systems appears to be first-order from their results. The whole
machine fits in a volume of 50 x 50 x 50 mm. A primary design issue in this mill was the
spindle, which is powered by an air turbine mechanism and is capable of speeds of 100,000
RPM. A related group of researchers developed a voice coil powered micro-mill [306]. This
machine has a half horsepower spindle with a maximum rotational speed of 150,000 RPM.
It also uses a stacked structure of the voice coil actuators for positioning, that is the X,Y,
and Z actuators are stacked on top of each other while the spindle is fixed to the ground.
The travel of the axes is 25, 25, and 20 mm for the X, Y, and Z axes respectively.
A desktop 5-axis machine was constructed by Matsumura et al. with a workspace of
40 x 100 mm. This machine is capable of velocities of 150 mmsec in the primary directions
and has been primarily used for the machining of glass. It can be configured with either a
spindle for milling or as in the case of [184], it can be set up to scratch a glass surface with
a fixed cutter.
One group that focuses on commercial machines is the Bao et al. Their research on
micro-milling cutting forces utilizes three different machines, a Bridgeport 3,000 RPM ma-
chine, and two Fadal CNC machines, one with 3-axes capable of 15,000 RPM and one 5
axis machine capable of 50,000 RPM [16, 18, 17]. By using these different machines, cutting
force measurements were possible for a wide range of conditions.
2.2.3 Applications
Micro-mills can process a variety of materials that other techniques cannot. For example,
lithography is constrained by part material, primarily silicon. Also, laser machining cannot
machine reflective or transparent surfaces [183], and water jets, as well as lasers are not well
suited for situations requiring zero tapering of the cut [159]. This diversity in machinable
materials and types of finished surfaces leads to a wide range of applications for micro-mills.
Micro-mills can be used to create the molds for micro-injection molding [137, 95] or for the
creation of micro-fluidics specifically micro-pumps and valves [172].
Micro-milling technology can also be combined with lithography, where micro-milling is
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used to generate the mask. Friedrich et. al. have sought to use micro-milling to generate
metallic masks for X-ray lithography [94]. These resultant parts can be used for thermo-
fluidic devices and optical fiber connectors. Optics themselves can be created through micro-
milling. Lens, as well as diffraction gratings can be machined out of glass [137, 236, 237, 238].
Another application area is for the mill itself is as part of a micro-factory. This idea
is the brainchild of the researchers at AIST. Here the mill would be combined with other
micro-scale machine tools in order to create a table-top factory [129, 190]. The mills dis-
cussed previously from AIST are designed as eventual components of this system. Many
additional issues arise in this application as a factory component including the transport of
the workpieces from machine to machine and the dynamic isolation of each tool.
2.2.4 Micro-Turning
High precision turning uses either a traditional lathe setup reduced in size and increased
in accuracy or a modified face turning layout. One specific micro-lathe designed for face
turning is also at AIST as part of there micro-factory plan. The AIST lathe is a fine example
of high precision turning [129, 199, 202]. Mounted on the spindle of the lathe is a disk whose
face is machined by a fast servo cutting tool. Another positioning servomotor moves the
cutting tool along the disk in order to cut any point on the disk. When the servo’s motions
are properly coordinated, a complex pattern can be developed. These motions must be
coordinated precisely with the rotation of the disk, as measured by the rotary encoder. The
speed of the motions therefore limit the part quality.
Another face turning lathe of Takeuchi et al. was developed as a psuedo-ball end mill
[280, 281]. This machine used a single point to cut surface features in the same structure
as the AIST lathe and contained a spindle capable of speeds of 30,000 RPM. This lathe
was also able to study the machining of glass and the differences in the ductile and brittle
regions of machining [279].
The design of the cutting servomotor in all of these lathes is important to the perfor-
mance and Okazaki attempted to make the servo as fast as possible [200, 201]. Kim and
Kim developed a similar piezoelectric servo for use on a traditionally structured lathe that
was used to compensate for waviness in the part [145]. By making the servo fast enough,
flexibility in the system’s structure could be compensated for using the servomotors’s mo-
tion. Li and Li developed a similar system but focussed on the measurement of the part in
situ to improve roundness [160]. Three capacitive sensors were used to measure the part and
were fed back into the controller. This type of fast servo can even be affixed to macro-scale
lathes. The cutter can be used with appropriate sensors to correct machining errors made
by the primary cutter [329].
The wear characteristics of the tool used in face turning lathes were explored by Choi
and Kim in [48]. They found that the frequency of the cutting forces was dependent on
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the wear of the tool. Another important aspect of the cutting process is the material. Just
like in micro-milling the material plays a key role in the micro-turning process. Grains in
metals can change surface quality drastically [46].
While most micro-lathes use mechanical cutting to remove material, Feinerman et al.
developed a lathe that cuts with X-rays. It operates in the same manner as a traditional
lathe, but by duration of exposure to X-rays, part profiles can be obtained [75].
2.2.5 Other Micro-Machining Mechanisms
Mills and lathes are not the only precise machine tools. Many other machining operations
need to be performed at the micrometer level. These tools encounter similar problems to
lathes and mills and the techniques used to counter the problems for these tools can and
have been extended to precision mills and lathes.
One such alternative technique is rotary ultrasonic milling. This technique uses a com-
bination of grinding and milling technologies for part creation. A spinning disk is pushed
against the surface of a part and vibrated [215]. This type of machining is ideal suited for
the manufacture of precise ceramic parts [216].
Jet machining methods are another micro-tool that also have low tool/workpiece con-
tact forces. This technique uses a liquid at high velocity to do the cutting and is often
supplemented by particles suspended in the liquid. This technique has also been combined
with laser machining [159]. A laser was confined and constrained by the water jet allowing
improved cutting. Both laser and water jet machining have little to no contact force and
therefore the augmentation techniques developed for low-contact-force machine tools will
be applicable on them as well. Another jet like technique is the use of an ion sputter to
create micro-solenoids [218].
2.2.6 Other Flexible Systems
An understanding of the work being done on other systems similar to machine tools allows
existing techniques to be modified for use on micro-mills. Often similar problems need to be
overcome like changes in frequency with configuration, or new techniques need to adapted
to use on machine tools like command generation or concurrent mechanical control design.
The specific mechanisms addressed here have had their performance improved through the
use of input shaping.
2.2.6.1 Cams
Cams have been extensively designed for vibration reduction. A variety of approaches are
used to limit the vibration in the cam and follower system. The design of the cam itself is
usually seen as a method to avoid excitation of vibration. They are a mechanical element
whose design also encompasses command design.
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The tradeoffs for vibration suppression are often important in cam systems. In an effort
to reduce high frequency vibration, Chew saw the possibility to accomplish this goal at the
expense of lower frequency vibration [47]. When using cams, the mechanical profiles are used
to generate commands for the attached system. When this occurs, the tradeoffs between
design choices are more pronounced than in direct command design. Chew’s work showed
how careful analysis is required in order to process these tradeoffs whenever implementing
a vibration reduction scheme through cams.
The continuation of cam systems as a mechanical command creation scheme occurred
in the work of Andresen where the mechanical design rules for cams were combined with
the command design rules for input shaping [10]. This combination is a novel approach to
combining mechanical design with command generation.
The mechanical augmentation of cam systems to reach performance goals has also be
studied. For example, a coulomb damper was used by Dresner and Barkan on the cam fol-
lower system [61]. The inclusion of additional mechanical elements into a pseudo-command
design scheme is similar in concept to some the of the mechanical and command design
techniques presented later in this dissertation.
2.2.6.2 Elevators
Elevators are another application where advanced vibration suppression techniques have
been attempted. One dominant feature of elevators that can also be found in milling ma-
chines is the change in fundamental frequency dependent on location in the workspace.
Elevators exhibit a well behaved nonlinearity associated with the cable length [232]. Tech-
niques deigned for this type of nonlinearity can be expanded to use on other mechanical
systems. Agrawal and Pota tried δ-flatness control technique on a simple two-mass model of
an elevator [6] to control the nonlinearity. Similarly in the application of advanced control,
µ-synthesis was used along with parametric uncertainty discussion [303], while Beldiman et
al. focused on Heuristic Control techniques for elevators [22]. An alternate approach beside
advanced control laws to deal with the uncertainty in the plant has been gain scheduling
techniques which rely on simpler controller that change with time. This technique was
combined with a robust control law for an elevator to suppress vibration [161].
Elevator control contains two primary realms also found in manufacturing machines.
The first is the aforementioned position dependent dynamics; the second is the real-time
path optimization necessary for the occupant to be able to change the desired floor at any
moment. This is similar to the problem of selecting a cutting path for a tool. The same
types of techniques can be used for path optimization be that ladder logic, neural networks,
or other decision making controllers.
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2.2.6.3 Large Space Structures
Aerospace mechanisms have necessitated a move towards optimal design due to the extreme
weight requirements on the machines. Many techniques have been developed to design large
orbital structures to minimize vibration while keeping weight to some minimal value. This
research led into the development of simultaneous optimization of structural parameters
and controller parameters as will be discussed in Section 2.3.1
One large vibration problem often encountered in these structures is disturbance re-
jection. When an orbital vehicle changes positions its appendages tend to vibrate. These
appendages like solar arrays, antennae, and structural components vibrate from the accel-
eration of the satellite or spacecraft. These motions are modelled by actual dynamic motion
of the structure or by white-noise forcing functions [206].
Space structures are usually modelled as beams comprising linear and spatial trusses
for ease of dynamic prediction. These types of models are typically lumped mass linearized
approximations for ease computation. These lumped-parameter models must be augmented
by several other factors found on the actual space structures. Actuator force limits from the
thrusters can be included in the models. Likewise, the controller and sensor systems will
have physical limits on the output. Also, transient deflection limits whereby the structure
can only bend to a limited angle sometimes appear [179].
However, sometimes these elements are combined into larger or complete systems of
elements like the multiple appendage model in [110]. The structural parameters, namely
the size of the members, can then be changed to improve vibration response. Particular to
this application, the modal damping is investigated [142]. Robustness to parameter change
is also often considered in order to expand the stability margin of the structures [171]. This
stability margin measure can also be used to reduce the complexity of the model of the
structures [221].
While the robustness and parameter selection techniques can reduce the vibration in
the satellite appendages, in order to fully control this vibration several other techniques can
be applied. One approach is to design the commands that move the entire satellite not to
excite vibration in the flexible appendages. This was done with input shaping for formation
flying satellites [29].
Another more common method is to actively control the structures. This involves the
addition of actuators at non-joint locations. These are either thrusters which force the
structures against the inertial reference frame or internal actuators like piezoelectrics which
force the structure against itself [38]. Then, a control law is used to reject the disturbance
of the move. A common choice easily combined with structure design are linear quadratic
regulators as in [23, 38, 62, 110, 141, 142, 140, 171, 206, 221, 222, 25]. Bang-Bang or on-off
controller are also used to model the dynamics of thrusters [179].
Still another method to deal with the vibrations is to implement mechanical filters to
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transform the command signal. Yang et al. propose the use of non-circular drums to filter
the motion commands into the flexible appendages [320].
2.2.6.4 Cranes
A large amount of work in command generation has been done for cranes. The application
of command generation on cranes is well suited because the payload position is difficult to
sense, thus making them useful for open loop control techniques. They also have a clearly
defined vibration problem at one primary frequency which can be completely eliminated by
input shaping [91, 247, 261].
Non traditional cranes have also been researched with input shaping. One particular
subset is the wire-drive manipulator where the payload of the crane is completely suspended
by cables. This approach reduces the inertia that must be moved as would be the case for
a new micro-mill. Input shaping research has attempted to cancel the more complicated
vibration tendencies of the wire-driven crane, as well as dealing with both the pendulum
mode and the cable elongation mode [121, 120]. The solutions for these types of cranes are
highly position dependent. In manufacturing machines, the vibrations characteristics are
likewise often position dependent.
2.3 Vibration Suppression Design
A good mechanical design usually means one that does not vibrate. In order to accom-
plish this goal of minimal unwanted vibration many different techniques can be used. The
mechanism can independently be designed not to vibrate or the system can be designed
in conjunction with a vibration control scheme like a feedback controller as discussed in
the following sections. However, little quantitative work has been done in combining com-
mand design with mechanical design. Therefore, other combined design strategies will be
discussed and their techniques applicability to combined command and mechanical design
evaluated.
2.3.1 Design for Control
Mechanical design coordinated with vibration suppression is discussed in this section as an
alternative to the simple solution of an increase in stiffness or mass. Coordinated design
encompasses many different approaches that involve novel changes in the mechanical design
which might increase flexibility but reduce vibration. Also, another technique is selectively
choosing flexibility to coincide with an external control methodology. Major gains can first
be obtained by considering the structure of the controller at the design phase [324], however
more advanced design techniques are possible. The overall goal of combining the element’s
design is that by integrating the mechanical and controller design, optimal performance can
be achieved in positioning, tracking, dynamics, acoustic, etc. [299].
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2.3.1.1 Machine Tool Fixturing
A cutting machines method for attaching workpiece to the machine itself is vitally impor-
tant. The clamping force and material properties of the part and fixture define the ability of
the system’s interfaces to damp the motion through friction [321]. Decreasing the clamping
force does increase the flexibility; however, it often improves vibratory performance since
the lower clamping force allows sliding and thus frictional energy dissipation and an increase
damping ratio in the system. Controlling this frictional interface is important such that
the fixture can be design to increase the damping ratio of the system and make it easier to
control [11].
The design of fixtures can also deal with cumulative hysteretic errors in the machining
as well. If a flexible mount is design correctly as is explained in [265], then the flexibility
can be used to eliminate the errors do to cyclical load in both force and temperature.
This clamping principle can be applied to tool holders as well. In [240] the mounting
of a lathe cutter was altered in such a way to increase precision. Typical tool mounts
will experience hysteretic losses from displacement, as well as thermal deformation. By
introducing a known flexibility into the system, the thermal deformation is equal in all
directions holding the tool stationary. This mount flexibility must be low enough, however,
so that the cutting forces do not cause the tool to move. This appropriate flexibility causes
hysteresis loss to decrease since the flexibility in the mount returns the energy instead of
the standard loss from a rigid mount. Thus the tool position will remain consistent before
and after energy is introduced into the mount from the cut.
2.3.1.2 Novel Mechanical Elements
Another way of altering the vibratory characteristics of a system is to alter the dynamics
of the system through the inclusion of additional elements. Some of these methods are well
known like the inclusion of external damping, vibration absorbers, and vibration isolators as
will be discussed in 3.1. However, there is another class of mechanical elements for vibration
suppression which does not fall into these general categories.
One example of such element is the flexure joint which can be used in Gough-Stewart
platform design [185]. Here the improved dynamic characteristics of flexure actuators are
used for improved response. Specifically, flexure actuators avoid friction and backlash by
bending a material to produce motion instead of sliding or rolling. McInroy went one step
further in this work by selecting actuators for the overall dynamic effect. Then, he chose
system parameters to simplify the Jacobian of the parallel manipulator. A square Jacobian
was maintained providing for easier motion calculations.
Gearing can also be selected correctly to provide increased controllability. Planetary
gears exhibit vibration in three modes: translational, rotational and in the planets’ defor-
mation. Parker showed that by utilizing planet phasing, the vibratory frequencies could
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be predicted and thus controlled [214]. Planet phasing is the correct selection of the tooth
numbers and planet configuration in order to reduce the internal forces in the gear train.
A corollary to mechanical augmentation is the selection of mechanical components based
on the vibration characteristics. A gear train might be used instead of a pulley system for
a transmission due to the stiffness of the gears. In a similar way but for a more com-
plicated selection, Tu and Rastegar examined the vibrational tradeoffs for different types
of manipulators [294]. Here the frequency characteristics of rotational and prismatic joint
manipulators were compared based on actuator selection and location int the serial chain.
A similar approach was used with internal architecture of a switch reluctance electric motor
in [115]. Differing yoke structures produced different vibratory characteristics in the motor
output.
The vibratory characteristics can be used for the purpose of mechanical damping as
discussed in detail in 3.1.1.2. An example of such an element is the filling of a box beam
with glass balls. These balls interact with each other in such a way as to increase the
damping of the beam [307]. The parameters of these glass balls can be chosen in order to
achieve different levels of damping with differing costs in terms of material and consequently
mass.
More complicated mechanical elements can be used in order to alter the controllability.
One type of these is a mechanical filter. A mechanical filter is a device which performs
some augmentation of the input to it via mechanical means in order to achieve an output
response that is more desirable. This is like an electronic filter which can remove noise from
the common voltage or a vibration isolator that removes noise from the base to a machine
as discusses in 3.1.2.1. Vibration isolators are a common mechanical filter that are designed
to eliminate certain frequencies from entering a system.
Gearing could also be classified as a mechanical filter which merely changes the gains of
an input. However, gearing can be more complicated than a speed transformation. Gears
can be used to alter an input to a more complicated profile by turning smooth rotation
into a shaped rotation for the purpose of vibration suppression as seen in [320]. A series
of frictionally connected drums of non-constant radius are used to move a space appendage
with minimal vibration. This mechanical element was designed with a regulator control
system for the appendage in order to achieve minimal system vibration.
A common mechanical element to add to system in the design phase to reduce the
vibration is an actuator. This is not a novel solution for problems where actuation is
traditionally used. However, in usually passive situations, the application of an actuator is
the first step in active feedback vibration control. Actuator selection is a vast design area
which is not addressed here. However, it is important to note that a common solution to an
uncontrollable passive problem is to make it an actively controlled vibration like was done
in [125] for car suspension to increase damping and in [120, 121] to maintain the frequency
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of vibration.
The opposite of this case is for under-actuated systems. The design of nonholonomic
machinery involves special care in order to achieve stability and controllability. Nakamura et
al. studied why it is necessary to combine the design of the controller and mechanism. The
specific example was a nonholonomic system of a arm with a spherical gear. The procedure
allowed the system to reach both controllability and stability [191]. By combining the
mechanical design with the controller design the difficulties in controlling a nonholonomic
system were overcome.
2.3.1.3 Mass Redistribution
An alternative strategy for vibration suppression is an augmented balancing scheme with
the goal of increased controllability. If the internal forces placed on the actuators of a
machine tool can be eliminated through balancing of the machine, then the control forces
will be lessened, and the dynamics of the system simplified, thus making the systems and
controller response easier to predict.
Closed linkages are a common structure where mass redistribution for force balancing
is possible. Since they are typically closed chains, it is possible to move mass from one
link to another to balance the machine, whereas the same approach of moving mass on a
serial linkage would provide little balancing ability. The technique has been performed on
a four-bar linkage in [328] and [163] such that the internal forces were completely cancelled,
thus reducing the load on the actuators and simplifying the dynamics model. Furthermore,
the moments were balanced as much as possible to further simplify the system. This is
done by making the center of mass stationary or by minimizing the rotation of the overall
inertia. This balancing procedure can also be done to eliminate gravitational effects.
This approach of simplification of system dynamics is contrary to the techniques dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.2, where vibration absorbers and isolators were employed. One must
remember that the inclusion of an isolator or absorber is typically a linear component only
adding a degree of freedom while the above techniques for mass balancing do not seek to
lessen the degrees of freedom but instead eliminate nonlinear forcing on the actuators.
2.3.1.4 Combined Optimization
Design for Control, or DFC, is a general term which could apply to any vibration sup-
pression design scheme, however it usually applies to a technique by which the controller
parameters are selected in the same algorithm as the structural parameters. This approach
typically utilizes an optimization algorithm with a cost function having weighting on both
the structural response and the controlled response.
Table 2.1 summarizes the approaches that have been used in DFC. The constraints and
cost function parameters are presented, where C is used for constraints and $ is used for
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cost function parameters.
Table 2.1: Constraints Used in Design for Control.
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1st Order Time Constant C
Avoidance of Singularities $
Balance $
Controller Force $ $ $ C $,C $
Controller Gains C C C $ C
Damping Ratios C C C C C $ C
Eigenvalue Robustness C $ $
Force $ C $ C C C
Harmonic Amplitude $ $
Manufacturability C
Mass $ $ $ $ $ $ $ C $ $
Overall Frequency C C C C C $
Payload C
Position Error $ $ $ $,C $ C $ $ $




Structural Parameters C C C C C C C C C C C C C C
Velocity Error $ $ $ $ $ $ $
$: Cost; C: Constraint; where 1:Belvin 1990 [23], 2:Eastep 1987 [62], 3:Hale 1985 [110], 4:Khot 1986 [142],
5:Khot 1988 [140], 6:Khot 1993 [141], 7:Li 2000 [163], 8:Li 2001 [164], 9:Lim 1989 [171], 10:Lust 1988
[175], 11:Manning 1990 [179], 12:Onoda 1987 [206], 13:Park 1994 [212], 14:Rao 1988 [221], 15:Rao 1990
[222], 16:Rastegar 1999 [224], 17: Yang 1994 [320]
Work has been done using this technique in many areas. For example, Park and Asada
designed flexible arms along with controller parameters [212]. They utilize a performance
measure containing the dominant close loop pole, λCL, and a mobility measure, W , associ-







The variables for the optimization were the geometry of the two link arms as well as the
controller gains. Several constraints were also placed in the optimization to deal with
problems not covered by the cost function that deal with practical implementation. Actuator
size, workspace, vertical deflection, payload, and manufacturable dealing with physically
being able to machine to machine to parts. The result was a decrease in inertia of 50%
while maintaining the same performance.
This sort of approach can also be extended to include trajectory design in the control and
structure design. Rastegar et al. has tried to do this utilizing his Trajectory Pattern Method
described [223]. In [224], a known trajectory generation technique, TPM, is utilized with a
PD control law. A combined optimization is then done to find the optimal response. The
trajectory design is not done in the optimization, instead it is off-line approach to generate
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trajectories. The optimization then selects from the discrete trajectory alternatives designed
by the TPM method The cost function for this work focuses more on modal response
























The m,n, d, h, and j′s are counters to deal with the various weighting and modes of the
robot. No constraints are utilized in the optimization.
Another simpler approach is to avoid the complete design of the structure, instead a
tailoring or small modification of an existing design can be done as in [23]. By removing
strategic masses the with the aid of the Linear Quadratic Regulator, the vibration suppres-
sion of a beam was maintained while lowering the mass. The cost function that allowed












where η and ζ are a scalar proportional and derivative gains respectively, γ is the modal
force participation coefficient vector a measure of how a disturbance acts on the modes in
the research it is a vector of 1’s, Λ is the eigenvalue matrix, and U is the triple matrix
product of the mass matrix M and eigenvectors T given by:
U = T TM
1
2T (2.6)
No constraints for the optimization are mentioned.
Another option in an attempt to optimize a space structure is to control the sensitivity
of the complete control structure scheme in the optimization. In [62] this sensitivity deals
with the ability of the closed-loop eigenvalues to deal with changes in structural stiffness.
However, this sensitivity is not used in the optimization cost itself, instead it is a constraint
on possible solutions. The actual cost function is:
J = Weight (2.7)
subject to constraints for specified modal damping and frequency, as well as positive fre-
quency and damping values.
The application of DFC has also been used on complicated large space structures beyond
the simple beam, truss, or pyramid. In [110] central hub with spokes extending is optimized.
The authors used a cost function that reflects the complexity of the structure using an
integration of desired cost function values over an entire desired move length, tf . Mass was
also considered in αP (ξ), which is a structural parameter term related to mass. Also used
is control force f , position and velocity u and u̇, and weighting terms R, Q1, and Q0:










Along with this cost function, constraints were placed to keep structural parameters positive.
Another option for dealing with the concurrent design in large space structures is to attempt
to cancel the subjectivity of a cost function through the comparison of the results from
several different cost function optimizations.
Rao attempted this approach in [221, 222] where mass, response time, and two perfor-
mance indexes were used and the result compared. All four of these relied on constraints on
both the smallest modal damping ratio and the area of the structural members. Total mass











where K and M are the stiffness and mass matrices. This supposedly yields a solution
which has a optimal response time due to the damping properties of the system.
The third and fourth options presented by Rao rely on other means of performance
index. A quadratic performance index:
J = xT0 [P ]x0 (2.11)






Disturbance rejection is usually the vibration problem to be overcome in these large
flexible space structures. The type of forcing is often different in each case. For example,
Onoda and Haftka attempt to do design and control optimization using a true white noise
forcing on the system in [206]. They hold the interesting view that combining response into
the optimization is not good since real application’s responses are constrained by practical
considerations. Basically, since the response is often given it should not be optimized.
Instead they use mass, ms and control forces, σ2 to determine the best solution under
constraints on parameter limits, displacements and controller forces. The cost function









The procedure was tested on a beam with variable thickness being the design parameters
along with Linear Quadratic Controller gains.
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Lust and Schmit also worked on the DFC problem of disturbance forces. They addressed
both static and harmonic loading on beams. Their cost function centers around the mass,
M ; vector of displacements, u; and the vector of forces FA:
J = c1M + c2(Q|u|+RFA) (2.14)
where c1 and c2 are constants, and Q and R are matrix weighting constants. The same
optimization of a beam subject to stress on different aspects of the cost function was studied,
with constraints placed on displacement, actuator limits, and open loop frequencies.
Mass alone is a common cost function and also appears in the work of Khot et al.
[142, 140, 141]. This work varied the type of constraints used in the optimization. Sensitivity
of the damping, the frequency, and the robustness to changes in the design variables were
considered along with the spectral radius, which is a measure of modal robustness. Also
considered were physical limits on the design variables.
Methods used to find the optimum solution also vary. Lim and Junkins chose a linear
programming technique [171]. This technique was used to compare three different cost
function results. The first was total mass of the system. The second was the sensitivity of the
eigenvalues to parameter changes, where λ are the eigenvalues, p is the design parameters,










The third cost function considered was to maximize the robustness of the system stability.
This relies on the solution to the Lyapunov equation to find P , which is used in conjunction





Once these cost functions were generated, the convergence of the optimization solution was
studied. The main result was that the convergence of the measure of stability robustness
coincided to a convergence in the actual stability robustness.
Another comparison of optimizations was done in [164]. They chose to use the same
type of cost function but change the constraints on the optimization for a four bar linkage.
The cost function consists of tracking error, E, actuator power, W , and difference both max
and min from the ideal performance Smax and Smin. Weights α, β, λ and ρ were used as
well to form:
J = αE + βW + λSmin − ρSmax (2.17)
This combined design approach relied on three different constraint scenarios. The first
dealt with the desired path using tracking error and a couple of constraints on the physical
implementation of the linkage. The second set of constraints used actuator limits, while the
third used a mass balancing technique like that discussed in Section 3.1.2.
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The type of controller for these large space structures is typically a Linear Quadratic reg-
ulator. However, in orbital environments thruster are the usual actuators. These are on-off
actuators and to deal with this limitation, Manning and Schmit developed an optimization
scheme based on mass, W , and control force, E, to design the optimum Large Space Struc-
ture, LSS, and controller [179]. Constants ce and cw were also used in conjunction with an
integration over the whole move time tf :




The constraint choices in this problem were acceleration, error, actuator limits, controller
limits, and a maximum mass limit. This work, however, only considered one disturbance
forcing which would need to be extend for actual application.
2.3.2 Design for Command Generation
Command Generation is typically an afterthought in system design. An existing mechan-
ical system with feedback controller is generally retrofitted with a command modification
scheme. However, performance can be improved if the input shaping scheme is designed
with the rest of the plant. Previous work referenced later has tried to link the controller
design with the command generation design. This work tried primarily to improve the
driven response, but did attempt to also deal with disturbances.
The combined design of feedback controller and input shaper allows increased perfor-
mance from the system. One approach taken by Drapeau and Wang is to choose an appropri-
ate input shaper for the system and then tailor the controller gains to improve performance
[60]. This approach adds error from the shapers frequency and the system’s new frequency
after the controller has been modified. However, this technique is a good starting point and
shows a simple first step solution to the problem of designing a controller and input shaper
together.
Another technique developed by Kenison and Singhose seeks to design the controller and
input shaper concurrently through the use of a numerical optimization [138, 139]. A MAT-
LAB optimization chose a proportional and derivative controller while selecting an input
shaper. The advantage of this approach was that damping could be decreased to improve
system response time while maintaining strict vibration constraints. The downside of this
approach was that it required a complicated optimization that needed to be performed for
each system although it yielded improved results over the controller tailoring method.
Input shaping can also be linked with the controller by placing the input shaper inside
the feedback loop. This enables the input shaper to have a direct effect on the disturbance
response [241]. Here the input shaper effectively becomes part of the controller and the
line between controller design and input shaping design becomes blurred. It is important
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to note that the input shaping inside the feedback loop’s main drawback is that it is not
always stable.
These techniques for designing controllers with input shapers indicate how mechanical
design and input shaping design might be combined to improve response.
2.3.3 Design for Machining
The current techniques for the design of machine tools have been tested and improved upon
by many researchers. However, an understanding of these techniques is necessary for the
coupling of mechanical design of components with command design for micro-manufacturing
machines. Several comprehensive sources exist for the design of machine tools whose results
are too comprehensive to be summarized here including Altinas [8], Crede [50], Marinescu
et al. [180], Rivin [229], Slocum [266], Tobias [288], and Welbourn and Smith [315]. Instead
of these extensive textbooks, the focus will be on the current research into machine design,
specifically how it effects the goal of combining mechanical design with input shaping design.
2.3.3.1 Electric Motor Design
One focal area of combined goal design procedures is in the design of electrical actuators.
The performance of these primary components drives much of the other design selections.
Logical selection algorithms have been developed for choosing motors. For example, Cusi-
mano created a procedure that coupled a database of motors with the power requirement for
the in this case a transmission [52]. Considerations were made for continuous and dynamic
use.
Haskew and Schinstock also looked at the design of actuators; their study focuses on
the optimization problem of actuator selection for space shuttle main engine vector thrust
control [112]. The optimization is accomplished through an equivalent circuit technique in
the phasor domain.
Electric motor mechanical design has even been coupled with controller design. Reyer
and Papalambros attempted an optimal design of a DC motor and a PID controller [227].
They present three approaches to the combined design in increasing complexity: single pass
(design one then the other), iterative, decoupled optimization (optimizing structure then
controller and iterating), and overall optimization. As more complicated techniques were
used in the paper, the resultant design was better suited for the application. The tradeoff
between design complexity and final performance is clear from this work.
2.3.3.2 Finite Element Design
One way to design manufacturing machines is to design the machine in a CAD package and
then use finite element analysis to determine if the design meets the desired performance
criteria. The finite element model can be static or dynamic in nature. Reddy and Sharan
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designed a lathe spindle using only a static and dynamic finite element analysis [226]. In
a similar problem, Yeh and Liou used finite element techniques to model the static and
dynamic loading in a machine tool fixturing set-up [321]. However, the FEA may not be
the end of the design iterations. For example Bianchi et al. seek to use a finite element
model of a mill to develop a second-order dynamic model for use in initial controller response
[28].
By creating a dynamic model of the structure and controller at an early stage in the
design process, behavior of the machine can be predicted. Wu et al. on the other hand
used a two-level optimization model based on finite elements [316]. First, the finite element
model of a tool’s structure was created and optimized. Then, the models of each component
were tailored through further optimization to minimize weight and maximize stiffness. A
finite element model can also be used to select configurations. Chen et al. considered three
different headstock configurations and used finite element analysis to determine which one
to build [43]. However, their models left out details in the headstocks and therefore general
rules about headstock design cannot be deduced from the finite element result.
2.3.3.3 Machine Tool Component Design
Research has also focused on the design of specific components of machine tools. For
example, the cutter for a mill offers many design choices. Tsai and Hsieh presented a
procedure for the complete design of a ball end cutter [293]. The procedure focuses on
the design for manufacture of the cutter. Lee et al. chose to focus on designing a face-
milling cutter with improved dynamic performance. By selecting inserts for the cutter wear
characteristics could be improved [157].
Another integral component in a micro-mill are the linear slides that provide workpiece
motion. Mekid presented the procedure he used for the selection of such a slide in [187].
Interestingly, the flexibility of the slide needs to be less than the flexibility of the fluid in the
bearings so as to allow proper damping. Singh and Beohar also addressed slide design but
used information theory approach to aid in component selection [249]. First, an entropy
function was used to define the errors in the slide. Then, the maximum entropy for a given
design was calculated, and finally this maximum entropy compared to other designs, with
the optimal being the one with the lowest maximum entropy.
The design of the spindles inside the slides are another area of machine tool design that
has been investigated. Sadeghipour attempted to reduced the vibration in these slides by
inserting small masses at critical locations along the spindle [234]. This process altered the
modal response of the spindle to give it better dynamic response. The technique found the
receptance sensitivity or the places that a small increase in mass can greatly alter the modal
response. A technique similar to this could be used with input shaping design to alter the
dynamics of a system to be better suited for input shaping.
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Another approach to spindle design is to let a computer optimization select all the radii
of the spindle to meet a series of design goals. Taylor et al. developed such a program to
design the spindle of a grinding machine [284]. A logic based approach coupled with an
optimization algorithm make the procedure possible. A similar computer selection approach
used by Eskicioglu et al. was used to select the bearing arrangement for another spindle
[72].
Dequidt et al. created another design procedure for machine tool positioning systems
[54]. This procedure is quite similar to the one that will be employed in this dissertation
for the combination of shaping and mechanical design. A ball screw drive is modelled as a
second-order oscillator with several key assumptions: no higher modes are present, sensor
are not near vibratory nodes, and the electrical time constant is negligible. For the case
of lead screw system first stiffness and inertia are defined in terms of design variables,
then test are made to see if these stiffness and inertia values meet minimum performance
specifications. If they are then the drive system is suited for the application. Once the
motor and configuration are selected, a the gear ratio is selected base on available screw
radii.
Yoshimura developed a technique for the design of the machine tool structure to deal
with forced and self-induced vibration [323]. This technique relies on finite element analysis
to calculate frequencies and damping ratios, and then the developed algorithm is used to
determine if design parameters are acceptable. Kulik and Pedchenko took another approach
to simplifying the design process of machine tools by creating a complicated model and then
reducing the order using a simplification technique [151]. Zhang et al. chose to analyze the
dynamics of machine tool structures using a technique focussing on the interfaces or joints
between structural components [327]. The technique focusses on using “stiff” machine tools,
where the main elements are rigid. For their model the primary flexibility is in the joints,
where up to 60% of stiffness and 90% of damping is in the joints. While this holds for stiff
structures it will not necessarily apply to machines with more flexible members.
2.3.3.4 General Machine Tool Design
Procedure have also been developed for more general design of machine tools. For example,
Bohez developed a technique for the selection of the actuator type, either rotational or
translational for a 5-axis milling machine [32]. Mishima created design evaluation technique
for the same type of problem for a micro-machine tool [190]. Design parameters relating to
both the tool and the slides were combined with configuration variables to yield the overall
positioning error. From this work, the traditional mill configuration of one slide driving the
spindle position and two driving the workpiece was shown to have smaller positioning error
than other configurations. Van Brussel et al. presented a similar but more comprehensive
technique in [300]. First, a genetic algorithm is used to select structural configuration.
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Then, a finite element approach is used to determine a simplified model of the tool. Finally,
a method to select controller configuration is detailed. By combining all three parts into
one procedure, major design decisions become easier, with only detail design remaining.
Several survey style papers also discuss the trends in machine design. Newman et al.
presents lessons his research group learned about agile or reconfigurable manufacturing
systems. By using lightweight tools not only are they able to move faster, but they can
also be easily reconfigured. Other survey papers focus on micro-machining and give a broad
overview of the current state of micro-manufacturing [183, 129, 64].
2.4 Synopsis
By investigating the previous work in mechanical system modelling, operation, and design,
the overall goal of the dissertation can be furthered. The modelling of micro-mills and sim-
ilar systems provides a base point for developing design models for specific and generalized
micro-mills. However, the research into micro-mill modelling is an open area. Likewise the
specific forces involved in micro-milling is an open although active research area. The forces
in the machine process need to be known so that the mechanical designs can effectively deal
with them. Finally, investigation of the combined design of commands and mechanical
parameters is under-researched. However, similar areas of combined mechanical and con-




LITERATURE REVIEW OF CORRECTIVE METHODS
Typical design procedures dictate that once a mechanical design is complete, and if vi-
bration is excessive, then corrective techniques should be applied. Three main areas of
design correction are relevant to the work here. The first key area is the use of mechanical
components. These can be added to a system to alter the performance. Next feedback
controllers can be used in a corrective capacity. Finally, the commands sent to the system
can be designed to not cause vibration. Command design here is focused on input or com-
mand or input shaping. This technique filters systems commands with the goal of vibration
suppression.
These three elements are important to the overall goal of combined mechanical and
command design for different reasons. Mechanical augmentation elements can be designed
in conjunction with command shapers. Also the performance of these augmentations needs
to be understood, so that design decisions can be made whether to use command shaping
or mechanical augmentation. Control strategies need to be investigated for the same reason
as the mechanical augmentation, as a comparison of effectiveness. Particulary, the optimal
technique for tracking control are direct competitors of command shaping. Finally and most
important, the use and advancement of input shaping is one of the primary areas of this
research. Fully understanding command shaping is necessary before it can be expanded to
deal with other concerns.
3.1 Mechanical Augmentation
The mechanical augmentation of a machine can have two forms, vibratory mode augmen-
tation or mode addition. Vibratory mode augmentation is important since the effects of
changing the characteristics of the modes of a system will be key to later cancelling those
modes with input shaping. Mode addition is useful since these additional modes can be
designed concurrently with input shapers, although this has not been done outside the
research of the author.
3.1.1 Mode Augmentation
Often the dynamic characteristics of each mode of a machine can be altered in order to
improve performance. This alteration of elements can change the frequency, the damping,
the inertia, and the stiffness of the element allowing improved dynamic performance. Un-
derstanding how to make these changes and their resultant tradeoffs allows the designer a
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more holistic design approach. This approach allows control and command design to be
performed simultaneously with mechanical element design.
3.1.1.1 Inertia and Stiffness Modification
The easiest modal change is an adjustment in the frequency. The frequency is coupled to
both the stiffness and the inertia of the tool. It is often necessary to select the frequency
specifically to prevent the occurrence of resonances due to some known internal forces.
More common, however, is the necessity to alter the stiffness and/or inertia. The stiffness
often needs to be changed to alter deflection. Inertia likewise must be changed in order to
decrease the size of the actuators, the load on the support structure, or importantly here
the speed of the machine. Understanding these types of changes allows the designer get
the best performance possible from a machine. These changes are typically done through
the addition or subtraction of material. Although the material itself can play an important
role. Often composites are designed for specific stiffness and inertia requirements for a task
[162].
Riven wrote an entire book devoted to the subject of stiffness and damping as it affects
mechanical design [229]. Some of the primary advantages he presents for a reduction in
stiffness are:
1. Rigid bodies are brittle
2. Statical indeterminance
3. Stress concentrations
4. Ability to control pre-loading
5. Inappropriate structural natural frequency
While on the other hand reducing stiffness has the drawbacks of:
1. Geometric distortions
2. Change in loads and friction conditions
3. Dynamic instability
4. Increased amplitude of forced vibrations
Rivin goes on to discuss how stiffness changes can be accomplished.
Rivin also specifically discusses stiffness in conjunction with manufacturing tools, specif-
ically a boring bar in [230]. Here the discussion focusses on the stiffness of the boring bar
itself. The stiffness impacts the chatter characteristics and because of this has direct corre-
lation to the throughput of a tool. The stiffer a boring bar, the deeper it can cut, and thus
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the higher the throughput. Here the stiffness drives the operation of the tool. This case
must be considered as a limiting factor for other machine designs.
3.1.1.2 Damping Modification
Another method to augment the modes of a mechanical system is to change the damp-
ing properties of the system. Rivin once again gives insight into the effects of damping
parameters on a system’s response in [229] specific to the areas of:
1. Fatigue strength
2. Wear resistance
3. Efficiency (friction loss)
4. Accuracy and surface finish
5. Vibration stability
6. Manufacturability
Such damping can be linear such as viscous or nonlinear such as frictional damping or cubic
dampers [3, 4].
Damping modifications can be accomplished in a variety of ways. The most obvious is
to add a mechanical damper externally to the system [50]. Single or multiple dampers have
been used [106]. When mechanical or electronic circuits mimicking as mechanical elements
are added, a decision must be made about how to implement the damper. The most
common approach is to attach the damper to ground. Since this is not possible for mobile
machines like car suspensions, sky-hook damping can be employed to accomplish a damping
increase [125]. Active dampers usually take the form of traditional viscous dampers where
some component of the damper can be altered or the form of actuators controlled with a
damping derived control law [125, 132]. The traditional active dampers have orifices that
change size [5] or fluid whose viscosity changes as with the electro-rheological fluids in [311].
Another method to change the damping characteristics is to adjust the internal forces.
By increasing or decreasing the forces between elements, the normal force is changed. There-
fore when the parts slide against each other, the frictional dissipation will change. This
coulomb damping can be easily adjust by changing the internal clamping forces [182] or by
lubricating the contact surfaces. The clamping force has applicability to both machine tool
fixturing and the lubrication method in vibration isolation. In machine tools it is typically
concerned with chatter. While in isolation applications, the transmissibility of the isolator
is an issue related to damping. For example, earthquake isolators need large damping to
dissipate energy, but the damping cannot be too large since that will cause excessive forces
on a building [131].
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Damping arising from internal forces can be used to increase damping through the
inclusion of supplemental moving parts. Here masses are added such that they rub upon
each other or on the existing structure. The large number of frictional interfaces increases
the damping in the system. One example is the insertion of metal plates into a boring bar
in order to reduce chatter [182]. While another novel method is to fill hollow structural
elements with balls as in [307] or rods and a viscous fluid as in [267]. These are similar to
the vibration absorber or mass dampers that will be discussed in Section 3.1.2.2. Another
possibility is the selection of the material for a machine. For instance, cast iron has higher
damping than machined steel. Research is also actively trying to create composites with
higher damping while maintaining the workability of traditional metals [162].
Coatings are a way to change the material properties with minimal physical change.
A coating can be applied to an element, and the internal motions in the coating dissipate
energy in the system through hysteresis. If coatings are applied to both sides of a component,
losses from tension and compression can be achieved. However, the use of these types of
coating is limited due to their temperature dependence [192]. A more advanced coating
technology has also been used to increase damping. It relies on an induced magnetic field
to increase hysteresis in a magneto-mechanical coating [322]. Coating materials can also
be used inside structure elements. If a coating layer is sandwiched between two structural
elements damping will not only come from tension and compression but also from shear
effects in the interstitial coating [192]. Nashif et al. describes a series of coating applications
in [192] including a damping wrap for a jet engine inlet guide vane, a constrained shear layer
damper for the weapons dispenser of an F-4 phantom, a layer damper for a helicopter cabin,
and a free layer coating for an engine exhaust stack.
3.1.2 Mode Addition
If additional dynamic modes are added to a system, then the overall system dynamics will
often be complicated. However, if these modes are chose correctly, then the new more
complicated dynamics can give better performance than the original system.
3.1.2.1 Vibration Isolators
Vibration isolators seek to eliminate the force transferal either from the environment to a
sensitive system, from oscillatory system to the environment, or from both by the inclusion
of a flexible system between the main system and the environment. The principle of isolators
is a common one and is covered in many standard vibration texts [92, 128, 290]. It relies
on mounting the system on a dynamic base which filters out vibration energy. Figure 3.1
diagram a typical isolator application on a system. The isolator prevents vibration from
being transmitted from the base into the primary system and vice versa. Typically this is





Figure 3.1: Vibration Isolator Schematic.
The application of vibration isolators to machine tools is not a new one [315]; however,
for micro-machining, where inertia is low, the role played by vibration isolators is more
important due to the susceptibility of the machining process to external disturbances. When
the inertia is reduced, the tool itself will be affected by disturbance vibration from the
environment in a greater way than before. Therefore, a machine that previously was not
affected by the environment will now have its performance affected by the external sources.
One area where this new vibration can be especially detrimental is in element interfaces.
Often excessive vibration can cause the normal force between components to change and
thus the interface to slip, resulting in positioning error [228].
A key performance measure of vibration isolators is the transmissibility, or the ratio of
the forces applied at one side of the isolator to the forces transmitted to the other side.
In the case of any micro-tool, an isolator is needed so that the transmissibility will be low
at all excitation frequencies. This is not a new idea, previous work suggest the isolator
needs to be designed to have a lower frequency than the forcing function [111, 49, 272, 50].
Other performance measures are also used in isolator design. Such as structural power
transmitted, cancellation of forces, and cancellation of velocities [98]. These are better
suited for a non-linear transmissibility or when other specific constraints must be met.
Balandin et al. propose a another series of performance criteria in [14]:
1. Maximum displacement
2. Maximum angle
3. Maximum force or acceleration
4. Maximum absolute mean square acceleration
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5. Maximum isolator force
6. Mean isolator force
Most of the above work in performance measures focuses on vertical vibration. However,
Rivin points out that horizontal vibration are often more detrimental to machine perfor-
mance [228]. Although vibration isolation is an established field, important work continues
on isolator development. Active isolators can be used to improve performance even further
[98] . A large portion of the current research is the application of isolators to situations
where they were not used before [325].
3.1.2.1.1 Passive Isolators
The passive isolator is a fixed design approach that must use novel design techniques to
deal with more than one frequency of vibration. One way to accomplish this is to create a
cost function of the desired response and utilize optimization techniques to find the “best”
isolator [15]. The means of construction of a passive vibration isolator varies greatly. Typ-
ically, they are constructed of a flexible mount with inherent mass and stiffness. Modelling
this continuous structure can be done in a variety of ways. The simplest is a lumped spring-
mass-damper model. However, more complicated modelling approaches have also be used
such as Dickens’ “four pole parameter models” which have been used to model both the
ground to machine response and the machine to ground response [56, 57]. Isolators can also
be designed and modelled as nonlinear elements to achieve better precision [131, 272].
In order to choose the best isolator for a given situation, Shekar et al. proposed four
different techniques; each have a different impact on machine performance [243].
1. Coulomb damper, spring, non-linear damper as isolator
2. Spring in parallel with spring in series with nonlinear damper
3. Spring and non-linear damper isolator with spring and nonlinear damper and mass
absorber
4. Two stage isolator with intermediate mass
Another more advanced technique is to use magnetic levitation for vibration isolation
[325]. A small superconductor is levitated allowing for vibration isolation through the
levitation gap. This is well suited for space applications, since traditional isolator materials
like rubber do not perform well at the low temperatures of space. Passive isolators have
also been used to deal with earthquake vibrations and the resulting effects they have on
structures [131]. In this application, damping is important, along with the acceleration of
the top of the structure. Excessive damping can cause the structure to move with the ground
resulting in high accelerations for the structure. Whereby low damping can cause too many
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cycles of vibration. Jangid looked primarily into friction as the dissipative method, using
rubber mounts or sliding steel plates [131]. Another avenue of isolator use is as a mechanical
filter. Here the isolator is designed to cancel one specific frequency while allowing others to
pass through. Li created a band-stop filter/isolator to cancel the sway in a crane payload
[166].
3.1.2.1.2 Active Isolators
Active vibration isolation is the concept of inserting an actuator into the isolator framework.
The inclusion of the active element along with some sort of sensor and feedback system
allows the isolator to work more effectively [98]. The drawbacks of the active technique are
an increase in complexity of the system, in the power consumption of the isolator, and in
the increased risk of instability. Active isolator applications are typically in circumstances
when a passive isolator would be too large, have to compensate for multiple modes, or have
to deal with top broad of variations in system frequency. For example, Blackwood et al.
studied the effect of a voice coil and piezoelectric isolator on a system with a flexibility
in the base of a machine. Here the dynamics of the existing mount must be taken into
account and cancelled [30]. Vehicles are another area where passive isolators would be too
large. Thus, active techniques show strong promise, if their power consumption can be
limited [135]. Another case where weight is an issue is ship-board cranes. By adding a
novel passive/active isolator design between the forces of the a disturbed payload and the
ship’s crane structure, harmonic vibration was decreased [13].
To deal with multiple frequencies of vibration from several different spacecraft compo-
nents while isolating precision sensors, another active isolation technique is used in [34].
Here a universal isolation component has been developed relying on a fluid filled structure
and a piezoelectric actuator to cancel vibration. Often in vibration isolation, if the perfor-
mance of a passive isolator is unacceptable, then an active element will be proposed. For
example, Li plans to expand the capability of his crane mechanical filter by active elements
[166]. The active elements themselves can be a variety of devices. Fluid valves can be used
to regulate damping, piezoelectric actuators, electric motors, or other actuators can directly
effect the isolator force either through force generation or electrical generation [189].
Another application of active vibration isolator technology is in the prevention of earth-
quake damage. Here actuators are used at the base of the building to help cancel the
effects of the earthquake. The control law for these isolators is also an area of research
with µ-synthesis being one possibility. In [196, 195] the µ-synthesis approach is tested ex-
perimentally, as well as theoretically. Typically isolators are designed for one degree of
freedom vibration isolation. However, when actuators are used, the isolator can become a
simple positioning system with disturbance rejection capabilities. From this point of view













Figure 3.2: Vibration Absorber Schematic.
this approach the actuators static properties coupled with a feedback control law provide
vibration isolation in six degrees of freedom.
3.1.2.2 Vibration Absorbers
Vibration of a system can sometimes be reduced by the inclusion of a secondary flexible
system tuned to the proper frequency, as shown schematically in Figure 3.2. This secondary
system is traditionally known as a dynamic vibration absorber or mass damper. Conven-
tional vibration absorbers have been utilized on systems subject to sinusoidal and random
vibrations and their function is described in most standard vibrations texts [111, 92, 50,
128, 266, 271, 290, 198]. Here the motion of the secondary mass creates a reaction force on
the original system which can balance forces input to the base system. The technique of
adding a vibration absorber has not been rigorously applied to robotics and manufacturing
machinery where the desired motion trajectory is known. This application along with the
combination of input shaping design with vibration absorber design will be discussed in
Section 8.1.
The history of the vibration absorber starts with the absorber mass created by a volume
of water in the hull of the HMS Inflexible in 1883 [122]. The secondary mass, the sloshing of
the water in the hull, acted to cancel the forces from the waves, resulting in the stabilization
of the ship’s deck so that the guns were able to track targets more effectively. It was formally
patented by Fraham in 1911 as “Device for Damping Vibration in Bodies” [90].
Vibration absorbers appear in a wide range of uses including, but not limited to, architec-
ture: smoke stacks, windmills, bridges, and cellular towers; consumer goods: refrigerators,
seating in vehicles, dishwashers and even hair trimmers; rotational equipment: pumps,
generators, and engines; and even space structures [122, 113, 148, 276, 309, 147].
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3.1.2.2.1 Linear Absorbers
Den Hartog did some of the first analytical work on the design of absorbers [111]. Hartog
presented a procedure for selecting an absorber for the undamped and partially damped
case for sinusoidal excitation at a given frequency. For the undamped case he showed
that an absorber tuned to the same frequency as the input to the system would eliminate
all steady-state vibration in the primary system. Oniszczuk attempted to find the same
procedure for the damped-damped model with more complicated and less implementable
results [205]. While Pennestri used Chebyshev’s criteria to attempt to solve the damped-
damped problem [217]. Another approach is to simply search possible absorbers for the
one with the best peak amplitude response [220]. Still another approach is to consider
the absorber synonymous with an active controller and use control theory to select the
parameters [239].
The vibration absorber for random excitation has been studied but its solution is only
analytically definable for non-real world applications, i.e. true white noise [194, 12]. Time
optimal absorbers have also been designed, but the definition of “time optimal’ does not
necessarily coincide with the best absorber for a robotic or manufacturing application [19].
Initial condition responses have also been studied [9]. The approach to the optimal absorber
solution has also varied widely. Autoparametric study, graph models, system stability,
various control techniques, optimization schemes, as well as shear numerical testing have
been attempted [118, 119, 42, 53, 312].
The controlled variable in the application of vibration absorbers also changes. Hartog
and many others considered steady-state amplitude to be important for both random and
sinusoidal excitations [111, 194]. Force transferal is another key issue in absorber design
[118]. In time domain analysis, energy remaining in the system was used [12].
The robustness of linear absorbers to parameter variation in the system and/or in the
absorber is another issue in their implementation. Chao and Shaw addressed this by study-
ing the impact of small changes in rotational absorber parameters on the overall system
response [40, 41]. Large changes in plant dynamics must also be overcome as is the case for
anti-galloping absorbers for power lines which can be encumbered with snow and ice [169]
3.1.2.2.2 Non-Linear Absorbers
Since the time of Hartog, many other absorber solutions have been presented, and many
have taken advantage of the computational aid provided by the computer. This is true for
the non-linear case, where non-linearity in the absorber has been shown to increase absorber
performance. The actual approach to the nonlinearity has taken the form of bumpers [102],
fluid flow [318, 9], non-linear dampers, cubic springs [242, 207], cubic and linear spring
or Duffing springs [193], even continuum string vibrations [286], as well as many others.
Once these dynamics are known, a more complete model can be developed. Shaw used this
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technique of a more precise nonlinear model to more clearly describe the dynamics of a
absorber in order to provide for more precise tuning [242].
3.1.2.2.3 Adaptive Vibration Absorbers
By including an actuator in the absorber, vibration cancellation can be improved further.
This same effect of improved performance with active elements was also seen for vibration
isolators in Section 3.1.2.1.2. Adaptive absorbers are inherently more complicated to im-
plement and to model but can enable a greater gain in performance [276, 1]. The primary
method of implementation of an active absorber is to drive the system directly with the
actuator under some sort of control law. Velocity feedback was used in [78]. Whereas
position-based control with a delay was used in [116] on a rotational absorber. Magee et
al used the strain in the main system to create a control law to drive the active absorber
[178].
Semi-active absorbers are also an important area, since the active component can be
backed up by some passive elements. In the event of a failure of the actuator, the passive
components will still offer some vibration suppression [276]. The active component can also
be used to magnify the effects of the absorber. This is the case for the wind and earthquake
vibration suppression of high-rise buildings in [309, 278, 282]. Here a pseudo-pendulum ab-
sorber’s length is altered by active elements. Similarly, the frequency of a rotating pendulum
absorber can be changed by altering the rate of rotation to cancel different frequencies oc-
curring different operating conditions as in [173]. A change in the stiffness can also be used
to modify the frequencies of the absorber as in [308]. The active component can also be
used to alter the damping properties of the absorber, instead of changing the frequency or
forcing the system directly. This is usually done with hydraulic components like the ones
fitted to a cable stayed bridge to cancel seismic waves [5].
Since the models of active absorbers are more complicated, the methods used to de-
termine which absorber to utilize are more detailed. Abe and Igusa, for example, used a
Laplace technique in [1]. Anytime actuators are used, saturation can be an issue; in the
case of active absorbers saturation can limit the frequencies that the absorber can handle
and the magnitudes at each frequency [207]. Another more important problem is stabil-
ity. Filipovic and Olgac found that their velocity feedback based active absorber required
negative gains to maintain the stability of the system [78].
3.1.2.2.4 Vibration Absorbers for Machine Tools
Vibration absorbers have been specifically designed for machine tool applications, typically
to deal with problems of chatter which is discussed in Section 2.1.1.2. Absorber principles
are even covered in the general machine tool design literature [266, 315, 229]. Typically
dampers are applied directly to the cutting tool. Ema and Marui have created these type
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of mass dampers through the use of sleeves, either for drill bits [68] or boring bars [69].
Boring bar dampers were also studied by Hahn, who used a second-order model of the bar
to aid in the design of the absorber [109]. Marui et al. used plates as boring bar dampers
to improve the damping ratio from 0.01 to 0.025 [182].
Absorbers can also be applied directly to the structure of a machine tool to reduce
chatter. A lathe’s part surface finish roughness was improved in one case from 22 to 13 µm
by the addition of a properly selected absorber [146]. This absorber had to be adjustable
by spring pre-load in order to compensate for slide position based changes in the dynamics.
More general techniques have also been developed. Shin presented a experimental technique
to reduce the impact of random excitation on machine tools [244]. Machine tools have also
been used with active absorbers. Tzou designed a piezoelectrically driven actuator to act
as an absorber or an exciter for a generic machine tool [298]. A full mathematical model of
the absorber/exciter is given to aid in design of the control algorithm for the actuator.
3.2 Control Techniques
Vibration is often reduced using feedback control techniques. These techniques add addi-
tional dynamics to the system in the form of an electronic controller. An understanding
of control possibilities is necessary to obtain an adequate system performance. These con-
trollers are classified here into three categories: classical, adaptive, and other. Specific
examples relevant to either machine tool control or combining control with mechanical de-
sign and input shaping will be detailed in this section. These techniques are important
since they are direct competitors with command shaping in the control of vibration. A
fully understanding of the alternatives solutions is necessary to select an approach for a
particular design.
3.2.1 Classical Control
Classical control consist of a response sent back through a sensor and a control law made up
of proportional, derivative, and/or integral gains (PID). This approach is the most common
feedback control for all machines and machine tools in particular. This is due to its ease of
application and predictable tuning for all types of situations as detailed in all introductory
control texts [92, 198]. For example, the Puma robot in [77] utilizes PID control to help
combat disturbance, specifically impacts that would occur in a cluttered environment, and
Alli et al. uses it to deal with vibration of the wave equation [7] in combination with input
shaping.
The simple classical control scheme can be advanced with adaptive or scheduled gains
for use on machine tools. In [37], an adaptive PID controller is used on a lathe. Gain
scheduling was used by Toutant et al. on a lathe to keep cutting force constant with
change in material [292]. Toutant also controlled the lathe cutting force using classical
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control techniques. The classical techniques can be augmented with feedforward control
architecture as in [188], where a feedforward friction compensator and PD controller were
used on a feed drive system, and in [155] where classical control was used with a Zero
Phase Error Tracking feedforward controller for precise stage positioning. More common
than these combination techniques is for machine tool drives to be controlled with only
a classical controller structure. In Varanasi et al. investigation of the control of lead
screws, they discovered that actuator collocation, system damping, and whether the screw
is minimum-phase are all important when using feedback control on a lead screw [301].
The PID control technique is commonly used in conjunction with other vibration com-
pensation techniques. It has been used in concurrent design with a command generator in
[138, 139]; as well as in conjunction with mechanical design as detailed in 2.3.1. Specifi-
cally, PID control has been combined with robotic arm design [212] and with mass balancing
[163, 328]. Mass balancing can be done to simplify the feedback control technique.
3.2.2 Adaptive Control
Adaptive control is often used when the parameters of the system change drastically over
its operation. With respect to machine tools, this could be from the change in forces
from different cutting tools or cutting conditions, or from modal variations from different
configurations of the axes. For example, a motion to one end of the workspace will lengthen
the vibratory element of a machine tool. Compensation for this parameter change can be
accomplished with many different techniques. When the controller is changed discreetly
then it is termed gain scheduling, whereas continual variation like the PID controller in [37]
for turning is usually just called adaptive control.
3.2.2.1 Gain Scheduling
Gain scheduling involves the creation of a list of controller parameters and selecting the
parameters from the list based on the conditions of the machine. These parameters are
often the gains of the controller but could be the controller architecture as well. The
changes are often workspace induced, whereby one area of the workspace uses a different
set of gains from another. Another possibility is to change the controller depending on the
type of motion desired In [99], small motions used higher gains to compensate for a dead
zone in the actuator. Likewise, [292] used different gains for different actuator velocities
or feed-rates for a lathe. Also, changes in the forcing on the machine often necessitate the
change in controller. In [326], the forces from different types of cuts were used to determine
the proportional gain of the drives.
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3.2.3 Other Control
There are many controller techniques employed on machine tools. The following is a brief
incomplete survey of these types of controllers and where and how they are implemented.
An understanding of these allows one to see the range of possibilities when designing a
complete machine tool.
3.2.3.1 Observers
Observers are a response prediction tool integrated inside the control architecture. By pre-
dicting the response of the system, the observer allows the control force to be adjusted
for the responses of the system that cannot be fully sensed. Okazaki implemented such
an observer for the tool post or the cutter mount of a precision lathe to reduce the vi-
bration induced from the interaction with the workpiece whose motion was not measured
[200]. Likewise, a Kalman filter, a common and powerful observer, was used to model an
unmeasured effect on a CNC machine and was implemented to deal with frictional forces
[71].
3.2.3.2 Feedforward Control
Feedforward controllers inject control effort based on a model directly into the plant avoiding
the sensor feedback. This is often used to compensate for the dynamics of the plant by using
an inverse of the plant dynamics for the feedforward controller. The design of the controller
is difficult because often the plants model is not exact, the dynamics of the system cannot
be inverted, or a phase delay is introduced into the response.
The Zero Phase Error Tracking Controller, ZPETC, is a type of Feed Forward controller
for use in digital control which only attempts to cancel the invertible poles of the plant, as
well as adjusting for the phase shift in the response of a digitally controlled system [289]. It
was applied to a milling machine in [295] showing improvement in the tracking response of
the mill. Feedforward techniques can be used to cancel nonlinear phenomenon in the plant
as well. Gear backlash can be dealt with [188] or coulomb friction [155].
3.2.3.3 Other Controllers
A couple other relevant controllers are worth noting. Pan devised a fuzzy logic controller
to deal with the non-collocated nature of the cutting tip of a lathe [210]. While Zhu et al.
used sliding-mode control to deal with similar problems of an attached piezoelectric cutter




The commands to a system play a large role in the determination of the response. The first
attempt is usually to use the desired output as the reference command input. However,
this can lead to vibration, and therefore, it is often not the best choice. Another problem
arises from the selection of what the desired response should be. The ideal response is often
known, such as an instantaneous change in position or velocity. These motions cannot
usually occur, and therefore, more attainable profiles must be used instead.
3.3.1 Overview of Input Shaping
Input Shaping is a command generation technique that attempts to impart zero energy into
a system at the frequencies at which it will vibrate. It originated with Poisicast control
in the 1950’s, but did not become widely usable until the advent of the digital computer
[270]. In order to ensure zero energy at the vibration frequencies, the inputs given to the
system must be modified, thus the term Input Shaping. Once a correct command for the
system is found, the result will be a system that has no energy at frequencies for which it
will vibrate, and thus no vibration. However, this approach for input shaping has not been
fully expanded to continuum system. Also, the application of input shaping to nonlinear
systems is still an open area of research.
Consider a second-order system given by the transfer function:
G(s) =
ω2n
s2 + 2ζωn + ω2n
(3.1)
This is a common real world system, and it is also the base of the input shaping formulation
presented here. The input shaping technique attempts to find an impulsive filter which can
be used to modify any input so that vibration is reduced. Such a filter can be easily
implemented on real machines. To determine such a filter the techniques first laid out in
Singer’s dissertation will be used [246]. This approach involves considering the impulse
response of the system as the base of all derivation.










1− ζ2(t− t0) (3.2)
where A0 is the magnitude of the impulse, ωn is the system’s natural frequency, t0 is the time















Assuming the system is linear and time invariant, superposition can be used to find the
response to a series of impulse. For time greater than the time of the final impulse, the










sin (ωd(t− ti)) (3.5)
This equation can then be used to find a series of impulse magnitudes and times that yield
an acceptable level of vibration. In order to find such a series of impulses, an equation for
the amplitude of the vibration must be developed. If the following trigonometric identity
is used to simplify (3.5):
B1 sinαt+ φ1 +B2 sinαt+ φ2 = AΣ sinαt+ ψ (3.6)















The amplitude of the vibration at any given time can then be found.
If the time of the last impulse is the concerned time, which is a logical time to desire the
























This result is still complicated. However, it can be simplified by scaling it by the response





The division of (3.9) by (3.12) yields a normalized value, the percentage residual vibration:
V (ωd, ζ) = e−ζωntn
√























Figure 3.3: Impulse Response Cancellation.
where tn is the time of the last impulse. If this equation is set equal to zero for a particular
set of system parameters, then the damping and frequency, the result will be zero vibration
from the impulse sequence. This derivation of (3.13) can also be done graphically using
vectors as is discussed in [262].
In order to see more clearly the result of this procedure consider a second-order system
with an impulse response like the dotted curve in Figure 3.3. If this response is added to
a second appropriately selected response (the solid curve), then the resultant response is
the dashed line with circles, which has zero vibration after the second impulse. Another
requirement on the input shaper is that it satisfies the equation:
n∑
i=1
Ai = 1 (3.14)
Once the input shaper is defined, it is implemented as a filter in to the input of the
system. This filtering process can be mathematically described by convolution. (3.14) is
needed to ensure that a convolution with an input command yields the same final set point
as the original. This convolution yields a new reference command for the system as defined
by:
Shaper ∗ Input = Inputnew (3.15)
and graphically depicted in Figure 3.4. This convolution can be thought of as a multiplica-
tion of functions in the Laplace domain. When one of those functions is a train of impulses,
the multiplication is fairly easy to perform and for a step input yields a stair-case command
as was demonstrated in Figure 3.4.
Due to the periodic nature of (3.13) another constraint must be placed on the input








Figure 3.4: The Convolution Process.
where tn is the time of the last impulse. Other constraints can also be added in order to
achieve different qualities for the input shaper. A common one is that all the impulses
must be positive. Other constraints are directly related to the performance of the input
shaper itself. Several common performance constraints will be discussed in the next section.
Kozak et al. have researched the impact of these common, as well as some more advanced
performance contraints/measures on shaper design [150].
3.3.1.1 Zero Vibration Shapers (ZV)
Zero Vibration, ZV, Input Shaper is the simplest input shaper. The only constraints are
minimal time, (3.16), and zero vibration at the modelling frequency, (3.13). If these con-
straints are satisfied, the positive ZV shaper has the form of impulse amplitudes Ai and

















Notice that the duration of the shaper is one half the damped period of the oscillation. This
leads to one of the tradeoffs inherent to input shaping; in order to eliminate the vibration
of the move itself, the rise time is increased. The system takes longer to initially reach its
desired goal, but if the vibration is eliminated, then the more important settling time is
reduced. Also in (3.19), notice that the effect of damping on the shaper magnitude is an
increases in the first impulse. This is important, because the larger in magnitude the first
impulse, the more aggressive the shaper.
A major problem with the ZV shaper is the robustness to parameter change. If the
original system changes or was incorrectly modelled, then the vibration amplitude will not
be zero. In order to understand this relationship, a sensitivity curve can be created as seen

























































which represents the difference between the actual system’s frequency and the frequency
used to design the shaper. The vertical axis represents percentage residual vibration, which
is a ratio of residual vibration between the unshaped and shaped responses. Notice that
for the ZV shaper the vibration increases quickly as the frequency changes. However,
if the sensitivity curve was expanded over a large frequency range as in Figure 3.6, two
facts become apparent. First, the percentage residual vibration never exceeds one hundred
percent, meaning a ZV shaper will never increase vibration. Second, the sensitivity curve
reaches zero again at every odd multiple of the primary frequency. Although, at these
higher frequencies the system will oscillate a number of times (equal to the integer multiple


























Figure 3.7: ZVD Shaper Sensitivity.
where the parameters of the system are known with a high level of accuracy. Also, if large
changes in the vibratory frequency occur, then the application of input shaping will never
increase vibration beyond the level before shaping.
3.3.1.2 Zero Vibration and Derivative Shapers (ZVD)
A Zero Vibration and Derivative, ZVD, Input Shaper is a command generation scheme
designed to make the input-shaping process more robust to modelling error [248]. If another
constraint is added to the formulation of the shaper by setting the derivative of the vibration






(C(ωn, ζ))2 + (S(ωn, ζ))2
]
= 0 (3.21)
the ZVD shaper results. Its sensitivity curve is shown in Figure 3.7. Notice that the
derivative of the curve is zero at ωaωm = 1. Physically, the result of this is that if the system
parameters change or the model was incorrect, then the vibration will still be close to zero.
The times and magnitudes for this shaper are: Aj
tj
 =
 11+2K+K2 2K1+2K+K2 K21+2K+K2
0 0.5T T
 (3.22)
where K and T are defined by (3.21 and 3.19).
All things have a cost, and the cost of this robustness is a longer shaper duration. For
the ZVD shaper, the shaper duration/rise time is the damped period of vibration. Also,
the ZVD shaper has three impulses instead of the two in the ZV shaper. Another way to
formulate the ZVD shaper is through the use of two ZV shapers. If two identical ZV shapers






























Figure 3.8: EI Shaper Sensitivity.
The application of ZVD shapers is for systems where rise time is still important, but
either the system will change with time, or the model is not accurate. If the model’s
inaccuracy is too extreme for a ZVD shaper then other shaping techniques are available,
such as those described in the subsequent sections. The ZVD shaper can also be derived
for on-off commands with similar vibration suppression and sensitivity results [260].
3.3.1.3 Extra Insensitive Shapers (EI)
Extra Insensitive, Extra Insensitive Shapers, EI are another shaping technique which can
broaden the valley in the sensitivity curve [254]. If the zero vibration constraint at the
modelling frequency is relaxed, then it is possible to make even more frequencies fall below
some tolerable level of vibration. In order to do this, the residual-vibration constraint is set
to a some tolerable level Vtol. The derivative of vibration at this value is kept at zero and
the resulting shaper for undamped systems has the form: Aj
tj
 =
 1+Vtol4 1−Vtol2 1+Vtol4
0 0.5T T
 (3.23)
The sensitivity for the EI shaper is shown in Figure 3.8. The range of frequencies for which
the vibration is below some tolerable level, for example five percent, is 0.4 for this case.
This is the shaper’s insensitivity. Notice that the range of frequencies for which vibration
is below the five percent tolerable level is larger than either the ZV or ZVD shapers which
have 0.06 and 0.28 insensitivity respectively.
The duration of the EI shaper is the same as that of the ZVD shaper, one damped cycle
of vibration. Thus, the application of EI shapers is for systems where some small vibration
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Figure 3.9: SI Shaper Sensitivity.
3.3.1.4 Specified Insensitivity Shapers (SI)
Another robust input shaper is the Specified Insensitivity, SI, Shaper. It does just what it
name says, it allows a user to decide where the vibration will be limited [263, 258]. In order
to do this a different set of constraints are used. Specific points on the sensitivity curve
are used to limit vibration below some tolerable level. This allows the insensitivity to be
specified. Figure 3.9 shows how this would be done.
The constraints limit vibration only at the selected frequencies; therefore, the vibration
could go above the tolerable level in between them. If the points are chosen close enough to-
gether the effect of this phenomenon will be minimal. But if the vibration level is extremely
important, the tolerable level could be reduced slightly to counteract the effect. As the
desired insensitivity increases so does the shaper duration. This is another tradeoff between
rise time and robustness. SI shapers are most useful when there is some information on the
expected model variation. The usefulness of the SI shaper was surveyed along with other
shapers in Singh and Singhose’s tutorial [252].
3.3.1.5 Multi-Mode Input Shapers
In systems with more than one mode of vibration, two schemes can be used to generate
commands for the system. The first is by simply convolving together multiple input shapers
designed for each specific mode. The result of this process is a longer input shaper, which
can deal with each mode specifically [259, 123].
Another method is to design a shaper from the beginning with vibration reduction at
both modes. This approach for closely-spaced frequencies can take the form of using the
robustness of one shaper to modelling errors so that it engulfs the multiple frequencies. For
more broadly spaced frequencies, specific shapers can be designed to meet this goal such
as Grosser’s High Mode Limiting Shaper [104]. Baumgart and Pao also investigated the
design of shapers for multiple modes. Their solution uses an s-plane approach and allowed
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multiple shapers to “cooperate” together to eliminate the need to simply convolve existing
shapers together [20, 21]. The result is a faster multi-mode shaper that is more complex
than the independent design method [211]. Singh found a similar result in his work using
time response analysis [251]. He also showed that a two impulse shaper could be used to
cancel multiple modes. However, the timing of the impulses can become restrictively long.
3.3.1.6 Negative Input Shapers
Up to this point the input shapers discussed have contained only positive impulses. With
positive impulses only, the minimum shaper time is half the period of vibration or the
ZV shaper. It is possible to shorten this time by allowing the impulses to have negative
magnitudes. This allows the solution of the residual vibration equation to have a total time
less than half a period [257].
One common input shaper with negative impulses is the Unity Magnitude shaper. This
shaper forces all of the impulses to be of magnitude 1. The constraint equation specifically
is:
Ai = (−1)i+1 i = 1, ..., n (3.24)
This type of shaper is well suited to operation where the actuator is either full on in one
direction, full on in the opposite direction, or off. On-Off control is often used to describe
machines of this nature. Space applications such as satellites operate under this principle
since they have gas thrusters that are either open or closed. If just this constraint is used
and the solution with the shortest time span is found, then the solution is called a Unity









which is shorter than the ZV shaper by one sixth of a period. The sensitivity of a UMZV
shaper can be seen in Figure 3.10. Note that the slope of the UMZV shaper sensitivity is
steeper than all the previous shapers. The tradeoff is once again that robustness is inversely
related to shaper duration. Another drawback of the UMZV shaper is apparent in Figure
3.11. The UMZV shaper, if designed incorrectly, can actually increase vibration up to three
times the original magnitude. Therefore, UMZV shapers are best suited for systems that
are well modelled and require a short duration shaper.
Negative shapers are not limited in impulse magnitude; they can have impulses of any
magnitude positive or negative. However, it is always important to limit the magnitude of
both the positive and negative impulses to prevent actuator saturation. The downside of
using negative input shapers is that they place a higher stress on the system and thus can























































Figure 3.11: UMZV Shaper Sensitivity with Large Modelling Errors.
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3.3.1.7 Alternative Derivation of Input Shapers
Input shapers were traditionally found using the previous impulse response techniques.
However, other control techniques can be employed in the derivation of shaper parameters.
Bhat et al. utilized both s-plane analysis, as well as, a linear quadratic regulator based
method to determine parameters with time domain analysis [27, 26]. Pao has also used
s-plane design for multi-mode shapers [211]. Similar to the s-plane techniques, Park de-
signed digital shapers using the z-plane in [213]. Pole-zero cancellation was used with the
digital derivation of the response for shaper design. Tuttle and Seering performed a similar
discrete design, but instead of pole-zero cancellation, his work focussed on creating a digital
optimization to find shapers faster. By limiting shaper choices digitally, the optimization
becomes linear [296]
3.3.1.8 Applications of Input Shaping
Input shaping has been used on a variety of systems. It has often been combined in applica-
tion or design with feedback control as in [60, 297], and has even been designed concurrently
with Proportional and Derivative control to yield improved performance in [138, 139]. Input
shaping has also been implemented inside the feedback loop for a system. When this is done,
a time delay is introduced into the error signal, which in turn causes stability problems for
the system [176, 33].
Coordinate measuring machines (CMM’s) are a specific class of machines where input
shaping has been applied. Input shaping has been applied directly to motions on existing
machines to yield higher accuracy [256, 241, 133]. A CMM’s accuracy can be detrimentally
effected by friction. Lawrence et. al. looked at how input shaping could be specifically
tailored to deal with coulomb friction [154].
Another positioning system improved with input shaping is serial manipulators. Dra-
peau and Wang looked into changing the commands sent to a five-bar linkage. The specific
result was an improvement with shaping [60]. Another area of serial manipulators where
input shapers have proven helpful is in the realm of long reach manipulators. Magee et al.
researched this area extensively and successfully applied input shaping on RALF, Robotic
Arm Large and Flexible, at Georgia Tech [176, 177, 178]. In another example on RALF,
experiments were performed by Grosser et al. for the reduction of higher modes and per-
ceived lag [104, 103]. Grosser showed higher modes of vibration can be eliminated with the
same shaper as the lower modes, and that the problems associated with an increased rise
time, a perceived lag by operator, can be reduced by creative shaping schemes. This author
aided in the experimentation and data collection for Grosser’s experiments.
Cranes are one area in which input shaping has shown vast performance improvement
possibilities [74, 91]. Singer et al. discuss the implementation issues of a crane in a hostile
environment, the Savannah River Nuclear Facility [247]. In order to test the usability of
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Input Shapers by an operator in a cluttered work environment, a path-planning algorithm
was developed to mimic an operator’s behavior [91]. Singhose investigated the result of
changing frequencies due to hoist length in [261]. A mechanical filter approach to vibra-
tion suppression similar to input shaping was employed on ship cranes in [166]. Another
mechanical filter was tested on a crane to compensate for disturbances without feedback in
[13].
Continuum systems are another area where shaping has been applied. Bhat et al.
investigated shaping on a beam modelled as a second-order oscillator in [26]. While Singh
and Alli derived the delayed commands for a generic wave equation [250]. The equations
addressed govern string and simple longitudinal and torsional systems. The main difference
between this derivation and the work in this dissertation primarily in Chapter 7 is that Singh
considered only the first mode of vibration, and the result was directed at time-optimality
instead of purely vibration suppression. Also no mention of specific shapers except the
optimal bang-off-bang trajectories was made.
Input shapers have been applied to micro-turning machines by Ozisik et al. in [208]. A
shaper was used on the positioning system of a micro-turning process. However, the lack
of multi-mode shaping in their research hindered the application.
3.3.1.9 Trajectory Following with Input Shaping
Most input shaping design has centered around the elimination of vibration after a move.
However, input shapers have been designed specifically to address trajectory following issues
besides residual vibration. For example, Grosser developed the Reduce Perceived Lag shaper
which attempts to track faster trajectories at the expense of temporarily more residual
vibration [104, 103]. A shaper is design to move 95 % of the move quickly with some
residual vibration and then that vibration is cancelled with the remain 5% move. Singhose
specifically studied input shaping’s effect on tracking of trajectory components [253, 255].
The result was that input shaping significantly improved trajectory following for the moves
attempted. The limits of this work lie in the speed of the trajectories tracked. This issue is
address specifically in Chapters 5 and 6.
Another area of trajectory tracking with input shaping is in the combination of input
shaping and s-curves. Eloundou and Singhose compared the use of s-curves to input shapers
and even derived s-curves as a form of shaper [65, 66]. While Meckl et al. also used s-curve
and shaping rules to design commands similar to the ones used in this research for the
micro-mill [186]. But Meckl only used acceleration residuals as a performance measure and
the work did not yield zero vibration in cases with damping in the system.
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3.3.2 Trajectory Tracking
Trajectory tracking is an important area of study because machines must not only move
quickly without vibration; they must also follow precise motions. While input shaping
has been utilized for trajectory tracking, the application of input shaping to track swift
trajectories is limited.
3.3.2.1 Command Creation
The simplest forms of trajectory tracking are to select an attainable command for the system
to follow. This was done explicitly in [291], where Tounsi et al. gave a system a variety
of inputs to determine what were attainable outputs, and then relied on those to define a
command scheme.
Utilizing command limits is a way to simply determine acceptable commands. If an input
acceleration is limited to the acceleration attainable by the machine, then the response will
often be close to the input. A primary example of this is the s-curves traditionally used
to drive machine tools [8]. For example, the jerk limit aspect was discussed with CNC
machines in [70]. Meckl et al. discussed the use of command limits for residual vibration
reduction [186]. Eloundou and Singhose even compared the s-curve position input technique
(which is essentially an acceleration limit) with input shaping in [65, 66].
Another way to design attainable motion paths is by using polynomials. This technique
is often used on CNC machines where a series of target locations must be reached while
maintaining some velocity or acceleration constraints [70]. This is easily done with polyno-
mial fits often called splines. The same approach as with polynomial command design can
be done with trigonometric function, where the function are limited by the real system’s
response capabilities [245].
A more intuitive command design scheme was developed by Boe in [31]. This technique
slows a trajectory if complex motions are needed and then speeds it up for simple motions.
Automating this process can save overall motion time and improve the overall tracking.
Niu and Tomizuka also used this principle of changed speeds but combined it with an
anti-windup controller [197]. On the other end of the spectrum, Dewey et al. developed an
optimization technique relying on a quadratic cost function to alter an existing trajectory to
maximize performance. The end result was that the optimization smoothed the trajectory
when necessary [55].
3.3.2.2 Tracking Controllers
Specific use controllers are often needed to track difficult trajectories on a system. These
controllers typically need accurate plant models and are burdened with the problem that the
faster the move the more likely the system is to behave in a nonlinear manner [51]. Model
based controllers can allow a system to track trajectories better than feedback controllers.
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Rastegar et al. developed the Trajectory Pattern Method which utilizes a command se-
lection algorithm and a plant inverse to reduce tracking error [223, 224, 73]. Other plant
inversion technique also exist. Kim and Kim used one on a piezo-cutter for a micro lathe in
[145] to combat surface waviness, while Ozisik and Keltie used an inversion technique and
a complicated plant model in a purely open loop micro-turning system [208]. Tomizuka’s
previously mentioned Zero Phase Error Tracking Controller is a plant inversion controller
which provides for excellent tracking in certain circumstances. It works by inverting only the
invertible parts of a plant and then using phase correction to cancel the other non-invertible
components, thus allowing any continuous input to the system [289, 295].
Tracking controller design can also be combined with the command design. Immure and
Kaufman presented a piecewise procedure where first the feed-velocities of a machine are
optimized based on cutting parameters, then a second optimization is performed to select
the best controller gains for the previous feed-velocities [127]. Beldiman et al. approached
the trajectory control of elevators in a similar manner, by selecting trajectory parameters
and then optimizing controllers [22].
All of these aforementioned corrective techniques thoroughly improve performance. This
dissertation will seek to expand these techniques specifically input shaping. The corrective
method of input shaping will be used to improve the performance of micro-milling machines,
as well as generic trajectory tracking problems. Eventually, the input shaping procedure
will loose its corrective nomenclature, when it becomes a design as opposed to corrective
consideration.
3.4 Synopsis
The thorough study of existing correctional methods for machines, is important to the
overall goal of combining mechanical and command design for two reasons. First, under-
standing other electronic controllers and mechanical system augmentations is necessary as
a comparative tool. The decision in the design process to use a concurrent mechanical and
command design strategy must be made weighing the options of other approaches including
simple input shaping application. The other main justification is in the direct use of these
correctional methods in the combined design process. Mechanical augmentation elements
can be selected simultaneously with command generators. Most importantly, command




IMPROVING PERFORMANCE OF MICRO-MILLS
The primary motivator of this research is the improved performance of micro-mills. The
techniques presented in the previous chapter for the control of vibrations had not been
rigourously explored for micro-milling. The vibrations that occur in micro-mills limit the
speeds of the mills. Since high speed can cause large levels of vibration, micro-mills are
often moved slowly. Micro-milling’s uses in industry have been limited due to the slow
process speed necessary to eliminate vibration. Typically micro-mills cannot remove much
material, since the cutting tool itself is fragile. However, feed-velocity can be increased if
the material removed per cutting tooth is held constant. This is accomplished by increasing
the rotation rate of the cutting tool itself.
Vibration problems can occur with this increased feed-velocity, thereby limiting the
productivity of micro-milling technology. the primary goal of this research is improve micro-
milling performance specifically to overcome the vibration problems. The first step is to
improve the performance of existing micro-milling machines. To this end, input shaping
will be used for vibration compensation. However, before input shaping can be employed
the dynamics of micro-mills need to be understood. Once the dynamics were understood,
a input shaping scheme for the improvement of current micro-mills was developed. As part
of this process several elements necessary to the combination of mechanical and command
design will be seen. Specifically, the impact of cutting forces on the motion of the tool and
the design issues inherent in micro-milling will be shown.
4.1 ETSII Mill
To research the behavior of micro-mills in general beyond the work of Section 2.2.1, specific
experiments were carried out on the Micro-Mill seen in Figure 4.1. This micro-mill is located
at the Escuela Tcnica Superior de Ingenieros Industriales (ETSII) in Madrid, Spain. This
mill was design and constructed at the ETSII by Juan de Juanes Marquez and Jesus Perez
who collaborate on the experiments [79, 81, 181].
The mill diagramed, in Figure 4.2, is of a standard 2.5 degree of freedom mill design
and consists of a spindle, three positioning stages, a motion controller, a dynamometer, and
the workpiece. The spindle turns the cutting tool while the stages move both the tool and
the workpiece into the proper configuration. The motion controller’s purpose is to position
the stages, overcoming both their internal dynamics and any disturbances that might occur.
Finally the dynamometer is used to measure the cutting forces in various operation between
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of ETSII Mill.
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Figure 4.3: CAD Model of ETSII Mill.
the cutting tool and the workpiece. To help understand the spatial interaction between the
components, the model in Figure 4.3 was developed.
4.1.1 Spindle
The spindle shown in Figure 4.4 contains and powers the cutting tool. It is comprised of a
motor, a chuck, a cutting tool, and a supply tether. The spindle motor provides the for the
rotation of the cutting tool. The chuck couples the motor to the cutting tool and allows
the exchange of cutters. The cutting tool removes material from the workpiece. Finally,
a tether is used to supply power, cooling, and lubricant to the spindle. The entire spindle
system rides on the Z-stage, playing a significant role in the vertical motion dynamics of
the machine.
The motor for the ETSII mill provides for the rotation of the cutting tool. Its primary
performance measure is its rotational speed. The motor is capable of producing rotation
rates up to 120,000 RPM. However, at higher rotational speeds, the rotation is not as
smooth, therefore the primary operating speeds for the experiments in this dissertation are
from 50,000 to 90,000 RPM. In order to accomplish these rotational velocities, it must be
cooled and lubricated which is accomplished through the tether.
The chuck of the ETSII mill couples the motor to the cutting tool. This coupling
is of primary concern due to the possibility of run-out (an offset between the centers of
the cutting tool and its center of rotation). To minimize run-out, the chuck consists of a
threaded nut around a collet to provide centering of the cutting tool.
The cutting tool provides for the physical removal of material from the workpiece. On
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Figure 4.4: ETSII Mill Spindle.
the ETSII mill, two-fluted cutters ranging from 150 to 2,000 µm diameter are used. The
wear and breakage of these cutters is a primary operational concern, due to cost, up to $100
each and calibration time when a tool must be replaced. This calibration must be made to
determine the distance between the cutter and the workpiece. This value is not constant,
because the chuck/cutting tool interface is not standard, nor are all the cutters fabricated
to the same length. Therefore, whenever a tool breaks or a new part is fixtured a timely
calibration must be performed.
The tether provides the power, lubrication, and cooling for the micro-mill’s spindle mo-
tor. The power connection links the motor to the spindle speed controller. The lubrication
and some of the cooling is accomplished by an air stream combined with an atomized lubri-
cant blown through the moving parts of the motor. Finally, a cooling line is used to keep the
motor temperature down, thus minimize both wear on the motor and thermal deformation
in the entire mill.
4.1.2 Stages
Two of the three stages of the ETSII mill are shown in Figure 4.5. All three stages are used
to position the machine and are identical. They are each composed of a DC motor, a lead
screw and a linear optical encoder. The motor powers the stage, while the screw transforms
the rotational motion into translational motion. The linear optical encoders provide for
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Figure 4.6: Desired Trajectory for the ETSII Micro-Mill.
position feedback of the position of the stages with a resolution of 0.5 µm. The motors are
capable of feed-velocities of 100mms , under the constraint of a maximum feed acceleration
of 1000mm
s2
. However, if the motors are moved at this speed, then the vibration in the
positioning system is unacceptable. An example desired trajectory profile for the ETSII
mill is shown in Figure 4.6. This is a bang-coast-bang acceleration input, which results in
an s-curve position input.
4.1.3 Controller
The motion controller provides for feedback control and path interpolation for the motion of
the machine. A PID feedback controller is employed. This controller utilizes a series of built
in motion commands along with feedback from the optical encoders to produce the motion
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profiles. The controller, like most CNC-controllers, is designed for spatial repeatability, i.e.
it tracks trajectories in space well. However, also like most CNC-controllers it has poor
time-based response. The controller is not designed to track trajectories in time and space,
and therefore several alternative techniques were developed to overcome this shortcoming.
4.1.4 Dynamometer
A Kistler Type 9256 C1 dynamometer was used to measure the forces between the workpiece
and the Y-stage. These forces are equal to the forces on the cutting tool itself. The
dynamometer output was recorded by a PC and collected using LABVIEW software. The
dynamometer was calibrated using spring scales to ensure proper force measurement.
4.1.5 Workpiece
The workpiece is the most important part of the micro-milling operation as it is the actual
product of the machine. For the experiments in this dissertation, the workpiece was either
aluminum or plastic, typically 2 by 4 by 1 cm in size. One hurdle in workpiece use for
micro-mills is accurate fixturing. Locating the workpiece in the workspace of the mill is
a challenge due the scales and precision required. A microscope is used for the analysis
of surface features of the workpiece. By taking digital images through the lenses of the
microscope, data on the surfaces of machined parts can be created.
4.2 Dynamic Characterization
The primary dynamic response of the ETSII micro-mill is the dynamics of the positioning
stages and the controller. Each positioning stage behaves differently due to different loading
conditions. However, they each exhibit similar damped oscillatory behaviors. The X-stage
example response is shown in Figure 4.7. The X-stage must carry the weight of the Y-stage
and the workpiece, fixturing and dynamometer. This response like all those for the micro-
mill is the position deviation from a bang-coast-bang feed-acceleration profile. The resultant
s-curve position input is tracked well with appropriate controller gains if the machine is
moved slowly. However, here the research is concerned with increasing the operating speed
of the mill and therefore these experiments are performed at speeds that are not typically
used. These speeds are not used because the tracking is so poor as was shown in Figure
4.7. Deviations of over 15µm often occur at these high speeds.
The Y-stage only has to carry the load of the workpiece, fixturing and dynamometer,
therefore its response to the same input is different from the X-stage as apparent by Figure
4.8. The large deviation at the start and stop of the trajectory still occurs, as well as the

























































Figure 4.9: Example Z-Stage Response.
The Z-stage’s speed is not as important to throughput as the other stages due to the
typical operation performed by micro-mills. Its response is different due to having to over-
come both the inertia and weight of the spindle system. An example Z-stage response can
be seen in Figure 4.9. The same shape of response can be seen for the Z-stage as for the
other two stages.
4.2.1 Position Dependence
The responses presented in the previous section, represent example responses for the stages;
however, these responses change with the position in the mill’s workspace. Understanding
this deviation in response is necessary if vibration cancellation is needed in the entire work-
area. Also, an understanding of the position dependence of the ETSII mill can lead to
mechanical designs for new mills that minimize variability with position.
4.2.1.1 X-Stage
The X-stage’s response is directly affected by its configuration, as well as the configuration
of the Y-stage. For example, Figure 4.10 shows two following errors for the X-stage for a




locations in the workspace, near the positive limits for the X and Y axes and the other near
the negative limits for those axes as diagramed in Figure 4.11. Both of these moves are
under the same feedback controller. Notice that the magnitudes of deviation and even the
component frequencies have changed slightly due to this position change.
When these same motions are performed at evenly spaced locations throughout the
workspace, then the overall effect of position on the response can be seen. Figure 4.12
shows how the total error over the trajectory (the integral of the following error, with units





















































Figure 4.12: X-Stage Response over Workspace.
4.12. First, near the negative limit of the X-axis the error is less. In this configuration the
distance and thus flexibility between the motor and the encoder is minimum, thus giving
better tracking between the desired and actual response. Also in this configuration, the
machine is in its stiffest configuration from workpiece to ground for the same reason. The
other trend is dependent on the position of the Y-axis. With the Y-axis at zero or centered
on the X-axis the error is also minimum. The x-stage responds better when balanced. The
balancing of a system for improved performance is a common technique.
4.2.1.2 Y-Stage
The Y-stage’s performance also changes with the configuration of both the X and Y stages.
Figure 4.13 shows the tracking response of the Y-stage at two opposite positions in the
workspace as diagramed by Figure 4.14. The trajectory parameters are the same as they
were for Figure 4.10. Note that the workspace change primarily impacts the magnitude of
oscillations. However, the frequency does change slightly.
If the entire workspace is tested for changes in the tracking, as is shown in Figure 4.15,
then two trends opposite to those of the X-stage appear. The first is the performance being
worst near the minimum X position. The same mechanical interactions that improve the
X-stage performance could also be responsible for degrading the Y-stage performance. The
second trend is that centering the X-axis also leads to degraded performance. This could be
caused by wear on the system near this point on the X-stage from repeated operation, since
this is the most heavily employed region. Once the position dependence has been studied,













































































Figure 4.16: Controller Effect on X-Stage Maximum Error.
4.2.2 Controller Gains
Another dominant factor in the dynamics of the micro-mill is the gains in the control scheme.
The selection of these gains is the primary tool existing micro-mills have for controlling vi-
bration. The correct tuning of the ETSII mill’s gains was necessary for operation. The
controller had an impact on all stages of the tracking response. The two primary perfor-
mance measures used were the maximum tracking error and the frequency of the tracking
oscillations. Other conditions like stability, were also considered.
By altering the proportional, KP , and the derivative, KD, gains of the X-axis, the
maximum error changes as shown in Figure 4.16. The proportional gain has the major
impact on the maximum error, beyond the range of the machine’s repeatability. The lower
the gain the higher the error. However, the proportional gain does not effect the X-stage
oscillation period dramatically as shown in Figure 4.17. The period is driven more by the
dynamics of the motor and stage than by the controller.
The Y-stage response to various controller gains was also tested and is shown in Figure
4.18 and Figure 4.19. The same trend in the maximum error with low proportional gains
as was seen for the X-axis appears in the Y-axis. Also, the period of the Y-stage response
is not significantly altered by the gains available to the controller.
4.2.3 Directional Dependence
The previous sections primarily dealt with the variations in the X and Y axes performance.
In the Z-axis the primary changes are due to the direction of the motion, either with or
against the gravity field. Figure 4.20 shows how the maximum error changes if moves























































































Figure 4.20: Gravity Field Effect on Z Axis.
following error is much larger do to the increased effort needed to accelerate the Z-axis due
to the weight of the stage and spindle. This variation can be overcome by moving slower
during upwards moves, or by implementing an alternate control scheme for each direction.
Directional variation also occurs in the other two stages because of small variation in the
mechanics of the system, but their effects are much smaller than that of gravity on the
Z-axis.
4.2.4 Cutting Response
One of the primary differences between conventional milling and micro-milling is the mag-
nitudes of the forces involved. The cutting forces on traditional mills are much larger and



















Figure 4.21: Example X-Stage Response With and Without Cutting.
the forces are orders of magnitude smaller and thus do not have the same impact on the
machine response.
For example, Figure 4.21 shows a comparison of the tracking error for a swift move
with and without a cut. Notice how the machine response does not change while micro-
cutting This is consistent with the results of [208] for the similar technique of micro-turning.
However, Figure 4.21 only shows the response of one move. Before a general conclusion can
be reached about the effect of cutting on the dynamic response of the mill’s positioning
system can be reached, more complete results need to be considered.
Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the impact of cutting on the maximum following error of
micro-mill for climb and conventional milling respectively. Note that a depth of cut of zero
is a move without cutting. Notice that the error does not change significantly with cutting
no matter the depth. A general trend does appear that the larger the feed-velocity, the
higher the error. This follows logically since the faster the machine is commanded to move
the more likely it will deviate from such a trajectory.
The maximum following error is important, but the total error must also be considered
in evaluating the relevance of cutting on the dynamics of the micro-mill. Figure 4.24 shows
the total error for the same series of cuts with varying feed-velocities and depths of cut
as were depicted in Figures 4.22. Note that no major change occurs in the total error by
cutting. From these studies, it can be confidently stated that the stiffness of the controller
and structure of the micro-mill is not significantly impacted by the cutting force even at
aggressive cutting conditions namely high feed-velocities.
4.2.4.1 Excessive Cutting Force Robustness
However, other materials as well as more aggressive cutting conditions could increase the

















































































Figure 4.24: Effect of Climb Cutting on Total Error.
Table 4.1: Externally Applied Spring Forces.
Force at 0 mm Force at 20 mm
Spring 1 1.4 N 2.4 N
Spring 2 3 N 6.25 N
Spring 3 12 N 16 N
spring scale was utilized to apply a large disturbance force to the micro-mill workpiece.
By rigidly attaching the preloaded scale to ground and the workpiece and then moving the
workpiece, relatively larger forces could be applied. Table 4.1 describes the forces that the
springs exhibited at different deflections. The spring force varies linearly between these
extremes. When the response of the motion with the springs attached is compared to the
response without the springs, the results show that the maximum and the total error are
not markedly impacted by the relatively excessive external disturbance force. Figure 4.25
shows how the maximum error changes with different spring loading conditions for moves of
differing lengths. A longer motion distance corresponds to a larger deflection in the spring
and thus a larger disturbance force.
Figure 4.26 shows how the total error changes with the move distance for the disturbed
cases. Notice that the total error increases with move distance because a longer move will
logically have more tracking error. The large disturbance force test show that the perfor-
mance of the micro-mill is not significantly effected by even excessive cutting forces; these
forces would almost certainly break the micro-milling bits. This is fundamental evidence
of the over-design of the micro-milling positioning system. The micro-mill’s stiffness and
consequently mass could be significantly reduced with no degradation in the tracking per-























































































Figure 4.28: Example Normal Cutting Force.
4.3 Cutting/Disturbance Force Characterization
The previous sections focuses on the dynamics of the positioning system itself; this section
focusses on the description of the cutting force. The cutting force can also be considered
a disturbance to the positioning system. If this disturbance force is fully quantified, then
a proper mechanism and control scheme can be employed. The previous study of the
magnitude cutting forces on other mills was described in Section 2.1.1. Here the forces of
the ETSII mill are presented.
The cutting force is a vector that changes with the spinning of the cutting tool. It can
be broken down into components in the cut and the normal direction. Figures 4.27 and
4.28 show an example of the components of the cutting force. Note that the mill engages
the part at approximately 0 seconds. This type of force profile is typical for the ETSII mill
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Table 4.2: Cut Variable Description.
variable description
d mill diameter
h depth of cut




Emax Maximum following error
tzero Zero Error Time
Etotal Total following error
Fmax Maximum cutting force
Table 4.3: Specific Cut Parameters.
Number Mill Diam (mm) Depth (mm) Width (mm) Accel (mm
s2
) Material
E1 0.6 0.0125 0.125 100 aluminum
E2 0.6 0.025 0.125 100 aluminum
E3 0.6 0.025 0.125 100 plastic
E4 1 0.025 0.25 900 aluminum
E5 1 0.05 0.25 900 aluminum
E6 1 0.05 0.25 900 plastic
E7 2 0.05 0.25 900 aluminum
E8 2 0.1 0.25 100 aluminum
E9 2 0.1 0.25 900 plastic
and is representative of the force profiles characterized by their maximum values in the next
section.
4.3.1 Cutting Parameters
The cutting force is dependent on a range of cutting parameters, most relevant to this work
being the feed-rate. Table 4.2 describes the important cut parameters. While Table 4.3
gives the numerical values for these parameters for a series of experimental cuts designated
E1-E9. Each of these cuts was performed at a variety of feed-velocities and the maximum
cut direction and normal forces can be seen in Figures 4.29 and 4.30. Notice that both
components of the cutting force increase with feed velocity. However, also note that the
maximum force experienced by the micro-mill is 1.4 N. The previous section showed the
ETSII mill was capable of withstanding much larger forces with no significant performance
degradation. The next generation of micro-mills should be designed for much smaller forces















































































































Figure 4.32: Cutting Force Dependence on Spindle Speed Comparison.
4.3.2 Spindle Speed
The primary reason that the cutting force is small is that each tooth of the cutting tool only
removes a small amount of material. This is due to the high rotation rate of the spindle.
An increase in spindle speed is directly linked to a decrease in the maximum cutting force.
Figure 4.31 shows this trend for the ETSII Mill.
The magnitude of the forces change with spindle speed is also reinforced by the work of
other researchers. Table 4.4 summarizes the findings of the other micro-milling researchers.
This data can also be seen in Figure 4.32, which shows the changes is cutting force for
various cutting speeds. The results are complicated by other cut parameters like material
removal rate and workpiece material. The details of this other work can be found in Section
2.2.1
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Table 4.4: Cutting Forces Other Mills [16, 18, 17, 59, 143, 306, 305].
Max Force N
Researcher Spindle Speed KRPM Feed Normal














Vogler 90 0.9 0.8
120 2.5-0.5
4.4 Input Shaping
All of the previous study of the dynamics of micro-mills showed that an oscillatory tracking
problem exists. Also, the analysis of the cutting operations showed that they did not pose
any significant impact on the response of the machine. These two facts together indicate that
micro-milling is an excellent candidate for command shaping. Input shaping was described
in detail in Section 3.3.1.
On the ETSII micro-mill, input shaping was be used to modify the s-curve input com-
mand of the micro-mill as was shown in Figure 4.33. The duration of the acceleration
pulses, τ , characterizes the length of time the trajectory takes to complete. When the mill
is given this generic input trajectory, the response has the form of Figure 4.34. Several
important performance criteria appear in Figure 4.34 dealing with both the magnitude and
time components of the response. The magnitude of the following error is defined by two
parameters. The maximum overall following error, Emax, is a general measure. On the
other hand the maximum following error after the acceleration pulse is over, Emax(t > τ),
will also be used. The time response is characterized by the times when the error is zero.
These response characteristics are number consecutively. Specifically, tcross1, tcross2, and
tcross4 all play important roles in the time response characterization. These performance
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Figure 4.35: Two Impulse Shaper.
4.4.1 Command Duration Input Shapers
The traditional input shaping techniques described in Section 3.3.1 are not possible to
implement on the CNC controller of the ETSII mill. Therefore, a different command shaping
technique relying on the proper selection of acceleration profiles according to the rules
of input shaping is employed. This technique uses the response from different sections
of the acceleration input to cancel vibration from other sections. It is called command
duration input shaping because the shaper is used to select the duration of components of the
command. This process is similar to the s-curve work of Meckl in [186], where acceleration
residuals were used to select optimum s-curve profiles. Here the impulse response method
is used. It is also similar to the patented techniques of [264], used to design trapezoidal
motion profiles. The main contributions of the command duration input shapers are their
application to a CNC-controller, the discussion and quantification of the effects of damping,
and the novel inclusion of non-linearity compensation.
4.4.1.1 Impulses Response
The command duration shapers are designed as impulses and then transformed into accel-
eration commands. For example, consider an undamped second-order system given a unit
impulse. The response to such an input, A1, is shown by the solid line in Figure 4.35. If
another impulse of opposite magnitude, A2, is applied to the system at a later time, then
the response is the dashed line. However, if both impulses are given to the system, then the
resultant response has zero vibration after the second impulse. This principle is used here
to design acceleration profiles which cause minimal vibration in the system.
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Driving a system with impulses is unrealistic. Therefore, for a more reasonable bang-
coast-bang acceleration profile (trapezoidal velocity profile) is employed. With this com-
mand, the vibration can be reduced by adjusting the acceleration to produce an input
command with good vibration characteristics. The acceleration pulses can be viewed as the
integral of the two impulses in Figure 4.35, one positive and one negative, and therefore,
if these component impulses can be designed correctly, then the corresponding pulse will
induce little vibration. The use of the impulses instead of the pulse itself simplifies the
derivation. These impulses must be equal in magnitude for the input to be a pulse. Also,
the magnitude of the pulses, (the feed-acceleration, A), must coincide with the time between
the impulses, τ , to in order to reach the appropriate feed-velocity, V. This relationship is
defined by:
V = Aτ (4.1)
If the values of A and τ are chosen correctly, then the vibration in the system can be
minimized.
To find the values of A and τ to reach a desired velocity, a similar technique to that
described in Section 3.3.1 is used. It begins by considering a damped second-order response










1− ζ2(t− ti)) (4.2)
Where ωn is the system’s natural frequency and ζ is the damping ratio. Assuming the
system is linear and time invariant, superposition can be used to find the response to A1
and A2, where A1 = A and A2 = −A. For time greater than the time of the final impulse,

















where the damped natural frequency is ωd = ωn
√
1− ζ2. This equation can then be used
to find A and τ to yield a low level of vibration.
The following trigonometric identity can be used to simplify (4.3):
B1 sin(αt+ φ1) +B2 sin(αt+ φ2) = AΣ sin(αt+ ψ) (4.4)

































Figure 4.36: Alternative Two Impulse Shaper.










The amplitude of the boundary of the vibratory response x(t) at any given time after τ can







2 + (S(ωd, ζ))
2 (4.8)
where:
C(ωd, ζ) = A
(
1− eζωnτ cos (ωdτ
)
(4.9)
S(ωd, ζ) = −Aeζωnτ sin (ωdτ) (4.10)
(4.8) is then used to determine the best command parameters. For the undamped case, AΣ
in (4.8) will be zero when τ is equal to integer multiples of the system period. For example,
Figure 4.35 showed the solution when τ is one period of vibration, while Figure 4.36 shows
the result when τ is two periods. This result is important because the acceleration/actuator
limits on the machine often prohibit the use of the solution of Figure 4.35 to reach the desired
feed-velocity.
4.4.1.2 Damping
If there is damping in the system, as is the case for any real micro-mill, then (4.8) can



























Figure 4.37: Sensitivity of Command Duration Shaper.
reduction is still possible, and the τ that minimizes (4.8) is approximately equal to integer





while local minimum occur at every integer multiple of τ provided there is damping in the
system.
The acceleration input to the system is then designed for a given feed-velocity with an





where V is the desired feed-velocity, and n is the smallest positive integer such that A ≤
Alimit, where Alimit is the maximum acceleration possible.
4.4.1.3 Theoretical Sensitivity
The previous derivation assumed perfect modelling of the system, however some error always
exists. This deviation from the ideal system for the command duration shaper can take the
form of damping in the system, or a frequency modelling error. Figure 4.37 shows how
frequency modelling error or damping will effect the performance of the command duration
shaper for a variety of different damping ratios and frequency modelling errors. The figure
assumes that the damping is modelled well and error only exists in the frequency of the
system. Experimental results for errors in the modelling of damping will be presented later
, remember that the technique cannot cancel all the vibration if damping exists as was











Figure 4.38: Micro-Mill Input Shaping Process.
the modelled frequency while ζa represents both the actual and the modelled damping ratio
of the system. Notice the minimum occurring in a trough at ωaωm = 1, this line represents
perfect modelling of the system frequency and obviously the shaping technique performs best
here. The minimum trough also shows how the performance of the system degrades with
an increase in damping ratio. The curve in Figure 4.37 is steep in the frequency direction
near the minimum. This means that the performance degrades quickly with modelling error
in frequency. Therefore inaccurate modelling of the frequency has a greater effect than a
non-zero damping ratio.
4.4.1.4 Implementation
Above, the theoretical design of the command shaping technique was presented, however a
complete understanding of a system and how command shaping works is not necessary in
order to implement it. If the system’s response is close to that of an under-damped second-
order system, then the command shaping technique only needs a frequency measurement to
determine τ . Another equally valid approach is to simply look at the time response of the
machine and find the second zero crossing, tcross2, which is ideally equal to τ . It is important
in this testing of frequency to make sure that the duration of the acceleration pulse sent to
the machine is longer than tcross2 to ensure that the end of the acceleration pulse does not
interfere with the determination of tcross2. Once τ is known, then the technique described
above can be used to determine the feed-acceleration and feed-velocity for a particular move
to minimize vibration and these values can be sent to the motion controller. To restate,
the only values that the controller needs to implement the command shaping technique
are the feed-acceleration and velocity, whose relationship causes the rise and the fall in the
acceleration command to destructively interfere, thus leading to minimal vibration.
Figure 4.38 shows how the command shaping scheme is implemented on the ETSII mill.
First the desired final position and feed-velocity are used by the command generator to
produce a command duration shaped trajectory. Next, this trajectory is passed to the
control loop, which consists of a feedback controller and the stages themselves.
4.4.1.5 Acceleration Dependent Non-linearity
The previous command shaping process is straightforward in its application to linear sys-




























Figure 4.39: Crossover Time Non-linearity.
appears in the time response of the machine as a function of the acceleration. Unfortunately,
tcross2 is not constant on the physical system. The time at which the error goes to zero is
dependent on the acceleration magnitude. This nonlinear effect complicates the trajectory
design. This change in the crossing time could be dealt with by introducing a more robust
command shaper [254, 248]. However, the motion controller on the ETSII milling machine
and other commercial manufacturing machines is limited, and therefore requires a simple
shaping scheme to be used. The solution advocated here is to adjust the command shaper
parameters, namely τ , depending on the desired acceleration. This requires the command
design scheme to consider the acceleration-induced nonlinearity. This process, although
simpler for the controller to implement, is more difficult to initially determine. However, it
can be designed once and reused for all milling operations.
Compensating for this nonlinearity in the zero crossing times by adjusting the com-
mand algorithm yields successful vibration reduction over all accelerations and therefore
feed-rates. In order to solve for an appropriate command shaper at a given feed rate, the
relationship between all possible accelerations and the zero crossing times must be devel-
oped. Figure 4.39 shows how the second time the tracking error is zero changes versus the
acceleration of the X-stage. If the mill behaved linearly, then the line would be horizontal.
However, since the experimental data deviates from the theoretical value for low accelera-
tions, the experimental data must be used to find the command shaper. This is done with
the following three steps:
1. Specify the desired feed-velocity
2. Solve the vibration equation for all attainable accelerations
































Figure 4.40: Crossover Time Impact on Shaper Parameters.
This process produces a solution for the shaper at each desired feed-velocity. Figure 4.40
shows the command shaper’s acceleration and duration, τ , over the feed-velocities attainable
by the machine. In order to reduce the vibration at higher feed-velocities, the solution
becomes bounded by actuator saturation. This causes the acceleration pulse duration to
discontinuously increase by one period of vibration (note the jump at 40 mm/s).
The linear case is also shown in Figure 4.39. The linear solution varies significantly from
the nonlinear experimental data at low velocities, where the experimental switch time is
28% greater than the linear. This causes a deviation in the acceleration as well, but because
of the scale, it is not noticeable in Figure 4.40. The solution also varies at velocities around
35mms and above 60
mm
s , due to the effects of approaching the acceleration limits of the
machine at both velocities.
4.4.2 Results without Cutting
The above command design technique provides significant improvement in trajectory track-
ing. For example, Figure 4.41 shows the change in the following error of the machine for
a move of 10mm at a feed-velocity of 26mms . The peak magnitude Emax(t > τ) after the
acceleration pulse is reduced from 17.0µm to 3.7µm, a reduction of 78%, at a cost of a
acceleration pulse duration increase of 0.02 seconds. While the previous discussion focused
on the acceleration profile, by setting the trajectory parameters correctly the vibration from
the deceleration profile is also reduced. Figure 4.42 shows a complete experimental response
with and without command generation. Utilizing command generation improves the set-
tling time of both the initial acceleration and the deceleration of the machine. A low level
of vibration occurs in both cases.
The command duration shaping technique improves the tracking performance of the










































































Figure 4.43: Absolute Shaped Error without Cut.
shaped and unshaped total error for a variety of feed-velocities. Shaped 1 and Shaped 2 are
the two impulse shaper of Figure 4.35 and the alternative two impulse shaper of Figure 4.36
designed for higher feed velocities respectively. Unshaped 1 refers to a command duration τ
of tcross1, while Unshaped 2 is a command duration τ of tcross3. These represent the worse
cases of command design whereby the vibration induced by the changes in the acceleration
command will interfere constructively. Not all the command design schemes are capable of
reaching all feed-velocities due to the acceleration limits of the stages. Note that the shaped
results are significantly better for all feed-velocities.
4.4.3 Results with Cutting
It is of primary importance that the input shaping work for motions involving cutting. Since
Section 4.3 showed that the cutting dynamics do not impact of the motion of the stage, it
can be correctly deduced that they will not impact the shaped motion of the stage. Figure
4.44 shows how the total error changes with and without shaping while cutting plastic with
a variety of feed-velocities. Note that shaping improves the performance with cutting, just
as it did without cutting.
It is also important that the command design process not impact the cutting force for
purposes of tool breakage and wear. Figure 4.45 shows how the mean absolute value of
the cutting force for plastic is not changed by implementing command shaping. Figure
4.46 shows a similar result for cutting aluminum as was shown for plastic in Figure 4.45,
that shaping does not impact the mean cutting force. The cutting of aluminum also has
little impact on the effectiveness of the shaping technique to counteract vibration in the






































































































Figure 4.48: Diagram of Part Cutting Procedure.
4.4.4 Actual Part Measurements
The previous results clearly show the effectiveness of the command generation scheme on
the position of the stages. However, deflection of the cutting tool or other components not
measured by the stage encoders could occur. To test if these deflections occurred, cuts with
and without command generation were performed with a feed velocity of 28mms . These
cuts were made using both the X and Y axes in order to see geometric variation in the
part. Figure 4.48 diagrams how these cuts were made. In this configuration, input shaping
significantly improved the tracking of stages. Figure 4.49 shows a section of the responses
of the stage transformed from the encoder frame into the part coordinate frame. Notice
how the vibration amplitude is significantly lower in the case of shaping.
The same vibration reduction can be seen in Figure 4.50 which measured the actual
surface dimensions of the machined material. The shaping reduces the variation along
the actual surface from 36µm to 15µm, a reduction of 58%. This data was obtained by









































Figure 4.50: Actual Measured Part with and without Shaping.
and unshaped parts can be seen in Figure 4.51 and 4.52 respectively. The improvement in
the geometry of these parts was even large enough to see with the unaided eye.
While the command shaping improved the accuracy of the cut, it does not address the
small high frequency oscillations in the surface. These are due to the cutting dynamics
of the mill and are beyond the capabilities of command shaping. The command shaping
scheme applied here does not address tool run-out. However, command shaping could be
tailored to reduce vibration of the tool itself if necessary and if the controller and actuators
bandwidth was large enough to encompass the cutting tool oscillation frequency.
The effectiveness of the technique for part geometry was tested for a range of feed-
velocities. Figure 4.53 shows how the average roughness, like those values shown on Figure
4.50 changes with and without shaping. The average roughness or average peak-to-peak
variation in the part surface is decreased in both the stages, as well as the parts dimensions.
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Figure 4.51: Photo of Unshaped Part.



























































Figure 4.54: Error Reduction with Frequency Modelling Error.
4.4.5 Robustness
The theoretical sensitivity or robustness to modelling errors was discussed in Section 4.4.1.3;
however, the physical results of modelling error are more important to actual tool perfor-
mance. Figure 4.54 shows the improvement in Emax(t > τ) (the maximum error after the
initial acceleration pulse) with the use of command shaping for a variety of feed-velocities
with modelling error. Modelling error was induced by altering the controller proportional
gain without making an appropriate change in the command generator. The magnitude of
the improvement drops rapidly as modelling error increases, as predicted by the theoretical
results. Also, there is a discontinuity in the surface along the line of velocity at 40mms .
This coincides with the discontinuous jump in the value of τ needed to meet the actuator
constraints.
Similarly, Figure 4.55 shows the same information, if instead modelling error exists in
the damping or derivative gain of the system. The effect of modelling error in damping
is not as severe as with frequency, but the performance still degrades. These two graphs
show that while the command shaping technique is effective for reducing vibration over a
wide variety of feed-velocities, if the system cannot be modelled fairly accurately, then the
performance will suffer.
4.4.5.1 Excessive Force Response
Another measure of robustness is the ability to cope with changes in cutting forces. Sec-
tion 4.2.4, specifically Figure 4.21, showed that the system performed equally well with or
without cutting. However, the magnitude of the cutting forces in Figure 4.21 was small -


























































Figure 4.56: Total Shaped Error With Excessive Disturbance Force.
due to differing materials or cutting parameters like spindle speed. Therefore, the com-
mand shaping technique needs to be effective when larger forces are present. The larger
forces must not alter the dynamics of the machine in such a way that the command shaping
technique no longer functions correctly. This was tested by utilizing the same spring scales
and setup as Section 4.2.4.1 to apply a quantified disturbance force to the stages. Figure
4.56 shows the performance of the command shaping technique when three different springs
were applied. The total shaped error is not effected by disturbance forces, even when they
are an order of magnitude larger than the cutting forces.
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4.5 Design Sensitivity in Micro-Milling
The experimental work in micro-milling along with the analysis of other researcher’s work
lead to an improved understanding of the design concerns in the next generation of micro-
milling machines. Most of the insight centers around the goal of making the positioning
system as fast as possible; however, other considerations also became apparent. A summary
of the correlations between the design choices and the performance of the next generation
micro-mill is summarized in Table 4.5. These performance measures and design choices are
discussed the following sections.
4.5.1 Performance Measures
The measures of the performance of a micro-mill are similar to the measures used on a
traditional scale tool. However, on a micro-mill the targets for the measures differ. This
section will try to emphasize the differences that will occur in micro-mill design evaluation.
4.5.1.1 Surface Finish
The surface finish or roughness of a final part is always a concern when machining. Micro-
milling applications require a finer surface finish than macro-mills primarily due to the
scale of the final part. However, more than just the part scaling impacts the need for fine
surfaces; the primary applications of micro-milling often require a smooth surface. For
example, micro-mills have been use to create optics, specifically lenses and gratings. These
types of parts must consider the relationship between wavelength and surface finish, and
therefore require stringently smooth finishes. Also, micro-mills have been used to cut the
molds for micro-injection molding. The mold finish is imperative to both final part quality
and mold release. Another factor that impacts the surface finish for micro-milling operations
is the workpieces themselves. The surface finish is impacted by the grains of the material,
and possibly even the individual molecules. Dealing with these non-traditional issues is key
for the next generation of micro-mills.
4.5.1.2 Part Tolerances
As with the surface finish, the tolerances of the final part for micro-mills are scaled down
versions of the macro-scale counterparts. This requires the scale of the resolution to be a
fraction of a micrometer.
4.5.1.3 Tool Life
Cutting Tool life is of a primary concern in micro-mills due to the cost of the tools them-
selves. A micro-cutter will often only be able to cut for centimeters or even millimeters
before becoming excessively worn. These cutters can cost over $100 per cutter, and cannot
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Material 3 3 1 2 1 10
Shape 3 3 1 2 2 11
Spindle
Type 3 1 2 1 1 8
Stiffness 1 3 1 5
Speed 3 2 3 3 1 1 1 14
Controller
Structure 1 2 2 1 6
Gains 1 3 2 1 7
Stages
Type 2 2 3 3 2 12
Speed 1 3 2 1 7
Stiffness 1 3 1 1 1 7
Encoders 3 2 5
Dynamics 2 1 2 1 2 8
Bearings 1 1 1 3
Workpiece
Fixturing 1 2 3 3 1 1 11
Sensing 1 3 3 7
Mount
Bandwidth 1 1 3 1 6
Size 1 1 3 1 6
Total 16 29 16 22 8 15 13 14
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be honed. Another major concern that appears in micro-milling is the inability to effectively
monitor the cutting tool condition without some auxiliary equipment. On macro-scale mills,
an operator has some knowledge from their eyes and ears into the condition of the cutting
tool. For example, surface finish can be quickly judged with the naked eye or by touch as
a measure of tool condition. However in micro-mills, other equipment is needed for these
measures. A microscope is necessary to judge tool wear or surface finish. Even complete
tool failure is often not apparent on a micro-mill. A break in the tool does not change
the look or the sound of the operation. Many systems have been developed for monitoring
tool wear on macro-scale tools, and they can lengthen the life of each tool. However, a
large portion of traditional scale tools simply rely on the operator for tool life assessment.
This is not possible on the micro-scale, and consequently the next generation of micro-mills
requires techniques be in place for tool monitoring.
4.5.1.4 Throughput
Micro-mills are currently used as prototyping machines. Therefore, any analysis of through-
put must consider not only mass production but also prototyping as would be used to gen-
erate the molds for micro-injection molding. Current micro-mills require approximately the
same time to cut a part as many traditional prototyping tools. However, the non-cutting
times are much greater for micro-mills due to the difficulties in fixturing and referencing
the part. While mass production macro-tools have developed ways to deal with calibrated
fixturing, no economical techniques yet exist for automated fixturing and referencing for
micro-tools. Another difference between macro and micro scale tools is the number of parts
fabricated at a time in a device. All products are designed to eventually have an impact
on the macro-scale world in which humans live. Even nanometer scale circuit boards are
designed to convey information that is eventually displayed as 12 point characters on a
sheet of paper. Consequently, the usefulness of a product can be measured as its impact on
the macro-scale. To impact the macro-scale world more micro-scale parts are needed than
macro-scale parts. Even though micro-technology can have increased functionality over
macro-technology, micro-part fabrication time must be competitive with the macro-scale.
Therefore, micro-machines must be able to produce many parts in a comparable time to
macro-technology producing one.
4.5.1.5 Machinable Materials
One of the primary advantages of micro-milling is the ability to machine a wide variety
of materials. The materials needed to be machined are often different than those used
on macro-scale tools. Micro-mills are being used to cut thinner materials than traditional
machine tools due to the scaling. But they are also able to cut softer materials due to the
decreased cutting forces. Likewise, brittle materials can be machined due to the change in
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cutting regions when the scale becomes small. For example, glass can be cut in the ductile
region with a micro-mill. Conversely, other materials suited for macro-scale machining can-
not be scaled down to the micro-scale due to issues such as grain size and other heterogenous
characteristics.
4.5.1.6 Energy Usage
Another primary concern is energy consumption. Obviously micro-tools consume much less
energy than their macro-scale counterparts. However, two main issues still arise. The first
is the location of micro-mills. Due to their size and quietness, micro-mills can be set up in
non-traditional manufacturing settings, like in an office building. Here available power is
much less than in a dedicated manufacturing facility. The other main issue is temperature
variation. Because the scales are so much smaller, micro-machines are especially susceptible
to changes in temperature. For this reason alone energy consumption of micro-mills must
be considered in the design phase and weighed as a measure of machine repeatability.
4.5.1.7 Machine Weight
Micro-mills are by their nature lightweight. However, due to their increased susceptibility
to vibration from external sources, vibration isolation is a primary concern. This isolation
typically involves a substantial block of granite, which can weigh an order of magnitude
more than the micro-mill’s other structure.
4.5.1.8 Cost
Cost of micro-mills is a primary concern as it is with macro-mills. Many issues contribute
to this cost, but one of the primary differences is the relative cost between the components.
Much of the cost of macro-scale tools is the structure itself, while in micro-scale tools the
structure is usually much smaller and therefore the cost becomes dominated by higher
technology components. Many of the components of large scale tools become cheaper when
scaled down, like amplifiers for the motors. However, other component costs, like encoders,
increase as scales go down.
4.5.2 Mill Component Design
This section will try to outline the design choices in each component of the micro-mill
design process. The specific impact on the next generation of lighter and faster tools will




The design selection of a cutter for a micro-mill is of primary importance to the overall
performance. However, a variety of cutters can be used on any given mill and the selection of
a particular cutter is easy to change after the mill is constructed. Therefore, consideration of
the cutter at the design phase is not as important as some other more fixed mill components.
Nevertheless, some important observations about the cutter’s impact on the performance of
the next generation of micro-mills can be made. Cutter selection, both in the shape of the
cutter and the material, primarily impact the surface of the final part and the life of the
cutter itself. For example, using a four-fluted cutter instead of a two-fluted cutter halves
the material removed for each cutter flute which will improved the surface finish of the cut
and make each flute wear slower. However, the flutes on the four-fluted mill will not be as
strong and therefore more susceptible to breakage from other factors. This tradeoff is one
of the key factors in choosing a milling cutter.
4.5.2.2 Spindle
The desire to design a new, lighter, and faster micro-mill is driven by the recent advances in
spindle technology. These new air powered motors allow speeds of 300,000 RPM which is a
vast improvement over the AC and DC motors that are used on larger machine tools. This
choice of spindle motor be it air, DC, AC, or stepper along with the related stiffness and
attainable rotation rate are the primary design choices for the new micro-mills. In order to
improve throughput, the primary concern is the rotation rate, which is highly dependent
on the type of motor selected. As spindle speed increases the amount of material removed
for each revolution of the spindle decreases. Thus decreasing the force on the cutter itself
and the positioning system. Both benefit from the this decreased force. Lower force on the
cutter allows the feed-velocities to be increased, while lower force on the positioning system
allows lightweight stages. Another added benefit from high spindle speeds on both tool life
and part tolerances is the reduction of chatter. If the spindle speed is significantly higher
than the natural frequency of the system, chatter will not occur.
There are a couple detrimental effects of this new approach of faster spindles. The first
is the control of tool run-out, or the offset between the cutter’s center and the center of
rotation. Tool run-out is more prominent in high speed air systems and directly effects the
workpiece’s shape. Secondly the higher the speeds the more energy that will be consumed
by the machine. These issues need to be fully addressed if spindle speeds are to contin-
ually increase. Finally, as spindle speeds increase so do spindle accelerations. For high
acceleration spindles, gyroscopic forces must be considered in the spindle mount.
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4.5.2.3 Controller
The motion controllers needed for the next generation of micro-mills will need to be more
advanced than those of current machine tools. The increased speeds and lighter overall
weight will require advanced techniques to deal with system vibration from commanded
moves. While traditional machine tools rely on controllers with simple PID architectures,
new machines could use command shaping techniques, feed-forward components, or even
learning algorithms for motion control. The ability of these controllers to follow tool paths
will have primary impact on the final part tolerances, and following these paths becomes
increasingly difficult as machine flexibility or speed increases. Likewise, the gains or param-
eters of these new controllers need to be chosen to provide adequate trajectory tracking,
but also to maintain a fast response in order to improve throughput.
4.5.2.4 Stages
A primary motivation for the redesign of micro-mills is that the current positioning systems
are much stiffer than they need to be. By choosing a lighter-weight positioning stage,
the machining process could be faster and consume less energy. In the selection of these
positioning stages, the primary tradeoff is between the attainable speeds and the stiffness
or ability to reject disturbances. Chapter 8 deals with this issue specifically. However, other
considerations besides the speed of the stage must be made. The type of system used to
position the machine, be it a ball screw powered by a conventional motor, a piezoelectric
actuator, or a linear actuators, is an important choice. Each type of stage will have a
particular impact on both the speed and the repeatability, and thus tolerances of the final
part. Encoder selection is also important, as finer encoders will allows finer positioning of
the stages, and thus finer details on the final part.
Another issue, in the selection of a light positioning system is the increased dynamic
complexity. Any flexible mode of vibration, if not successfully dealt with through the
controller could degrade the tracking of the machine. It is also important to note that poor
tracking can lead to decreased tool life. Errant motions can cause excessively deep cuts
and consequently cutting forces large enough to break the cutter. Also related to the linear
dynamic of the stages are the non-linear dynamics often caused by friction in the bearings.
Bearing selection should be made to reduce friction within the cost limits of the machine
tool. However, the friction in the bearings does add important damping to the structure,
and thus the damping/accuracy tradeoffs must be considered.
4.5.2.5 Workpiece
The workpiece selection does not deal with the actual workpiece, but instead the components
needed to integrate the workpiece into the machine. The workpiece must be mounted
into the machine, and as mentioned previously in Section 4.5.1.4 sensing of the workpiece
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condition is important due to the scales involved. This sensing of tool breakage and other
tool wear is typically done with a dynamometer which can be quite costly. Other techniques
such as optical inspection under a micro-scope are possible. The mounting or fixturing of
the workpiece is strongly correlated to the throughput of the machine. This is due to the
long times that must be spent referencing the workpiece in the workspace of the tool. A
fixture that reduces the degrees of freedom of the workpiece in space could improve this
setup time significantly.
4.5.2.6 Mount
The mounting of the machine tool is important when operated in traditional machining
environments where vibration can be transferred from other machines into the new micro-
mill. The new mills would be especially susceptible to vibration due to their increased
flexibility. Therefore, an adequate vibration suppressing mount is needed. The mount
needs to large/massive enough to provide a rigid structure for the machine tool to sit, but
also have an acceptable bandwidth of vibration suppression from external disturbances.
Both of these issues are typically overcome with large and massive isolators. However,
these are both expensive and obviously massive, (expensive to support and transport). An
intelligent isolator selection process must therefore balance the isolation requirements, with
the environment of the machine. For example, a machine in a traditional factory would
need better isolation equipment, but the factory would have the capability to accommodate
a massive machine. Likewise, a machine in an office setting would need less vibration
isolation, and consequently could be lighter, which would be helpful in installation of the
machine.
4.6 Synopsis
The major result of this chapter was the improved performance of existing micro-milling
machines. This is required to answer the secondary research question of how existing me-
chanical design performance can be improved further. This is a fundamental step towards
coupling mechanical and command design for micro-milling machines. By the application
and evaluation of the command shaping scheme on an existing micro-mill, the performance
was improved and the shortcoming of the current systems discovered.
The development of techniques for use on existing machines builds the framework for
the design procedures presented later in Chapter 8. Specifically, several key results of this
chapter further the combined design in the following ways:
• Micro-mill dynamic behavior is similar to other machines. This similarity allows
techniques for micro-mill design to be expanded to other machines.
• The positioning system of micro-mills are unaffected by the low magnitude cutting
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forces. Therefore, the cutting forces can be ignored in the positioning system design
process.
• Since input shaping techniques are effective on existing micro-mills, they should also
be effective on the next generation of micro-mills.
• Experience with micro-mills enabled design criteria and performance measures neces-
sary for the design selection to be codified. These measures and criteria are important
in any micro-mill design selection.
Each of these results will directly aid the development of micro-mill mechanical and com-
mand designs, but also create an example case for generic mechanical and command design.
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CHAPTER V
SPATIAL TRAJECTORY FOLLOWING WITH
COMMAND SHAPING
In the previous chapter, input shaping was successfully applied to the tracking of simple
trajectories on micro-mills. These traditional trajectories were simple straight line motions.
However, manufacturing machines often require the accurate tracking of very complex tra-
jectories. If input shaping can be tailored for use with complex trajectories, then the
performance of manufacturing machines, specifically micro-mills, can be improved even fur-
ther. This chapter will show techniques for tracking spatial trajectories using standard
input shapers. The resultant improvement in tracking using existing mechanical designs
advances the overall goal of combined design by showing what mechanical parameters allow
for fast motions.
This chapter focuses on the use of traditional input shaping implementation, not the
command selection shapers of the previous chapter for three reasons. First, the command se-
lection shapers are limited by the attainable acceleration and speeds. Second, the command
selection shapers do not deal well with damping, and thirdly, they cannot be convolved with
any arbitrary command input. Remembering that the motivation for the command selec-
tion shapers was the use with simple controllers, an argument can be made that a system
designed for complex trajectory tracking will have a controller with significant capabilities,
thereby allowing the use of traditional input shaping structures.
5.1 Trajectory Tracking Classification
The tracking of trajectories can be divided into three main areas: spatial tracking, temporal
tracking, and spatial/temporal tracking. This chapter focuses on the tracking of spatial
trajectories while the other two subjects will be covered in Chapter 6. Each of these areas
can benefit from the simple use of input shapers as described in Section 3.3.1; however,
advancements are needed in order to use input shaping to track very fast trajectories.
5.1.1 Spatial Tracking
Spatial tracking is the geometric difference between the desired position of a machine and
its actual position. For example, a micro-mill might need to cut the desired path in X and Y
shown in Figure 5.1. However, the machine’s actual response might differ from the desired.









































Figure 5.2: Example of Temporal Trajectory Tracking.
to form error in the produced part; and therefore, its minimization is important to micro-
milling, as well as other motion applications. In all tracking application speed is important.
Spatial error is particularly influenced by the speed of the move, where typically the faster
the motion, then the larger the spatial error. However, spatial trajectories only require
an overall duration of the move as opposed to the time specificity imposed by temporal
tracking.
5.1.2 Temporal Tracking
Temporal Tracking is attempting to follow a position and time profile simultaneously. These
time/position profiles define positions in the workspace along with the time to be at those
positions. An example of such a trajectory and its tracking error is shown in Figure 5.2.
Note that the figure only depicts one spatial dimension, because when times are specified,
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tracking error can occur in only one spatial dimension. The tracking of temporal trajec-
tories is important in many machines where exact locations at specific times are needed.
Temporal tracking’s importance only grows as speeds are increased, since it is a more in
depth approach to trajectory tracking. In the specific case of micro-milling, motions pro-
files need to be followed in order to avoid cutting related problems. However, micro-mills
typically are faced with the larger problem of spatial/temporal tracking.
5.1.3 Spatial and Temporal Tracking
Spatial and temporal tracking is attempting to follow a trajectory in time and in more than
one spatial dimension. It is the coupling of multiple temporal tracking problems together.
When multiple temporal trajectories are combined together, the individual temporal errors
combine to form spatial errors. Consider a milling machine like the one described in Chapter
4. If this machine is in the wrong place in the X-axis, the Y-axis could be tracking perfectly,
then the resulting part would still be the wrong shape. However, if the temporal trajectories
of each axis are tracked well, then minimal spatial error will exist. These temporal issues
will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
5.1.4 Trajectory Speed Through Trajectory Frequency Ratio
Tracking error both spatial and temporal is directly related to the speed of a motion. The
higher the speed through a trajectory, the more difficult it is to follow. To quantify the
speed of a desired trajectory, the trajectory frequency ratio can be used. The trajectory
frequency ratio is the relationship between the frequency of the desired command and the








Conversely, the trajectory frequency ratio can be defined as the relationship between the
shortest duration components of the trajectory and the period of the system. A trajectory
component being a constant, acceleration or velocity portion of the trajectory. The lower
the trajectory frequency ratio, the faster the motion and thus more difficult to track.
For spatial trajectories in particular, the trajectory frequency ratio is related to the time





where Ttraj is the duration of the move. For some complicated trajectories this overall move
time will be substituted with duration of a move component. These trajectory components




















Figure 5.3: Two Axis Spatial Trajectory Component Breakdown.
5.2 Two Dimensional Trajectory Characterization
A preliminary step in tracking a wide range of trajectories is to characterize the trajecto-
ries that might be encountered. These trajectories can then be combined to form larger
trajectories. If these trajectories can be input shaped effectively, then the shapers could
be combined to shape complex motions. An example of how to break down a complicated
two-axis trajectory into its components is shown in Figure 5.3. The squares on the figure
represent complete halts to motion. breaking down a complicated motion into its com-
ponents needs to consider these stops in particular, as they are obvious breaks between
trajectory components. Figure 5.3 shows the four types of trajectory components:Rest-
to-Rest, Moving-Rest, Rest-Moving, and Moving-Moving . Each of these components is
discussed in detail in the following sections.
5.2.1 System Model
Before the performance of any tracking approach could be studied, a representative system
needed to be selected. One system that exhibits spatial tracking problems is the two degree
of freedom uncoupled oscillator. Figure 5.4 shows a diagram of an undamped symmetric
oscillator in X and Y. This system will be used as a test case for all the multi-axis tracking
techniques presented in this chapter. This system exhibits unwanted vibration for simple
motions. For example, the tracking of a trajectory composed of three straight line segments
is shown in Figure 5.5 The tracking of this command could be improved. Simply convolv-
ing an input shaper with this desired command and using that to drive the system will










































Figure 5.6: Stop-Stop Motion in 2 Axis with Error.
5.2.2 Trajectory Components
5.2.2.1 Rest-to-Rest
The most common motion is the rest-to-rest motion. Here both axis start and finish with
zero velocity. This was the first type of motion made in Figure 5.3. A specific rest-to-rest
motion is shown in Figure 5.6 for an arc with these zero velocity conditions. Without
shaping the tracking is unacceptable. Even with input shaping, the tracking error can
be large for fast moves. For one axis trajectories, the S-curve approach could be used in
tracking this type of motion.
5.2.2.2 Moving-Rest
Another common trajectory component is the moving-stop motion where the system starts
at a constant velocity and after completing some motion stops. This would be useful if
attempting to string many smaller trajectory components into a larger trajectory in con-
junction with the stop-moving component discussed next. Figure 5.7 shows such a command
where an initial velocity in the X direction leads into an arc in X and Y. Both the shaped
and unshaped trajectories deviate from the desired. In the one-axis case, the acceleration
approach discussed previously could be used for tracking. For the trajectory shown in Fig-
ure 5.3, a moving-rest motion is used to complete a portion of the trajectory initially moved
by a rest-moving component. The moving-rest component is typically combined with the







































Figure 5.8: Moving-Moving Motion in 2 Axis with Error.
5.2.2.3 Rest-Moving
The rest to motion case is the same as the moving-rest case discussed previously, just
in reverse. If a rest to moving component was used to describe the beginning of a long
complex trajectory, then the ending could be a moving-stop trajectory component as was
demonstrated in Figure 5.3.
5.2.2.4 Moving-Moving
Often the middle of long trajectories, the moving-moving motions have velocities at both
the beginning and end of trajectories. Figure 5.8 shows this type of motion with initial
velocity in X and a final velocity in Y with and without shaping. This type of motion can
have unwanted deviation in both the shaped and unshaped case as was shown in Figure
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5.8. Figure 5.3 depicts a more complicated moving-moving trajectory. However, the basic
principles are the same. One important characteristic about the moving-moving component
is that it can always be subdivided without changing the component type. This flexibility
allows the trajectory component selection to be altered to work best with whatever tracking
approach is utilized.
5.3 Modified Acceleration Approach
A possible approach to the problem of spatial tracking is to simply move slowly. Slowly
moving systems will not deflect significantly and therefore can track spatial trajectories
exactly. However, speed is typically an issue in machine usage, and therefore for faster
motions requiring spatial tracking traditional input shaping like that employed in the pre-
vious section can be used. When traditional input shaping does not yield acceptable spatial
tracking, then the modified acceleration approach can be used [88].
One possible solution for the tracking of complex trajectories is to alter simple commands
until they result in accurate tracking. This approach is used here to improve the tracking
of the model of Figure 5.4. As an example case, the tracking of a quarter circle in a fixed
time will be considered. While a quarter circle is not an extremely complicated trajectory,
it is complicated by the addition of one feature not addressed before. The quarter circle has
continuously varying acceleration and jerk. Also the quarter circle is a common trajectory
for manufacturing equipment, and therefore, it needs to be tracked well. A reasonable













This leads to unacceptable trajectory tracking as is shown in Figure 5.9 for fast motions.
5.3.0.5 Procedure of Modified Acceleration Technique
A similar approach to the tracking of S-curves in one axis will be used for the tracking
of multiple axes. That is a simplified trajectory will be shaped and sent to the system as
opposed to shaping the desired trajectory. One solution for this simplified trajectory is to
drive the system with simple shaped bang-bang acceleration commands. These commands
are essentially position S-curves; however, they are altered directly in the acceleration do-
main for clarity of parameter variation. Figure 5.10 diagrams a bang-bang acceleration
profile and its resultant position and velocity components.
Figure 5.11 shows an example bang-bang acceleration command and the important
parameters that will be adjusted for improved tracking. Once the bang-bang commands






























































































Figure 5.12: Modified Acceleration Quarter Circle Tracking.
The first parameter of the acceleration command relates the acceleration in each axis. These
parameters must also comply with any maximum overall acceleration constraints on the
machines. These accelerations are defined by the acceleration ratio Raccel as the percentage





Another dimensionless parameter, the delay ratio, RD, determines the time offset between
the motions of the different axes. This allows the moves to include straight line motion in
one axis, as well as more complicated curves. The delay ratio is defined as delay duration





where ∆ is the time between when the first axis begins to move and the second axis starts
moving, and ttotal is the duration of the baseline X axis bang-bang command.
By altering these two ratios, the motion can be completed with a trajectory frequency
ratio of 0.3 and with minimal tracking error as shown in Figure 5.12. Figure 5.13 shows how
the input and the output of this system differ. Note that the deflection in the system causes
the output that track the trajectory. Therefore, the inputs are plant dynamic specific.
5.3.0.6 Single Parameter Impact
The bang-bang commands that are shaped with a ZV shaper and then sent to the system
can produce a wide range of trajectories if the delay and the acceleration are changed
intelligently. By only altering a either of the parameters, the result of changing the bang-
bang commands has an intuitive effect on the response, so reference commands can be easily





































Figure 5.14: Delay Variation Effect.
By altering only the delay ratio, RD, symmetric trajectory curves can be produced.
Figure 5.14 shows how increasing the delay RD produces a sharper corner. Note that with
no delay, a straight line is produced since the X and Y axis have the same input and thus
respond identically for the symmetrical case. By choosing the appropriate delay, the arc
shaped responses that were shown in Figure 5.14 can be generated.
This approach of rounding the corners can be beneficial to the machine motion since a
square corner in a trajectory forces the machine to come to a complete stop. By rounding the
corner of an X-Y command the machine vector velocity can be maintained and the process
speed thus increased over the square corner. If the square is required for the trajectory,
then input shaping alone can improve the performance of this move, as was shown in [255].
The techniques developed here are applicable not only to simply rounding corners but




















Figure 5.15: Acceleration Variation Effect.
trajectory.
If an asymmetric arc is desired in order to produce a more complicated trajectory such
as an ellipse, then only the acceleration ratio, Raccel, between the X and Y directions can
be altered. Figure 5.15 shows how altering the acceleration ratio can change the response.
For Raccel = 0.5, i.e. the X and Y accelerations are the same, the response is a straight
line.
A low trajectory frequency ratio, or the nondimensional measure showing the speed of
the move, is the reason that the traditional method of input shaping does not work well
here. However, if the trajectory frequency ratio is changed, then the resulting trajectory
from a given Raccel and RD values will change as well. Figure 5.16 shows how the response
with a 0.5 acceleration ratio and 0.25 delay ratio changes with the trajectory frequency
ratio. The larger the trajectory frequency ratio or the slower the move, then the more
curvature in the trajectory, up to a maximum point around Rfreq = 1 where curvature no
longer increases.
5.3.0.7 Multi-Variable Impact
The effects on the modified acceleration technique’s responses by altering only one variable
is simple. However, if multiple variable ratios are utilized simultaneously, then the resultant
curves are more complicated, specifically the symmetric nature of the curves is gone. For
example, the dashed curve in Figure 5.17 shows a command with a delay ratio of 0.34 and
acceleration ratio of 0.95.
In order to classify the response in Figure 5.17, four variables, X Scale, Y Scale, X
Center, and Y Center, are used. The variables define the midpoint of the curve in X and
Y (X and Y Center), as well as the time the curve travels only in the X and Y direction,









































Figure 5.17: Modified Acceleration Response Classification.
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variables. Once these parameters are known for a desired trajectory, then they can be used
by the bang-bang generator to select the appropriate delay and acceleration ratios. Note
that in the following, only trajectories including a 90◦ turn are considered in this section,
due to the complexity of the technique. Other techniques will be presented later in this
chapter for dealing with other curves.
In order to track a curve in two axis, the following procedure should be used which relies
on characterizing the curve so that the correct bang-bang parameters can be chosen:
1. Classify desired trajectory with X Scale, Y Scale, X Center, and Y Center).
2. Define duration of desired trajectory, which fixes Rfreq.
3. Determine range of Raccel and RD values which meet desired X Scale.
4. Use Y Scale to select specific Raccel and RD values from X Scale subset.
5. Check to see if resultantc X Center and Y Center are acceptable, if not, change Rfreq
and return to step 2.
The procedure will be used to determine the bang-bang profile parameters needed to track
the desired trajectory in Figure 5.17.
The first step in the process of determining the values of RD and Raccel needed to follow
a curve begins with the determination of X Scale and Y Scale of the desired trajectory.
This classifies the trajectory based on the desired motion along each of the primary axes.
X Scale and Y Scale are the percentages of the move distance in each direction where the
curve follows the axes. X Scale and Y Scale in Figure 5.17 show that the dashed response
is straight along the X axis for only a short distance, while the Y Scale is large showing
that the desired trajectory is straight along the Y axis for a longer distance. The result is
that the X and Y Scale values are 0.0039 and 0.32 respectively.
Once the scaling values are known, then the curvature of the trajectory must be classified
by using the center point. In order to decouple the center values from the scale values,
the desired trajectory is first normalized before X and Y Center are determined. This
normalization by X and Y Scale produces a scaled curve, which for the example is also
shown in Figure 5.17 by the solid line. This process ensures that any scaled curve will
begin at the same point and end at a different yet constant point, thus decoupling the scale
values from the center values. Once the response has been scaled, the response’s curvature
can be classified by its center point. The center point is the point on the curve where the
tangent line is at 45◦. This point’s X and Y coordinates in the scaled curve, X Center
and Y Center, along with the scaling parameters allow the complete characterization of the
desired trajectory. In the example the X and Y Center values are 0.95 and 0.2 respectively.



















Figure 5.18: Modified Acceleration X Scale Dependence.
bang-bang profile parameters, Raccel and RD, will act in conjunction with the ZV input
shaper to produce accurate tracking. The ZV input shaper reduces the vibration after the
move is complete.
The next step is to determine the duration of the move, since for any particular trajectory
frequency ratio, Rfreq, and move distance, the attainable curves are limited. Here only one
move distance is considered, although the technique is the same no matter the move distance.
For a particular trajectory frequency ratio, in the example case 0.3, the attainable scaling
values are limited and are a function of RD and Raccel. Figure 5.18 shows how on the bang-
bang profile parameters relate to X Scale. Note how the X scale is dependent primarily
on the delay ratio. This can be seen more clearly for the simple case in Figure 5.15 where
the response remains on the X axis for the same distance independent of the changes in
acceleration ratio. The example required an X Scale value of 0.0039, which is possible with
a range of RD and Raccel values and is depicted as the solid line on Figure 5.18.
The Y Scale value like the X Scale value varies with both the acceleration and delay
ratio. This relationship is shown in Figure 5.19. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 can be used when
the desired trajectory classification parameters, X Scale and Y Scale, are known in order
to determine the appropriate RD and Raccel values. In the example case, the subset in
bang-bang profile parameters produced by the X Scale values is further reduced to specific
values of RD = 0.34 and Raccel = 0.95 shown by the dot on Figure 5.19. For these two
values the center location is fixed. Therefore, if different center locations are required, then
a new trajectory frequency ratio should be considered.
The same procedure for finding the RD and Raccel values from scale classifications can
be done for desired center locations. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the center positions de-




























































Figure 5.21: Modified Acceleration Y Center Dependence.
is 0.5, (the acceleration of X and Y are equal), then the center values are the same for X
and Y as in Figure 5.14. These four Figures 5.18-5.21 can be used together to determine
what curves are attainable for a given move distance and trajectory frequency ratio.
Previously, the specific relationship between the scale and center values for a given
trajectory frequency ratio was mentioned. Therefore, it is also important to study the
direct effects of changing the trajectory frequency ratio. For the case of an acceleration
ratio fixed at 0.5 different trajectory frequency ratio can be considered The results will
always yield symmetrical curves. If the delay ratio is changed while altering the trajectory
frequency ratio, then the symmetric response can be characterized by the X center position
in Figure 5.22.
5.3.0.8 Modified Acceleration Evaluation
The modified acceleration technique for tracking arcs has several key advantages. The main
advantage is that it is a combination of simple techniques that can be explained as just
change these three parameters, (Rfreq, Raccel, and RD), until the desired response occurs.
Specifically one or two variables can be altered with logical consequences to reach the desired
arc trajectory. This is possible because it relies on existing input shapers and simple initial
commands. The other main benefit is the variety of arcs that can be created.
There are, however, a few disadvantages to this technique. The first is that it is spatially
based, i.e. positions in space are specified and a total move time. If the time/space
relationship is required at all locations along the trajectory, this technique will not reach
that goal. The other main disadvantage is that it is a coupled technique, the trajectories
have to be designed together. This results in the ability to achieve a multitude of rest-to-
























Figure 5.22: Frequency and Delay Ratio Effect.
degree of freedom technique. To deal with these shortcomings a new technique building on
the S-curve and acceleration tracking of Sections 6.2 and 6.3 has been developed.
5.4 Synopsis
Many machines must make accurate motions in space. To accomplish this goal, oscillations
in the machine must be limited. The use of input shaping to eliminate these oscillations can
still allow for spatial tracking error. Therefore the techniques presented in this chapter are
necessary to track spatial trajectories accurately with input shaping. The modified accel-
eration approach leads to improved positioning performance of existing flexible hardware.
The improvement for existing machines is key to the secondary research question of how
the performance of existing mechanical designs can be improved.
The modified acceleration approach of this chapter also impacts the larger goal of com-
bined design by providing techniques to make flexible systems have the same trajectory
tracking components as stiff systems. Therefore, the ability to track trajectories accurately
is no longer an advantage of heavy/stiff designs over lightweight/flexible options.
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CHAPTER VI
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL TRAJECTORY
FOLLOWING WITH COMMAND SHAPING
If a system deviates from its desired path, then the result is often poor quality output. For
micro-mills in particular, any deviation from the desired trajectory can lead to a multitude
of problems. For example, if the micro-mill is moving in only one axis, but does not follow
the prescribed motion, then the surface finish can be adversely effected due to varying
feedrates. The same deviation when extended to two axes can result in the part being the
wrong shape. Most concerning is damage to the tool itself from tracking error. Excessive
deviation from the desired trajectory can result in dangerously large material removal,
if the cutting tool moves into an incorrect section of the workpiece, which can snap the
cutting tool. These trajectory tracking problems grow as speed increases, therefore for
the throughput of micro-milling machines to be successfully increased, all of these issues
tracking the desired motion must be addressed. The solution to each of these issues will
further improve the performance of existing machines. In so doing, the benefits possible
from combined design will be increased.
The previous chapter dealt with improving the spatial tracking characteristics of flexi-
ble system through input shaping. This chapter seeks to not only prevent spatial deviation
from the desired motion but also deviation related to time. The major steps in addressing
temporal tracking error are to characterize the error and common solutions, develop ap-
proaches suited for one spatial dimension, and finally develop a technique that can be used
for multiple spatial dimensions.
6.1 Temporal Trajectory Tracking Error
Temporal tracking error is the deviation in both the time and the position of a machine. The
differences of temporal tracking and spatial tracking were discussed in depth in the Chapter
5, Section 5.1. Figure 6.1 shows an example of temporal tracking error. The temporal
tracking error is defined as the difference at any specific time between the desired and
actual position of a machine. This tracking error is influenced by the system dynamics, the
command shapers if applicable, and the commands themselves. In this study of temporal
tracking the system dynamics and the commands will be limited, while changes to the










































Figure 6.2: Trajectory Component Examples.
6.1.1 Complex Trajectory Decomposition
The baseline system for the initial analysis of temporal tracking is a second-order oscillator
with minimal damping. Other more complicated systems will also be considered later in this
chapter. The tracking of both the second-order and the more advanced systems is effected
by the types of trajectories that need to be tracked. Often these trajectories are compli-
cated and consist of many components. Figure 6.2 shows an example one-axis temporal
trajectory. This trajectory can be decomposed in a number of ways, but the three that will
be directly addressed here are the S-curve, the acceleration/deceleration, and the arbitrary
components. The S-curve components involve constant acceleration and deceleration with
no coast time in between. For trajectories requiring a coast, it is advantageous to break the
trajectory into acceleration, coast, and deceleration components and track those indepen-
dently. This is because no tracking is required in a coasting portion. The final component is
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Table 6.1: Tracking Discussion by Components.
Component Technique Section
S-Curves Three-Impulse Trajectory Tracking Shapers 6.2.1
Four-Impulse Trajectory Tracking Shapers 6.2.2
Multi-Axis S-Curve Technique 6.4
Optimal Command Design 6.1.4
Accel/Decel Acceleration Three-Impulse Trajectory Tracking Shapers 6.3.2
Acceleration Four-Impulse Trajectory Tracking Shapers 6.3.2
Multi-Axis S-Curve Technique 6.3.2
Optimal Command Design 6.1.4




















Figure 6.3: Trajectory Component Example In Two Axes.
an arbitrary trajectory element, which must be addressed by more complicated techniques
particulary optimal command design. The arbitrary components do not necessitate con-
stant accelerations and will be the most difficult to track. Table 6.1 detail each of the these
components and the approaches and sections that will discuss them.
A similar compartmentalized approach will be discussed for multi-axis trajectories.
Chapter 5 dealt extensively with the issue of dividing a large trajectory into smaller trajec-
tory components for spatial trajectories. Figure 6.3 shows an example two axis trajectory
and some possible ways to divide it into trajectory components. The trajectory can be
viewed in total as a rest-to-rest motion, or into a set of components, beginning with a rest-
moving component, then a moving-moving component, and finishing with a moving-rest
component. The decomposition of the entire trajectory into these component is dependent
on the methods used. The tracking of this sort of multi-axis trajectory will be discussed




















Figure 6.4: Example Trajectory Error.
6.1.2 Investigation of S-Curve Temporal Tracking Error
On particularly common trajectory component shown in Figure 6.2 is the S-curve. If input
shaping is attempted as a method for tracking S-curves, often deviation will occur. When
an input shaper modifies a desired trajectory, no longer is the trajectory tracking only a
function of the system dynamics. Instead it is composed of both dynamic and input shaped
effects.
6.1.2.1 Input Shaping’s Effect on System Input
Input shaping by its nature modifies the input to a system. Figure 6.4 shows the response of
an aggressive S-curve input when it is convolved with ZV and ZVD input shapers and sent
to the system. If just the desired response was used as an input to the system, then it would
oscillate excessively. Notice that response differs from the desired in both the shape and
the duration when the ZV shaper is used; specifically, the slope of the command is reduced,
and as a result the duration is increased. For the ZVD case, the slope of the response is
reduced even further, and the duration is near tripled over the desired trajectory.
6.1.2.2 Location of Error
As mentioned previously input shaped responses decrease the slope and increase duration
of the desired trajectory. These modifications lead directly to tracking error. Figure 6.5
diagrams these errors when the desired S-curve convolved with a ZV shaper drives the
system, where Tdes and Tshap are the desired and shaped durations respectively. The period
of the system, Tsys is shown. The relationship between this period and the durations of the
command and shaper will later be used as a measure of the aggressiveness of the trajectory.
Finally, Eabs is the total absolute error between the shaped and unshaped trajectories.













































Figure 6.6: Shifted Input Response Comparison.
to the performance of the machine, if exact trajectories are needed as in the case in micro-
milling. Any deviation from the desired trajectory can lead to form errors in the part. If
this minimal error is needed, then a time shift correcting some of the difference between Tdes
and Tshap can be introduced. For example, the start of the shaped input to the system can
be shifted back in time half the duration of the shaper. While, this approach is not always
possible due to motion constraints, when feasible, time-shifting the input can improve the
tracking significantly. Figure 6.6 shows the improvement in the response tracking if this
shift is introduced. This process or any other process where a desired trajectory is altered
before being shaped is called preshaping. In this example, the preshaping does significantly
reduce the error in the tracking. However, significant tracking errors still exist, and the
preshaped command must start before the desired trajectory, which may not be a practical
solution. Although preshaping is an acausal technique, it can be implement if flexibility





















Figure 6.7: Trajectory Frequency Ratio Impact on ZV Maximum Following Error.
acausal preshaping technique could be introduced in the same manner as derivatives are
implemented in discrete control algorithms.
6.1.3 Trajectory Frequency Ratio Impact
The trajectory frequency ratio is used to measured the speed of a motion and was presented
in the previous chapter in Section 5.1.4. Their the trajectory frequency ratio was defined









For example, a low trajectory frequency ratio is a fast motion. Since the trajectory frequency
ratio is a measure of speed, input shaping approaches performance over changing trajectory
frequency ratios are important.
For a given command, there exists a decaying relationship between the trajectory fre-
quency ratio and the shaped tracking error. Figure 6.7 shows how the trajectory frequency
ratio affects the average tracking error for both the ZV-shaped and the time-shifted shaped,
where the average tracking error is the mean difference between the shaped response and
the desired trajectory during the move. Of course the time shifted average error is less,
however it still degrades for low trajectory frequency ratios like the unshifted. This figure
shows that for fast, low trajectory frequency ratio moves, time shifting the command will
improve tracking up to a certain point near a Rfreq = 1. After that point, accurate tracking
is no longer possible with simple time shifting.
The choice of input shaper also has a major impact on the ability to track fast trajecto-
ries. Figure 6.8 compares the ZV, ZVD, and UMZV shapers performance at low trajectory






















Figure 6.8: Trajectory Frequency Ratio Impact on Shaper Average Following Error.
The UMZV being the fastest shaper outperforms the ZV and ZVD shaper at all trajectory
frequency ratios particularly those less than one. Shorter shapers improve the tracking
for two reasons. First, the larger impulses found in short shapers allow for greater slope
congruity between the shaped and unshaped. Second, the shorter duration shapers also
minimize the duration difference in the commands, thus reducing tracking error.
By selecting short duration input shapers and combining them with time-shifted or
preshaped commands, tracking can be improved at lower trajectory frequency ratios. How-
ever, the time-shifted technique inherently slows the system, and without the time shifting,
unacceptable tracking error will occur for low trajectory frequency ratios. Even with time-
shifted command, at trajectory frequency ratios around and less than one, the tracking
error is large. If these fast moves need to be followed precisely, then another technique is
needed to provide for both vibration suppression and trajectory tracking.
6.1.4 1-DOF Optimal Command Design
One current solution to tracking trajectories with low trajectory frequency ratios is to
move slower (increase the trajectory frequency ratio), which is often unacceptable since it
will increase process time. Another solution not requiring a change in the trajectory is to
use optimal command design techniques. These techniques attempt to minimize tracking
error by optimizing the actual system input. This can be accomplished through either
plant inversion techniques like zero-phase-error tracking control [289] or through direct
optimization of the input to the system. The direct optimization technique will always
yield superior results, and therefore it will be used for comparison here.
The direct optimization technique chooses the value of the input at each time step of the
system. This process is computationally intensive, however it will always lead to exceptional






































Figure 6.10: Optimal Command Design Slow Example.
time step of the command. At each time step, the input magnitude is selected so that with
the combination of all previous inputs, tracking is perfect.
For a move with a Rfreq = 0.6, theoretically perfect tracking is possible as shown by
comparing the response and the desired trajectory in Figure 6.9. Note both the complex-
ity and magnitude of the input. Both of these factors motivate the search for a simpler
trajectory tracking solution.
For a less aggressive desired trajectory where Rfreq = 2.5, optimal command design
works equally well as shown in Figure 6.10. In this case the input/actuator effort is much
less. The downside is that the technique required even more computation than the shorter
case since more time steps were considered. This computational intensity is the primary
motivation for a simpler technique. The other is a better understanding of the resultant
























Figure 6.11: Optimal Command Design for Various Trajectory Frequency Ratios.
actuator effort, those types of trajectories can be avoided or actuators selected appropriately.
Figure 6.11 shows how the maximum actuator effector for the optimal command design
technique decreases with the trajectory frequency ratio. At trajectory frequency ratios less
than 0.5, the actuator effort is greater than one or greater than the desired acceleration of
the system. Of course, the actuator effort can be constrained in the optimization at the
cost of poorer tracking and more computational complexity.
6.1.5 Analytical Description of Error
One approach to determining the best shaper for trajectory tracking is to analytically derive
a tracking error cost function in terms of the shaper parameters. This cost function could
then be used to select the best shaper parameters. The problem with this technique is
that the equations for tracking error become complicated quickly. The obvious solution
is to determine the tracking error numerically. This technique, however, involves similar
complexity to the optimal command design technique; therefore, a simpler to implement
technique is needed. Nevertheless, a study of the analytical error can offer two important
insights. First is the aforementioned complexity, while the second is a solid understand of
how trajectory frequency ratio will effect tracking error.
6.1.5.1 Trajectory Frequency Ratio Effect on Analytical Error of Ramped Step
Consider a desired response of a ramped step of magnitude one shown in Figure 6.12, with
a ramp duration of τramp. To track this trajectory, a new technique will be used, instead
of convolving the shaper with the desired trajectory, the shaper will be convolved with a
simpler command, in this case a step. The result shown in Figure 6.12 is somewhat adequate
tracking, with the added benefit of a much simpler implementation process. Also when this



















Figure 6.12: Ramped Step Trajectory.
If a the ZV shaper is used, then the integral of the absolute difference between the
desired ramped step and actual shaped-step response can yield the total tracking error
Etotal. There are two cases to consider. In the first case the shaper is longer than the
desired trajectory, or Rfreq > 0.5. The other case is if the shaper is shorter than the desired
trajectory, or Rfreq < 0.5.
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These equations represent a simple desired response, a ramped step, and a simple input,
a ZV shaped step. For more complicated trajectories and shapers, often the error is not
obtainable in closed form.
These error functions offer insight into the effectiveness of the ZV shaper for tracking
a variety of ramped trajectories. Figure 6.13 shows how the total absolute error changes
with trajectory frequency ratio. Notice that for the ramped step, the ZV shaper tracks
best at a trajectory frequency ratio near 0.6. Also notice that the slope in Figure 6.13 is
gentle around Rfreq = 0.6. Therefore, the ZV shaper will work well for ramped commands
near this frequency ratio as well. The error is smaller for low trajectory frequency ratios






















Figure 6.13: Total Error versus Trajectory Frequency Ratio for a Ramped Step Motion.
is shorter. In fact, the error for the ramp case approaches the tracking error for a step as





These trends dealing with trajectory frequency ratio and error hold for other more compli-
cated motions. However, the technique of analytically calculating this error is not practical
for motions more complicated than a ramp, and therefore other techniques must be used in
shaper design.
6.2 Tracking Specific S-curves
One of the most common trajectory profiles is the S-curve. The S-curve can be by itself or
part of a large trajectory like the one in Figure 6.2. In either case, a technique was developed
to track S-curves in time and space accurately, so that the procedure could be extrapolated
to deal with many common trajectories. This technique focusses on fast motions, where
the duration of the motion is smaller than the period of the system, a trajectory frequency
ratio less than 1. Here the same approach is used as was used for the ramped step, i.e. a
simple shaped step is input to the system to track a complicated S-curve. The resultant
output to the shaped step is a smooth motion due to the dynamics of the system. The
benefits are the similar to the ramped step case and are fourfold: a simpler implementation,
an avoidance of command delays, a decoupling of the shaper and the input from the desired
response, and a minimization of design variables. The shaped step input is much simpler to
implement than a shaped S-curve, since complex changes in the input are eliminated. The
delay is avoided by the correct selection of shaper parameters. Also, by sending a shaped
input into the system, the direct impact of shaper parameters on the output response can






Figure 6.14: Three-Impulse Shaper Diagram.
the shaper parameter impact on the response would not be clear. Finally, this shaped step
input is preferable to the shaped S-curve due to its lack of trajectory design variables (slope,
acceleration, jerk, etc.).
The technique involves deriving the input shaper for a fixed duration, then testing
different shaper parameters to determine which shaper best tracks the S-curve best. The
baseline system used in this tracking investigation is the undamped second-order oscillator.
More complicated plants will be considered in Section 6.3.4.
6.2.1 Trajectory Tracking Three-Impulse Input Shapers
The first input shaper developed to track S-curves was an arbitrary three-impulse shaper,
that is a three impulse shaper with variable impulse times and magnitudes. Figure 6.14
diagrams this shaper, which has three impulses of magnitudes A1, A2, and A3 at times
t1, t2, and t3, where t1 is always equal to zero. The vibration response of an undamped
second-order system of frequency ω to these impulses convolved with a step after time t3 can
be described by the total vibration from each impulse. This vibration from each impulse
convolved with a step is defined by:
V1 = A1ω sin (ωt) (6.5)
V2 = A2ω sin (ω(t− t2)) (6.6)
for t > t2:
V3 = A3ω sin (ω(t− t3)) (6.7)
for t > t3, where the total response is given by:
Vtot = V1 + V2 + V3 (6.8)
This response will be identically zero if the following identities are satisfied using the same
procedure as was described in Section 3.3.1. First, the impulses must sum to one:


















Figure 6.15: Three-Impulse Shaper Error.
The impulses must also satisfy the zero vibration equation (3.13):
A1 +A2 ∗ cos t2 ∗ ω +A3 ∗ cos t3 ∗ ω = 0 (6.10)
and:
A2 ∗ sin t2 ∗ ω +A3 ∗ sin t3 ∗ ω = 0 (6.11)
so that the command does not induce any oscillations into the system. This represents three
equations and five unknowns. The solution strategy is to select the duration of the impulse
sequence, t3, and then test a discrete set of values of t2 such that 0 < t2 < t3 to determine
which one has the best S-curve tracking performance when convolved with a step input.
To determine which duration is best for the shaper, simulated trajectory errors from
the desired S-curve were calculated for a variety of cases. For example, consider a desired
trajectory whose duration is four times the period of the system. The best possible total
error for any t2 can be plotted versus the normalized duration i.e. shaper duration divided
by command duration, or trajectory frequency ratio. The result shown in Figure 6.15 is
that minimum tracking error occurs when the shaper duration is the same as the duration
of the desired trajectory. The observation follows logically since the least tracking error will
occur when the command and the desired output occur at the same time. Anomalies do
occur in Figure 6.15 due to the nature of the algorithm. The sharp changes at frequency
ratios of 1.25 and 2.5 occur because different local minimums become the global minimum.
From this simulation and others, it was concluded that the best shaper to use for tracking
an S-curve would have a duration equal to the duration of the S-curve. This reduces the
unknowns in the shapers design to t2, A1, A2, and A3, with three equations (6.9-6.11). The
result is one unknown to select for the best tracking performance.
This specific rule of setting shaper duration equal to desired command duration created

















Figure 6.16: Three-Impulse Shaper Error over Trajectory Frequency Ratios.
is design using the following procedure to track an S-curve profile with a shaped step as
input.
• t3 is set equal to the command duration
• t2 is varied and the resultant shaper parameters (A1, A2, and A3)determined from
Equations (6.9-6.11)
• The total tracking error is calculated for each t2
• The shaper parameters (A1, A2, A3, and t2) resulting in the lowest tracking error are
selected
The resultant shaper is capable of tracking any trajectory with a trajectory frequency ratio
less than one with minimal error. Figure 6.16 shows how the average tracking error for
a fixed system changes with command duration or trajectory frequency ratio using this
trajectory tracking shaping technique. Notice that error is larger for trajectory frequency
ratios greater than one. For these type of motions, traditional techniques of shaping the
desired output and using that as the input to the system should be chosen. The spike
occurring at Rfreq = 1.5 is due to the discrete nature of the design choices. This spike can
be eliminated by considering a finer discretization of t2. However, even without the spike,
this region is not well suited for the three impulse shaper as will discussed in Section 6.3.5.
The individual shapers that give the results of Figure 6.16 are explored further in the
following sections. Interestingly, many common input shapers were found to be subsets of
the trajectory-tracking shaper. In the following sections, the solutions for various trajectory
frequency ratios and their similarities to existing shapers will be documented. Also note




















Figure 6.17: Three-Impulse Shaper and Response for Rfreq > 1.
6.2.1.1 Trajectory Duration > T
The first case of shaper design for trajectory tracking is for slow moves or moves where the
desired response duration is greater than the period of the system. In this case, as was
shown in Figure 6.16, the performance is not ideal. However, it is important to document
the performance of this three impulse trajectory-tracking shaper in this region so that the
selection of alternative schemes can be made objectively. Consider the case of a trajectory
frequency ratio of 1.25 shown in Figure 6.17. The trajectory tracking three-impulse shaper
was derived using the previous technique and the solution with the minimum error is shown
in the figure. The tracking of desired command is poor for the transient region, however,
zero residual vibration occurs. Another important attribute is that the shape of the impulse
sequence is similar to the ZVD shaper. In fact, the trajectory-tracking shaper approaches
the ZVD shaper for trajectory frequency ratios of one. The conclusion illustrated by Figure
6.17 is that the trajectory tracking input shaping technique is not the ideal solution for
commands with trajectory frequency ratio’s greater than one. However, it does perform
well in vibration suppression after the move is complete.
6.2.1.2 T/2 < Trajectory Duration < T
Shorter desired response durations are better suited for the trajectory-tracking shapers. In
the region where the command duration is less than the period of the system and greater
than half the period, the trajectory-tracking shapers perform well. Figure 6.18 shows the
case of a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.65. Notice the improved tracking over the slower
case of Figure 6.17. Another example of this range of trajectory frequency ratios is shown
for the case of a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.525 in Figure 6.19. The tracking is improved



























































Figure 6.20: Three-Impulse Shaper and Response for 1/3 < Rfreq < 0.5.
shaper actually approaches the ZV shaper for a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.5.
6.2.1.3 T/3 < Trajectory Duration < T/2
As the trajectory frequency ratio gets smaller, the trajectory-tracking shaper contains a
negative middle impulse. For example, Figure 6.20 shows the three-impulse trajectory-

















Figure 6.21: Three-Impulse Shaper and Response for Rfreq < 1/3.
The downside of the negative impulse is not first apparent in Figure 6.20. Negative
shapers are more demanding on a system, requiring both positive and negative velocities.
Also negative shapers often excite higher modes of vibration due to the increased accelera-
tion and jerk.
6.2.1.4 Trajectory Duration < T/3
As the duration get shorter another major problem appears, impulse magnitude. For tra-
jectory frequency ratios less than 1/3, at least on impulse will have a magnitude greater
than one. That means that the actuators must move at a greater acceleration than the
commanded motion, and often this is beyond the limits of the actuator. For example the
case of a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.25 is shown in Figure 6.21. Notice that the negative
impulse is approximately -2.5. This motion may be impossible for the actuator to perform.
This problem gets significantly more important for lower trajectory frequency ratios. The
limiting case of a trajectory frequency ratio of zero would require infinite actuator effort.
Another important note in this region is the case of a trajectory frequency ratio of 1/3.
For this case the trajectory-tracking shaper is the same as the UMZV shaper discussed in
Section 3.3.1. This case can be seen for trajectory frequency ratio of 0.3 in Figure 6.22.
6.2.1.5 Three-Impulse Input Shapers Parameter Variation
The shapers that result in the best tracking change depending on the period ratio for which
they were designed. The time of the middle impulse, for example, typically remains centered
between the first and last impulse as shown in Figure 6.23. The time of the final impulse
increases linearly, since it is equal to the duration of the desired motion.
The magnitudes of impulses also exhibit some general trends as shown in Figure 6.24










































































































t1 t2 t3 t4
Figure 6.26: Four-Impulse Shaper Diagram.
ratio. This is due to the more effort being required to move the system quickly. Likewise, for
quicker motions, a negative middle impulse is required. The issues of impulse magnitude and
negative impulses will be discussed later. Also notice in Figure 6.25 like Figure 6.23, that
the shaper parameters are not well behave at trajectory frequency ratios above 1.25. This
region of Rfreq also has poor tracking performance, therefore the three impulse technique is
not advisable for large frequency ratios. The specific application of three impulse technique
will be discussed further in Section 6.2.3.
6.2.2 Trajectory Tracking Four-Impulse Input Shapers
The previous sections detailed an input shaper design for trajectory tracking utilizing three
impulses. However, this tracking can be improved by using more impulses. The tradeoff
with more impulses is more complexity in the command design. The four-impulse shaper
has two more variables than the three-impulse shaper, and therefore, many more possible
shapers exist that satisfy the duration constraint and the zero vibration constraints. A
four-impulse shaper can been seen diagramed in Figure 6.26. The variables in this case are
A1, A2, A3, A4, t1, t2, t3, and t4, where t1 ≡ 0. To begin, a second-order undamped system’s
response to a series of four impulses convolved with a step, forces the shaper to satisfy three
constraints. The first is the amplitude of the impulses:
A1 +A2 +A3 +A4 = 1 (6.12)
The other two are constraints on the vibration such that:
A1 +A2 ∗ cos t2 ∗ ω +A3 ∗ cos t3 ∗ ω +A4 ∗ cos t4 ∗ ω = 0 (6.13)
and:
A2 ∗ sin t2 ∗ ω +A3 ∗ sin t3 ∗ ω +A4 ∗ sin t4 ∗ ω = 0 (6.14)
If these three equations are satisfied, then any command convolved with the shaper will
induce zero vibration after the move. Furthermore, the time of the final impulse should be
set equal to the duration of the command, since the result of Section 6.2.1 showed this would
lead to minimal error. Due to the nature of the equations many solutions exist that satisfy
all the constraints. However, satisfying these constraints is only part of the goal of these
161
shapers, therefore the selection between the multiple solutions will be made by trajectory
tracking performance.
The problem has three equations and seven unknowns, as well as a constraint that the
duration of the shaper must be equal to the duration of the desired command. Therefore,
three values must be specified to find the shaper. To accomplish this, a search method is
used which involves the following steps.
• Create search mesh for all possible impulse times, (t2, t3)
• At each node in the mesh, test several values for the first impulse magnitude
• From t2, t3 and A1 compute the other shaper parameters, and find the tracking error
• Compile the results for each test case and find the shaper with the best tracking
performance
This procedure allows a discrete testing of all possible shapers to find the best four-impulse
shaper for trajectory following. The resolution of the discretization of the process is variable,
but here it is constant. The times of the second impulse are limited to 100 discrete choices
between the first and last impulse, and once the second impulse time is chosen, t3 is further
limited to 100 discrete choices between the newly defined t2 and the previously defined t4.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the first impulse is limited to 100 discrete choices from 0.01
to 2. This is constrained only to positive numbers since all discussed trajectories require
the system to move positively first. Also, the magnitude of the first impulse is limited to
two to avoid actuator saturation.
This entire process could be performed much more efficiently using a numerical opti-
mization. However, for the initial phases of its the four impulse technique’s development, it
is important to gain insight into all the trends in the solution which could be overlooked by
simply implementing an optimization algorithm. The behavior of the variables has shown
that an optimization algorithm with intelligently chosen starting point could speed this
process if it were necessary.
The resultant trajectory following when this four-impulse shaper is convolved with a
step input to the system for a variety of S-curve speeds can be seen in Figure 6.27. Notice
that the maximum average error is low, less than 0.01 for frequencies ratios up to 2. This
is much better than the results of the three shaper case that was shown in Figure 6.16 for
which the maximum average error is an order of magnitude larger. The improvement is due
to the extra impulse being able to further alter the command. A decision must be made by
the designer whether the extra complexity of design and implementation of the four-impulse
shaper is necessary for a given application.
The specific four-impulse shapers designed by this approach will be discussed in the





































Figure 6.28: Four-Impulse Shaper and Response for Rfreq > 1.
just as the three-impulse shapers did. Likewise, in some cases the four-impulse shapers are
just minor variation from the three-impulse trajectory-tracking shapers. Also note that the
four impulse trajectory-tracking input shapers will be compared to the three-impulse, as
well as the time-shifted shaped and simply shaped later in Section 6.2.3.
6.2.2.1 Trajectory Duration > T
The limiting factor of the effectiveness of specifically designing input shapers for trajectory
tracking is the speed of the motion. For some moves the improvement in tracking with
this technique is not worth the extra complexity. This breakdown occurs at a trajectory
frequency ratio greater than one. For example consider a trajectory frequency ratio of 1.25



















Figure 6.29: Four-Impulse Shaper and Response for 0.5 < Rfreq < 1.
trajectory better than the three-impulse shaper of Figure 6.17 at the larger trajectory fre-
quency ratio, however the tracking error is still large. In comparison the three-impulse
shaper This shaper does not resemble any common input shaper. Instead, trajectory fol-
lowing shapers near this trajectory frequency ratio rely on small first and last impulses to
make minor changes in acceleration while doing most of the moving of the system with large
impulse in the middle of the trajectory.
6.2.2.2 T/2 < Trajectory Duration < T
For faster trajectories than the previous section, the four-impulse shaper design technique
works better. For example, Figure 6.29 shows the trajectories for a trajectory frequency
ratio of 0.65. Notice that for this case the impulses are approximately equal in magnitude
and equally spaced in time. As the trajectory speeds up, the first impulse increases in
magnitude to cope with the increase in initial acceleration.
While the shaper for this case does not resemble any traditional shapers, its limiting
case of T ' T/2 does share similarities with a ZV shaper. Figure 6.30 shows the shaper
and trajectories for the four-impulse technique for a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.525.
The impulse times and combined magnitudes of the impulse pairs suggest the ZV shaper.
Digitized ZV shapers can even exhibit the same impulse splitting, if no discrete time aligns
with the correct continuous shaper duration.
6.2.2.3 T/3 < Trajectory Duration < T/2
For faster motion than half the period of vibration, negative-magnitude impulses must be
introduced in order to satisfy the vibration constraints. Such is the case for a trajectory
frequency ratio of 0.4 which is shown in Figure 6.31. This shaper’s negative impulse is
























































Figure 6.32: Limited Four-Impulse Shaper and Response for 1/3 < Rfreq < 0.5.
Moving at this speed puts increased strain on the system’s actuators and therefore may not
be physically possible on some equipment. This can be corrected by limiting the impulses
to a maximum magnitude of 1. If this limited is imposed on the shaper design, the result
for a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.4 is shown in Figure 6.32. This shaper has slight
worse performance than the unlimited case of Figure 6.31; however, the lower impulse
magnitudes mean less actuator effort. The magnitude limiting case will not work for more
aggressive moves (Rfreq < 1/3), because not solution exist for zero vibration while meeting
the maximum impulse magnitude of 1.
6.2.2.4 Trajectory Duration < T/3
As trajectory duration decreases even further the shapers become even more aggressive with
both positive and negative impulses having magnitudes greater than one. For example,
a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.25 shown in Figure 6.33 leads to significant magnitude
changes. This type of motion can be extremely harmful for some system while completely
possible on others with more responsive actuators. The impulse magnitude problem is only
further exacerbated as the speeds increase. In this realm the three-impulse shaper could be
advantageous since its impulse are of a typically lower magnitude as was the case for the
same trajectory frequency ratio shown in Figure 6.21.
The four-impulse shaper does resemble a traditional shaper, the UMZV, near a trajec-
tory frequency ratio of 1/3. Figure 6.34 shows a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.3. While on
the surface this four-impulse shaper does not resemble a typical UMZV shaper, on closer
inspection it has many similarities. The first and last impulse magnitude are near one as
they are for the UMZV shaper. Second, the average time of the second and third impulse
is around half the shaper duration, and will get close as the trajectory frequency ratio ap-






























































Figure 6.35: Four-Impulse Shaper Impulse Time Variation with Trajectory Frequency Ra-
tio.
near one, the same as for the UMZV shaper.
6.2.2.5 Trajectory Design for Specific Shapers
Many of the aforementioned input shapers designed for trajectory tracking had similarities
to existing shapers when their durations were equal. This leads to an interesting aside
from the idea of shaper design for a specific trajectory, that is trajectory design for specific
shapers. If a designer wants to work with existing shapers but still operate at high speeds,
then all that designer needs to due is select trajectories with durations equal to common
shapers. This choice seems obvious but since the field of input shaping coupled with tra-
jectory design is new, it has not been a first choice in many applications. While this is not
particularly useful, it would provide for a simple input shaped trajectory tracking solution.
6.2.2.6 Four-Impulse Input Shapers Parameter Variation
The four impulse trajectory tracking input shaper’s performance is highly dependent on
the trajectory frequency ratio for which it was designed. The impulse times vary shown in
Figure 6.35. The time of the final impulse increases linearly, while the other two impulse
are approximately equally spaced.
Trends also exist in the magnitudes of impulses as shown in Figure 6.36 and detailed
in Figure 6.37. For the four-impulse shaper at low trajectory frequency ratios, only one
impulse is negative. Also, the magnitudes of all the impulses are large for low frequency
ratios. The justification is the same as for the three impulse case, i.e. more effort is required
to move the system quickly. Unlike the three impulse case, the shaper parameters are
well behaved for all trajectory frequency ratios. The four impulse techniques effectiveness
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Figure 6.38: Comparison of Tracking Error Among Various Shapers.
6.2.3 Comparison to Other Shaping Techniques for Various Speeds
The previous sections detailed how to design input shapers for trajectory tracking appli-
cations. However, these trajectory tracking input shapers have limited regions where they
work effectively. For the three and four-impulse trajectory tracking shapers, impulse magni-
tudes can be large for low frequency ratios. Also at large frequency ratios, the performance
of the three and four-impulse trajectory tracking shapers degrades. In terms of performance,
the opposite is true for the traditional approaches of using the shaped desired response as
the input to the system, or time shifting this shaped input. A comparison of the average
tracking error for all four of these techniques can be seen in Figure 6.38. Note that while
the ZV Shifted approach seems effective at low trajectory frequency ratios, it introduces a
delay of a quarter system period into motion. Eliminating this delay is one of the primary
advantage of the trajectory tracking input shapers.
If the shifted approach is unacceptable, then Figure 6.38 shows that the three-impulse
trajectory tracking shapers are preferable to traditional ZV techniques for all frequency
ratios less than one. The four impulse approach is preferable to the traditional approach
for larger trajectory frequency ratios, those less than 1.4. Figure 6.39 shows this relationship
closer. From Figure 6.39, it can be seen that the four-impulse technique is preferable in
effectiveness to the three-impulse technique for Rfreq > 0.5. However, there are other
considerations to be made when choosing a trajectory tracking scheme. These concerns will
be discussed further in Section 6.3.5.
6.3 Acceleration/Deceleration Tracking
The previous section dealt with tracking rest-to-rest motions; however, often rest to a
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Figure 6.40: Acceleration/Deceleration Diagram.
is shown in Figure 6.40. It is called an acceleration or deceleration trajectory, because
the response is simply from a pulse in acceleration/deceleration. Input shapers can be
designed specifically for these types of trajectory elements as well. To demonstrate this
problem consider tracking an acceleration pulse with a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.4. For
acceleration and deceleration tracking, instead of using the input shaper convolved with the
step change, the shaper will be convolved with a ramp. This distinction is made because of
non-zero final velocity needed in the acceleration case. Figure 6.41 shows how a typical ZV
shaper convolved with a ramped input changes the input trajectory. A continuous offset
in position is introduced. Another solution to this problem is to preshape the command,
which is also shown in Figure 6.41. While this solution effectively solves the following error,
it introduces a delay into the motion. For many applications, eliminating this delay would




















Figure 6.41: Acceleration/Deceleration Problem.
shaping scheme. Also benefiting from removing a delay in the system would be situation
where many trajectory elements are strung together, such as painting robots or milling
machines.
6.3.1 Acceleration Trajectory Tracking Three-Impulse Input Shapers
The trajectory-tracking shapers for acceleration and deceleration are designed in the same
manner with the same goals as for the S-curve cases previously described. The difference
is in the trajectory attempted to be followed. Specifically, the bang acceleration profile to
reach a constant velocity is tracked. This profile is also equal to the first part of the S-curve
discussed previously. In order to track this profile, the shapers are convolved with a ramp
position profile with a slope equal to the desired velocity. The shaped ramped input has
benefits of limited parameters, avoiding preshaping, and being simpler to implement than
a shaped polynomial input. Also, here only the accelerations of the system are discussed.
The same techniques can be used to design deceleration tracking shapers.
The three-impulse technique operates by fixing the shaper duration and then determin-
ing the other parameters based on tracking performance. This approach works well for a
variety of acceleration durations as shown in Figure 6.42. To refresh, the trajectory fre-
quency ratio is the duration of the acceleration divided by the period of the system. Note
that the three-impulse design technique has similar performance for acceleration tracking
as it did for S-curve tracking. That is, for slower moves, i.e. a trajectory frequency ratio
greater than 1, the shaped ramp has trouble following the desired motion.
The resultant shapers design by the three-impulse technique for acceleration tracking
are nearly identical to the shapers for the S-curve tracking due to the nature of the problem
as the integral of the first half of the S-curve case. However, since locations and magnitudes









































Figure 6.43: Acceleration Three-Impulse Shaper and Response for Rfreq > 1.
6.3.1.1 Trajectory Duration > T
Like all of the previous cases, the acceleration tracking three-impulse shapers have problems
in accurately tracking trajectories with a trajectory frequency ratio greater than one. For
example, the 1.25 trajectory frequency ratio case in Figure 6.43 shows a major deviation
from the desired velocity about half-way through the move. This deviation shows the faults
of this technique at this frequency ratio. This ratio is presented to show the need to switch
to other approaches in this region as will be discussed later in Section 6.3.5. Note that
this three-impulse shaper has a similar form to the ZVD shaper. On the positive side,
the shaper also manages to provide for accurate trajectory tracking after the acceleration,
i.e. the system is in the correct position with the correct velocity. This post acceleration






































Figure 6.45: Acceleration Three-Impulse Shaper and Response for Rfreq ' 0.5.
and second, the duration of the two commands are the same yielding zero position offset.
6.3.1.2 T/2 < Trajectory Duration < T
For faster moves, the performance of this technique improves, showing it usefulness as only
a niche solution. For example, a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.65 is shown in Figure 6.44
The shaper has three impulses of near identical magnitudes, and is identical to the shaper
shown in Figure 6.18. Figure 6.45 present the acceleration tracking result at a trajectory
frequency ratio of 0.525. The shaper only differs from a ZV shaper in a small centered
impulse. This region of trajectory durations between T/2 and T is the most promising for
the trajectory tracking techniques. This is because the tracking is improved substantially,



















Figure 6.46: Acceleration Three-Impulse Shaper and Response for 1/3 < Rfreq < 0.5.
6.3.1.3 T/3 < Trajectory Duration < T/2
As the speed increases, the tracking performance is still good, but the demands on the
actuators increase. Figure 6.46 shows the tracking of an acceleration command with a







































Figure 6.48: Acceleration Three-Impulse Shaper and Response for Rfreq ' 1/3.
In the region where the trajectory duration is between T/3 and T/2, the input shaper
designed for acceleration command tracking is still useful, if a system’s actuators can deal
with negative impulses. In this region, the effort is still constrained and the tracking is
good.
6.3.1.4 Trajectory Duration < T/3
For even faster trajectories the technique still provides excellent tracking in theory. However,
actuator effort is increased. For example in the case of a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.25
the maximum effort is -2.5 as shown in Figure 6.47. This region also resembles the three
impulses of the UMZV shaper. Figure 6.48 shows how the tracking designed shaper is like
the UMZV shaper for a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.3. In this region, unlike the others




















Figure 6.49: Acceleration Four-Impulse Shaper Error for Trajectory Frequency Ratio.
the actuators. For a system to be driven effectively in this realm, the actuators need to be
carefully considered.
6.3.2 Acceleration Trajectory Tracking Four-Impulse Input Shapers
If the tracking performance of the three-impulse shapers is not acceptable, the number of
impulses can be increased to four. For the acceleration tracking case this requires the same
technique as the S-curve case and has the same drawbacks of increased complexity in design
and implementation. The design requires the solution to a more complicated problem. The
implementation requires the use of an additional impulse. This impulse is not difficult to
include in the command hardware; however, this extra impulse can cause problems for the
actuators since it typically leads to much larger shifts in the input command.
The four-impulse acceleration tracking technique performs well for a wide range of tra-
jectory frequency ratios as is shown in Figure 6.49. The worst-case tracking is improved
over the three-impulse technique of Figure 6.42 by an order of magnitude again and trails
off as the trajectory frequency ratio increases. It is important to note the difference in
the shape of the S-curve tracking of Figure 6.27 and the acceleration tracking of Figure
6.49. While theoretically, the shapers should be the same in both case due to the ac-
celeration being the integral of the S-curve case, the complexity of the problem and the
solution approach allows for slightly different results and thus shaper performance, leading
to differences between Figures 6.27 and 6.49.
6.3.2.1 Trajectory Duration > T
The four-impulse case tracks the acceleration commands better than the three-impulse
approach especially for slower moves where the trajectory frequency ratio is greater than








































Figure 6.51: Acceleration Four-Impulse Shaper and Response for 0.5 < Rfreq < 1.
appropriately shaped ramped input causes the system to track the desired trajectory well.
However, in the three-impulse case of Figure 6.43, the response exhibited a small bump
halfway through the acceleration.
6.3.2.2 T/2 < Trajectory Duration < T
For the faster cases, the four-impulse technique also works well in tracking the acceleration
profile. Figure 6.51 shows this tracking for a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.65 while Figure
6.52 shows it for a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.525. The downside in both these
cases is requiring impulses both positive and negative greater than one. This would be
especially problematic for the case of Figure 6.52 for some systems due to the location of
two impulse close together. This type of input would be simple on some systems with fast





































Figure 6.53: Acceleration Four-Impulse Shaper and Response for 1/3 < Rfreq < 0.5.
These considerations must be made when using the four-impulse shaper for these trajectory
frequency ratios. The trajectory frequency ratio of 0.525 case unlike the three impulse case
does not resemble the ZV shaper.
6.3.2.3 T/3 < Trajectory Duration < T/2
The necessity to consider actuators effort becomes more important for faster moves. Figure
6.53 shows the tracking using the four-impulse technique for a trajectory frequency ratio
of 0.4. At this trajectory frequency ratio, the shaper actually resembles a ZV shaper. If
the impulse pairs are summed together, the correlation with the ZV shaper can be seen.






































Figure 6.55: Acceleration Four-Impulse Shaper and Response for Rfreq ' 1/3.
6.3.2.4 Trajectory Duration < T/3
For still faster moves, the technique is still valid with some minor caveats as have been
seen previously, actuator saturation and negative impulses. As an example, consider the
two cases of trajectory frequency ratios of 0.25 and 0.3 shown in Figures 6.54 and 6.55
respectively. Both cases rely on large magnitude impulse in both directions but provide
excellent tracking performance.
6.3.2.5 Multi-Impulse Input Shapers
Four-impulse and often three-impulse shapers provided adequate tracking for most com-






























Figure 6.56: Sensitivity of Three-Impulse Trajectory Tracking Shaper.
selection would approach the optimal command design discussed in Section 6.1.4. Simu-
lations were performed with five impulse shapers. However, the improvement in tracking
is negligible compared to the four impulse shapers and the complexity grows considerably
with each additional impulse. Also, as impulses are added the problem become less of an
input shaping problem and more of a complete optimal command profile design problem.
This optimal command problem has already been addressed by others and presents its own
problem, although it is not considered in detail in this dissertation.
6.3.3 Robustness
The susceptibility of a vibration suppress scheme to modelling error or parameter variation
is one of the primary performance measures. Likewise, robustness is a primary concern
for a trajectory tracking techniques. To measure this robustness, sensitivity curves like
those previously discussed in Section 3.3.1 are used to study the effectiveness of trajectory
tracking input shapers, as well as optimal command design .
The three-impulse trajectory tracking input shaper’s sensitivity to modelling errors for
S-curve tracking with a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.4 is shown in Figure 6.56. The vertical
axis represents the normalized maximum difference between the desired trajectory and the
actual response computed at each instant of the motion. Obviously both the maximum and
the average error are minimal at perfect modelling, and the error will increase with modelling
error. The interesting aspect is the slope of the sensitivity. The sensitivity curve increases
quickly with modelling error. It is also important to note that the normalized maximum
error is greater than one, meaning that utilizing this scheme could lead to greater following
error than if no shaper was used at all. However, this measure is not as concrete as with
the previous sensitivity curve, since a following error is extremely trajectory dependent. In




































Figure 6.57: Sensitivity of Three-Impulse Trajectory Tracking Input Shapers with Trajec-
tory Frequency Ratio Variation.
Like all other factors dealing with the trajectory tracking input shapers, the trajectory
frequency ratio plays an important role in the robustness. Figure 6.57 shows the sensitivity
curve for the three-impulse shaper for a variety of trajectory frequency ratios. Notice that
the effect of modelling error is much greater than the effect of larger trajectory frequency
ratios. Also important to note is that although the slope changes slightly with changes
in trajectory frequency ratio, for all trajectory frequency ratios tracking error increases
quickly with frequency modelling errors. Another important observation on the magnitude
of the error is that the motions with higher trajectory frequency ratio are less aggressive
and therefore less susceptible to extreme vibration.
Similar results occur for the four-impulse trajectory tracking input shaper. Figure 6.58
displays the sensitivity curve for a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.4. The deviation due to
modelling error is nearly identical to the three-impulse case at this particular frequency
ratio. Deviation does occur when other trajectory frequency ratios are considered as shown
in Figure 6.59 The four-impulse shaper performs similarly to the three-impulse shaper over
a range of trajectory frequency ratios.
For comparison, the optimal tracking algorithm presented earlier is considered in the
robustness evaluation. This algorithm is a sequential digital command design procedure
and uses the following steps:
• Compute the response of all previous inputs at the current time step
• Subtract the current desired location from the response of all previous inputs





























































































Figure 6.60: Sensitivity of Optimal Command Technique.
previous step
• Repeat this process until all time step’s inputs have been found
The tracking of this technique is perfect if the inputs are not constrained, and the model is
perfect. However, this technique is time consuming and reliant on computing a new total
response to the equations of motion at every time step.
Nevertheless, this technique is the baseline for trajectory tracking since it gives perfect
tracking at the expense of computational intensity. The sensitivity of this technique is
similar to the other techniques for the case of a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.4 as shown in
Figure 6.60. When other trajectory frequency ratios are considered, the result is the same.
The sensitivity of the scheme is similar to the input shaping techniques as shown in Figure
6.61. This results shows how closely related the trajectory tracking input shapers are to
the optimal command. It also reiterates that any techniques for tracking fast trajectories
accurately are parameter sensitive.
The net result of the robustness investigation is that all three approaches are not robust
to large variations in the system parameters. Also, only minor difference occur in the
sensitivities of the three different techniques with none being significantly more robust than
the others. From this, it can be concluded that sensitivity should not be part of the selection
process between the algorithms for trajectory tracking scheme selection. If sensitivity is an
important consideration due to change system frequency, then slower trajectories should be
used, where the robustness of the shaping schemes are greater.
6.3.4 Trajectory Tracking on Other Advanced Plants
The previous sections only considered second-order plants, specifically a mass spring with

































Figure 6.61: Sensitivity of Optimal Command Technique with Trajectory Frequency Ratio
Variation.
plants exist in the real world. While this section does not attempt to show that the tech-
niques developed for the trajectory tracking input shaper will work for any real system, it
will instead discuss a few example cases. These cases will show that the techniques can be
followed to design trajectory tracking schemes for more complicated systems.
6.3.4.1 Viscously Damped Plants
Damping is a major concern that has not been considered yet. Damping in the system
increases the complexity of the constraint equations of the trajectory tracking input shapers
as it did for the normal input shapers of Section 3.3.1. However, the technique still works
to develop system commands for trajectory tracking. For example, consider a second-
order system with a damping ratio of 0.1. The system can follow an S-curve move with
a trajectory frequency ratio of 0.4 well, as is shown in Figure 6.62 for a three-impulse
shaper, if the damping is considered throughout the design process. Note that the three-
impulse shaper is similar to those seen previously for similar trajectory frequency ratios on
undamped systems.
A more general study of the effect of damping was performed for a variety of damp-
ing ratios, as well as trajectory frequency ratios. Figure 6.63 shows how the normalized
maximum error changes with these two parameters. For zero damping the results are the
same as Figure 6.15. As damping increases so does the maximum tracking error, but for
low damping ratios, this error is still small. This result is counterintuitive, since normal
error, namely overshoot, is reduced with increased damping. However, damping slows the
response of a system making it harder to make changes in the trajectory and thus leading



































































Figure 6.64: Unshaped Tracking of 4th-Order Plant.
ratio yielding increased error also holds generally for the damped cases.
6.3.4.2 Fourth-Order Plants
Another important classification of mechanical plants is those with two modes of vibration
or fourth-order plants. The trajectory tracking input shapers can successful track motions
of these plants as well. Figure 6.64 shows how a fourth-order plant might respond, if the
desired trajectory was used to drive the system, or if this desired trajectory convolved with
a simple input shaper was used. Obviously many techniques exist for dealing with multiple
modes with input shaping, as were discussed in Section 3.3.1. Here the technique of using
two different shapers convolved together will be employed.
The approach to designing a trajectory tracking input shaper for a fourth-order system
is to initially simplify the problem by using a ZV shaper for the faster mode of vibration
and a trajectory tracking shaper for the slow mode. The slow mode shaper is designed
using the rules of Section 6.2 to be convolved with the ZV shaper and then have its tracking
evaluated. The results are similar to those of the second-order systems with small changes
in the shapers. For a trajectory frequency ratio for the slow mode of the plant of 0.4 and
0.8, the results can be seen in Figures 6.65 and 6.66, respectively. For both cases the
ZV shaper’s effect on the impulse sequence can be seen. All the impulses of the sequence
are repeated approximately one second later. From these results, the trajectory tracking
input shapers are shown effective on more complicated systems than the simple second-order
undamped oscillator.
6.3.5 Summary of the Usefulness of Each Approach
The previous section detailed the use of the three and four-impulse command shaping



























































Figure 6.66: Example Tracking of 4th-Order Plant Rfreq = 0.2.
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Table 6.2: Approach Comparison for Trajectory Tracking for Various Trajectory Frequency
Ratios.








4-Imp. Traj. Shap. X X X X
Opt. Com. Des. X X X X X
approaches are better suited than others. Table 6.2 indicates the effective regions for each
technique with an X for both acceleration and S-curve commands. The technique that
should be attempted first is marked with
⊗
. The best choice for a shaping scheme based on
tracking performance and minimal effort is further explained for each trajectory frequency
ratio in the following sections.
6.3.5.1 Trajectory Frequency Ratio  1
In this region it is best to use traditional input shaping convolved with the desired trajectory
to yield the best tracking. Other techniques could be used to improve the tracking slightly,
but the gains would not be worth the increased complexity in design.
6.3.5.2 Trajectory Frequency Ratio > 1
For this region a grey area exist between when to use traditional shaping convolved with
the desired trajectory, time shifted shaped trajectories, or shapers specifically design for
tracking convolved with simple commands like steps and ramps. Here, a designer should
first attempt the simple shaping solution and the preshaped solutions and if those do not
provide sufficient tracking consider the four-impulse trajectory shapers. The three-impulse
shapers performance is significantly less than that of the four-impulse shapers for these
trajectory speeds.
6.3.5.3 Trajectory Frequency Ratio ≤ 1
In this region three-impulse shapers should be used primarily due to the simplicity of their
design. The tracking error is the same with the four-impulse and the three-impulse shapers.
6.3.5.4 Trajectory Frequency Ratio ≤ 0.5
In this region of faster motion than previous sections, the three-impulse shaper is preferred
over the four-impulse shaper even though they have similar tracking performance for two
reasons. First, the three-impulse shaper is simpler, but more importantly the three-impulse





Figure 6.67: Multi-Axis System Model.
6.3.5.5 Trajectory Frequency Ratio ≤ 0.3333
For the fastest motion, the three-impulse shaper is preferred even though tracking per-
formance is similar. The justification is that the three-impulse shaper has lower impulse
magnitudes than the four-impulse shaper, and has fewer closely spaced impulses that may
be difficult to implement. However, actuator saturation needs to be carefully considered for
any trajectory in this region.
6.4 Shaping Two-Dimensional Trajectories
Chapter 5 dealt with tracking two axis trajectories spatially. Often, however, multi-axis
trajectories also need to be tracked temporally. While the modified acceleration technique
of the previous chapter was only spatial it was effective. A more useful technique has
been developed which allows segmental design of a tracking algorithm and is based on
the trajectory tracking input shapers. If, instead of considering the complete multi-axis
trajectory, the trajectory is reduced to any number of single axis tracking problems, then
the trajectory tracking input shapers can be employed.
6.4.1 System Model
The same model will be used for two-dimensional tracking as was used in the previous chap-
ter. The two degree of freedom uncoupled oscillator diagramed in Figure 6.67 is undamped
and symmetric in X and Y. Even before complicated trajectories are considered, this sys-
tem suffers from tracking problems. For example, the system attempting follow a trajectory
composed of three line segments is shown in Figure 6.68. Although shaping improves the
tracking, it does not provide for acceptable tracking of fast motions. The difference with
and without shaping and the shortcomings that still exist with input shaping are more
obvious in Figure 6.69. The previously mentioned problems of the introduced delay and









































































Figure 6.71: X and Y Breakdown of Quarter Circle.
tracking error. It is clear from these two figures how even minor deviations in the tracking
can have a significant impact when trying to move a system quickly.
6.4.2 Multi-Axis Temporal Tracking Procedure
The first step in applying the trajectory tracking input shapers to a complex multi-axis
trajectory is to break the trajectory down into several single axis trajectories. As a test
case, again consider the quarter circle shown in Figure 6.70. This system obviously exhibits
poor tracking when no shaping is used. However, even with shaping, tracking error exists,
primarily due to the delay introduced by a standard input shaper.
If the X-axis component of the circle is assumed to be an S-curve (forcing the time
response along the X-axis into the well known form), then the equations for the circle



































Figure 6.73: Quarter Circle Best Fit Y Axis S-Curve.
tracked well using the previous techniques, however, the Y-axis trajectory is not exactly an
S-curve. To remedy this, the S-curve that is the closest approximation of the Y trajectory
is needed so that the previous S-curve tracking techniques can be employed. This Y-axis
S-curve can be obtained from a simple parameter search. The best match S-curve for the
Y-axis deviates from the needed trajectory near the start of the move due to the non-zero
initial velocity.
Now that two S-curves exist, the techniques from Section 6.2 can be used to find shapes
and thus commands to follow them. The X-axis is tracked well using the three-impulse
trajectory tracking input shaper as shown in Figure 6.72. The Y-axis however does not track
exactly due to the difference between the desired S-curve and the actual desired motion.
Figure 6.73 shows the desired and actual response for the new Y-axis shaped trajectory.






































Figure 6.75: Quarter Circle Tracking Technique Comparison.
system. Figure 6.74 shows the desired and actual tracking for this new technique of the
multi-axis S-curve. The tracking in this case is not ideal, however it is a vast improvement
over the unshaped or simply shaped cases as seen in Figure 6.75. The deviation is due
to the inability to find an S-curve to correctly match the Y-axis, not the S-curve tracking
algorithm which is working well.
This deviation from the desired trajectory is dependent on the speed of the motion,
as are all shaped trajectories. Figure 6.76 shows how the average error tracking a quarter
circle in both X and Y change with the trajectory frequency ratio for the three-impulse
trajectory-tracking shaper. Note that the X-axis error is the same as would be seen in
Figure 6.15, while the Y-axis error changes due to the nature of the S-curve approximation.
The deviations are still small for both axis at all trajectory frequency ratios. The quarter





















Figure 6.76: Frequency Ratio Effect on S-Curve Quarter Circle Response.
into S-curves. These trajectories will be discussed next.
6.4.3 Combined Trajectories
The previous section detailed how specific trajectory components, specifically a quarter
circle, can be tracked using trajectory tracking input shapers. The process of how this
could be used for a complete trajectory is shown in the flow chart in Figure 6.77. The
process begins by dividing the command into its respective single axis trajectories. These
single axis trajectories can be further broken down into single axis components. Once these
components are created, S-curves are chosen to best fit the components. Also at this time,
a duration for the S-curve or a speed for the move is selected. These preliminary curves are
then shaped and the overall error for the trajectory component is calculated. If the error is
too large, then the speed should be reduced. If this is not possible, then the breakdown of the
total trajectory into components should be reconsidered. For example, rest-to-rest motions
should be divided into separate acceleration and deceleration components. Once a shaped
trajectory for all the components is complete, the process is done. However, one caveat
exists, if no acceptable scheme is possible at a desired speed, then a more complicated
tracking technique must be employed. For the quarter circle example this could be the
modified acceleration technique. For other trajectories this could be plant inversion or total
command optimizations.
To test this technique, a complicated trajectory was designed out of S-curves as is shown
in Figure 6.78. The trajectory was chosen exclusively from S-curves for two reasons. First,
the vast trajectory possibilities with S-curves are shown, and second, the parameter search
for the best fit S-curves is avoided, thus simplifying the process. If this desired response is
given to the symmetrical two degree of freedom oscillator of Figure 6.67 as an input, then the





















































































Figure 6.80: Example Combined Trajectory Tracking for Each Axis.
the desired response as the input command, then the tracking can be improved significantly
as is shown in Figure 6.79. Notice the lag in the response, as well as the smoothing of
sharp corners with traditional input shaping. If instead the multi-axis S-curve technique is
employed, whereby shapers are designed and convolved with step changes in the reference
command, then the tracking can be improved significantly as is shown in Figure 6.78. The
components of this trajectory can be seen in Figure 6.80. For this trajectory it was possible
to break down the components into S-curves with little error. The larger the trajectory the
more likely this is to occur due to multiple options for the design of components.
The multi-axis S-curve technique is successful in tracking complicated trajectories pro-
vided they can be decomposed with little error to either S-curves or the accelerations/decelerations
discussed earlier with the trajectory tracking input shapers. The complete technique does
suffer from the same limitations as the trajectory tracking input shapers that compose it.
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Table 6.3: Comparison of Two-Axis Tracking Techniques.
Optimal Commands Modified Acceleration Traj. Input Shapers
Tracking 3 2 2
Robustness 1 1 1
Computation 3 1 2
Complexity 1 3 2
Extendability 3 1 3
Implementation 1 2 2
3-Good, 2-Average, 1-Poor
Another of these limitations not previously discussed is the robustness of the trajectory
tracking input shapers themselves.
6.4.4 Comparison of Two-Axis Tracking Techniques
Three approaches have be shown for tracking multi-axis moves, the first existing technique of
optimal command design is computationally intensive. The modified acceleration technique
involves only three design parameters and only solves the spatial problem, while the S-curve
technique is applicable to trajectories consisting of many components. The benefits of each
approach are evaluated and summarized in Table 6.3 where three is good performance, two
is average, and one is poor. The tracking performance is good for all three techniques. Note
should be made that the modified acceleration technique only addressed spatial tracking.
The optimal commands are the best by their nature. However, the optimal technique does
not perform better than the others in robustness, where all three techniques showed issues,
not with complexity where optimal techniques are the most difficult. Complexity is how
difficult it is to understand the choices the trajectory designer is making. The modified
acceleration technique performs well at this due to only varying two parameters. The
trajectory tracking input shapers are easy to understand for some cases, when they align
with existing shapers. The optimal approach’s input to the system is the most difficult
to follow since it has the most variables. In extendability to multiple axis and linked
trajectory components, the modified acceleration technique performs poorly since it is a
stop-stop motion technique developed for two axis moves. All three techniques require
some sort of path designer for implementation, but the shaping techniques only need the
system to implement step or ramp changes to the input. From Table 6.3 a decision can
be made about which technique is best suited for an application in multi-axis trajectory
tracking.
6.5 Comparison to Existing Techniques
This section outlines when to use different trajectory tracking techniques. Comparisons are






























Figure 6.81: Tracking Versus Speed of Motion.
• Moving Slow: Accelerating slowly enough not to excite vibration, and using the desired
response as the input
• Traditional Shaping: Using a standard input shaper convolved with the desired re-
sponse to deal with command induced vibrations
• Pre-Shaping: Slightly altering the desired response before convolving it with a tradi-
tional shaper
• Trajectory Tracking Input Shaping: Designing an input shaper to be convolved with
a simple command to be used as input to the system
• Optimal Command Design: Utilizing an optimization algorithm or plant inversion
technique to select the commands for the system
The first comparison is in how the trajectory tracking performance changes increasing
speed. Figure 6.81 shows qualitatively how tracking error changes with increases in desired
speed. The speed is unit-less and is only to represent general trends. For low desired
speeds, all the techniques will provide good trajectory tracking. As the speeds increase,
moving at those speeds will cause vibration in the system and therefore moving slowly is
no longer an option for trajectory tracking, in these cases input shaping is needed. At still
higher speeds, input shaping alone will introduce an unwanted delay into the system causing
increased error. Time shifting the command, (Preshaping), can alleviate this problem, but
eventually preshaping will no longer be able to compensate for this delay due to the duration
of the command elements being shorter than the required preshape. This will occur at a
trajectory frequency ratio around 1. Finally, at extremely high speeds near a trajectory
frequency ratio of 0.3, trajectory tracking input shaping will fail due to the large actuator
























Figure 6.82: Speed Versus Complexity.
all time locations, they can more aggressively change the system motion with less actuator
effort. This smoothing of effort over several times steps allows the actuator saturation to
occur at slightly faster trajectories than the trajectory tracking shaped cases.
Depending on the speed of the desired trajectory, many different tracking schemes could
be effective. The selection can be made on the complexity of designing the tracking scheme.
Figure 6.82 shows qualitatively how the complexity of each of the schemes changes with
the speed. Although complexity does not change with speed, the figure does offer insight
into the relative complexity of the techniques. Therefore, it is advisable to use the simplest
tracking scheme that will provide adequate tracking for a given application. For most real
systems the simplest scheme is to move slowly, relative to the system natural frequency. For
faster motions that will induces vibration into the system, standard input shaper application
is simple and effective. Fewer machines operate at the higher speeds than do at low speed.
Thus the techniques suited for slower motions will be the more common solutions.
6.6 Synopsis
The previous section detailed the appropriate techniques for trajectory tracking. For fast
motions, the use of trajectory tracking input shapers is recommended. The ability to
perform fast and accurate motions is the primary motivation for combining mechanical and
command design. This chapter offered a method for improving the performance of existing




INPUT SHAPING FOR CONTINUUM SYSTEMS
All real systems, including micro-milling machines, are composed of continuum vibratory
elements; however, these continuum elements are typically modelled by lump-parameter
approaches. Lumped-parameter models, while accurate for some machines, are unable to
deal with dynamic effects that occur when machines are moved rapidly or when machines
are excessively flexible. Both of these issues are relevant to the modelling of micro-mills
as discussed in Section 4.2. By considering micro-mills to be composed of continuum el-
ements, more accurate models can be developed and thus more effective command and
control schemes. The result of more effective control schemes is improved performance.
Therefore through effective modelling and control of continuum elements, the secondary
research question of how to improve existing micro-mills can be answered. Likewise the
derivation of input shaping for continuum elements provides the relationship necessary be-
tween mechanical and input shaper parameters necessary for answering the primary research
question of how to design mechanical and command components simultaneously.
On a micro-mill drive-screw positioning stage, three types of vibration can occur: ro-
tational, torsional, and transverse. Figure 7.1 diagrams a typical drive-screw stage with
the motor and workpiece. The workpiece is connected to the motor through a long flex-
ible threaded shaft. Torsional vibration in the shaft can occur from the rotation of the
motor, while transverse and longitudinal vibration can occur from the cutting forces and
from the motion of the stage itself. Moving the workpiece to the left and right will cause
longitudinal vibration. If the entire stage is moved up and down by another stage, trans-
verse vibration will occur. Accurately modelling all these types of vibration is necessary for
their suppressing. The technique used in this dissertation for vibration suppression is input
shaping.






Figure 7.1: Diagram of Continuum Elements in Drive-Screw Stage.
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most of this work has simplified real systems by modelling them with lumped parameter
models. This approach has been successful for many problems, yet it can be improved by
studying the effect of input shaping on continuum models directly. Currently, the issues
with using input shaping on continuum systems are overcome by introducing robustness into
the shaper to deal with the higher modes, that are neglected by the lumped-mass treatment.
In this chapter existing input shapers will be explicitly studied on continuum systems in
an attempt to validate the theory that lumped parameter input shaping is effective on
continuum elements.
For each of the three types of continuum vibration previously mentioned, rotational, tor-
sional, and transverse, the following procedure will be used to study the impact of command
shaping.
1. The equation of motions for the beams will be presented. Both simple beams, as well
as beams with attached masses or inertias will be addressed.
2. ZV, ZVD, and UMZV input shapers will be derived in terms of the continuum beam
equations of motion.
3. The effectiveness of each of theses shapers for the beams will be studied for case of
external forces and base motion.
4. The impact of higher modes will investigated.
5. The sensitivity to modelling error will be studied.
6. Recommendations will be made as to which shaper is best suited for each beam type.
This work is a corrolary to the work of Singh and Alli [250]. They derived new time-
optimal shapers for simple longitudinal beam vibration, where here existing shapers use on
a variety of beams is explored. Singh and Alli also did not consider the effect of additional
mass on the end of the beam, which significantly complicates the dynamics. Although not
specifically address in [250], the relationships between the modes, simplified the resultant
time-optimal shaper and effectively reduced the system to one mode. The modal relation-
ships will be explored in detail here as a primary factor in input shaper performance. Singh
and Alli’s work basically used an optimization routing and the equations of motion of a
longitudinal beam to derived a time-optimal shaper similar to a ZV input shaper for the
first mode of longitudinal beams with no attached mass. Singh and Alli searched and found
the solution to one specific continuum problem, where this chapter seeks to re-derive the





















Figure 7.3: Diagram of Torsional Beam Element.
7.1 Modelling of Continuum Systems
The first step in understanding how input shaping will effect the dynamics of continuum
systems is to study the motion of the systems to simple inputs. Three different beams
will be considered both with and without end attached masses/inertias, i.e. torsional,
longitudinal, and transversely vibrating beams. These beams represent the majority of
vibratory continuum systems. For the purposes of derivation of the equations of motion for
the beams, several vibration texts were consulted [313, 225, 136]
7.1.1 Torsional Beam
The first beam to be considered is the torsionally vibrating beam. This element can be used
to model shafts in particular. Figure 7.2 diagrams the torsional beam of length L considered
here. In order to determine equations of motion for the torsionally vibrating beam, first
consider a differential element of the beam. Figure 7.3 shows a free body diagram of this
differential torsional element with the generic torque, T , the change in the torque over the
element, δTδx dx, and the inertial torque ρIP δx
δ2Θ
δt2
, where ρ is the density and IP is the polar
moment of inertia.
These variables and the parameters for the torsional beam are presented in Table 7.1.
In order to describe the motion of the entire beam, the first step is to sum the torques
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L Length of Beam
IA Attached Inertia
θ Rotational Deflection of Element
IP Polar Moment of Inertia
G Shear Modulus of Elasticity
x Position Along Beam
b Wave Velocity
ωi Beam Natural Frequencies
t Time
rT Torsional Rigidity
Itot Mass Moment of Inertia
Xi Mode Shape
Pstat Static Force Magnitude
Ai and Bi Modal Time Coefficients
Ci and Di Mode Shape Coefficient
K Static Stiffness
φi Time Dependent Response
θ∗ Inertial Forces Response
θg or g(t) Base Motion
i Mode number
Q Forcing Function
P Sinusoidal Forcing Magnitude
Ω Sinusoidal Forcing Frequency
T Elemental Torque
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where G is the shear modulus of elasticity. For beam with a circular cross section of diameter




























This equation must be satisfied for any torsional beam, with only the end conditions and
initial conditions needed for a complete description of the motion.
The end conditions considered here are fixed on one end and free to vibrate on the other,
since this is the motor and drive-screw relationship in a micro-mill as shown in Figure 7.1.
This creates boundary conditions for the fixed end of:
θ(x=0) = 0 (7.7)






The next step is to assume the form of the solution to (7.6). Traditionally, (7.6) is assumed
to have the form of [313]:
θi = Xi (Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit) (7.9)
where Ai and Bi are constants for each mode. Furthermore, Xi, the spatial component of
the response, the mode shapes, are assumed to be [313]:








Since the position changes in (7.9) are only dependent on X, substituting the boundary










(i = 1, 3, 5, ...,∞) (7.12)
The mode shapes can be determined from these frequencies:











(Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit) (7.14)
where Ai and Bi encompass Di and are determined by the initial conditions of the beam.
7.1.1.1 Static Deflection
If a constant torque, Pstat, is applied to the beam, then the deflection at the end, after all











Once the natural frequencies and modes of the beam are determined the response can be
calculated for any force or torque defined in time and position along the beam. The forced
response of the torsional beam model is based on the equation of motion for a differential
element:
Itotθ̈dx− rT θ′′dx = Q (x, t) dx (7.17)
where Q (x, t) is the applied torque on the element defined for all time and Itot = ρIP . If θ




φiXi (i = 1, 2, 3, ...,∞) (7.18)
where φ is the time dependent portion of the response and is defined as:
φi = Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit (7.19)
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where Di is defined by the orthogonality and normalization condition:∫ L
0
Xi
2dx = 1 (7.23)








Another relevant source of vibration is the rotation of the base of the beam. If the beam’s
base is given a displacement g (t), with a given acceleration of g̈ (t), then the continuum
response of the beam can be calculated in closed form. First, θ (x = 0, t) = g (t) is the
prescribed motion. In order to calculate the beam response, it must be noted that the
rotation of the beam with respect to ground will have two components, the rotation of the
base, θg, and the response due to the inertia torques, θ∗, which represent the rotational
displacement from the moved base:
θ (x, t) = θ∗ (x, t) + θg (t) (7.25)
This same relationship also holds in acceleration:
θ̈ (x, t) = θ̈∗ (x, t) + θ̈g (t) (7.26)
These relationships can then be used to write the equation of motion for each beam element.
Since g (t) does not vary with position, the equation for a beam element is similar to (7.17):
Itotθ̈
∗ (x, t)− rθ∗ (x, t)′′ = −Itotg̈ (t) (7.27)
This is the same as the forced response where:









Figure 7.4: Diagram of Torsional Beam with Attached Inertia.
Thus the response of the beam due to the deflection caused by resistance to the motion
of the base is:















If this is combined with the motion of the base, then the total response of θ to a base motion
g(t) is:
θ (x, t) = g(t) + θ∗ (x, t) (7.30)
7.1.2 Torsional Beam with Attached Mass
If instead of a free end, an added inertia, IA is attached to the end of the torsional beam,
the response will be significantly different, although the derivation procedure is similar.
This case of an attached inertia is important, because in real machines often some load
must be carried by a beam. In the micro-mill stage shown in Figure 7.1, the load was the
workpiece. Figure 7.4 diagrams this loaded beam, which has the same differential elements
as Figure 7.3 and whose parameters are also defined in Table 7.1. The attached inertia
creates boundary conditions of:
θ(x=0) = 0 (7.31)







This boundary condition encompasses the torques that will be applied by the attached
inertia.
The same procedure of using the equations of the differential elements to derive the
overall response is used. Therefore, (7.6) is the primary equation for the motion of the
beam, and its solution is once again assumed to have the form of:
θi = Xi (Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit) (7.33)
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where Ai and Bi are constants. Since again the position changes in (7.33) are only dependent
on X, the boundary conditions of (7.31 and 7.32) become for the free end:
Xi(x=0) = 0 (7.34)




The form of the mode shapes, Xi, can also be assumed to be the same as the case without
the attached inertia:







However, the results from the boundary conditions of (7.34 and 7.35) on (7.36) yield a
different result from the free case, the coefficients Ci are:
Ci = 0 (7.37)










(7.38) can be simplified to:
ζi tan ζi = η (7.39)
where ζi = ωiLb and η =
ρIpL
IA
. The multiple solutions to (7.39) yield the natural frequencies,
ωi’s, of the system.
7.1.2.1 Orthogonality
The orthogonality of the modes is an important concept which forces describes the phe-
nomenon that energy in one mode will not be transfer to other modes. The orthogonality
will be used later to aid in the response description, specifically the orthogonality conditions
are used to derive the mode shapes which are an integral part of the response description.
To begin, the modes can be characterized by the eigenvalue problem:
rTX
′′




If these equations are multiplied by Xj and Xi respectively and integrated over the length
















The boundary condition (7.35) for the attached inertia can also be transformed by multi-
plying by Xj and Xi:
rT X́i(x=L)Xj(x=L) = IAω
2
iXi(x=L)Xj(x=L) (7.42)
rT X́j(x=L)Xi(x=L) = IAω
2
jXj(x=L)Xi(x=L)






















The left hand side can be integrated by parts to yield:





















Xi(x=0) and Xj(x=0) are both identically equal to zero in this case since the base is fixed.















XiXjdx+ IAXi(x=L)Xj(x=L) = 0 i 6= j (7.46)




X́jX́idx = 0 i 6= j (7.47)




X ′′iXjdx− rT X́i(x=L)Xj(x=L) = 0 i 6= j (7.48)
For the case of i = j ,the results of the previous equation will instead be a constant, Itot.


















dx = −ω2i Itot (7.51)
These orthogonality relationships can be used to compute the scaling Di for the modes of
the system given by:





The static response of the beam to a constant torque applied at the end of the beam is the











The derivation of the forced response of the torsional beam model is based on the equation
of motion for a differential element:
Itotθ̈dx− rT θ′′dx = Q (x, t) dx (7.55)
where Q (x, t) is the applied torque on the element. This can be combined with the differ-
ential equation for the attached mass:
IAθ̈x=L + rT θ́L = 0 (7.56)




φiXi (i = 1, 2, 3, ...,∞) (7.57)
Then this can be substituted into (7.56) as well as multiplied by Xj and integrated over















XjQ (x, t) dx (7.58)
The same substitution into (7.56), multiplication by Xj and integration over the length of



















XjQ (x, t) dx
This can be simplified with the orthogonality and normalization relationships of (7.49) and
(7.50) for i = j, yielding:
Itotφ̈+ Itotω2i φi =
∫ L
0
XiQ (x, t) dx (7.61)
In order to find the complete response, the factor Di from (7.36 and 7.52) needs to be
















































Returning to (7.61), this can be solved utilizing Duhamel’s integral which state that the
solution to:
ü+ ωu = q (7.65)











Equation (7.61)can be rearranged to give:





XiQ (x, t) dx (7.67)


















This derivation applies to a generic torque function Q (x, t).
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7.1.2.4 Base Excitation Response
For the computation of the base excitation response, the same procedure is used as for the
torsional beam without and end inertia. The rotation of the beam with respect to ground is
composed of two components, the rotation of the base θg and the response from deflection
θ∗, which represents the rotational displacement from the base:
θ (x, t) = θ∗ (x, t) + θg (t) (7.69)
The same relationship exists in the beam accelerations:
θ̈ (x, t) = θ̈∗ (x, t) + θ̈g (t) (7.70)
This is then used to create an equation of motion for each beam element. Since g (t) is
independent of position, the beam element equation is similar to (7.55):
Itotθ̈
∗ − rθ∗′′ = −Itotg̈ (t) (7.71)
The equation of motion for the attached inertia is given by the inertia’s mass, the beams





(x=L) = −Itotg̈ (t) (7.72)
If θ∗ is assumed to once again be equal to
∑∞
i=1 φiXi, then the same procedure as for the
simpler beam must be used. The equations of motion are multiplied by Xj and integrated




XiXjdx+ IAφ̈iXi(x=L)Xj(x=L) − rTφi
∫ L
0




Xj g̈ (t) dx− IAXj(x=L)g̈ (t)
Utilizing orthogonality rules of (7.49) and (7.50) for i = j, (7.73) simplifies to:
φ̈i + ω2i φ = −
∫ L
0




If Duhamel’s integral is used, then the equation becomes:





















which can be used to describe the base motion of the beam, leading to an overall response
of:



































Figure 7.5: Diagram of Transverse Beam.










Figure 7.6: Diagram of Transverse Beam Element.
7.1.3 Longitudinal Beam
Longitudinal beams are also important in machine tools. The micro-mill drive screw of
Figure 7.1 will oscillate longitudinally every time the workpiece is moved. The equations
of motion for such longitudinal beam are quite similar to those of the torsional beam.
Consequently, the longitudinal beam’s equations are presented in the Appendix in Section
A.1.
7.1.4 Transverse Beam
Transverse beams are used as an important building block for many machines. The con-
sideration of transverse vibration is perhaps the most important, since most beams are the
least stiff in the transverse direction. A diagram of a fixed free transversely vibrating beam
can be seen in Figure 7.5. If a differential element of the beam is considered, then both
shear and moment loads affect the response as shown in the diagram of Figure 7.6. The
transverse beam parameters and variables are described in Table 7.2. Writing the equation
for the equilibrium of the beam element in the vertical direction yields:







Table 7.2: Transverse Beam Parameters.
Variable Definition
ρ Density
L Length of Beam
ν Transverse Deflection of Element
m Elemental Mass
MA Attached Mass
E Modulus of Elasticity
x Position Along Beam
a Wave Velocity






Fstat Static Force Magnitude
Ai and Bi Time Response Coefficients
Ci and Di Mode Shape Coefficients
K Static Stiffness
φi Time Dependent Response
i Mode Number
Q Forcing Function
IP Moment of Inertia
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While the sum of the moments assuming dx ∼= dx/2 yields:
− V dx+ δM
δx
dx = 0 (7.78)




























The specific case considered here is fixed on one end and free on the other. This creates
two boundary conditions at each end. For the fixed end:


















If the solution for the vibration of the beam is assumed to have the form of:
νi = Xi (Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit) (7.87)
where Ai and Bi are constants, then the mode shapes, Xi, can be assumed to be:









Table 7.3: Transverse Beam Frequency Solutions.
k1L k2L k3L k4L k5L k6L
1.875 4.694 7.855 10.996 14.37 17.279
Note the increase in complexity over the torsional case due to the fourth derivative in (7.80).
Using (7.87), (7.83) and (7.84) yields C1i = C3i = 0 and for (7.85) and (7.86) to be satisfied:
cos kiL cosh kiL = −1 (7.90)
The first few solutions to (7.90) are given in Table 7.3. The table can be used to simply
calculate the important natural frequencies of the transverse beam.
The next important step is to determine the mode shapes of the beam. By using the
constraints and the assumed mode shape of (7.87), the result is:
Xi = C2i(cos kix− cosh kix) + C4i(sin kix− sinh kix) (7.91)
C2i and C4i are determined by using the boundary conditions of (7.85) and (7.86) in conjunc-
tion with the spatial derivative of (7.91). This yields a proportional relationship between C2i
and C4i, specifically C4i = αC4i where α is a constant determined by the particular param-






to find the specific values of C2i and C4i.
7.1.4.1 Static Deflection





This value can be relevant in both static analysis of the system and in simple dynamic
modelling.
7.1.4.2 Forced Response
The same procedure is used for the computation of the forced response as was used for the
other beams. That is Duhamel’s integral is used with the mode shapes whose magnitudes
















The major difference is that Xi contains two terms, and that the calculation of the magni-







Figure 7.7: Diagram of Transverse Beam with Attached Mass.
7.1.4.3 Base Motion
The base motion of the transverse beam is not considered due to the complexity in modelling
the rotary effects as described by the work of Kane, Ryan and Banerjee in [134].
7.1.5 Transverse Beam with Attached Mass
Often transverse beams must carry a load on the end. This load could be a sensor, an
end-effector, or simply a load to be moved. For the case of transverse loading where there is
an attached mass as described by Figure 7.7, the equations are the same as the case without


















Again the solution for the vibration of the beam is assumed to have the form of:
νi = Xi (Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit) (7.97)
Where Xi is assumed to be:
Xi = C1i(cosh kix) + C2i(sinh kix) + C3i(cos kix) + C4i(sin kix) (7.98)





= −Maω2i (Xi)x=L (7.99)
The boundary conditions of (7.83) and (7.84), when combined with (7.97) yield:
C1i = −C3i
C2i = −C4i (7.100)
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Table 7.4: Frequencies of Transverse Beam with Attached Mass.
kiL α = 0 α = 0.2 α = 0.4 α = 0.6 α = 0.8 α = 1
k1L 1.875 1.616 1.472 1.375 1.304 1.248
k2L 4.694 4.267 4.144 4.086 4.053 4.031
k3L 7.855 7.318 7.215 7.173 7.149 7.134
k4L 10.996 10.401 10.317 10.285 10.267 10.256
k5L 14.137 13.506 13.436 13.410 13.376 13.388
The third boundary condition, (7.95), with (7.100) leads to the relationship:
C1i = −C2i
sinh kL+ sin kL
cosh kL+ cos kL
(7.101)
When (7.100) and (7.101) are substituted into (7.99), the result is a complicated expression
whose zeros can be used to determine the frequencies of the system. To ease this calculation,
the equation has been parameterized and the result tabulated. Example values are included
in Table 7.4 where α is the relationship of the attached mass Ma to the beams total mass
ρ ∗ A ∗ L. While interpolating for values using the table is effective. A numerical solution
was used for the results presented in this dissertation. The data in Table 7.4 was obtained
from [24, 153, 108] and agreed with the numerical approach used here.
The modes shapes remain of the same form as the before the mass was added:
Xi = C1i(cosh kix) + C2i(sinh kix)− C1i(cos kix)− C2i(sin kix) (7.102)
However, the values of C1i and C2i are significantly changed and can be determined by the
normalization of (7.102) by the same procedure as the longitudinal and torsional beams
with attached masses.
7.1.5.1 Static Deflection
The static stiffness of the transverse beam with an attached mass is the same as the case
without the attached mass. That is:
K = EIP (7.103)
7.1.5.2 Forced Response
The forced response of the transverse beam with an attached mass, follows exactly the same
procedure as the other beams. However, the normalization of the mode shapes is difficult
and can only be solved numerically in many cases. However, once the values are normalized
the same equation as the transverse case without a mass can be used with the new mode


















Like the case with no mass, the base motion of the transverse beam is not considered but
[134] is a good source for developing a Finite Element model for the base motion case.
7.2 Input Shaping for Continuum Systems
Now that models exist for the motion of continuum systems, these models can be used to
explore input shaping theory directly on continuum systems. While input shaping has been
applied to these systems before, a derivation of its effectiveness and sensitivity has not been
made except by the author [80]. Throughout this discussion both the first mode as well as
the higher modes will be addressed. Often the higher modes will be presented separately,
as their impact cannot always be seen when coupled with the dominant first mode.
7.2.1 Input Shaped Response
The first step in using input shaping to reduce continuum beam vibrations is to study how
input shaping effects multi-mode continuum system dynamics. For this study of continuum
beams, the vibration of a torsional beam will be considered as an example using the same
procedure as was used for discrete systems in Section 3.3.1. Equation (7.75) depicts the time
response of the continuous torsional beam to any arbitrary base position input g (t). The
solution to this equation is simplified if the input is assumed to be a series of impulses or
an input shaper. Also if the time dependent portion of the beam response is zero, then the
overall response will also be zero. Therefore, henceforth only the time dependent portion













If g̈ (t) is a dirac impulse of magnitude Aj at time tj then the previous equation becomes:∫ t
0






















0 if t < tj
Aj
2 sin (ωi (t− tj)) if t = tj
Aj sin (ωi (t− tj)) if t > tj
(7.107)
Thus the time dependent portion of the response for the ith mode after an impulse sequence

















Aj sin (ωi (t− tj)) (7.108)
This equation can be used to prove the effectiveness of different input shapers, since if the
time dependent portion is identically zero then the overall response will also be zero.
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7.2.1.1 Zero Vibration (ZV) Shapers






where ωn is the frequency it is designed to cancel.
If this input shaper is used on the first mode of the continuum torsional beam model of







sin (ωit− π) ≡ 0 (7.110)
This equation is identically equal to zero, which means that the response of the beam coming
from the first mode of vibration will be zero. However, the response of the other modes will
still need to be calculated using (7.108) and (7.75).
7.2.1.2 Zero Vibration and Derivative (ZVD) Shapers
The ZV shaper does not deal well with significant modelling error in the system. To combat
this the Zero Vibration and Derivative, ZVD, shaper was developed which requires the
derivative of vibration magnitude to also be zero at the modelled frequency. This derivative







Aj (t− tj) cos (ωi (t− tj)) (7.111)
If (7.108) and (7.111) are zero after the input shaper, then the ZVD constraints are met.
The standard ZVD shaper for undamped systems has the form: Aj
tj
 =












sin (ωit− π) +
1
4
sin (ωit− 2π) ≡ 0 (7.113)










cos (ωit− π) +
t− 2πωn
4
cos (ωit− 2π) (7.114)













(cos (ωit) cos (2 ∗ π) + sin (ωit) sin (2 ∗ π))
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This equation is also equal to zero any time after the duration of the shaper. Thus the
ZVD input shaper’s vibration and derivative of vibration criteria work on the first mode of
the torsional continuum model. However, vibration will still exist coming from the other
modes.
7.2.1.3 Unity Magnitude Zero Vibration (UMZV) Shaper
The Unity Magnitude Zero Vibration Shaper, UMZV, is another common input shaper
which has a shorter duration than the standard ZV shaper. It duration is only 13 of the
period compared to 12 for the ZV. This is accomplished using both positive and negative
impulses with all impulse magnitudes equal to one. The UMZV shaper is defined for the
undamped case by:  Aj
tj
 =





where 2πωn is the period of vibration to be cancelled. The vibration (7.108) becomes:













Through trigonometric identities the previous equation can be simplified to:

























The terms can be collected to yield:

















which is identically equal to zero. Thus the UMZV shaper cancels the vibration perfectly
in the mode it is trying to cancel, although again the other modes of the system are not
constrained.
7.2.2 Torsional Beam
Using the previously derived equations of motion for the torsional beam, the effectiveness of
input shaping particular to this been can be investigated. This process involves first defining
the impulse response of the beam, then combining those responses together to yield a total
shaped response. As part of this process, the effect of higher modes will be considered along























Figure 7.8: Impulse Moment Response of Torsional Beam.
7.2.2.1 Impulse Response
The first step in the input shaping process is to find the response of the torsional beam
to an impulsive torque. Figure 7.8 shows how a torsional beam might respond to such a
torque applied to the free end of the beam. This figure format for the presentation of beam
vibration will be used extensively in the remainder of this chapter. It shows the deflection
along the beam as time progresses into the page. From this particular figure, the dominant
first mode can be seen. The higher modes impact on the response is secondary for this
beam, as is shown in the response of modes 2,3,4, and 5 in Figure 7.9. These modes occur
at the odd integer multiples of the first mode and are responsible for a large portion of the
response as shown by their large magnitude in the figure.
7.2.2.2 Forced Input Response
The forced response of the torsional beam refers to directly applying an sequence of impul-
sive torques to the end of the beam. Later the motion of the base will be considered. Here
the impact of ZV, ZVD, and UMZV shapers will be discussed.
7.2.2.2.1 Zero Vibration Shaper
If a fixed-free torsional beam is given two impulsive torque that obey the rules for a ZV
shaper, then the deflection along the beam with time is shown in Figure 7.10. After the
second impulse occurs theoretically all vibration in the beam is eliminated. The first mode
is cancelled as was predicted by the theory. The other modes are also cancelled as is shown
in Figure 7.11, the response of modes 2 through 5. The higher modes are cancelled due to
































































































Figure 7.12: Zero Vibration Sensitivity of Torsional Beam.
odd integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. Odd integer multiples of the designed
frequency are also cancelled by the ZV shaper. From this result, ZV input shapers are
ideally suited for this type of beam.
The relationship between the modes can further be seen from the sensitivity of the
shaper. Figure 7.12 shows the normalized error of each mode with modelling error in the
first natural frequency of the system. All five modes have zero error at exact modelling.
This leads to the response also having zero error when modelling is exact. Note that the
natural frequency of the second mode would occur at 3 on this figure, the third mode at 5
and so on. The ZV shaper inherently cancels these modes.
The sensitivity of the overall beam response is also important. The curve that represents























Figure 7.13: Zero Vibration Derivative Moment Response of Torsional Beam.
first mode is a good example. This means that even small modelling errors can cause a
significant degradation in performance. Another important observation from the sensitivity
is the magnitude of the curve for large modelling errors. The error is never larger than in the
unshaped case. Therefore, implementing a ZV input shaper will never make the vibration
worse than with no shaper at all, no matter the modelling error.
7.2.2.2.2 Zero Vibration and Derivative Shaper
The ZV shaped torsional beam was sensitive to modelling errors. If this is unacceptable,
then a ZVD shaper might be employed to improve the response of a torsional beam. Figure
7.13 shows the response of an entire torsional beam to three impulsive torques governed by
the ZVD shaper applied at the end of the beam. The duration of this command is twice
that of the ZV shaper, allowing the beam to vibrate for an entire period, but also notice
that just like the ZV case, all vibration is cancelled after the shaper. This is because like
the ZV shaper the ZVD shaper cancels all odd integer multiples of the design frequency.
This can be seen clearly if the response of the higher modes only is plotted, as it is in Figure
7.14.
Again the sensitivity of all the modes of the beam offers some insight into the sources
of the excellent performance. Figure 7.15 shows how the normalized performance of the
shaping scheme changes with modelling error in the shaper. The higher modes are once
again zero at perfect modelling. The shape of the overall curve is also important. The
curve is less steep than for the ZV case. This comes at the cost of a shaper with twice the
duration of the ZV shaper. Also notice that while the curve is steep, it does maintain one of
the primary features of the ZVD shaper, a zero-derivative with respect to modelling error












































































Figure 7.16: UMZV Moment Response of Torsional Beam.
shaper never increases the vibration over the unshaped case.
7.2.2.2.3 Unity Magnitude Zero Vibration Shaper
Another common input shaper designed for swift motion is the UMZV shaper. This shaper
utilizes both positive and negative impulses to drive the system, and thus is capable of
faster motion. If a series of impulse coinciding with a UMZV shaper is given the torsional
beam, the result is less than ideal as is shown in Figure 7.16. The first mode of vibration
is completely cancelled, however some of the other modes of vibration are excited instead
of suppressed. Figure 7.17 shows how these higher modes are increased by the aggressive
UMZV shaper. The odd integer multiple relationship that enabled the ZV and ZVD shaper
to work well for the torsional beam are the decline of the UMZV shaper. A UMZV shaper
excites frequencies at 3, 5, 7, etc. times the natural frequency to three times their original
magnitude. For the torsional beam’s impulse response, these modes contribute a third of the
overall vibration. Since these modes are excited to three times their unshaped magnitude
with the UMZV shaper, the vibratory magnitude remains approximately the same after
UMZV shaping.
The sensitivity curve of the first five modes of the torsional beam for the UMZV shaper
is shown in Figure 7.18. It offers insight into the lack of vibration reduction. Every even
mode is increased in magnitude three times. The result is that at perfect modelling the
vibration is the same as without shaping. A further drawback of this technique is that the
vibration can be made even worse if significant modelling error occurs. The first mode can
be excited to three times its unshaped magnitude if the modelling error is severe.
The result of this investigation into the UMZV shaper is that the UMZV shaper is a poor













































































Figure 7.19: Step Acceleration Response of Torsional Beam.
frequency. This fact has been known since the development of the UMZV shaper, however,
the problems exacerbation by this torsional beam is novel.
7.2.2.3 Base Motion
Beams are not only driven by applied forces or torques but also by motion of the base of
the beam. One of the most common motions that a beam might undergo is an S-curve
displacement of the base. In such a case, an input shaper would need to work effectively
for all the changes in acceleration of the move. To study the effectiveness of input shaping
on continuum torsional beams, input shaping was applied to a step change in acceleration
of the base of the beam, the most basic component of S-curve position profiles.
The unshaped response of the beam to a step change in the acceleration of the base
produces unwanted vibration. Figure 7.19 shows the deflection along the beam from the
moving base. Note, that although difficult to see, after the change in acceleration the
beam oscillates about a new non-zero set-point. This new set-point is due to the beam
now being constantly accelerated, forcing a continuous deflection. As was the case for the
forced motion, the higher modes of the beam contribute significantly to the response as
seen in Figure 7.20. The oscillation about a new set-point is more clear in these higher
modes. A successful shaping scheme will have to compensate for these higher modes in
order successfully move the system.
7.2.2.3.1 Zero Vibration Shaper
The zero vibration input shaper was effective at multi-mode vibration suppression for the
torsion beam. Likewise, it is effective for base acceleration motions. Figure 7.21 shows the
























Figure 7.20: Modes 2 through 5 Step Acceleration Response of Torsional Beam.
employed. The beam has a constant deflection synonymous with the constant acceleration
load. Also the higher modes have been successfully restricted. Figure 7.22 details how the
higher modes undergo a constant deflection during the acceleration with no vibration. A
few transient oscillations in the higher modes do occur during the shaper. Also the higher
modes exhibit there original contribution to the motion, that is the combined higher mode
deflection is an order of magnitude less than the overall response.
7.2.2.3.2 Zero Vibration and Derivative Shaper
Parameter variation is also an important concern when accelerating a beam’s base. The
ZVD shaper can be used to compensate for this issue. Figure 7.23 shows that the ZVD
shaper is also effective at cancelling vibration resultant from base accelerations. The con-
stant acceleration set-point is clear as well as the middle impulse of the shaper, which is the
hump halfway through the transient of the deflection. Since the ZVD shaper is longer than
the ZV shaper, more transient deflection occurs, especially in the higher modes as seen in
Figure 7.24. Although, these transients last longer, the magnitude is still the same.
7.2.2.3.3 Unity Magnitude Zero Vibration Shaper
The UMZV shaper is not well suited for forced motions of torsional beams, and likewise it
does not perform well for base accelerations. Figure 7.25 shows the overall beam response,
where some of the higher modes once again are excited by the shaper. The higher mode
oscillation can be seen clearly in Figure 7.26. Once again the UMZV shaper successfully
cancels the first mode, but excites the third, fifth, etc. modes to three times there original







































































































































































Figure 7.27: Impulse Moment Response of Torsional Beam with Attached Inertia.
7.2.3 Torsional Beam with Inertia
Attaching an inertia to the end of a torsional beam can drastically alter the motion of
the beam. The ability of input shaping to deal with this new oscillatory system will be
investigated as it impacts both forced and base motion responses. The sensitivity of the
system to modelling error as well as the impact of higher modes will be studied.
7.2.3.1 Impulse Response
The first step in studying the effects of input shaping for the torsional beam with an attached
inertia is to investigate the impulse response. Figure 7.27 shows an example impulsive torque
response if applied at the free end of the beam. Notice the difference in shape now that
the attached inertia has been added. The beam now deflects essentially linearly between
the attachment point and the forced end. This is due to different mode shapes, as well as
a lesser impact of the higher modes. Figure 7.28 shows the impulse response of only the
higher modes. The influence of these higher modes is negligible in this attached inertia
case, as evident by the scale of the deflection in the higher modes. For cases with lower
attached inertia, these modes could still impact the motion of the beam. But here the
impulse response shows that the system is behaving like a second order oscillator with only
one mode, that is the beam is essentially a spring.
7.2.3.2 Forced Input Response
This attached inertia case behaves quite differently than the case with no inertia when
forced. The major difference is that for large attached inertias, the beam behaves as es-






















Figure 7.28: Modes 2 through 5 Impulse Moment Response of Torsional Beam with At-
tached Inertia.
types of systems.
7.2.3.2.1 Zero Vibration Shaper
When a ZV input shaper is applied to the beam in the form of a sequence of impulsive
torques at the inertia end of the beam, the input shaper is effective as shown in Figure 7.29.
The first mode of vibration is successfully cancelled while the higher modes do not offer any
significant vibration into the system as shown by their response in Figure 7.30. However,
the modes still oscillate. The ZV shaper does not cancel the higher modes of the torsional
beam with an attached inertia. Instead the magnitude of the modes is always low.
The sensitivity of the ZV shaper on the torsional beam with an attached inertia is
effectively the same sensitivity as a ZV shaper on any second-order system as shown in
Figure 7.31. Since the scales from the higher modes are so small they have no impact on
the response.
However, as the attached inertia is reduced the beam behaves more like a beam with
no attached inertia. Figure 7.32 shows the change in the sensitivity curve for different
inertia ratios or the ratio between attached inertia and beam inertia. With even small
attached inertia, the impact of the higher modes is reduced. That is, with attached inertia,
although the frequencies no longer align with the odd multiples of the primary frequency,
the magnitude of the modes is reduced. Thus the higher modes have little impact.
7.2.3.2.2 Zero Vibration and Derivative Shaper
The behavior of the ZVD shaper on this system is as expected from the ZV case, that is





















































































































Figure 7.33: Zero Vibration Derivative Moment Response of Torsional Beam with Attached
Inertia.
An entire period of vibration does occur before the vibration is eliminated, but the first
mode as well as the other modes are successfully cancelled as shown for the higher modes
in Figure 7.34.
The ZVD shaper’s sensitivity on the torsional beam with an attached inertia also re-
sembles the second-order oscillator case. Figure 7.35 shows how the zero vibration and the
derivative constraint are met, and that the higher modes contribute little if anything to the
motion of the beam.
7.2.3.2.3 Unity Magnitude Zero Vibration Shaper
The UMZV shaper was inappropriate for the torsional beam without an attached inertia,
however when an inertia is added to the beam, the UMZV shaper becomes an effective
vibration reduction tool. Figure 7.36 shows an example case for the application of a UMZV
shaper. For this level of attached inertia, the higher modes do not adversely affect the
response. This is for two reason, first the contributions are significantly less, and second
the modes no longer line up exactly with the worst case scenarios of the UMZV shaper.
Figure 7.37 shows how the higher mode oscillations are significantly lower in magnitude.
The negligible impact of the higher modes for the attached inertia case can be seen clearly
in the sensitivity curve, which closely resembles the lumped-parameter case. However, for
small attached inertias, UMZV shaping can still excite the higher modes to an unacceptable
level. Figure 7.39 show how for various attached inertias the sensitivity curve changes. In
fact, near zero vibration cannot be obtained from the UMZV shaper until an inertia ratio
near one. That is the attached inertia must be equal to the inertia of the entire beam. From






















































































































































Figure 7.39: UMZV Sensitivity of Torsional Beam with Various Attached Inertias.
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danger of exciting the higher modes.
7.2.3.3 Base Motion Response
The attached inertia on the end of the beam also affects the base motion response of the
beam. Once again the simple step change in acceleration of the base will be used as a test
case. Since, the responses and insight are the same as those for the forced response case,
the base motion responses are included in Appendix A.2 without discussion.
7.2.4 Longitudinal Beams
The results of input shaping for longitudinal beams are the same as for torsional beams.
Consequently, Appendix A.3 shows the results for longitudinal beam examples, both with
and without attached masses.
7.2.5 Transverse Beam
Transversely vibrating beams have more complicated dynamics than either the torsional or
longitudinal beams due to the multiple term mode shapes. Therefore, input shaping may
have a different effect. Specifically, the impulse responses with respect to forced motion will
be investigated for the transverse beam. Considerations will be made for the sensitivity of
the process.
The transversely vibrating beam is a more complicated oscillatory problem due to the
complexity of the modes. However, the application of input shaping is the same. The input
shaper can be used to completely cancel the first mode, and then only the vibration in the
higher modes needs to be considered.
7.2.5.1 Impulse Response
The simple vibration of the transverse beam offers some insight into how input shaping will
work. Figure 7.40 shows the response of a transverse beam to an impulse applied at the end.
The shape of this curve mimics the first mode of the beam, which is the amalgam of sines,
cosines and their hyperbolic counterparts. Notice that the higher modes only contribute
about a third as much as the first mode to the response as can be seen in Figure 7.41.
Since the higher modes are low in magnitude, simple input shapers should be effective in
eliminating the vibration in the beam. To test this hypothesis input shapers will be applied
to the transversely vibrating beam.
7.2.5.2 Forced Input Response
7.2.5.2.1 Zero Vibration Shaper
If a ZV input shaper is used on the transverse beam in the form of forces applied at the free





























































Figure 7.42: Zero Vibration Moment Response of Transverse Beam.
to the ZV input shaper. However, the higher modes still vibrate, and their vibration allows
only a 66% reduction in vibration magnitude over the unshaped case. The higher mode
response can be seen specifically in Figure 7.43. Investigation of this figure shows that all
of the vibration in the beam after the shaper is due to the higher modes alone. That is, the
first mode’s oscillation has been eliminate completely.
The Zero Vibration input shaper is effective in reducing the vibration of a transverse
beam. However, it does not eliminate the vibration like it did for the other beams. It
reduces the vibration to a third of the unshaped vibration for perfect system modelling as
is shown in Figure 7.44. This sensitivity curve has a minimum near perfect modelling and
a maximum as expected at a modelling error of 2. Interestingly, with incorrect modelling,
the vibration can be increased beyond the unshaped amplitude. This does not occur with
lumped parameter systems and the ZV shaper and should be consideration before using
a ZV shaper on a transverse beam with low confidence in the model. ZV input shaping
for transverse beams is a helpful technique, however, it is not the complete solution to all
vibration as it is in the case for many other simpler oscillatory systems.
7.2.5.2.2 Zero Vibration and Derivative Shaper
The ZVD shaper is marginally more effective than the ZV shaper for transversely vibrating
beams. When a ZVD shaper is applied as a force to the end of the beam, the first mode is
eliminated, but the other modes still vibrate as shown in Figure 7.45. The robustness built
into the ZVD shaper reduces the higher modes slightly more than the ZV case as shown in
Figure 7.46. Comparing Figure 7.46 for the ZVD case with the higher mode response of the
ZV shaper in Figure 7.43 shows that the ZVD shaper reduces vibration 75% compared to






























































































































Figure 7.47: Zero Vibration Derivative Sensitivity of Transverse Beam.
tradeoff between the two is made more nebulous by investigating the sensitivity.
Figure 7.47 shows the sensitivity curve for a ZVD shaper when applied to a transversely
vibrating beam. While the derivative of the first mode of vibration is zero at perfect
modelling, this fact does not significantly improve the performance with modelling error
over the ZV case. The error does approach zero near 1.1. However, the slope is steep in
this region, and therefore the low value is probably an artifact of the simulation process,
not a new way to design input shapers for beam vibration.
The result of the study of ZV and ZVD shapers is that both are capable of significant
vibration improvement; however, the difference in performance between the two is minimal.
Therefore, the ZV shaper is recommended over the ZVD shaper for transverse beams due
to its shorter duration.
7.2.5.2.3 Unity Magnitude Zero Vibration Shaper
Like the ZV and ZVD shaper, the UMZV shaper is effective in the reducing the vibration of
transverse beams. However, also like the other shapers, the UMZV shaper leaves substantial
vibration after its application, resulting from the excitation of the higher modes. Figure
7.48 shows how the entire beam vibrates when a UMZV shaped force is applied to the free
end. Once again the first mode is virtually eliminated while the other modes continue to
vibrate as is shown by the high mode only response of Figure 7.49. The vibration is once
again reduced about 66%. This result is similar to the ZV case, but is obtained with a
shorter duration shaper. This shorter duration including negative impulses is responsible
for a much less robust suppression scheme.
The UMZV shaper is inherently not robust even for lumped parameter system. Figure
7.50 shows how sensitive the UMZV shaper is to modelling errors. First notice that the











































































Figure 7.50: UMZV Sensitivity of Transverse Beam.
vibration magnitude can be greatly increased by using the UMZV shaper on the transverse
beam. This propensity for increasing instead of reducing vibration is a great concern in any
case where modelling is an issue.
The application of the UMZV shaper shows the major differences among the transverse,
the longitudinal, and the torsional beams, that is the modes are not odd integer multiples
of each other in the transverse beam. This fact makes the transverse beam more suitable
to UMZV shapers.
7.2.6 Transverse Beam with Mass
The final beam under consideration is the transverse beam with an attached mass. This
beam’s dynamics interfacing with traditional input shapers will show that input shaping
works effectively for this beam. However, higher modes and well as sensitivity to modelling
errors still remain an issue in this type of beam.
Transverse beams used in manufacturing environments often have some end load, like
an end effector or sensor. These types of beams can also benefit from input shaping for
vibration reduction. Transverse beams with attached masses on the free end exhibit the
same trends as were seen for the torsional beam with an attached mass. Specifically the
more mass is attached the less the impact of the higher modes, and thus, the better all
one-mode input shapers perform.
7.2.6.1 Impulse Response
If a transverse beam with an attached mass is given an impulsive force on its free end, then
all of the modes will oscillate as shown in Figure 7.51. The first mode is more dominant
than it was in the case without an attached mass. Figure 7.52 details the response of these
































































Figure 7.53: Zero Vibration Force Response of Transverse Beam with Attached Mass.
with the attached mass and likewise results in an improved input shaping performance for
higher attached masses.
7.2.6.2 Forced Input Response
7.2.6.2.1 Zero Vibration Shaper
The higher the attached mass the better the performance of ZV input shaping on the
beam. For example, Figure 7.53 shows how the attached mass beam performs under ZV
input shaping. The vibration is reduced more than for the case without the mass, however
the vibration in the higher modes is still significant as shown in Figure 7.54.
This higher mode vibration also effects the sensitivity of the ZV shaper on the beam.
Figure 7.55 shows how the vibration is reduced about 70% at perfect modelling. The
vibration does always remain below the unshaped level, but the ZV shaper is still not
capable of eliminating all the vibration. However, if the attached mass is increased, then
the beam will perform more like a lumped parameter system. The sensitivity curve for
various attached mass ratios in Figure 7.56 shows that for higher attached masses, shaping
is more effective at vibration reduction.
7.2.6.2.2 Zero Vibration and Derivative Shaper
The ZVD shaper is more effective at reducing the vibration in the transverse beam with
an attached mass than the ZV shaper. Figure 7.57 shows that the ZVD shaper can reduce
the vibration by more than 80%. The higher modes are significantly reduced as is apparent
from the vibration response of only these modes in Figure 7.58. The robustness of the ZVD




















































































































Figure 7.58: Modes 2 through 5 ZVD Force Response of Transverse Beam with Attached
Mass.
response.
This shaper robustness can be seen in the sensitivity curve of Figure 7.59. This curve
shows that the vibration is never increased beyond the unshaped magnitude. The total
response curve does exhibit an oscillation equal to the second mode. In this case, vibration
in the second mode can significantly alter the response of the system. As the shaper excites
this mode, the vibration magnitude increases significantly.
7.2.6.2.3 Unity Magnitude Zero Vibration Shaper
The UMZV shaper performed well for the transverse beam with no attached mass, and
likewise the UMZV shaper significantly reduces vibration in the transverse beam with a
mass. Figure 7.60 shows how the vibration is reduced from UMZV shaping. Only a 50%
reduction in vibration occurs due to the excitement of the higher modes as shown in Figure
7.61. These modes’ vibration is increased by the nature of the UMZV shaper to excite
modes at three times the design frequency to three times their unshaped magnitude.
The excitement of the higher modes can be seen in Figure 7.62 a sensitivity curve for
the transverse beam with mass and UMZV shaping. Like the ZVD shaper, the excitement
of the second mode causes an oscillation in the sensitivity curve. If excitement of the second
mode is kept to a minimum, the UMZV shaper is effective at reducing the vibration in the
system. This effectiveness is highly dependent on the attached mass. As the mass increases
so does the effectiveness of the UMZV input shaper. Figure 7.63 documents this change.
Although difficult to see in the figure due to the oscillations from the second mode, the
effectiveness of the UMZV shaper increases with an increase in the mass. If the attached


































































































































Figure 7.63: UMZV Sensitivity of Transverse Beam for Varying Attached Masses.
Table 7.5: Input Shaping Effectiveness for Continuum Systems.
ZV ZVD UMZV
Torsional Full? Full None
Torsional: Low Inertia Full? Full Partial
Torsional: High Inertia Full? Full Full
Longitudinal Full? Full None
Longitudinal: Low Mass Full? Full Partial
Longitudinal: High Mass Full? Full Full
Transverse Partial Partial? Partial
Transverse: Low Mass Partial Partial? Partial
Transverse: High Mass Full? Full Full
in transverse beams.
7.3 Input Shaper Selection for Continuum Systems
The previous sections detailed how input shaping can be derived and applied to various
continuum systems. Depending on the type of continuum system, some input shapers are
preferred for vibration reduction, while for others, shapers did not reduce the vibration
at all. Table 7.5 summarizes the results of each input shaper for each beam. Note that
Full refers to complete vibration reduction in all modes; Partial is the reduction in the
first mode, but with significant vibration in the other modes; and None is no reduction
in overall vibration by the inclusion of input shaping. The starred (?) cases represent the
recommended shaper for each beam.
In most cases of the torsional and longitudinal beam, the result of using traditional
input shaping on the continuum systems was full vibration elimination due to the integer
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relationship of the modes. This relationship, however, also causes the UMZV shaper to be an
unwise choice for these same beams. The UMZV shaper is only useful on transverse beams,
and only provides near total vibration elimination for those beams with large attached loads.
A large load on any of the beams makes the system behave as a mass and spring for which
input shaping has already been proven effective.
Interestingly, input shaping performs the least well on transversely vibrating beams,
which are the most common beam on which it has been used. This discrepancy is due to
the ubiquitous nature of transverse beams, and the large reductions, of over 60% of the
unshaped vibration amplitude, that are possible with simple input shaping. Typically the
remainder of oscillations in transverse beams are explained by non-linear or higher order
effects. Chapter 8 will show experimental results for transverse beam vibration reduction




COMBINED MECHANICAL AND COMMAND DESIGN
The previous chapters of this dissertation have dealt with tailoring input shaping to a par-
ticular mechanical system to yield improved performance answering the secondary research
question of how existing machine performance can be improved. These previous systems,
be it micro-mills, multiple degree of freedom oscillators, or continuum beams, were all de-
signed for some set of performance criteria (independent of input shaping), and then input
shaping was added. This is the traditional approach to machine design, that is to develop
the machine and then develop a vibration control strategy. That strategy could be feed-
back control or an open loop technique like input shaping. However, these two elements
must work effectively together in the final machine. Therefore, it should be possible to
use knowledge of the vibration suppression scheme, specifically input shaping, to change
the mechanical design of the plant for improved performance and find an answer to the
primary research question of: How can the consideration of command shaping during the
design phase create machine designs with improved performance?
Previously in Section 2.3.1, the combination of mechanical design and feedback control
was discussed. Here, instead of feedback control, input shaping will be included in the
mechanical design decision making process. Specifically, the performance of the machine
with input shaping will be used to make mechanical design choices. Inclusion of input
shaping in the design process will be presented at a variety of levels, from rules of thumb
to exacting procedures for selecting mechanical elements such that their motions are as fast
as possible.
The union of input shaping with mechanical design influences all four stages of the tra-
ditional engineering design process of [209] as shown in Figure 8.1. The Definition and Clar-
ification of the Task needs to be unbiased towards input shaping alternatives. Conceptual
Design needs to consider flexible input-shaped structures as functional alternatives. Also,
the functional evaluation must consider input-shaped solutions strengths and weaknesses.
If input-shaped function solutions are selected, then Embodiment Design should consider
input-shaped based performance measures. Finally, the Detail Design should make minor
adjustments for the input-shaped functional solutions. The influence of input shaping di-
rectly on the stages of the traditional engineering design process will be discussed in Section
8.4. However, the remainder of the chapter focuses on introducing input shaped functional
alternatives and presenting techniques for their parameter selection in embodiment design.






























Figure 8.1: Input Shaping Impact in Design Process.
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absorbers and input shapers. Then input shaping will be integrated with the mechanical
design of beams like those discussed in the previous chapter. Next, these beam elements
will be combined with other mechanical elements to demonstrate a realistic initial phase
mechanical embodiment process, specifically tailored to a micro-mill positioning system.
8.1 Vibration Absorber Design
An easy and useful approach to combining mechanical design with input shapers is not to
tackle overall machine design, instead modify existing machines by using auxiliary mechan-
ical elements and input shaping [35, 84, 85, 86, 82, 89, 87, 285]. By limiting the problem to
an existing mechanical structure, with the addition of a vibration absorber like the ones pre-
sented in Section 3.1.2.2, input shaping and mechanical element tradeoffs can be addressed.
Specifically, vibration absorbers will be developed here for the non-traditional purpose of
eliminating step disturbances. Step disturbances are common in manufacturing machines.
These disturbances can take the form of mass being added to a machine when it picks up a
part or a internal clamp engaging to hold a workpiece. Once absorber are designed for these
class of disturbances, then the design of these step disturbance absorbers will be modified
to include the selection of their mechanical parameters simultaneously with input shapers.
8.1.1 Absorber Design For Step Disturbances
The first issue addressed here is the development and implementation of a dynamic vibration
absorber that improves the response of a system subject to step functions either from
a reference command or from an external disturbance. A step motion, or motion from
one place to another, is common in manufacturing machines; and therefore, eliminating
the vibration step motions can cause would be useful. Likewise, step disturbances cause
vibration in the system when machines pick up loads or internal actuators are used to clamp
workpieces. It is also important to control these disturbance vibrations.
The benchmark system shown in Figure 8.2 is the spring-mass-damper system with
base excitation X0, where the position of the primary mass, XP , is the desired state to be
controlled. If this system is disturbed by a step either from the input or as an applied force,
then the primary mass will oscillate as shown in Figure 8.3. The reduction of this vibration
is the goal of including a vibration absorber.






3 + b2s2 + b1s+ b0
a4s4 + a3s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0
(8.1)































Figure 8.3: Step Disturbance and Driven Responses.
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a3 = (CP + CA)MA +MPCA
a2 = (KP +KA)MA + CPCA +MPKA
a1 = KP + CA + CPKA
a0 = KPKA (8.2)
b3 = CPMA
b2 = KPMA + CPCA
b1 = KPCA + CPKA
b0 = KPKA
MP , KP , and CP represents the primary system’s mass, spring constant, and damping
coefficient, respectively, and MA, KA, and CA represent the absorber’s parameters. The
















If (8.3) and (8.4) are substituted into (8.1) the variables become:
a4 = µM2P
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b2 = ωPM2Pµ(ωP + 4ζP ζAωA)






Traditionally, approximations have been made by assuming light or proportional damping.
Unfortunately, in the quest for an effective absorber for step-like motions, the absorber
damping ratio is often greater than 0.2 and the light damping assumption is invalid. Also,
the absorber damping is not known a priori ; and therefore, any light damping approxima-
tion cannot be guaranteed.
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8.1.1.1 Solution Approach
Two methods are presented here for designing the ideal absorber for a step trajectory
application, the simulated response and the modal method. The simulated response method
relies on a simulation of the step response of the absorber augmented system to determine
the best absorber with regards to both settling time and overshoot. The modal method
seeks only to minimize settling time and does so by utilizing the slowest eigenvalue of the
system.
The procedure proposed here for designing a vibration absorber for a system subject to
step motions and step disturbances with either method has four components:
1. Perform step-response simulations or modal analysis of the fourth-order system over
a wide range of absorber parameters.
2. Evaluate the time response performance characteristics, peak overshoot,MP , and set-
tling time, tS , or the slowest modal frequency ωslow.
3. Search the space of performance characteristics to locate optimal absorber parameters.
4. Refine the search with finer parameter spacing near the optimal value determined in
step 3.
8.1.1.2 Performance Characteristics
The performance of an absorber is quantified in the simulation approach by two param-
eters peak overshoot, MP , and settling time, tS , of the primary mass. These parameters
characterize fourth-order responses with commonly accepted second-order terminology.
The first performance characteristic, peak overshoot of the primary system is defined
for a unity magnitude step as:
MP = max (XP (t))− 1 (8.6)
The second response parameter is settling time, defined by the time it takes for the
system to fall within a percentage of the step size and remain within those bounds. To
calculate this value, the response of the system is analyzed using an exponential boundary fit
technique. The exponential-boundary-fit technique balances accuracy with computational
complexity. Its goal is to find the exponential decay equation that bounds the maximums
of the step response. From the equation of this curve, the settling time is computed by
calculating the time it takes the exponential curve to decay to 5% of the step size.
A unique quality of the exponential-boundary-fit method is the continuity of the set-
tling time as the damping ratio changes. Figure 8.4 compares the exponential-boundary-fit
settling time to a technique that determines settling time by scanning backward from the
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Figure 8.4: Exponential-Boundary-Fit Technique.
leaves the 5% settling envelope, the Scan-From-The-End method predicts a sharp change in
the settling time. This is not the case with the exponential-boundary-fit method; it gives a
smooth performance measure. This quality is useful because it avoids sharp changes in the
performance measures for the design. These sharp changes could mask the best parameters
for a design.
For the case of the modal method, the desired performance is the fastest decay of the
step excitation. This is quantified by numerically calculating the eigenvalues of the system,
then looking at the eigenvalue with the lower real part. This is the slow eigenvalue and the
imaginary part is the slow natural frequency ωslow. Increasing the value of ωslow makes the
system settle faster.
8.1.1.3 Parameter Search
The solution to the absorber selection entails a brute force optimization by which many
possible combinations for absorber parameters, i.e. µ, r, and ζA are considered and then
compared to find the optimal absorber. This brute force technique is employed to ensure
full coverage of possible absorbers. The parameters for the primary system, as well as the
desired mass percentage for the absorber, µ, are treated as given design parameters. The
absorber mass is selected at the highest tolerable value, because previous work shows that
the effect of the absorber increases with mass of the absorber [276]. Therefore, absorber
mass must be chosen by the designer, otherwise the optimal solution would be undefined
because the absorber mass would increase without bound.
After the mass ratio and primary system parameters are known, then an initial search
over a mesh in the r-ζA space is performed to find the best absorber, followed by a secondary,
refined-mesh, search. From preliminary tests with a large range of absorber frequencies
























Figure 8.5: Absorber Settling Time.
established in which the optimal absorbers can be found.
0.1 ≤ r ≤ 2
0.01 ≤ ζA ≤ 0.45 (8.7)
Within this two-dimensional mesh in r and ζA, the performance characteristics, MP and tS
or ωslow are calculated and stored in a performance array. Examples of these performance
arrays for the settling time and peak overshoot can be seen in Figure 8.5 and 8.6 respectively.
Note the surfaces are “smooth” functions of the parameters. Once the performance array
is created, a selection algorithm searches through the performance array for the absorber
parameters that enable the greatest improvement to the system.
8.1.1.4 Simulation Method
The simulation method allows the absorber to be designed with the tradeoffs between
settling time and peak overshoot considered. A weighting scheme can be used to balance
the tradeoff between peak overshoot and settling time. For example, the performance
measure used in this section gives more weight to settling time and is given by:
Jsim = tS + 0.1MP (8.8)
where MP is the peak overshoot from a unit step.
An example of a mesh created by this cost function is shown in Figure 8.7, where the
relationship of the cost function value to the absorber damping ratio, ζA, and frequency
ratio, r, is shown. Once the initial absorber parameters are selected, the search mesh is




















Figure 8.6: Absorber Peak Overshoot.
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of Step Response of System with and without Simulated and
Eigenvalue Absorber.
r-ζA space, and therefore, when its series of simulations is complete, the results enable the
precise selection of the desired absorber using the aforementioned weighting and selection
algorithm. This process could be repeated; however, the level of precision involved in
modelling the system and constructing the absorber make it difficult to justify a tertiary
search. Even the second search is unnecessary in many cases. A typical result using this
optimal step-response vibration absorber is shown in Figure 8.8. The peak overshoot is
reduced 9%, but the settling time has been greatly improved by 82%.
An auxiliary approach, that eliminates the need for weighting factors and shows the
benefit of the simulation method, is to impose a desired performance specification, such as
settling time, and then minimize the other performance measure. Again a computational
technique is used whereby a large mesh is generated. Unacceptable performance character-
istics eliminate absorbers from consideration. After this truncation is made, the absorber
with the greatest improvement in the secondary performance specification is selected. The
results of this process are shown in Figure 8.9 for a primary system with a damping ratio
of 0.1. For each value of improvement in settling time, an absorber was chosen to minimize
the peak overshoot. The resulting line provides a boundary on the absorber performance.
Figure 8.9 also shows the relationship between the line of ideal absorbers developed here and
previously designed absorbers described by Pennestri in a survey paper [217]. Note that the
absorbers designed by the simulation method with the cost function as defined by (8.8) are
in the bottom right corner of the graph due to their emphasis on settling time. Absorbers in
the upper left correspond to weighting settling time improvement heavily. From this figure,
it can be concluded that this approach not only provides added flexibility to the designer,
but also yields improvement over previous methods in the step trajectory case. This should
























































































Figure 8.10: Percent Improvement in Settling time over a Variety of Primary Systems.
8.1.1.4.1 Simulation Results
The inclusion of the dynamic vibration absorber on a lightly damped system subjected
to step motion can reduce settling time by close to 90%. Figure 8.8 showed a primary
system with a 0.02 damping ratio before and after the absorber with µ = 0.1, r = 0.89,
and ζA = 0.271 is added. This drastic improvement is only possible for systems that are
lightly damped. For primary systems with large damping ratios, the system’s response
decays at a large enough rate, that the vibration absorber’s additional dynamics do not
have time to drastically alter the system response. This is shown in the possible settling
time improvement with respect to primary system damping ratio, ζP , and absorber mass
ratio, µ, in Figure 8.10. Figure 8.10 shows that absorber performance is highly dependent on


























Figure 8.11: Cost Function Mesh for Eigenvalue Method.
as the damping ratio. However, the higher the absorber mass, the better the improvement.
Therefore, the highest absorber mass for the application should be used. The absorber that
accomplishes these improvements are tuned in the region:
0.26 ≤ ζA ≤ 0.45
0.75 ≤ r ≤ 0.9 (8.9)
8.1.1.5 Eigenvalue Method
The eigenvalue method follows the a similar procedure as the Simulation method with the
exception of different performance characteristics and a different cost function. The mesh
technique is utilized to determine numerically the slow frequency eigenvalue of the system
at each possible absorber r and ζA. The slow eigenvalue for each absorber then is used to





or simply minimizing the period of the slowest vibration frequency, Tslow. This technique
is much faster than the simulation technique since it only requires the calculation of the
eigenvalues of each absorber system and not a complete dynamic response followed by a
settling time search.
An example mesh for the eigenvalue method is shown in Figure 8.11. The best absorber
using the cost function and this mesh was also shown in Figure 8.8. The absorber with a
mass ratio of µ = 0.1 designed for system with a damping ratio ζP = 0.002 has a 87.7%
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improvement in the modal slow period of vibration. This absorber’s design parameters are
r = 0.9 and ζA = 0.31.
8.1.1.6 Method Comparison
Notice in Figure 8.8 that the simulation method absorber performs better in terms of settling
time and peak overshoot than the eigenvalue method. This is because the simulation method
is based exclusively on the result of the simulation, so it is obvious it would work better
for the simulation. The eigenvalue method absorber is better suited for applications in
unknown conditions, however in many machine tasks the trajectory is repetitive and known
exactly; and therefore, it makes sense to optimize for that trajectory instead of some general
case.
The cost function meshes shown in Figures 8.7 and 8.11 are quite similar in shape.
From this it can be inferred that solutions for the eigenvalue or simulation approach will
be close to the best possible for the other. Therefore the usefulness of each can be chosen
for a particular application. If speed of design or a wide range of disturbance/motions are
needed, then the eigenvalue method is preferable. However, if a repetitive machine tool that
only performs one motion needs vibration suppression, then the simulation method should
be used.
The simulation absorber performs better with respect to peak overshoot as well since
it was a performance characteristic. The trade off between the simulation and eigenvalue
method is that the simulation method has better accuracy for a specific step motion and
allows the tradeoffs between peak overshoot, MP , and settling time, tS , to be made, while
the eigenvalue method is easier, faster, and presents a solution that is applicable over a
wider range of circumstances.
8.1.1.7 Experimental Results
The applicability of the proposed vibration absorbers was tested on the experimental setup
sketched in Figure 8.12. The motion of a gantry stage was used to drive the primary
flexible system. This system is composed of a mass on linear bearings coupled to the gantry
through springs. A vibration absorber consisting of flexible steel bar and an attached mass
was tuned by height adjustments and used to reduce vibration in the primary system.
Damping was performed and adjusted by a variable air damper between the absorber bar
and the primary system mass. By adjusting the orifice in the air damper, the damping values
could be changed. The primary system performs close to a second-order linear system with
a frequency of 2.25 Hz and a damping ratio of ζP = 0.1 without the vibration absorber
attached. The additions of the vibration absorber greatly improves the step response as
shown in Figure 8.13. The absorber parameters for this experiment were r = 1 and ζA = .4.





























Figure 8.13: Experimental Absorber Design.
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previous sections. An absorber was tuned to the values theoretically predicted by both
methods and experiments run and analyzed by the exponential fit algorithm. Then, the
absorber tuning was altered creating a search mesh. The best areas of performance in the
mesh was explored further until the best possible absorber for the mechanism was found.
Although the absorber and the system are nonlinear due primarily to frictional forces, the
differences in the model and the actual system do not prevent the absorber from significantly
reducing the step-induced vibration.
These results also show that solutions obtained from both methods are not necessarily
the ideal solution for real nonlinear problems. The overcome this shortcoming there are
two possible solutions. First a more complicated primary system model could be created
and used with the simulation method. The other option is to implement an adjustable
parameter absorber like the one in the experimental setup. This absorber could be initial
tuned according to the eigenvalue or simulation method. Then the absorber could be
adjusted using a series of experiments, until the best absorber parameters were found.
However, simply applying the absorber from either method will substantially reduce the
vibration from a step motion and could be all the vibration suppression necessary for a
particular machine.
8.1.2 Combined Absorber and Shaper Design
Now that it has been shown possible to design vibration absorbers specifically for step
disturbances and motions, this same type of absorber will be combined with input shaping.
The resultant system will be capable of rejecting disturbances, as well as moving quickly
without vibration when commanded. A simple method to accomplish this goal is to first
design the absorber for a generic step disturbance, then design an appropriate input shaper.
This sequential approach first designs the vibration absorber to compensate for the external
disturbances to a system, then finds an input shaper to cancel the multiple modes of the
augmented system. In order to achieve the best possible performance the vibration absorber
and input shaper parameters should be selected concurrently. This concurrent approach
will offer some insight into how more complicated mechanical designs can be combined with
input shaping.
8.1.2.1 Sequential Design Of Vibration Absorbers and Input Shapers
A well-designed step vibration absorber can improve the settling time from disturbances by
up to 90% as discussed previously, shown with simulation in Figure 8.8, and experimentally
in Figure 8.13. There exists one best absorber for the settling time reduction from a step
disturbance for a given peak overshoot and settling time cost function; however more criteria
are needed to determine the best input shaper. Settling time, overshoot, robustness and







































Figure 8.15: Detail of Simulated Response to a Variety of Input Shapers.
One option is to use either a ZV or a ZVD input shaper for the primary mode of vibration
in the system. These shapers are designed to eliminate one frequency and therefore do not
cancel the multi-mode vibration completely as shown in Figure 8.14. The ZVD shaper does
a better job due to its robustness and the close proximity of the vibratory modes. These
shapers when combined with a vibration absorber significantly reduce the vibration while
also providing a fast rise time.
Another possibility is to use an input shaper designed for multiple modes of vibration
like the Extra Insensitive shaper where the vibration sensitivity is zero for two closely-spaced
frequencies. If an EI shaper is design for both modes of the system augmented with the
vibration absorber, then the residual vibration can be reduced further as shown in Figure
8.15. Note the EI shaper in Figure 8.14 has virtually the same rise time as the ZVD shaper.
This sequential approach can be used in the design phase if accurate modelling is pos-
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Figure 8.16: Experimental Sequential Solution.
accurately, either before construction or on an existing piece of hardware, then an absorber
and input shaper designed exclusively by theory can be used. The experimental setup dis-
cussed previously meets this criteria and therefore the simulation based techniques can be
used. Figure 8.16 shows the system response with and without the absorber and with the
application of a ZV input shaper.
However, if an exist system cannot be modelled accurately, the sequential technique can
still be used to improve performance. A search for the best absorber parameters by altering
absorber parameters can be made on the actual system. This entails many experiments
while altering the absorber parameters. Once this absorber is found then an input shaper
can be designed in the same manner from an exhaustive set of experiments. This technique
is much more consuming than the simulation based technique, but can be implemented
when a good model is not available. However, the simulation technique is much better
suited as an initial design tool, since it requires only an accurate system model.
8.1.2.2 Concurrent Design Of Vibration Absorbers and Input Shapers
Although useful, the sequential design approach will not lead to the best possible results.
In order to attain peak performance, vibration absorbers and the complimentary input
shapers need to be designed concurrently. To achieve this goal, a numerical optimization
can be performed to select both the absorber and input shaper parameters. The MATLAB
Optimization Toolbox can be utilized along with the simulation capabilities of MATLAB
and a settling time calculation of the fourth-order response of the combined system. The
net result is a solution that optimally decreases vibration from both externally-induced and
command-induced step disturbances. The process consists of the following steps.
1. Create a dynamic model of the system
2. Parameterize the vibration absorber and input shaper
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3. Optimize parameters while minimizing a cost function.
8.1.2.2.1 Optimization Parameters
Before the optimization can be formulated, the possible solution set has to be defined,
i.e. the set of variables that the optimization can select. These parameters fall into two
subcategories: absorber variables, and shaper variables. The absorber variables are the
physical properties of the absorber namely, the damping ratio and the spring constant (the
absorber mass must be fixed by the designer). For the input shaper, the variables are the
number of impulses and their time locations and magnitudes.
The optimization parameters cannot take on arbitrary values; instead, they are limited
by the laws of physics, by the desired outcome and by the knowledge gained from previous
input shaper design and the absorber design of Section 8.1.1. Therefore, the range of the
absorber parameters in the concurrent approach are limited to be : 0.001 < ζ < 0.5 and
0.5 < r < 2. These limits form the basis of the constraints and cost functions of the
optimization.
8.1.2.2.2 Constraints and Cost Functions
The limits on the optimization fall into three categories, Physical Constraints, Response
Constraints, and Cost Function Values. The Physical Constraints are products of a simulation-
based environment and are used to limit the options of the optimization algorithm. For
example, a negative damping ratio for the absorber is not physically realizable. The mass
of the absorber is also considered a physical constraint. An increase in the mass of the
absorber increases its effectiveness at disturbance rejection. A larger mass is able to exert
more force on the primary mass and can control the undesired vibration better. Therefore,
if absorber mass is considered a variable it will be driven towards infinity. The designer
must, therefore, choose an appropriate absorber mass for the application.
The Response Constraints are used as a binary condition for the possible solutions of
the optimization. If these constraints are satisfied, then the current candidate solution of
the optimization becomes an acceptable solution. These Response Constraints define the
desired response of the absorber and input shaping scheme. For example, if a peak overshoot
of 2 inches is the maximum permitted, then a response constraint can be used to limit the
possible solutions to only those less than 2 inches. Here, the primary response constraint is
the peak overshoot of the system when driven by a shaped step. This constraint takes the
form:
MPshap −MPallow < 0 (8.11)
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Figure 8.17: Combined Design Driven and Disturbed Response.
Finally, the Cost Function Values determine how the optimization is driven towards the
solution. The cost function used here is:
J = Tset + αMpshap (8.12)
where the scaling α is increased for a more important shaped response or decreased for
improved disturbance response. The 5% settling time of the combined system subject to an
external step-disturbance is the most heavily weighted value in the cost function. However,
the inclusion of the peak overshoot of the augmented system provides resolution in the
optimization routine. The settling time of the externally disturbed system, Tset, is not
affected by any of the shaper variables. If a shaper-affected variable is not included, then
a distinct solution does not exist for the entire scheme. In (8.12), Tset primarily drives the
selection of the vibration absorber parameters, while Mpshap primarily drives the shaper
parameters. Any small value of α will be sufficient to find an effective shaper.
8.1.2.2.3 Results
The concurrent design of input shaping and vibration absorbers yields a solution that rejects
vibrations caused by both the input to the system and external disturbances. Figure 8.17
shows an example of this improvement for a system with ωn = 2π and ζ = 0.1. The settling
time from a step disturbance is reduced by 31.4% with the aid of the vibration absorber
and the peak overshoot caused by a step change in the reference command is reduced 94.6%
through the inclusion of the input shaper. The vibration absorber mass was limited to 10%
of the original system’s mass, and α = 0.01. The resulting vibration absorber has:
r = 0.7878


























Figure 8.18: Peak Overshoot Constraint Effect on Driven Response.
This damping ratio is much larger than traditional continuous sinusoidal absorber applica-






In this example, a two-impulse shaper is used. Using only two impulses forces a fast rise time
and simplifies the optimization routine. More impulses or different response parameters can
be tuned to better suit the needs of a particular application. For example, if the problem
required large robustness to modelling errors, then the shaper would need more impulses.
Several trends arise in the solutions provided by this concurrent design approach, most
notably relating to the allowable peak overshoot. The peak overshoot’s worth as a constraint
is related both to its applicability to the problem and its direct relation to the shaper param-
eters. Lowering the peak overshoot constraint obviously reduces the maximum excursion,
as seen in Figure 8.18. However, more importantly and unexpectedly, Figure 8.19 shows
that increasing the limit on overshoot provides an improvement in the disturbance rejection
properties. Therefore, a designer can trade off directly between disturbance rejection and
vibration induced by the reference command.
This concurrent technique also works for real systems even if the model is not perfect.
Figure 8.20 shows the response of the experimental setup when fitted with the concurrent
absorber and input shaper predicted by the simulation. The absorber parameters are µ =






Notice that the concurrent design shaped result in Figure 8.20 is better than the sequential
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Figure 8.20: Experimental Combined Solution.
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the absorber designed with the sequential method preforms better than the concurrent
absorber for disturbance rejection. This shows that the concurrent design method obtains
the improvement in the shaped result by sacrificing a small amount of the disturbance
rejection ability.
There exist certain instances when the concurrent approach should be utilized to push
the performance limit. However, the sequential technique is preferable in cases where design
time or cost is an issue, since it does not require a simultaneous optimization. Also when the
absorber cannot be designed precisely due to difficulty modelling the system, the sequential
method is preferable since the improved performance from the concurrent approach would
be lost due to modelling inaccuracies. The concurrent solution does allow a significantly
better commanded motion than the sequential approach at the cost of increased difficulty
in design.
8.1.3 Summary of Vibration Absorber Usage
Vibration absorbers can be developed specifically for the reduction of step disturbances.
This application of vibration absorbers led into the investigation of input shaping design
with the mechanical design of vibration absorbers. This process pointed out that direct
tradeoffs could be made between mechanical design choices and input shaper design choices.
Specifically, increasing the mechanical vibration reduction caused by the absorber caused a
decrease in the input shaper performance. In this application, a direct tradeoff exists be-
tween these two parameters. This tradeoff was shown both in simulation and experiment.
The same basic techniques for designing auxiliary mechanical elements with input shapers
can be used to design mechanical elements that compose the basic structure of a machine
with input shapers as will be discussed in the following sections. However, when the basic
structure design is combined with input shaper design, the input shaper has a more direct
effect on the speed of the response. The tradeoffs between mechanical performance and the
input shaper still exist. Therefore, in the following sections where larger scale design imple-
mentation will occur, the input shaper’s impact on speed will be considered concurrently
with other mechanical performance measures.
8.2 Single Beam Design
The previous section presented a method for concurrently designing input shapers with aux-
iliary mechanical elements. This section will show how to design simple system elements,
namely beams, with input shaping. The focus will be on creating designs consisting of
simple beams driven with input shapers that move as fast as possible. This process has two
major components; first the relationships between beam parameters and response will be
investigated. Once these relationships are known, they will be combined with a selection
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approach to choose beams and input shapers together. For the investigation in this disser-
tation only circular cross-section beams are considered; however, the same techniques and
calculations can be used for any cross-section beam. Beams as were discussed in Chapter
7 are an integral part of a micro-mill structure. A micro-mill position system could benefit
from selecting beams and input shapers concurrently.
8.2.1 Design Requirements
The relationships between the design parameters, specifically radius and length of circular
beams and the mass of any load, and the response of the beam are important to design
selection. One of the primary influences on beam speed is the natural frequency. Therefore
understanding how natural frequency changes with the beam design parameters is impor-
tant. However, the natural frequency of a system is not the only design concern, therefore,
other design requirements, the static stiffness and total mass are utilized. A combination of
these parameters will be used for design selection. This beam selection process will utilize
the design requirements, natural frequency, mass, and static stiffness, in combination to
select beam design parameters, radius, length and attached mass.
8.2.1.1 Frequency
A fundamental measure of the speed of a system is its natural frequency. A system with a
high natural frequency can respond more quickly than a system with a low natural frequency.
Selection of mechanical designs based on system frequency is not a new approach; however,
here the frequency data will be used to design input shapers to move the system. The
duration of these shapers is a primary factor in the speed of the machine. Consequently, to
know how the speed of a system changes with its basic parameters, the relationship between
the frequency and the physical parameters are needed. The frequency relationships will be
developed for the beams presented in Chapter 7. Each beam’s physical parameters impact
on frequency will be discussed. Specifically radius, length and, where appropriate, attached
endpoint mass will be considered as physical parameters.
In terms of speed or duration of the input shaper, the fastest natural frequency can be
shaped by the fastest or shortest duration shaper. This effect will later be limited by system
mass, but from a purely frequency standpoint, higher frequencies are better for rapid shaped
motion. Note that longitudinal beam design will not be discussed due to their similarities
to torsional beams except as presented in Appendix B.
8.2.1.1.1 Torsional Beam Frequency
The first beam under consideration is the torsional beam with no attached inertia seen in


























Figure 8.22: Torsional Beam: Frequency Variation with Length.




(i = 1, 3, 5, ...,∞) (8.16)
where L is the length and b is the wave speed in the beam, and is defined for a Shear






Interestingly, the torsional natural frequency of the beam is not affected by the diameter
of the circular fixed-free beam. While the diameter of this torsional beam does not affect
the frequency, the diameter will later play an important role in the speed of the beam’s
response, since it directly effects total inertia.
The length of the beam, on the other hand, has a direct correlation to the natural
frequency. Figure 8.22 shows that the longer the beam, the lower the natural frequency.
This relationship will be important later in beam selection. While for the torsional beam,
the frequency does not change for varying diameters, for many other beams this relationship
will not be true. Therefore, it is important to introduce a way of examining how changes






































Figure 8.24: Diagram of Torsional Beam with Attached Inertia.
inertia, Figure 8.23 shows how the diameter and length relate to frequency. The frequency
is obviously unaffected by changes in the diameter. The figure also shows that the shortest
possible beam will have the highest frequency, and the higher the frequency the shorter the
shaper duration, and therefore, the faster the machine.
8.2.1.1.2 Torsional Beam with Attached Inertia Frequency
While determining the frequency determination for torsional beam without any attached
inertia is straightforward, as the frequency is only a function of the length; attaching an
inertia to the end of the beam complicates the process. The attached inertia torsional
beam is diagramed in Figure 8.24 and was discussed previously in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.2.3.
Another design variable is required for the attached inertia case, the percentage attached
inertia, η, which is the attached inertia divided by the inertia of the beam alone. The
percentage attached inertia changes the frequency calculation to the solution to:
































Figure 8.26: Torsional Beam with Variable Inertia Ratio: Frequency Variation with Diam-
eter.
where κi = ωiLb and the percentage attached inertia η =
ρIpL
IA
. Ip is the polar moment of
inertia of the beam, and IA is the attached inertia.
For a fixed attached inertia ratio, the frequency does not change with diameter as shown
in Figure 8.25. The independence of diameter from frequency is only possible because inertia
ratio, not actual attached inertia, is considered in the figure. Since inertia ratio depends
on the diameter of the beam, it is also important to consider how the frequency changes
for a fixed endpoint inertia instead of inertia ratio. Figure 8.26 shows how the frequency
changes with diameter for a fixed inertia. Notice that the frequency is asymptotically
approaching the constant value that would occur if no inertia was attached. As the radius
grows significantly large enough, the attached inertia no longer has a significant impact.
At lower radii, however, an increase in radius causes an increase in frequency, but after








































Figure 8.28: Torsional Beam with Fixed Inertia: Frequency Variation with Length.
frequency analysis is to select the largest possible radius if the highest natural frequency is
desired.
The length of the beam also has an impact on natural frequency. Figure 8.27 shows
how the frequency of the beam decreases as length increases for a fixed inertia ratio of
0.9. A similar trend occurs, if instead of fixing the inertia as a percentage of the overall
beam inertia, the attached inertia is fixed to a specific value. Figure 8.28 shows that the
same general trend occurs independent of considering a fixed inertia ratio or a fixed inertia.
Thus, these figures show that once again, a shorter torsional beam is recommended for a
high natural frequency and a shorter input shaper duration.
It is clear from considering only the length or the radius, that the frequency of a torsional
beam with an attached endpoint inertia is dependent on both the beam length and the
radius. An increase in radius or a decrease in length, both increase the natural frequency of























Figure 8.29: Torsional Beam with Fixed Inertia: Frequency Variation with Length and
Radius.
shown to contribute to the natural frequency on the same order of magnitude for a fixed
inertia, as displayed in Figure 8.29. Unlike the case of the beam with no endpoint inertia,
design choices involving the attached inertia beam need to consider the radius and length
simultaneously.
Up to this point, the attached inertia was considered fixed in value or in ratio. If the
attached inertia of the beam is allowed to vary, the frequency of the beam will certainly
change. If just the percentage attached inertia is investigated, then the lighter the attached
inertia will yield a higher the frequency, as seen in Figure 8.30. If the radius of the beam
is also considered, then the frequency appears not change with the radius of the beam,
as shown in Figure 8.31. The frequency remains constant for a given inertia ratio no
matter the radius. However, this is an artifact of using the inertia ratio and not the actual
inertia. Figure 8.32 shows the same parameter variation but for fixed inertia values. The
relationship previously seen of lower inertia yielding higher frequencies is less prominent in
this figure especially for larger radii. Figure 8.32 shows that if the radius is large enough,
then the attached inertia must change considerably in order to effect the frequency of the
system. Therefore, for beams with relatively small attached inertias, once again radius is
not important in the torsional frequency determination.
A definitive relationship also exists between the attached inertia ratio and the length
of the beam. Figure 8.33 shows that the lower the inertia, the greater of an impact length
changes have on the dominant frequency of the system. By investigating the physical
parameters on the torsional beam with an attached inertia, it was found that the shortest
length beam with lowest attached inertia is needed if high frequencies are desired. Also,




















































































































Figure 8.35: Diagram of Longitudinal Beam with Attached Mass.
8.2.1.1.3 Longitudinal Beam Frequencies
The longitudinal beam with and without attached masses performs in the same way as the
torsional beam. The longitudinal beam is diagramed in Figure 8.34, while the longitudinal
beam with attached mass is diagramed in Figure 8.35. Both are also discussed in Appendix
A.1. The input shaping of both of these beams was presented in Appendix A.3. Because
the longitudinal beam is so similar to the torsional beam, the frequency analysis is relegated
to Appendix B.
8.2.1.1.4 Transverse Beam Frequencies
The study of input shaping on continuum beams in Chapter 7 showed the differences in
behavior between the torsional/longitudinal and transversely vibrating beams. These dif-
ferences also make themselves apparent when the relationships between the physical pa-
rameters and frequency are studied. For the transverse beam diagramed in Figure 8.36 and
presented previously in Sections 7.1.4 and 7.2.5, both the length and the radius are directly
coupled to the frequency. An increase in the radius of the beam causes a linear increase
in frequency as shown in Figure 8.37. This relationship is governed by the equations for
natural frequency. The ith frequency for the transverse beam is the solution to:


























































where E is Young’s Modulus, IP is the polar moment of inertia, ρ is the density, and A is
the area. The area and polar moment of inertia are where the radius impacts the frequency
equation. The relationship between frequency and radius cannot be derived directly due
to the trigonometric and hyperbolic properties of (8.19). But the general trend of a larger
radius leading to a higher frequency still holds as it did for the loaded torsional/longitudinal
beams.
Similarly, the relationship between length and frequency cannot be solved in closed
form. However, if it is investigated numerically, then the frequency of the beam is shown
to decrease with length as shown in Figure 8.38. The exponential decay in the figure
shows how important it is to make the beam as short as possible in order to maximize
frequency. Shorter beams have a higher natural frequency irrespective of the beam radius.
Figure 8.39 shows how the length and radius impact the first natural frequency. From the
figure it is clear that a short and wide beam is preferred when attempting to increase the
natural frequency. To reiterate, increasing the natural frequency shortens the duration of
any particular input shaper, thus allowing the beam to move faster with input shaping.
8.2.1.1.5 Transverse Beam with Attached Mass Frequency
Often transverse beams must carry a payload. Therefore, transverse beam frequencies must
also be investigated. Figure 8.40 diagrams a transverse beam with an attached mass; this









































































Figure 8.42: Transverse Beam with Inertia: Frequency Variation with Length.
to a torsional beam alters the natural frequency calculations depending on the magnitude
of inertia added. Likewise, the relationships between frequency of the transverse beam with
an attached mass and the beam parameters are somewhat different from beam without an
attached mass. However, the desired for a high natural frequency mandates a short beam
with a large radius no matter the attached mass. Figure 8.41 shows the radius/frequency
relationship for a beam with a constant attached mass. This figure was obtained using the
derivation in Section 7.1.5.
The attached mass also changes the relationship between length and frequency as shown
in Figure 8.42. While this curve still exponentially decays with larger lengths, its shape is
different depending on the attached mass. Yet, the ideal highest frequency case is still the
shortest beam, no matter the mass. The relationship among the attached mass, the length,
and the dominant natural frequency is also important









































Figure 8.44: Transverse Beam with Inertia: Frequency Variation with Length and Mass.
torsional beam with an attached inertia it is desirable to minimize the value of this mass.
Figure 8.43 show how increasing the mass decreases the natural frequency. The limiting
case is the unloaded beam, like those discussed in the previous section, shown as the back
left edge of the surface in Figure 8.43. Therefore, in order to keep the beam frequency
large, so that the input shaper is short, it is necessary to minimize the mass, no matter
the other beam parameters. Figure 8.44 shows the mass minimization impact for length;
the relationship shown in the figure of an increases mass decreases the frequency holds for
all beam lengths. Also notice how the relationship between beam length and frequency
changes with attached mass. As mass increases the length/frequency relationship becomes

























Figure 8.45: Transverse Beam with Inertia: Frequency Variation with Radius and Mass.
The same relationship between the relevance of radius at larger attached masses is
seen. Figure 8.45 shows that for larger masses, the radius has a smaller contribution to the
frequency, just as the length did. This result coincides with the torsional beam result. That
is, for larger masses, the beam parameters cease to be as important, and the beam behaves
more like a lumped parameter spring mass system. Consequently the relationship between
increased mass and decreased frequency shown in the figure becomes even more important.
The study of frequency response for the transverse beam with an attached mass, showed
that the length, radius and attached mass are all directly related to the frequency and thus
the speed of the corresponding input shaper. However, as the attached mass increases, the
relevance of the beam parameters trails off as the attached mass increases. Therefor,e when
selecting transverse beam with attached masses it is primarily important to minimize mass,
and if that is not possible by some design constraint, then the length and radius need to be
addressed as will be discussed later.
8.2.1.2 Static Stiffness
While the frequency is a performance measure related to the motion limits of the system,
another important measure is related to the static behavior of the beam, that is its static
stiffness. Often static deflection requirements are placed on beams, and therefore, it is
important to understand the relationship between the static stiffness and the physical pa-
rameters of the system. Note that the static stiffness of a beam with an attached mass or
inertia is the same as an unloaded beam. Typically the static stiffness has the same trends
as the natural frequency. Specifically beams with high natural frequencies are usually stiff.
























Figure 8.46: Torsional Beam Stiffness.
8.2.1.2.1 Stiffness of Torsional Beams and Torsional Beams with Attached Inertias





where G is the Shear Modulus, Ip is the polar moment of inertia and L is the length. The






These straightforward relationships between radius, length, and stiffness can be seen for a
variety of cases in Figure 8.46. An increase in radius or a decrease in length both lead to
an increase in static stiffness of the beam. Noting that a high static stiffness is desired in
beam design, this relationship can be used to select acceptable beam parameters.
8.2.1.2.2 Stiffness of Longitudinal Beams and Longitudinal Beams with Attached Masses
Since the dynamics of the torsional beam and the longitudinal beam are the same except
for different variables, the relationships among radius, length, and stiffness are the same as






where E is Young’s modulus, A is the area, and L is the length. Figure 8.47 shows how
these parameters change the static stiffness. Once again the length and radius contribute
approximately the same order of magnitude to the static stiffness of the system. Also large


























Figure 8.47: Longitudinal Beam Stiffness
8.2.1.2.3 Stiffness of Transverse Beams and Transverse Beams with Attached Masses
Even though the dynamics of transverse beams differ from those of torsional beams, the
same general relationships among stiffness, length, and radius exist. Since the stiffness of





where the parameters as defined as before, the same trends occurs in the transverse beam
as the longitudinal and torsional beams. This can be clearly seen by comparing Figure 8.47
for the longitudinal beam and Figure 8.48 for the transverse beam. Both show an increase
in length or a decrease in radius detrimental to the static stiffness of the beam. However,
differences do exist in the shape of the curve, particularly along the length axis. While
stiffness decreased with length linearly for the longitudinal beam, it falls off as the cube
of length for the transverse beam. Therefore, it is more important to consider minimizing
length in the transverse beams when attempting to maximize stiffness.
8.2.1.3 Total Mass
Previously, both static and dynamic measures of performance were presented. Dynamically,
frequency is control system bandwidth and thus the speed of the machine, while static
stiffness only describes the rest performance of a machine. The total mass of a beam has
impact in both of these realms. The more massive a beam, then the harder it is to accelerate
with a given actuator. Mass also is important to the static machine, since larger masses
require larger support structures, as well as larger bearings. Since the total mass of a
beam is important in both the static and dynamic performance analysis, the relationships


























Figure 8.48: Transverse Beam Stiffness
calculation of total mass can be trivial, later the relationships between total mass and the
beam parameters will be important in designing beams with input shaping.
8.2.1.3.1 Torsional Beams: Total Inertia
First, the torsional beam’s overall inertia will be considered and is defined by:
Itot = ρIpL (8.26)





As expected, the inertia varies with the length and radius. Figure 8.49 shows how increases
in either parameter parameters increase the mass. While this result is obvious, the rela-
tionships between the desired result of lower mass and the physical parameters must be
combined with other design considerations. Thus tradeoffs in the design will have to be
made to balance mass with stiffness and frequency.
8.2.1.3.2 Torsional Beam with Attached Inertia: Total Inertia
When inertia is added to the end of a torsional beam, the total inertia is:
Itot = ρIpL+ IA (8.28)































































































Figure 8.51: Longitudinal Beam: Mass.
This relationship is obviously the same as the previous torsional case plus a constant for
the attached inertia. Figure 8.50 shows how the mass changes with length and radius. The
design tradeoff is dependent on the magnitude of the attached inertia, as well as the length
and radius of the torsional beam.
8.2.1.3.3 Longitudinal Beam: Total Mass
Longitudinal beams are quite similar to torsional beams in all aspects. They do differ in
that, the mass changes with the square of the radius for a longitudinal beam while the
inertia of a torsional beam changes with R4. The total mass for a longitudinal beam is:
mtot = ρAL (8.30)
and for a circular cross section:
mtot = ρπR2L (8.31)
The length and radius parameters effect on total mass is logical and can be seen in Figure
8.51. This figure will be useful when selecting a beam design for a specific application later
in this chapter.
8.2.1.3.4 Longitudinal Beam with Attached Mass: Total Mass
Attaching a mass, MA, to the end of a longitudinal beam has the obvious effect of shifting
the total mass of the beam as defined by:

























Figure 8.52: Longitudinal Beam with Attached Mass: Total Mass
For a circular shape, the total mass is:
Mtot = ρπR2L+MA (8.33)
While this relationship is similar to the unloaded beam, adding the mass at the end of the
beam will make it more difficult to meet a required maximum mass constraint on the beam,
and consequently could effect the selection of the radius and the length of the beam. Figure
8.52 shows the relationship among mass, length, and radius. Note that since the total mass
in higher in Figure 8.52 than for the unloaded case of Figure 8.51, a constraint on the total
mass of a design would require the selection of a thinner and/or shorter beam.
8.2.1.3.5 Transverse Beam With and Without Attached Mass: Total Mass
The same trends exist for the transverse beam as were seen in the total mass calculations of
the other beams. The total mass calculations are even identical to the previous longitudinal
beam case. It is still important to note that the trends in total mass with respect to
the design parameters are at odds with the relationships for static stiffness and frequency.
Particularly maximizing either stiffness or frequency would require as large a beam radius
as possible, while minimizing the mass measure would require a small radius.
8.2.1.4 Speed of Motions
The goal of this combined design approach is selecting beams that can move as fast as
possible with input shaping for vibration suppression. This attainable speed is composed of
two components. The first is the input shaper duration, or the length of time that the the
input shaping process will add to any move. Shaper duration, as stated before, is highly
dependent on the beam’s frequency. The other component in the speed of a beam is the
ability of an actuator to accelerate the beam. This acceleration is related to the power of
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Table 8.1: Shaper Duration for Different Input Shapers.
Shaper Duration
Zero Vibration (ZV) πωn
Zero Vibration and Derivative (ZVD) 2πωn



























Figure 8.53: Example Shaper Duration for Longitudinal Beam with Attached Mass.
the actuator and the previously calculated inertia of the beam. By combining these two
effects, the total duration of a particular motion can be calculated.
8.2.1.4.1 Shaper Duration
By selecting beams considering the shaper duration, tshap, the beams capable of the fastest
motion will be possible. The shaper duration of several shapers for a beam with a natural
frequency ωn can be seen in Table 8.1.
Depending on the shaper being used for a particular beam, the shaper duration will
change (Note: shaper selection for different beams was discussed throughout Chapter 7
but specifically in Section 7.3). Since the shaper duration is simply a scaled value of the
inverse of the natural frequency, (whose values were presented in Section 8.2.1.1), all possible
shaper duration combinations will not be presented here. Instead, the example case of a
longitudinal beam with an attached mass will be considered, as shown in Figure 8.53. This
figure shows how the duration of an appropriate ZV shaper for a longitudinal beam would
change with the beam length and radius. Here the shortest shaper duration is desirable.
Design for minimal shaper duration has the same parameter relationships as designing for

































Figure 8.54: Example Base Command Duration for Longitudinal Beam with Attached
Mass. Change Y to Acceleration Duration.
8.53 could be easily scaled to show the ZVD or UMZV input shaper cases, if a particular
application necessitated these shapers (Section 7.3 addresses shaper selection for specific
beams). Once the shaper duration is calculated, it can be combined with acceleration
duration to calculate the shaped move time. This acceleration duration will be discussed
next.
8.2.1.4.2 Acceleration Duration
Acceleration duration is the length of time it will take a given actuator to accelerate a beam
to a desired velocity. This value added to the shaper duration will yield the overall shaped
move time. The acceleration duration is directly related to the total mass of a beam, but
also to other parameters dealing with actuator and the desired motion of the beam.
First consider the simplest case of the longitudinal beam with an attached mass, where
the acceleration duration, taccel, is the time it takes to accelerate the beam to a desired






where Mtot is the total beam mass. If the acceleration duration is plotted for the same lon-
gitudinal beam used to generate Figure 8.53, then Figure 8.54 shows that shaper duration
decreases with radius. Conversely, acceleration duration increases with radius. Specifically,
minimal acceleration duration requires a small radius to keep overall mass low, while min-
imal shaper duration requires a large radius to keep frequencies high. Dealing with these






















Figure 8.55: Diagram of Command Duration.
Acceleration duration may depend not only on the mass of the beam, but also several
parameters separate from the beam, specifically, desired velocity and attainable actuator
force. Most systems are required to move at several velocities; therefore, single acceleration
duration value will not suffice. If that is the case, then several approaches discussed in
Section 8.2.2.5 could be used. Likewise, actuator selections are usually not fixed in the
physical system design phase; this issues will also be investigated later in Section 8.2.2.5.
8.2.1.4.3 Command or Move Duration Calculation
The fastest overall speed of motions is the goal of combining input shaping and beam
parameter selection. The overall speed of a move is calculated here as the total time it
takes to accelerate to a desired velocity when an appropriate input shaper is included to
deal with vibration. This command duration is equal to the shaper duration added to the
acceleration duration:
tcom = tshap + taccel (8.35)
Minimizing this command time will yield the fastest beam and shaper combination for
a given actuator and desired velocity. The command duration can be seen more clearly
diagrammed in Figure 8.55. Notice how the unshaped command is extend by the input
shaper represented by the impulses in the figure. This increased time is necessary if little
vibration is required after the acceleration.
Now that a performance measure exists that relates the overall speed of the beam and
shaper combination, the effect of mechanical parameters on this speed measure can be
investigated. Figure 8.56 shows how the command duration of a ZV shaped longitudinal
beam with an attached mass changes with the physical parameters. At small radii the long
































Figure 8.56: Example Total Command Duration for Longitudinal Beam with Attached
Mass.
duration is because of large acceleration duration. The fastest possible beam in the figure
would have an infinitely short length, the bottom right of the figure. Since this is not
possible, a fixed minimal length must be included in the selection process. For any fixed
length of the beam, their exist a radius that provides the globally fastest move time.
Figure 8.56 shows the basic cost function when designing input shapers and mechanical
plants together. Now that this relevant cost function exist, mechanical parameters can be
selected to best perform when input shaping is used. The determination of the minimum
or fastest beams in terms of command duration under design constraints will be discussed
in the next section.
8.2.2 Single Beam Design Selection
Now that beam performance measures and a useful cost function exist, beam design with
integrated input shaping can be rigorously developed. First, the selection process will be
detailed. Then the selection process will be tested on increasingly complicated examples.
The examples will incorporate constraints on the designs, as well as the issues of variable
desired velocity and multiple actuators previously discussed in conjunction with acceleration
duration. This beam selection process’s place in the overall design process is detailed in
Section 8.4.
8.2.2.1 Beam Selection with Input Shaping Process
A design process for the selection of continuum beam parameters knowing that input shaping
will be used has been developed. That process involves the following steps:
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1. Define Beam Type and Beam Constraints.
2. Identify Appropriate Input Shaper Form (ZV, ZVD, UMZV, etc..
3. Determine Beam Design Variables.
4. Identify Actuator Related Constraints.
5. Compute Command Duration as Part of a Overall Cost Function.
6. Implement Design Constraints.
7. Select Beam and Shaper Parameters.
The first step is selecting the type of beam to be used and any constraints on the beam
parameters, like a minimum length, a material, a fixed attached mass, or even limited beam
parameter availability. Limited availability is when beam parameters are not available with
continuous variation. For example, it may be possible to obtain a 10 mm diameter beam
but not a 9.86832 mm diameter beam.
Second an appropriate input shaper form, (ZV, ZVD, etc.) for the beam should be
chosen using the guidelines presented in Section 7.3. Third, the beam design variables should
be identified. For the cases presented here, these will be geometric variables; however, they
could be material or load related, such as density or attached mass.
Actuator related constraints are the desired velocities of the system and the possible
forces or torques attainable by the actuators. These constraints could be complicated by
multiple velocities or various actuator design choices. These specific cases will be discussed
later in Section 8.2.2.5.
Once the design variables and all the constraints on the system have been identified,
then a search over the design variables can be made using the command duration as part of
a cost function. The cost function can be the command duration alone, or could incorporate
other values like total mass. The search of the design parameters can be made explicitly
as it is in this chapter, or with numerical optimization, depending on the complexity of
the problem. This cost function will be subject to the aforementioned constraints on the
problem. Finally, a beam and input shaper can be selected.
While this process is complete for simple beam design, other parameters such as cost
or interaction with other design elements would alter it. Combining this process within the
context of a larger design will be discussed in Section 8.4.
8.2.2.2 Example 1: Maximum Speed Example, Longitudinal Beam with Attached Mass
Problem: The first example case is the design of a longitudinal beam with a fixed length


















Figure 8.57: Cost Function Components of Maximum Speed Example.
be subject to two constraints, maximum total mass and minimum allowable static stiffness.
Finally the beam selection process will be limited to only commercially available beam radii.
Following the procedure, the first step is to identify the beam: longitudinal with an end
mass. The constraints are a fixed length and a fixed attached mass. Also, the beam must
meet a minimum stiffness requirement, as well as not exceed a given mass. Finally, the
beam selection process will be limited to the discrete beam diameter choices commercially
available.
From Section 7.3, the ZV input shaper is chosen to move the beam. Since the length and
the attached mass are fixed, the only design variable is the radius. In terms of the actuator,
a fixed applied force will be used, as well as a fixed desired velocity. From these values a cost
function consisting solely of command duration can be computed. The command duration
has two components, the acceleration duration and the shaper duration. For this beam,
the component values vary as in Figure 8.57 for various beam radii. Notice the conflicting
effect on command duration of the shaper and acceleration duration. The minimal shaper
duration requires the radii to be increased to increase the natural frequency, while minimal
acceleration duration requires a small radius to minimize the mass. If the two components
are added together to form the command duration, then Figure 8.58 shows that a minimum
exists near a radius of 0.2. If there were no further constraints on the beam, and all radii
were possible, then a radius of 0.2 would be the ideal beam for input shaped motion.
However, the beam design is further constrained. The minimum allowable stiffness
constraint effectively sets a minimum allowable radius. Figure 8.59 shows how this would
limit the design process. No radius lower than the 0.1 would be acceptable. Similarly, Figure
8.59 shows the maximum mass constraint, which for the fixed length and attached mass is
a maximum beam radius. These two constraints effectively create a parameter subspace































































Figure 8.60: Maximum Speed Example with Discrete Design Choices.
other cases, the fastest allowable beam might lie directly on a constraint surface because
the global minimum had been excluded.
The final issues to be overcome is the discrete nature of the selection process, where only
certain beam radii are available. Figure 8.60 shows the cost function curve at the available
beam radii. In this case the lowest cost function value radius is at 0.2.
This example was a straightforward, single goal case. However, it showed how input
shaping knowledge could be combined with beam design. A more complicated example and
an experimental technique will be presented next, while this selection process impact on
the overall design process will be discussed in Section 8.4.
8.2.2.3 Example 2: Combined Goal Example, Torsional Beam with Attached Inertia
Problem:A torsional beam of fixed length is needed to carry an inertia whose value must be
within a set of limits. Minimal beam vibration is important to this process and therefore both
the first and the second vibratory modes need to be input shaped. No additional constraints
exist for this beam
Since the design process has been explained during the previous example, only the new
issues relevant to this torsional beam will be considered. Specifically, the design variables
are both the radius and the attached inertia, although the inertia is limited to a maximum
and a minimum value.
The addition of another design variable does not significantly complicate the process,
except now the cost function will depend on two variables. The cost function here is the
command duration. The command needs to include input shaper for both modes, and both
these modes will impact the duration. A decision will first have to be made as to what
input shaping approach should be used for the beam. Some of the possibilities are using




















Figure 8.61: Effect of Mode and Shaper on Shaper Duration.
different shaping approaches for one example attached inertia. Notice that the ZVD shaper
will lead to a significantly longer shaper duration than the ZV shaper. Also notice that
since the higher modes have higher frequencies, their shaper durations are shorter. There is
relatively low command duration cost to shape for these higher modes, if that is necessary.
Figure 8.61 also shows the combined shaper duration of using a ZVD shaper for the first
mode and a ZV shaper for the second mode. Because of the robustness and effectiveness of
this combination, this ZVD-ZV combination will be used in this example. This choice was
made using the experience garnered from the references in Section 3.3.1. The combination
of the two input shapers alters the calculation of the command duration. Now the command
duration includes the duration of both shapers and is:










The new command duration can be tested for acceptable values of radius and attached
inertia. Figure 8.62 shows the relationship between these beam parameters and the multi-
mode shaped command duration. Here only allowable inertia values are used. The figure
shows that the minimum allowable inertia is preferable, since the command duration surface
decreases with attached inertia. At that minimum inertia, a global minimum once again
exists for a particular radius. The solution including minimum attached inertia could have
been predicted from the results of both the mass and frequency calculations. For both of
acceleration and shaper duration, minimum attached inertia leads to a faster response of
the torsional beam.
The design procedure is capable of selecting multi-mode shaped beams. The shaper
selection for multiple modes has a direct impact on the beam choice. Also, the knowledge
gained from the investigation of the simple design requirements can be used to simplify the





























Figure 8.62: Cost Function of Combined Design Example.
minimal command duration beam would still be found.
8.2.2.4 Example 3: Experimental Maximum Speed Example: Transverse Beam
Problem: Transverse beams with a rotational position input are needed to carry different
loads as fast as possible. The existing actuator is limited in the torque it can provide to
move the beam. The beam selection is limited by available diameters.
Here the fastest motion of a transverse beam is needed. This response is not solvable in
closed form as was discussed in Chapter 7 and [134]. Therefore, the solution to the transverse
beam will be obtained experimentally. For a variety of attached masses, transverse beams
will be selected that move each mass as fast as possible using an existing actuator with a
software imposed torque limit.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 8.63. This servomotor is driven with input
shaping using Labview motion control. The actuator was then connected through a 100
to 1 reduction eccentric gear box to the base of the beam. An accelerometer was attached
at the end of the beam. The accelerometer was also connect to a PC running Labview to
capture the acceleration data. The setup was variable, since different diameter steel beams,
and various masses at the end of the beam were possible. Since the problem is rotational,
all the experimental values are needed in terms of inertia. The beam and attached mass
parameters are summarized in Table 8.2. These experiments sought to find the fastest
shaped transverse beam for each possible attached mass. 1
The first step was to test the effectiveness of ZV input shaping on the experimental
1Most experiments presented here were performed by undergraduate research assistant Brian Fatkin






Figure 8.63: Beam Experimental Setup.
Table 8.2: Beam Experiment Parameters.
Element Mass(g) Inertia (g-cm)































Figure 8.64: Experimental Example Solution.
setup. Figure 8.64 shows the accelerometer output for a 180◦ rotation of the beam with
no shaping and with ZV and ZVD input shapers. While their is no theoretical derivation
for input shaping in this case, the results are clear; input shaping is effective at eliminating
transverse beam vibrations with rotational base input. Some vibration still remains due
to the higher modes of the beam, as well as the nonlinearities caused by the base rotation
input.2 The ZVD shaper performs better in this case because its robustness cancels some
of these effects.
The first step in determining the fastest beam and shaper solution for a given load was
to determine the natural frequencies of each beam under each possible load. This was done
experimentally since the setup led itself well to this approach. Figure 8.65 shows the primary
frequencies of each beam for each loading condition related to beam diameter. The M ′is
values represent additional masses. Multiple masses were added together to increase the
end condition of the beam. The natural frequencies were then used to determine ZV input
shapers for each beam mass combination. The shapers were then tested on the system. All
the shapers were as effective at vibration suppression as the example case shown in Figure
8.64. Recall, the length of these shapers is one component of the total command duration.
The other component in command duration is the acceleration duration. Because the
actuator in this case had more torque than was need to move the beams at a safe speed, a
2An interesting side result did come from input shaping flexible beams rotating in the plane parallel to the
ground. The beams started each motion deflected due to gravity. This ground perpendicular deflection was
decreased due to the centripetal acceleration of the beam. That is as the beams were spinning, energy was
introduced into the vertical motion of the beam. After input shaping had stopped the beam, little vibration
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Figure 8.65: Experimental Natural Frequencies.
torque limit was imposed using the software. This was done by calculating the inertia of
each beam and mass combination. These inertias were then used to compute the maximum
allowable acceleration of the motor. By fixing a maximum theoretical torque, the allowable





The allowable torque was less than the maximum torque of the motor; however, this same
procedure could be used with an actual torque limit.
In this case, the command duration was also altered to become a move duration. Instead
of using acceleration duration, the entire move duration was used, since the motions were
made for a fixed rotation using a shaped bang-bang acceleration profile. That is, the motor
accelerated at the previously calculated Aallowable for a 90◦ rotation and then decelerated
with the same magnitude for the remaining 90◦. This resulted in an S-curve position profile.







where θ is the angle of rotation in these cases 180◦. This S-curve duration was used to com-
pute the shaped move time in the same manner acceleration duration was used previously
in Section 8.2.1.4.3 to compute the shaped move time.
When the move duration is computed from the experimentally determined frequencies
and the S-curve duration presented above, the resultant move duration is given by:
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Figure 8.66: Cost Function of Maximum Speed Example with ZV Shaper.
each beam loading condition, there exist a beam with the fastest response or the minimum
value in the figure. For lower attached masses the 0.25 inch diameter beam was the fastest.
However, for larger masses with the same torque limit, the 3/8 inch beam was superior.
The beam design procedure for fastest shaped motion works for experimental, as well as
theoretical design approaches. Specifically, a beam can be design to move as fast as possible
using any input shaper and given actuator.
Figure 8.64 showed that the vibration suppression performance of the ZVD shaper was
superior to the ZV shaper for this beam. If this level of vibration suppression is needed,
then ZVD shaping should be used, and consequently the beam chosen for the system should
be designed using ZVD parameters. Since the duration of the ZVD shaper is twice that of
the ZV shaper, the move duration becomes:









When a ZVD shaper is used on the experimental setup, the results are shown in Figure
8.67. Again, a minimum duration motion is possible. However, the beam to accomplish
this goal is different than in the ZV case. Because the ZVD shaper is longer, it contributes
more to the duration of the move. Thus the shaper term is more dominant. However,
the cost of using a ZVD shaper is a longer move time, as apparent from the move times
in Figure 8.67 being significantly higher than those in the ZV case of Figure 8.66. These
results demonstrate that the shaper selection will directly impact the beam selection, as
well as the attainable move durations.
8.2.2.5 Actuator Related Issues
The previous sections assumed a fixed actuator and fixed desired velocity in determining
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Figure 8.67: Cost Function of Maximum Speed Example with ZVD Shaper.
are asked to perform at a variety of velocities. Also, actuator selection is often up to the
designer of the system and consequently complicates the design process. Both of these
challenges can be accommodated within the proposed design protocol.
8.2.2.5.1 Multiple Desired Velocities
Designing a beam to operate at a variety of velocities is a simple matter of recalculating
the acceleration duration over the desired velocity range. The simplest solution is to use
the average operating velocity and perform the design process as before. Another possible
solution is to select several discrete velocities and compute the average acceleration times.







This average value could then be used for the determination of the fastest beam for a set of
velocities. A probability distribution of possible operating velocities could also be utilized
as a weighting on the velocities in (8.41).
8.2.2.5.2 Actuator Selection
Actuator selection along with beam selection adds another design variable to the process.
The simplest solution to this problem is to develop the beam design algorithm with the
actuator force/torque as an input variable. Then the process can be performed for multi-
ple possible actuators. Figure 8.68 shows how multiple actuators would affect the design
problem presented in Example 1. The minimum of the curves shifts to higher radii as the
actuator force increases. By simply considering the actuator effort as a discrete design

















Figure 8.68: Cost Function for Various Actuators Forces.
force, then the faster the attainable motion. Likewise, the ideal radius will be larger for a
larger actuator force, since large actuators lessen the dominance of acceleration duration in
the command duration calculation. By utilizing these simple techniques, beams can be de-
signed with many different constraints. Combining these techniques with more complicated
oscillatory mechanical elements will be presented in the next section.
8.2.3 Complex Mechanical Element Design
The previous section discussed the combined design of input shaping with simple beam
elements. This section seeks to show that the technique of minimizing move time will work
well for other continuum elements. Two areas will be investigated: more complex continuum
elements and multi-state simple beams, where length or endpoint mass change.
8.2.3.1 Transverse Vibration of a Tapered Beam
The first complex continuum element considered is the rectangular tapered transversely
loaded beam. This type of beam is common in machines because it is stiffer for a given
mass than an un-tapered beam. Considered here is a beam tapered only in the direction
of deflection, δ, diagramed in Figure 8.69. It has a width along the entire beam of b, and a
starting height of h0 and tapers to a point after a length L. Many researchers have derived
the equations of motion of tapered beams [100, 117, 67, 136]. From their work the natural








with λ1 = 5.315, where the base area, A0, is:





























Figure 8.70: Tapered Beam Frequency.






These equations can be used to find the relationship between the beam frequency and the
base height. This frequency relationship is depicted in Figure 8.70. The same trends that
held for the radius of the circular transverse beam also hold for the base height of this type
of beam.
The command duration for tapered beams is the same as previously discussed command





This total mass when transformed into an acceleration duration for a desired velocity,





results in the command duration curve shown in Figure 8.71. Again, a true minimum exists,





















Figure 8.71: Tapered Beam Command Duration.
procedure still works. The equations for tapered beams and tapered cones behave in the
same manner, such that the design technique of using input shaping to aid in physical
parameter selection also holds for cones.
8.2.3.2 Plate Design
Theoretically plate vibration can also be suppressed with input shaping, and plates are
common structure components in machines. A plate is essentially a wide beam, and likewise,
the same trends in shaped command duration appear when the thickness of the plate is a
design variable. Weaver et.al presented the equations for the natural frequency and the
wave propagation for a plate in [313]. The derivation of input shaping for plates was not
included in Chapter 7 because the wave propagation is essentially that of the transverse
beam in two dimension, if the plate is symmetrical. The first natural frequency of a square













and ν is Poisson’s Ratio. The natural frequency of the plate exhibits the same trends
with increase in thickness and length as have often been seen before. Figure 8.72 shows
that as thickness increases so does the natural frequency. Likewise, as width increases the
frequency decreases. Since an increase in thickness will also increase the mass of the plate,
a tradeoff between low mass and high frequency exists in the plate problem. This is the
same tradeoff between acceleration and shaper duration that has been seen in the previous
design examples.
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Figure 8.72: Plate First Natural Frequency.
The plates total mass of a plate is given by:
mtot = a2ρh (8.49)
The mass can be used with the above frequency expression to find the command duration
for a plate. Figure 8.73 shows the familiar curve, where a particular thickness will enable
the fastest shaped motions. Although difficult to see in the surface, a minimum exists for a
particular thickness at each possible length. Again, the smaller the plate’s length, the faster
the possible motions. This trend will continue to be found in other continuum elements, no
matter the complexity, because when mass or inertia is added to the structure of an element,
it increases the stiffness which in turn increases the frequency. However, adding inertia
decreases the maximum acceleration. The consideration of the opposed command duration
effects of increased mass versus increased stiffness is vitally important when designing with
input shaping.
8.2.3.3 Changing Mass
The techniques developed here have been shown effective for single state beams. However,
the design of these beams gets more complicated if they are asked to carry more than one
load. For example, a mill might need to utilized different size and mass workpieces. One
way of selecting a beam for multiple end-load conditions is to use a similar technique to the
one used in actuator selection. That is, test both conditions, lightly and heavily loaded and
select the beam that performs best at both. Figure 8.74 shows how a longitudinal beam
command duration behaves with two different end-load masses. By using the information in
the figure, a beam radius can be selected between the light and heavy load radii depending
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Figure 8.75: Longitudinal Beam Command Duration for Changing Length.
beam should be selected. The converse is also true. A probability or average load technique
could also be used as was discussed for the changing velocity case in Section 8.2.2.5.1. This
sort of technique can be used to understand the nature of combining input shaping with
mechanical design. That is mass should be decreased in all forms until the point where the
system frequency starts to decrease. This will be discussed further in Section 8.4.3.2.
8.2.3.4 Changing Length
Another common occurrence is for a beam’s effective length to change. This is typical of
ball stages. The effective length between the actuator and the load changes often with
the position of the load. This issue can be addressed by studying a range of possible
lengths. Figure 8.75 shows how length and radius effect the command duration of a loaded
torsional beam. By selecting a radius in the trough of the curve, performance over the entire
workspace will be good. This technique will require the input shaper to change with the
location in the workspace, since the frequencies also change with the length. Likewise, the
changing load problem presented previously will need the same sort of shaper adjustment.
Many solutions have already be proposed to deal with this including the work by the
author and an undergraduate assistant Vlad Patrangenaru in [83], where an input shaping
technique similar to gain scheduling was employed on an elevator as it moved between
floors. Another option to deal with frequency variation is the continuously vary technique
of Chapter 4 for where the shaper was changed depending on the desired acceleration to
















Figure 8.76: Diagram of Longitudinal Beam and Controller.
8.2.4 Beams with Fixed Controllers
All of the previous examples of beam design dealt with the motion of only one mechanical
element. However, in typical applications, flexible systems are under feedback control.
While designing feedback controllers, mechanical plants, and input shapers concurrently is
beyond the scope of this work, it is possible to use a fixed control strategy on a flexible beam
system and then select the beam and shaper simultaneously. Using a fixed controller design
approach allows the mechanical parameter variation to be studied. While this approach
is an interesting proof of concept, it is not recommended for use on real world systems,
because of the high controller gains it can require.
The example case considered here is a longitudinal beam affixed to a much larger mass.
This mass is under proportional and derivative feedback control. For simplification in
the model, the longitudinal beam will be modelled as a lumped parameter spring and
mass, whose parameters are determined from the previous derivation of longitudinal beam
vibration in Chapter 7. This simplification is made because incorporating a continuum
equation of motion in a feedback control simulation is extremely difficult. A diagram of the
system can be seen in Figure 8.76.
The motion of the system in Figure 8.76 is described by:
MAŸ (t) +KBY (t) = F +KBX(t) (8.50)
MBẌ(t) +KBX(t) = KBY (t) (8.51)
and the feedback control law is:

























Figure 8.77: Controller Gains For Maintained Frequency.
where Ydes is the desired position of Y , KP and KD are the proportional and derivative
gains respectively, and the physical parameters are defined by Figure 8.76. This system will
exhibit two natural frequencies depending on the physical and controller parameters.
The approach suggested here to segregating the beam design from the controller design
is to hold the lower mode of vibration to a constant value much lower than the frequency
by altering the controller gains. If controller gains can be selected to maintain the lower
mode frequency, then the beam design problem can be isolated from the controller design.
Figure 8.77 shows the relationship between controller gains and the low natural frequency
of vibration for two different radii beams. Notice that the gains are substantially different
for the two beams, when the natural frequencies are equal. Therefore, the controller will
have to be altered significantly to hold the frequency constant.
When the controller gains are used to hold the low natural frequency of the system
constant for varying beam radius, the higher mode of vibration in the system changes in
the same general manner as for the beam alone. If the combined system is moved with
a two-mode input shaper, then the first input shaper would remain constant due to the
fixed low frequency. The other input shaper would change with the radius of the beam.
The duration of the changing frequency input shaper is shown in Figure 8.78. The shaper
duration decreases with increase in radius; this decrease would help counteract the increase
in mass that the larger radius would incur. This is the same trend that has been seen in all
of the other beam design problems.
While this approach to controller design is not advisable for real world systems due to
possible large feedback gains, it did enable the beam parameters to be considered indepen-
dent of the controller. The result is that even when working within the confines of controller
dynamics, the trade-off still exists between increasing acceleration duration and decreasing






















Figure 8.78: Shaper Duration for Longitudinal Beam and Feedback Controller.
here, the tradeoff in design parameter selection exists. Increasing some design parameters
both increases mass and increases natural frequency. These increases have opposite effects
on the speed of the shaped beam motion, by simultaneously increasing acceleration duration
while decreasing shaper duration.
8.3 Design for Micro-Mill Positioning System
The techniques of combining of mechanical design with input shaping were developed with
the goal of designing the positioning stages of a micro-mill. The X-Y stages of a micro-mill
are required to move quickly, and the stages are subject to minimal external forcing due
to the low cutting forces as discussed in Chapter 4. This is the ideal situation for flexible
systems relying on input shaping for vibration suppression. This section will detail how the
design procedures used to develop simple beams can be combined to design a micro-mill’s
X-Y positioning system.
8.3.1 Micro-Mill Model
The first step is to develop a reasonable model of a micro-mill positioning system. It should
incorporate flexibility in both the X and Y stages, as well as the coupled nature of the loads
on the stages. Only one configuration will be considered in this section, although Section
8.2.3.4 does discuss considerations for multiple beam lengths and configurations.
To design the stages with integrated input shaping, the stages are modelled as trans-
versely vibrating beams. If two of these beams are affixed perpendicular to each other, then
a basic model of the positioning system as depicted in Figure 8.79 can be developed. The



























Figure 8.79: Diagram of Positioning System Model.
The coupled nature of the X-beam’s load is apparent if the model is broken down into
the separate axes. Figure 8.80 shows that the transverse vibration in the Y-axis is unaffected
by any parameter selections in the X-axis. Note that MWP is the mass of the workpiece and
all fixturing hardware carried on the end of the Y-stage. The X-axis, on the other hand,
depicted in Figure 8.81, is highly dependent on the parameters of the Y-axis because the
X-axis must carry all of the mass of the Y-axis. Here the simplification was made, that
from the X-axis point of view, the Y-axis appears as a lumped mass at the tip of the X-axis.
Making the total load at the end of the X-axis MT equal to:
MT = MI +MY +MWP (8.53)
where MI is the mass of the interface with the Y-axis including the Y-axis motor. MY is the
mass of the Y stage beam, and MWP is the same workpiece and fixturing load carried by
the Y-axis. Although the real system’s vibration would be coupled, if the vibration can be
greatly reduced through input shaping, then this coupling should be significantly reduced.

































Figure 8.81: Diagram of X-Stage Model
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8.3.2 Design Procedure for Micro-Mill Beam Selection
The procedure to design multiple beams of a micro-mill positioning system in conjunction
with input shaping utilizes the command duration for moves of both those beams. Revisiting
the procedure for one beam design in Section 8.2.2.1, allows a similar approach to be used
for the multiple-beam system. This procedure develops parameter relationships for both
beams independently and then merges them into a solitary cost function. The procedure
for the micro-mill positioning system’s beams is summarized in the following:
1. Define Beam Types and Beam Constraints.
2. Select Appropriate Input Shapers.
3. Determine Beam Design Variables.
4. Identify Actuator Related Constraints.
5. Compute Command Duration of Each Beam.
6. Combine Command Durations through Weighted Usage.
7. Implement Design Constraints.
8. Select X and Y Stage Beam Parameters.
The differences in this procedure compared to the single beam procedure of Section 8.2.2.1 is
the addition of a step combining the command durations into a single value. The command
durations of each beam will be weighted by the percentage of all motions that utilize each
axis in determining the final beam design.
8.3.3 Micro-Mill Stage Parameter Selection Process
The first step in the design of the micro-mill positioning system is to identify both beams
as transverse with end loads. Both will be shaped using ZV input shapers, and the only
design variable for each beam is the radius. The actuator force and desired velocity along
each axis will be the same, Fact and Vdes. With these values known the command duration











The shaper duration component of the command duration for the Y stage alone is shown
in Figures 8.82 for varying radius. Figure 8.83 shows how changes to the radius effect the
acceleration duration. Then the same general trends can be seen in these two figures as
were seen for all other transverse beams. That is, an increase in radius increases mass which


























































































Figure 8.85: Shaper Duration for the X Direction.
motion. The total command duration for the Y-axis combines these effects as depicted in
Figure 8.84
The X-axis command duration is a more complicated calculation since it involves addi-
tional masses, including the mass of the Y-axis. Its components, the shaper duration and
the acceleration duration, depend on radius of both the X and Y-axis. Figure 8.85 shows
how the shaper duration changes for various X and Y-axis radii. The shaper duration is
effected slightly by the Y-axis radius because the Y-axis radii changes the attached mass
at the end of the X-axis beam. Still the general trend of increased radius leading to higher
frequencies still holds for the X-axis radius. However, the Y-axis radius has the opposite
effect. An increase in RY leads to a larger end mass for the X-axis which reduces the fre-
quency. This effect would be more prominent if the interface and workpiece mount masses
were significantly lower than the mass of the Y-axis beam.
The other important component of the command duration of the X-axis is the acceler-
ation duration. This acceleration duration is shown in Figure 8.86 for various axis radii.
An increase in the radii of either axis increases the overall mass of the beam and thus the
acceleration duration.
If these two components, shaper and acceleration duration, are added together, then the











The total command duration as a function of changes in both radii are shown in Figure
8.87. If only a constant Y-axis radius is considered, then the figure shows a command
duration variation as expected from previous transverse beams. However, multiple Y-axis




























































































Figure 8.88: Total Command Time in X and Y Directions.
more design parameters but does not makes the X-axis radius selection significantly more
complicated, if only the X-axis command duration is being minimized. For minimum X-
axis command duration, RY should be as low as possible, obeying the previous result that
minimal attached mass leads to the fastest beam motion.
The difficulty comes when selecting the radii of both the X and Y-axis for the overall
performance. This determination can be made by using a weighted sum of the command
durations to determine the fastest beams. This cost function is:
J = tX−com + αtY−com (8.56)
where α is the weights on the frequency of motion in the Y-axis relative to the X-axis. If
a mill were operated primarily in the X-direction, then α should be less than one. In most
micro-mills, the axis are used equally and therefore α = 1 is a good choice. The results
of equally weighting the two axis can be seen in the average command duration relative to
both axis radii in Figure 8.88. Notice that a global minimum again exists. There is one set
of beam radii that will produce the fastest motion. Because the Y-axis radius effects the
motions of both axes, the surface slopes more steeply with changes in the Y radius than for
the X radius. Therefore, the Y radius is a more important design decision.
The results of this mill positioning system design has resulted in another example when
input shaping and mechanical system parameters were design concurrently for improved
performance. These techniques can be expanded to a larger design process, and this gener-
alization will be discussed in the next section.
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8.4 Effect of Input Shaping on the Design Process
The overall engineering design process is typically subdivided into four separate stages:
Defining and Clarifying the Task, Conceptual Design, Embodiment Design, and Detail
Design [209]. The possibility of using input shaping will impact all stages in the engineering
design process. Specifically, the ability to use input-shaped flexible components in a system
will clarify the definition of the task, as well as introduce new design possibilities into the
conceptual design. While this is not a new idea, direct study of input shaping’s influences on
these stages is novel. Furthermore, the techniques developed earlier in this chapter for the
direct selection of mechanical components are useful in the embodiment and detail design
phases.
The specific impact of input shaping on each of the four stages of the design process
will be discussed. Particular stress will be placed on the use of the mechanical parameter
selection techniques developed previously in this chapter for design embodiment and detail
selection. Whenever possible the previously discussed examples, specifically, vibration ab-
sorbers, solitary beam elements, and multiple-beam element configurations, will be used to
further the design analysis.
8.4.1 Task Definition
The formulation of the task for a design should not be influenced by any design decision that
will be made later in the process. The task definition should be independent of the solution.
Therefore, the application input shaping as part of the design process should not change the
design definition. However, this independent task definition does not always occur. This
section seeks to point out the common mistakes in task definition which could adversely
impact the utilization of input shaped flexible design alternative. These clarifications of the
task are shaped by input shaping accomplishing functions in new ways. To restate, it is
not that the task definition needs to be changed to encompass an input shaping solution;
instead, the task definition process needs to be objectively viewed such that the design
requirements are solution independent. Specifically several traditional design requirements
are often unknowingly solution specific and need to be clarified and complicated. Also,
the desired “wishes” for a design might need to be expanded since the combining of input
shaping with lightweight mechanical components allows vast improvements over rigid and
heavy structures in certain areas. These issues will be studied for the general design case, as
well as the specific example of the micro-mill. It is important to note that the steps presented
here might not be necessary if the task definition is sufficiently solution independent.
8.4.1.1 General Approaches
The objective consideration of design requirements requires two main components, the
clarifying of design specifications and the expansion of design wishes. Both are important
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Table 8.3: Existing and Improved Common Design Specifications.
Type Specification
Existing Machine Mechanical Stiffness
Improved Allowable Deflection to a Specified Condition
Improved Controlled Stiffness
Existing Machine Mechanical Damping
Improved Disturbance Vibration Decay Time
Improved Planned Motion Vibration Decay Time
Existing Maximum Velocity
Improved Maximum Velocity performing specific operation
Improved Process Time Requirement
Existing Specific Trajectory Maximum Deviation
Improved Generic Trajectory Maximum Deviation
Existing Operators Separated from Machine
Improved Operators Unharmed by Machine
to making the task definition less aimed at a particular solution or set of solution principles.
8.4.1.1.1 Clarifying Design Requirements
The task of clarifying the design requirements to make them less linked to particular solu-
tions needs to be made in light of the alternative solutions possible with input shaping. Sev-
eral traditional machine specifications are unknowingly solution specific and consequently
could make the implementation of an input-shaped flexible solution impossible. Examples
of these specifications are listed in Table 8.3. Also shown in Table 8.3 are the proposed
expansions and clarifications of these design objectives.
The first and primary areas of design requirements that should be clarified deal with
machine stiffness and machine deflection. Often a machine’s static stiffness will be required
at a particular value; while these types of specifications are valid, they are often excessively
scaled. Instead of requiring a fixed stiffness, requirements should be made on performance
from the required operations. For example, a satellite antenna’s stiffness should not be
required; instead, its deflection from reorientation should be specified. By moving away
from static parameters to dynamic requirements, the design task is made clearer and more
open to various alternative solutions.
A related area is the requirements placed on the motion of the design. Often, these
requirements are made briefly and generally. For example, a desired maximum velocity,
a desired damping ratio, and desired maximum deviation from a set motion profile could
be specified. Addressing these each individually, a maximum velocity constraint should be
broken down into velocity requirements for different types of motions and different directions
of motions. Likewise a damping ratio constraint is too general and should be separated
into vibration oscillation duration for commanded motions and vibration duration from
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disturbances. Finally, setting the deviation or tracking error to a specific motion profile,
should be expanded to also include generic tracking error, as well as placing additional
criteria on different trajectory types. A machine might require fast motions with low error,
or the machine might need to be resistant to a specific disturbance force.
Another area of task definition that needs to be re-evaluated is safety. Since many
existing machines have large moving masses and consequently large internal forces, they are
quite dangerous. To overcome this, design requirements forcing operators away from the
machines have been introduced. These requirements should be reevaluated in terms of their
original intent. Actual worker safety, not safety equipment should be included in the design
requirements. A lightweight machine does not need the same type of separation from its
operator as a massive machine.
The final task definition issue is one that always appears in innovative designs. That is
the unwritten design requirement that a design fit into preconceived notions of the correct
solution. While this prejudice should never impact a design process, it is especially import
if input shaped flexible system solutions are to be given equal consideration. These flexible
solutions can be counter to most common notions of machine design.
The design specifications presented here are not new, and they could be used to improve
the design process of machines even without the possibility of an input shaped flexible el-
ement solution. However, they are specifically important to the input-shaped designs dis-
cussed here. The new approach of flexible systems replacing stiff ones forces the reevaluation
of ingrained design specifications from an objective point of view.
8.4.1.1.2 Reformulated with Design Requirements
While the consideration of an input shaped flexible system requires an increased watchful-
ness in design requirement selection, it also allows additional design wishes to be included.
The application of input shaping allows machines to be built with improved performance in
many areas as summarized in Table 8.4. By including these previously unattainable wishes
into the task design, creativity in the design process is fostered, which can only lead to more
design possibilities being considered.
Most of these new wishes are made possible by a reduced overall mass from the use
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Table 8.5: Micro-Mill Traditional Design Specifications.
D/W Specification
D Following Error of 2 µm
D Maximum Velocity of 50 mm/s
D Deflection of 1 µm at 100 N
D Power Consumption under 1 KW
D 10 KHz isolation bandwidth
D Operator Separated From Machine by Clear Shield
of more flexible structural members. Lower mass reduces energy consumption, both from
actuators and from transportation equipment. Similarly, lighter components are easier to
assembly by machine or by hand, as well as costing less. Also, the open loop nature of
input shaping vibration suppression can eliminate the need for feedback control, or at least
sophisticated feedback control. Finally, thinner and lighter components require less support
structures, thus leading to smaller machines overall. While adding additional wishes like
these to the task formulation is not required, it can motivate the design process.
8.4.1.2 Micro-Mill Example
To show how the proposed alterations to task determination are altered for a specific design
process, micro-mill specifications are presented. Two different subsets of specifications for
the micro-mill have been developed. Neither addresses the total machine design; instead
they focus on the areas altered by the proposed clarifications presented in Section 8.4.1.1.1.
The specifications for current micro-mills are shown in Table 8.5, while Table 8.6 shows how
the proposed changes alter the specifications.
Most of the specifications in the tables are self explanatory. However, a few need further
description. If the workpiece mass substantially effects the motion of the machine, then the
machine should be able to move faster with no workpiece or when carrying light workpieces.
This condition is possible with a lightweight positioning system. Also, the vibration isolation
is typically specified for the overall machine. However, if the machine’s natural frequencies
are low as is the case for lightweight machines, then the vibration isolation scheme does not
need as large a bandwidth to prevent vibration from being induced in the machine. Finally,
low-power actuators lead to less heat being introduced into the system and therefore less
thermal deformation of the system. While this is not required is can improve a micro-mill’s
performance.
The specification lists for the mills are in no way complete, however they do show how
simple changes can be made. These changes enable the solution of input-shaped flexible
components to be considered equally with more traditional solutions of stiff and massive
elements.
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Table 8.6: Micro-Mill Proposed Design Specifications.
D/W Specification
D Following Error of 2 µm while Cutting
D Following Error of 50 µm while not Cutting
D Maximum Velocity of 50 mm/s in X and Y while Cutting
W Maximum Velocity of 500 mm/s in X and Y while not Cutting
D Maximum Velocity of 10 mm/s in Z while Cutting
D Maximum Velocity of 30 mm/s in Z while not Cutting
W Maximum Velocities 50% higher when no workpiece
D Deflection of 3 µm from commanded move
D Deflection of 1 µm with Specified Cutting Conditions
D Power Consumption under 1 KW
W Power Consumption under 100 W
D Isolation bandwidth covers important system frequencies
D Operator Not in Danger from motion of machine
D Operator separated from cutting interface
W Total Mass under 20 kg
W Total Temperature Change under 2◦ C
Table 8.7: Design Function Comparison.
Goal Traditional Solution Input Shaped Solution
Flexible Element Motion Feedback Control Input Shaping
Long Appendage Stiff Element Flexible Element
Multiple Degrees of Freedom Heavy Stages Lightweight Serial Manipulator
8.4.2 Conceptual Design
The conceptual design phase has two important elements where input shaping can alter the
process. The first is in the solution to the design functions. By utilizing input shaping,
new functions become possible. The other area where input shaping requires clarification
of the process is in the concept evaluation. Evaluation criteria that might not have been
applicable with other designs should be included when designing with input shaping.
8.4.2.1 Functional Solutions
While the creation of input shaping did not lead to any new functional solutions, it did
make designs that were previously regarded as unworkable valid design solutions. All of
these now valid solutions utilize flexible elements whose vibration is constrained through
input shaping. These flexible elements can be used to solve design problems traditionally
requiring stiff mechanical elements. Some design functions, their traditional solutions, and
their input shaped solutions are presented in Table 8.7. The first additional functional
solution is substituting input shaping for another controller. Since input shaping is an
open loop technique, it has inherent advantages in simplicity. Before input shaping, open
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Table 8.8: Design Evaluation Criteria Important with Input Shaping.
Positive Negative




Transport Size and Weight Transport Fragileness
Noise Output Noise Susceptibility
loop designs might be discarded due to their poor performance. The other two areas of
useful design solutions involve using low stiffness elements to replace high mass elements.
Before input shaping, the low stiffness solutions would have too much vibration for many
applications.
The vibration absorber coupled with input shaping presented in Section 8.1 is an ex-
ample of this type of new functional solution. Traditionally, the primary solution to both
disturbance and commanded vibration was a massive, stiff physical structure coupled with
a feedback controller. However, the application of input shaping to deal with commanded
motion enables the new design alternative of the vibration absorber and input shaper to-
gether. By allowing more alternative solutions to be considered, input shaping increases
machine design possibilities.
8.4.2.2 Evaluation
Input shaping should have no impact on design evaluation and selection. However, of-
ten evaluation criteria, like design specifications, are skewed towards traditional design
solutions. If input shaping is to get equal consideration in the design process, then the
evaluation criteria must be objectively chosen. To clarify, input shaping only requires that
design evaluation be made fairly and clearly.
To this end, it is important to included criteria that might have been previously omitted,
but for which input shaping performs well. Likewise, to equalize the process, it is also
important to consider evaluation criteria for which input shaping does not perform well.
Table 8.8 shows some examples of each type of criteria. The criteria’s location in the Table is
by no means the definitive evaluation of all designs including input shaping. However, each
of the criteria is specifically impacted by input shaping and, therefore, needs to be considered
in a successful alternative evaluation. For example, programming is listed on the negative
criteria because although input shaping is simple to program, it is not available from the
manufacturer on many off-the-shelf controllers. Therefore, the controller’s programming will
need to be modified. Conversely, cost is listed as a positive criteria. Input shaping allows the
use of lighter weight components which should cost less. However, smaller does not always
mean cheaper to produce. Also, input shaping requires some sort of logic to implement
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which can increase cost over simply manually controlled actuators. By considering these
criteria that might have been previously neglected due to all the alternatives having similar
evaluation performance, the design process in general can be improved. Specifically, by
thoughtfully selecting and implementing evaluation criteria, input shaping can prove to be
an exceptional machine element.
8.4.3 Design Embodiment
The design embodiment phase involves three steps, with much iteration among them. First,
the relationships between components must be finalized. Next, the parameters for the
components must be selected, and finally the components’ parameters adjusted to final
values. All of the previous discussion of input shaping as it relates to the design process is
based on general input shaping theory. The embodiment design phase allows the specific
introduction into the design process of the procedures for mechanical parameter selection
for input-shaped motion developed earlier in this chapter.
8.4.3.1 Function Assembly
The assembly of functional components is not significantly effected by input shaping. Minor
allowances related to the types of functional solutions that involve input shaping might need
to be made. For example, since an input-shaped beam deflects more during a motion than
a massive, stiff beam, a clearance should be allowed. For the most part, however, input
shaping will not impact this process.
8.4.3.2 Parameter Selection
Design parameter selection is the primary design component that can benefit from the
techniques developed earlier in this chapter. By selecting mechanical parameters based on
the input-shaped response, faster machines can be produced. The procedures developed
for vibration absorber design with input shapers for disturbance rejection could be used to
select both absorber and shaper parameters. Likewise, the procedures for beam parameter
selection will allow fast machine motions.
Specifically, as cost functions are created for the parameters of the machine design, they
should include terms relating to command duration. By including command duration with
input shaping in the mechanical parameter selection, the important tradeoffs between speed
and other design factors can be seen.
Including command duration in the cost functions of the machine design is one possibility
of how to implement mechanical design with input shaping. Another possible method relies
on a simpler procedure to obtain a fast moving machine. This process involves designing
the lightest system possible and then testing the derivative of its speed with respect to the
design parameters. This process involves the following steps:
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Figure 8.89: Derivative Test for Parameter Selection.
1. Select design parameters to result in the lowest moving mass, while satisfying all other
design constraints.
2. Compute command duration at these design parameters.
3. Compute command duration for small changes to the design parameters.
4. If command duration decreases with all mechanical parameters, then stop.
5. Else, increase some parameters until the previous item is satisfied.
This process can also be seen schematically in Figure 8.89.
This process relies on considering the slope of the command duration curves for beam





where tcom is the command duration. If this relationship is true, then generally the speed
of the design cannot be increased by changing any of the design parameters. This also
assumes that the design is constrained in it minimum mass, which is typically the case.
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This relationship derives from the guidelines for designing beams. Specifically, for the
beams discussed earlier, the design parameters should be decreased until the command
duration starts to rise. This will only occur if a designer begins with traditional mechanical
designs where the mass component dominates the command duration. If the designer
chooses to start with an excessively lightweight design, then the opposite approach should
be implemented.
By selecting the lowest moving mass for a design, typically the other design constraints
will limit the design before the frequency component of the command duration becomes
prevalent. If this is not the case, then increasing a mechanical parameter will result in
a decrease in command duration. Then the designer will know that a faster solution is
possible with a more massive system.
8.4.3.3 Parameter Tuning
The final stage in embodiment design is parameter tuning. The influence of input shaping in
this process is much the same as for parameter selection and, therefore, the same techniques
can be utilized.
8.4.4 Detail Design
The detail design phase is influenced slightly by input shaping inclusion. This influence is
limited to a few concerns that are typical with flexible systems. While these considerations
should be made for any system, they are especially important to input-shaped systems.
These concerns are:
• Ensure Linear Vibration, for ease of Input Shaping.
• Leave Room for Deflection from Commanded Motion.
• Inspection Schedules Specific to Deflecting Parts.
• Procedures to Avoid Damage of Lightweight Components.
Making sure these issues are addressed is the only impact of input shaping on the detail
stage of the design process, beyond the fine tuning of the system parameters according to
the embodiment design rules.
8.4.5 Summary of Input Shaping’s Impact on the Design Process
The previous sections detailed how traditional input shaping, as well as combined input
shaping and mechanical parameter selection improve the design process. Here the general
application of these techniques is summarized.
Figure 8.90 shows the stages of the design process, as well as one way to break these






























Figure 8.90: Input Shaping Impact in Design Process.
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design process. These roles take two forms, the impact of using input shaping and the
specific machine parameter selection with input shaping. These input shaping roles are:
• Specification Clarification: Input shaping requires that design specification be
made impartially. Therefore, existing design requirements that are solution specific
should be clarified to give equal ground to lightweight solution alternatives.
• Function Alternatives: Input shaping adds additional functional alternatives to
the design process. Flexible lightweight solutions become acceptable for consideration
if input shaping is used.
• Evaluation Criteria: Like the specifications, the evaluation criteria need to be
unbiased. Therefore, special attention should be payed to included the criteria where
input shaping performs well, as well as poorly.
• Cost Functions: The selection of mechanical parameters should be made with the
goal of the fastest input-shaped motion. This can be done in two ways. First, a
cost function including command duration can be used. Or, a study of the trends
of command duration with mechanical design can be combined with test points for
design parameter selection.
• Machine Details: The details of the final design should give attention to the issues
resulting from repeated deflection of mechanical elements.
By adding these concepts to a design process, input shaping can be given a fair consideration,






This dissertation addressed several issues relating to the design and application of input
shaping on micro-milling machines. The contributions were often presented in the context
of micro-milling, but they have applications to other micro-positioning machines, as well as
larger-scale systems. The contributions fall into three distinct areas, micro-mill character-
ization and design, trajectory tracking with input shaping, and mechanical design coupled
with input shaping. All three can be viewed as developments that address the vibratory
issues of micro-milling machines.
Existing micro-milling machines have good dynamic behavior if they are moved slowly.
However, if they are moved quickly, then unwanted vibration will occur. In order for micro-
mills to become economically viable, they must operate much faster than current machines.
Input shaping is a good solution to the problem of motion induced vibration because the
cutting forces in micro-milling are negligible. For input shaping to be thoroughly successful,
the dynamics of the micro-mill must be linear or techniques employed to deal with the
non-linearities. Once these issues are overcome, input shaping can be applied to existing
micro-mills to improve their performance.
However, current input shaping techniques do not offer extremely accurate tracking for
fast machine motions. Therefore, to track the complicated trajectories required for micro-
milling, input shapers developed specifically for trajectory tracking are essential. These
shapers allows the improvement of the tracking of current micro-mills, as well as the next
generation of micro-milling machines.
The next generation of micro-mills needs to be as fast as possible to make the machining
processes more cost efficient. To reach this goal, it is possible to design micro-mills with
knowledge that an input shaper will be used to control the motion-induced vibration. This
combined design approach allows faster machine motion and consequently higher micro-mill
throughput. This goal is summarized in the primary research question of this work.
9.2 Research Questions
How can the consideration of command shaping during the design phase create machine
designs with improved performance?


















Figure 9.1: Performance Improvement Approach.
occur, the mechanical design must be selected in conjunction with the other machine com-
ponents. By concurrently selecting a command shaper and mechanical parameters, a faster
machine is possible than if they were selected independently. However, existing command
shaping schemes do not offer adequate performance in several key areas. Therefore the ap-
proach presented in Figure 9.1 is utilized. First, existing technology is investigated. Then,
new techniques to improve existing machines are generated. Finally, combined mechanical
and command shapers designs are created using the knowledge of the existing technology
and improved techniques. The primary research question can therefore be divided into ex-
isting machine improvement and combined design. A road-map for the approach taken to
addressing these research questions is shown in Figure 9.2. Each chapter has sought to an-
swer part of each of the research questions. The following section will review the procedure
used to find answers to the research questions.
9.2.1 Secondary Research Question 1.
How can the performance of existing micro-milling machines be improved through command
shaping?
The improvement of existing machines was necessary for three reasons. First, micro-mills
needed to be proven a candidate for the open-loop technique of command shaping. Second,
the limits of existing machines need to be known to justify the need for combined design.
Third, combined design solutions will be more flexible than current machines, and therefore
effective techniques for trajectory tracking and vibration suppression will be needed.
9.2.1.1 Micro-Milling Characterization
By investigating the performance of existing micro-mills, the candidacy of command shap-
ing for vibration suppression on the micro-mill was shown, as was the need for increased
throughput. Both the work of other researchers and the results presented here showed slow
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Figure 9.3: Example ETSII Mill Tracking Error.
in Figure 9.3. Also, for input shaping to be an effective solution to vibratory problems, there
must be minimal disturbance forces. Both the experiments performed here and by other
researchers prove this point. Figure 9.4 shows that forces on the positioning system are
minimal. Once the validity of micro-mills as a platform for command shaping was proven,
the next step to improving the performance of existing machines was to develop command
shapers for micro-mills.
9.2.1.2 Input Shaping on Micro-Mills
Before combined mechanical and command design for micro-mills could be completed, the
validity of command shaping on micro-mills had to be shown. By effectively implement-
ing a command shaping scheduling algorithm on the ETSII micro-mill, the validity of the
approach was confirmed. The improvement possible from the command shaping algorithm
selected is shown as a part surface in Figure 9.5. However, previous command shaping
schemes do not allow for precise trajectory tracking of fast motions. Therefore new shaping
techniques were needed before flexible design solutions could be implemented.
9.2.1.3 Trajectory Tracking
Previous command shaping approaches are not capable of producing accurate motions either
spatially or spatially/temporally when speeds are increased. Therefore, for fast motions to
be possible on the next generation micro-milling machines, techniques were needed to pro-
vided for both spatial and spatial/temporal tracking of complex trajectories. The resultant
improved command shaping techniques is shown tracking a complex multi-axis trajectory in








































































Figure 9.6: Example Combined Trajectory Tracking for Each Axis.
Table 9.1: Approach Comparison for Trajectory Tracking for Various Trajectory Frequency
Ratios.
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approach should be selected depending on the speed of a motion as detailed for various
trajectory frequency ratios in Table 9.1. This information allows designers to select the
shaping approach for specific speed requirement. However, as speed increases so does the
impact of un-modelled effects. Therefore, for command shaping schemes to function on
newly designed fast machines, the shaper design should include the continuum nature of
some of the machine elements.
9.2.1.4 Command Shaping for Continuum Beams
Most real machines are actually composed of continuum elements, although they may have
been traditionally modelled as lumped parameter systems. As speeds increase, the contin-
uum effects increase, therefore at high speeds a command shaping scheme is needed to deal
with the particular concerns of continuum elements. Traditional input shapers are capable
of eliminating large amounts of vibration in continuum beams as shown in the experimental
transverse beam response of Figure 9.7. The results of the investigation into which shapers




















Figure 9.7: Experimental Example Solution.
Table 9.2: Input Shaping Effectiveness for Continuum Systems.
ZV ZVD UMZV
Torsional Full? Full None
Torsional: Low Inertia Full? Full Partial
Torsional: High Inertia Full? Full Full
Longitudinal Full? Full None
Longitudinal: Low Mass Full? Full Partial
Longitudinal: High Mass Full? Full Full
Transverse Partial Partial? Partial
Transverse: Low Mass Partial Partial? Partial
Transverse: High Mass Full? Full Full
Recommended (?)
appropriately choose shaper type at the design stage. In this way the continuum input
shapers are both a solution to a current problem and a shaper design selection guide at the
same time. However, simply having shaper selection guidelines does not constitute a design
procedure. Therefore, another research question is needed.
9.2.2 Secondary Research Question 2.
How can mechanical designs be selected to make the best use of existing and improved com-
mand shaping techniques?
The direct implementation of design selection utilizing existing and new command shap-
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Figure 9.8: Experimental Combined Solution.
question like the primary research question centers around the design of micro-milling ma-
chines; however, other applications of combined design are addressed, specifically vibration
absorber design. By designing these auxiliary oscillatory elements simultaneously with input
shapers, a corrective approach to the combined design process was shown. This corrective
process aided in the complete design of continuum elements, which were combined together
to create micro-mill position system design scenarios. Finally the previous research was
synthesized together to create a general procedure for the impact of command shaping on
the design process.
9.2.2.1 Micro-Mill Design
By studying the work of others in the design of micro-mills and the behavior and issues
of the ETSII mill, it was possible to formulate the design variables and criteria for micro-
mills. The correlation analysis shown in Figure 9.3 showed that the design decisions of the
positioning system could be used to increase the throughput of the mill. This enabled the
positioning system to be separated from the other design parameters. This separation is
key to reducing the complexity of the combined design problem for micro-mills.
9.2.2.2 Vibration Absorber Design
The next major step in the combination of mechanical and command design was to consider
the design of a secondary mechanical element. A vibration absorber was chosen, since
the absorber could be used to deal with disturbances that the input shaper could not
cancel. Figure 9.8 shows experimental performance of the concurrent design approach
for the vibration absorber. This specific application of the combined strategy introduced
concepts and procedures which were later combined into the overall design process strategy.
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Material 3 3 1 2 1 10
Shape 3 3 1 2 2 11
Spindle
Type 3 1 2 1 1 8
Stiffness 1 3 1 5
Speed 3 2 3 3 1 1 1 14
Controller
Structure 1 2 2 1 6
Gains 1 3 2 1 7
Stages
Type 2 2 3 3 2 12
Speed 1 3 2 1 7
Stiffness 1 3 1 1 1 7
Encoders 3 2 5
Dynamics 2 1 2 1 2 8
Bearings 1 1 1 3
Workpiece
Fixturing 1 2 3 3 1 1 11
Sensing 1 3 3 7
Mount
Bandwidth 1 1 3 1 6
Size 1 1 3 1 6































Figure 9.9: Total Command Time in X and Y Directions.
9.2.2.3 Continuum Beam Design
Another important area of research towards the goal of general combined mechanical and
command design is the combined design of beam elements and command shapers. This
provided procedures that could be modified for the general design case. The continuum
beam design also enabled the study of the design of a micro-mill positioning system. By
selecting stage parameters according to Figure 9.9, the fastest possible shaped motion design
can be selected. This selection process, however, only focused on the embodiment stage of
the design process. Therefore the other portions of the design process had to be considered.
9.2.2.4 Design Process Impact
The overall goal of the research is summarized as the effect of considering input shaping on
the overall design process. Figure 9.10 summarizes the effects of input shaping on all stage
of the design process. Specifically input shaping requires prejudices to be eliminated in the
task definition and conceptual design phases. In the area of embodiment and detail design,
the combined command and mechanical design strategy both introduces new methods of
selection, but also, specific concerns only relevant to flexible systems. Together, the modifi-
cation of the design process allows the design of machines with simultaneous consideration
of command shapers and mechanical parameters to yield machines with better performance.
9.3 Contributions
This research makes contributions to many different areas leading to the introduction of an
approach to the simultaneous design of mechanical and command components. Specifically






























Figure 9.10: Input Shaping Impact in Design Process.
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9.3.1 Micro-Milling
In the areas of micro-milling, this work has contributed in three main ways. First the
dynamics of the micro-milling process have been described. Second, the performance of
existing micro-mills has been improved through command shaping. Finally, the design
knowledge for the next generation of micro-mills has been expanded.
The performance of existing micro-mills has been quantified and described in detail.
Including the following specific contributions:
• Description of Cutting Forces.
• Observation of Directional Dependence on Motion.
• Observation of Position Dependence on Motion.
• Lack of Cutting Force Impact on Positioning System.
Together these can be used by others to better understand specific micro-mills and the
performance of micro-mills in general.
Micro-mill performance was not only studied; but it was improved through the use of
command generation. This modification to the ETSII micro-mill contributed the following:
• Development of Shapers for Acceleration Dependent Nonlinearity.
• Method for Improved Micro-Mill Stage Positioning.
• Method for Improved Micro-Milling Part Quality.
These contributions should motivate others to employ command shaping on their micro-
mills.
Finally, the design of the next generation of micro-mills has been aided through both
observations and design procedures, including:
• Study of Micro-Mill Design Sensitivity.
• Procedure for the Combined Design of the Micro Positioning System.
• Generalized Design Approach for Improved Micro-Milling Performance.
This work enables designers to create better micro-mills with or without the simultaneous
consideration of command shaping.
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9.3.2 Command Shaping
In the area of command shaping, four important areas have been advanced in this disser-
tation: nonlinear systems, spatial tracking, spatial/temporal tracking, continuum system
performance.
The specific application of command shaping on the ETSII micro-mill motivated the
development of new command shapers with the following contributions:
• Method of Implementing Nonlinear Shaping on a CNC Controller.
• Another Successful Application of Command Shaping.
• Shaping Procedure for Dealing with Acceleration Dependent Nonlinearities.
This should motivate the use of command shaping on micro-mills, nonlinear systems, and
systems with limited command design capabilities.
In the are of tracking of accurate trajectories in multiple spatial dimensions as fast as
possible, the following contributions were made:
• Develop of Measure for Speed of Trajectories.
• Technique for Accurately making Complex Motions with Simple Shaped Commands.
These should enable the performance of command shaped machines to be improved further.
In the more complicated area of tracking spatial and temporal trajectories, several con-
tributions were made including:
• Analytical Technique for Shaper Selection Based on Tracking Error.
• Shapers Specifically Design for Tracking S-Curves.
• Shapers Specifically Design for Tracking Acceleration Profiles.
• Shaping Techniques for Multi-Axis Spatial/Temporal Trajectories.
• Guidelines for the Use of Different Tracking Techniques.
The guidelines should lead to designers selecting existing or the new trajectory tracking
input shapers for applications requiring accurate tracking.
Although command shaping has been used on continuum elements before, the derivation
and analysis of this dissertation provides the following contributions:
• Derivation of Command Shaping for Continuum Elements.
• Analysis of Shaping Sensitivity for Different Beams.
• Impact of Higher Modes on Shaper Selection.
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• Shaper Selection Guideline For Continuum Elements.
Now when command shaping is utilized on continuum system, there is a theoretical basis
and a guide for which shaper to employ.
9.3.3 Mechanical Design
The largest contributions of this work are in the area of mechanical design, specifically for
micro-mills. The consideration of command shaping has lead to techniques for the design of
vibration absorbers, continuum elements, and general procedures for embodiment design.
Culminating in the general impact of input shaping on all stages of the design process.
Micro-milling design has been advanced in two ways:
• Analysis of Design Sensitivity.
• Procedure for Design of Positioning System.
These along with the general design impact should lead to new lightweight micro-mill de-
signs.
This research has expanded the uses of vibration absorbers, as well as introducing new
design strategies; these lead to the following contributions:
• Vibration Absorbers Specifically for Step Disturbances.
• Sequential Technique for Vibration Absorber and Command Shaper Design.
• Concurrent Technique for Vibration Absorber and Command Shaper Design.
This new application of vibration absorber makes them useful for non-rotating machinery.
The design of continuum elements has been advanced by this research in the following
ways:
• Procedure for Constrained Parameter Selection of Simple Beams.
• Procedure for Parameter Selection of Tapered Beams.
• Procedure for Parameter Selection of Symmetric Plates.
• Input Shaper Selection Guidelines for Various Beams.
This should lead to more flexible continuum elements with command shaping replacing
traditional massive and stiff elements.
The area of design embodiment with command shaping has been advanced in both
specific examples as well as general procedures including:
• Continuum Beam Embodiment Procedure.
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• Vibration Absorber Beam Embodiment Procedure.
• Method for Embodiment Design of Micro-Mill Positioning System.
• Generalized Cost Function Formulation Based on Shaped Command Duration.
• Derivative Based Analysis for Shaped Design Embodiment with Speed Goal.
All of these techniques allow a designer to select parameters of the mechanical system and
command shaper simultaneously.
Finally, this dissertation has created an approach to considering command shaped flex-
ible systems as valid alternatives in the design process. The following recommendations
should contribute to better command shaped design solutions.
• Discussion of Removal of Prejudice from Task Definition.
• Previously Discarded Functional Alternatives being Useful.
• Discussion of Removal of Prejudice from Evaluation.
• Shaped Motion Based Method for Cost Function Creation in Design Embodiment and
Detail Design.
• Discussion of Specific Issues for Flexible Systems in Detail Design.
Together these form a complete approach to considering command shaping in the design
phase of a machine.
9.4 Future Work
The research presented in this dissertation has several opportunities to be expanded and
continued in future work. This future research can be divided into three categories, micro-
milling, command shaping, and mechanical design.
9.4.1 Micro-Milling
In the area of micro-milling there are three major areas where the research in the dissertation
can be expanded.
1. Cutting Dynamic Investigation: The dynamics and methods of cutting with micro-
scale tools, while not presented significantly in this dissertation, are an important
and promising area of research. The theory of the cutting operation has not yet
approached prediction of the cutting process for high RPM spindles.
2. More Advanced Command Shaping Application: The mill at ETSII had a limited
motion controller, therefore the command shapers were constrained. More advanced
and robust command shapers should enable greater micro-mill process speeds.
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3. Construction of New Micro-Mill: The culmination of the micro-milling design research
presented in this dissertation would be the construction of a flexible and lightweight
micro-mill using the principle of combined mechanical and command parameter se-
lection. The actual implementation of the procedure would offer insight.
9.4.2 Command Shaping
Although this dissertation presented several key advancements to the area of command
generation, command generation knowledge could still be expanded by both investigating
trajectory tracking input shaping and shaping for continuum elements.
1. Automated Tracking Algorithm: The technique of multi-axis trajectory tracking com-
mand shapers is limited by the necessity for a user to break the desired motion into
trajectory components. If an automated algorithm could select the components, then
the trajectory tracking process could be completely automated.
2. Specific Guidelines for Shaper Selection for Trajectory Tracking: The guidelines for
selecting a shaping scheme for trajectory tracking could be expanded to encompass
other issues such as actuator force, and robustness.
3. Shaping Advanced Continuum Elements: While this work presented techniques for
fixed-free beams of various types, many other continuum elements exist. Plates, mem-
brane, non-uniform beams, as well as finite element model input shaping still needs
to be considered.
9.4.3 Mechanical Design
Although the impact of command shaping on the entire design process is discussed in this
dissertation, several areas of mechanical and command design can be further studied.
1. Design Embodiment of Other Systems: In this work only micro-mills and simple el-
ements were considered in the embodiment design process. The study of command
shaping’s impact on other specific machines would enable the refinement of the gen-
eralized impact.
2. Usefulness of Combined Design Approach: The combined design approach can be used
to yield faster moving machines, however a study of the occurrence of combined design
being selected in the evaluation design stage over other more traditional approach




A.1 Equations of Motion For Longitudinal Beams
A.1.1 Longitudinal Beam
Another common mechanical element is the axially or longitudinally vibrating beam. This
beams motion is similar to that of the torsional beam in Section 7.1.1, therefore the deriva-
tion will be abbreviated where possible. Figure A.1 diagrams a longitudinal beam while
Table A.1 describes the primary parameters for the beam.
The first step is to once again consider the forces on a differential element. Figure A.2
shows a free body diagram of a longitudinal differential element with the generic Force,







































Figure A.1: Diagram of Longitudinal Beam.
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Table A.1: Longitudinal Beam Parameters.
Variable Definition
ρ Density
L Length of Beam
MA Attached Mass
u Longitudinal Deflection of Element
m Elemental Mass
E Modulus of Elasticity
x Position along Beam
a Wave Velocity





Fstat Static Force Magnitude
Ai and Bi Time Response Coefficients
Ci and Di Mode Shape Coefficients
K Static Stiffness
φi Time Dependent Response
u∗ Inertial Forces Response








Figure A.2: Diagram of Longitudinal Beam Element.
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Again, the fixed-free case is considered with boundary conditions of:






The solution to (A.4) is assumed to have the form of:
ui = Xi (Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit) (A.8)
where Ai and Bi are constants. Where Xi is assumed as:
















(i = 1, 3, 5, ...,∞) (A.11)
The mode shapes are described by:











(Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit) (A.13)
where Ai and Di encompass Di and are determined by the initial conditions of the problem.
A.1.1.1 Static Deflection













The forced response of the longitudinal beam model uses the same basic procedure as the
torsional beam and centers around the equation of motion for a differential element:
müdx− ru′′dx = Q (x, t) dx (A.16)




φiXi (i = 1, 2, 3, ...,∞) (A.17)
















































where Di must satisfy the normalization and orthogonality conditions:∫ L
0
Xi








Base motion of the longitudinal beam will also be considered. A displacement of the fixed
end of the beam of g (t), with a given acceleration of g̈ (t), can be used to find the overall
response. First, u (x = 0, t) = g (t) will constrain the motion. The two component approach
will be used, with the displacement of the fixed end being ug and the response from the
inertia forces u∗ which represent the deflection with reference to the moving fixed end:
u (x, t) = u∗ (x, t) + ug (t) (A.23)
The acceleration conditions give:
ü (x, t) = ü∗ (x, t) + üg (t) (A.24)
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These relationships yield the equation of motion for each differential beam element. g (t)
does not change with x, yielding an equation of motion of:
mü∗ − rLu∗′′ = −mg̈ (t) (A.25)
A forced response only yields:
Q(x, t) = −mg̈(t) (A.26)
















allowing the overall response to be found:









Figure A.3: Diagram of Longitudinal Beam with Attached Mass.
A.1.2 Longitudinal Beam with Attached Mass
Another common occurrence is for the longitudinal beam to have a mass affixed to the end
here an attached inertia of MA as shown in Figure A.3. The derivation for the motions
of this loading on a longitudinal beam is similar to the attached inertia case discussed in
Section 7.1.2. The boundary conditions are thus:
u(x=0) = 0 (A.29)
rL (ú)(x=L) = −MAü(x=L) (A.30)
Equation’s (A.4) solution has the form:
ui = Xi (Ai cosωit+Bi sinωit) (A.31)
where Ai and Bi are constants. The boundary conditions of (A.29 and A.30) can be trans-
formed to:




X ′is form is:







The boundary conditions with (A.34) yield:











Equation (A.36) can be simplified in order to find the natural frequencies:
ζi tan ζi = η (A.37)
where ζi = ωiLa and η =
mL
MA




The orthogonality is once again important and begins with:
rLX
′′





















































































XiXjdx+MAXi(x=L)Xj(x=L) = 0 i 6= j (A.44)




X́jX́idx = 0 i 6= j (A.45)
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X ′′iXjdx− rLX́i(x=L)Xj(x=L) = 0 i 6= j (A.46)

















dx = −ω2im (A.49)
A.1.2.2 Static Deflection
The static deflection results are identical to the longitudinal beam with no attached mass.











The differential element is once again used for the forced response of the longitudinal beam
with an attached mass:
müdx− rLu′′dx = Q (x, t) dx (A.52)
where Q (x, t) is the applied force on the element. The motion of the attached mass is given
by:
MAüx=L + rLúL = 0 (A.53)




φiXi (i = 1, 2, 3, ...,∞) (A.54)















XjQ (x, t) dx (A.55)



















XjQ (x, t) dx
The orthogonality and normalization relationships of (A.47) and (A.48) simplify the




XiQ (x, t) dx (A.58)

















































Equation (A.58) used with Duhamel’s integral can yield to total response:












Equation (A.58) can be changed to:





XiQ (x, t) dx (A.64)


















If a specific a sinusoidal force is applied at the attached mass, then Q (x, t) = F sinΩt,
where F is the magnitude of the force and Ω is the forcing frequency. Equation (A.65)























Where Ψi is given by:
Ψi = sinωit
(
−cos ((Ω− ωi) t)
2 (Ω− ωi)
− cos ((Ω + ωi) t)











sin ((Ω− ωi) t)
2 (Ω− ωi)
− sin ((Ω + ωi) t)
2 (Ω + ωi)
)





where φi is defined in (A.67) and Xi in (A.34) where Ci = 0 and Di by (A.61)
A.1.2.4 Base Excitation Response
Motion of the base of the beam follows the same procedure as the other beams. A displace-
ment g (t), and acceleration g̈ (t) are used to describe the beam position:
u (x, t) = u∗ (x, t) + ug (t) (A.70)
and acceleration:
ü (x, t) = ü∗ (x, t) + üg (t) (A.71)
The differential equations of motion of the beam are thus:
mü∗ − ru∗′′ = −mg̈ (t) (A.72)
and the attached inertia:
mü∗(x=L) − ru
∗′′
(x=L) = −mg̈ (t) (A.73)
If u∗ =
∑∞











Xj g̈ (t) dx−MAXj(x=L)g̈ (t)
Orthogonality of (A.47) and (A.48) for i = j, makes the motion:
φ̈i + ω2i φ = −
∫ L
0




Duhamel’s integral gives φ which can be used to find the overall motion:








































Figure A.4: Step Acceleration Response of Torsional Beam with Attached Inertia.


























































































































































Figure A.11: Modes 2 through 5 UMZV Acceleration Response of Torsional Beam with
Attached Inertia.
A.3 Input Shaping Results For Longitudinal Beams
A.3.1 Longitudinal Beam
The longitudinally vibrating beam is similar to the torsional beam in the definition of the
vibration. However, due to the differences in modes, its usefulness with input shaping also
needs to be investigated. Specifically, the use of traditional input shapers the ZV, the ZVD,
and the UMZV shaper will be studied for the multiple modes of the system. Considerations
into the sensitivity of the shapers will also be made. The analysis and results are the same





























































































































































































































































































Figure A.22: UMZV Sensitivity of Longitudinal Beam.


































































































































































Figure A.29: UMZV Acceleration Response of Longitudinal Beam.
A.3.2 Longitudinal Beam with Mass
Like attaching an inertia to a torsional beam, affixing a mass to a longitudinal beam signifi-
cantly alters the dynamics, primarily in the relationships between the natural frequencies. A
longitudinal beam with an attached mass no longer has natural frequencies that are integer
multiples of each other. This changes impact is significant when combined with traditional
shapers. The results with and without modelling error will be studied for the beam. The
analysis is the same as for the torsional case presented in Section 7.2.3 . Therefore only the







































































Figure A.32: Modes 2 through 5 Impulse Force Response of Longitudinal Beam with
Attached Mass.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure B.8: Longitudinal Beam with Mass: Frequency Variation with Diameter and Mass.
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